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Abstract
This deliverable offers an extensive report of all experiments carried out with respect
to root cause analysis techniques. This final deliverable for Workpackage 5 (Threats
Intelligence ) builds upon D12 (D5.1 - Technical Survey on Root Cause Analysis) and
benefits from the modifications made to the various software modules developed in WP4,
following up the experimental feedback.
The R&D efforts carried out in WP5 with respect to root cause analysis have produced
a novel framework for attack attribution called triage. This framework has been successfully applied to various wombat datasets to perform intelligence analyses by taking
advantage of several structural and contextual features of the data sets developed by the
different partners. These experiments enabled us to get insights into the underlying root
phenomena that have likely caused many security events observed by sensors deployed
by wombat partners.
In this deliverable, we provide an in-depth description of experimental results obtained
with triage, in particular with respect to (i) the analysis of Rogue AV campaigns (based
on HARMUR data), and (ii) the analysis of different malware variants attributed to the
Allaple malware family (based on data from SGNET, VirusTotal and Anubis).
Finally, we describe another experiment performed on a large spam data set obtained
from Symantec.Cloud (formerly MessageLabs), for which triage was successfully used
to analyze spam botnets and their ecosystem, i.e., how those botnets are used by spammers to organize and coordinate their spam campaigns. Thanks to this application,
we are considering a possible technology transfer of triage to Symantec.Cloud, who is
interested in carrying out regular intelligence analyses of their spam data sets, and may
r
also consider the integration of triage to their Skeptic ○
spam filtering technology.

1 Introduction
Understanding the existing and emerging threats on the Internet should help us to
effectively protect the Internet economy, our information systems and the net citizens.
This assertion may look blindingly obvious to many people. However, things are less
evident when looking more closely at the problem. Among security experts, there is at
least one thing on which everybody agrees: combating cyber-crime becomes harder and
harder [63, 17, 61]. Recent threat reports published by major security companies have
also acknowledged the fact that the cyber-crime scene is becoming increasingly more
organized, and more consolidated [71, 72, 35, 49].
Since 2003, there seems to be a shift in the nature of attacks in the Internet, from
server-side to client-side attacks and from fast spreading worms to profit-oriented activities like identity theft, fraud, spam, phishing, online gambling, extortion. Most of those
illegal activities are supported by large botnets controlled by criminal organizations. All
facts and figures presented in public security threat reports are certainly valuable and
help to shed some light on those cyber-criminal phenomena, but a lot of unknowns
remain.
In fact, current analysis tools do not allow us to automatically perform intelligence
analysis on attack phenomena, even less from a strategic viewpoint. Even though there
are some plausible indicators about the origins, causes, and consequences of malicious
activities, very few claims can be backed up by scientific evidence. The main reason
is that no global threat analysis framework exists to rigorously investigate emerging
attack phenomena using different viewpoints (e.g., different data sources), together with
effective aggregation methods that would enable an analyst to combine many different
attack features in an appropriate way.

1.1 Attack Attribution
Many open issues remain regarding the root causes and the attribution of most security
events observed or collected by various means. For example, who is really behind the
observed attacks, i.e., how many organizations are responsible for them? Where do they
originate? How many groups control the largest botnets used for sending spam? What
are the emerging strategies used in cyber-crime? Which “rogue networks” [69] are used

8
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as bullet-proof hosting (e.g., RBN1 , Atrivo a.k.a. Intercage, McColo, or 3FN, and maybe
some others), but more importantly, how do they evolve over time ? Are botnets able
to coordinate their actions?
As another example, we observe a growing number of malware samples of various types
spreading all over the Internet, sometimes at a very high pace. Some wombat partners,
such as VirusTotal and Symantec, receive hundreds of thousands of seemingly unique
malware samples per week. Figuring out which groups of malware samples are likely due
to the same criminal organization, or could be linked to the same root phenomenon, is
a daunting task.
To succeed, defenders need to have at their disposal efficient techniques that prioritize
security events, and highlight the ones they should first look at, depending on their likely
impact. Security analysts must have tools and techniques to help them characterize the
threats and produce countermeasures in an automated way, as much as possible.

1.2 TRIAGE: Towards Automated Intelligence Analysis
All previously described issues are related to a common security problem often referred
to as attack attribution, i.e., how to attribute (potentially) different attacks to a common
root cause, based on the combination of all available evidence.
In wombat deliverable D12 (D5.1), we have provided an extensive survey of root cause
analysis technique. Recall that, by root cause, we do not refer to the identification of a
given machine that has launched one specific, isolated attack (i.e., we are not interested
in what is sometimes called IP traceback ). Instead, we are more interested in having
a better idea of the various individuals, groups or communities (of machines) that are
responsible for large-scale attack phenomena. Remember also that the ultimate goal of
this WorkPackage (WP5 - Threats Intelligence) is not to offer names of individuals to law
enforcement agencies. The goal is, instead, to provide models of the acting entities that
we are facing. However, through generalization, these models can help in understanding
the threats that every person or organization who connects to the Internet currently
faces.
As a result, the R&D efforts carried out by the wombat consortium in WorkPackage 5 (WP5 - Threats Intelligence) have produced a novel software framework, called
triage [75], a multi-criteria analysis framework that supports attribution and root
cause analysis of security threats. This framework has been applied to various wombat
1

The Russian Business Network (RBN) is a multi-faceted cybercrime organization, which is notorious
for its hosting of illegal and dubious businesses such as phishing, spam, child pornography and
malware distribution http://www.bizeul.org/files/RBN_study.pdf.
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1 Introduction
datasets to perform intelligence analyses, by taking advantage of several structural and
contextual features of the data sets developed by consortium partners in the context of
WP3 and WP4.
As demonstrated by the experimental results of this deliverable, triage has enabled
us to get new insights into the underlying root phenomena that have likely caused
many security events observed by sensors deployed by wombat partners. Throughout
experiments performed on different datasets, we illustrate how this framework enables
a precise analysis of the modus operandi of the attackers, and thus can help an analyst
to get a better understanding of how cybercriminals operate in the real-world, as well
as the strategies they are using.

1.3 Structure of the Document
The rest of this document is organized as follows. To make this deliverable as selfcontained as possible, Chapter 2 introduces the triage software framework and describes formally the various techniques we have implemented in triage components.
The next chapters provide an in-depth description of some experimental results obtained with triage: Chapter 3 describes an analysis of Rogue AV campaigns (based
on HARMUR data), and Chapter 4 provides an in-depth analysis of malware variants
propagating like the Allaple malware family (based on data from SGNET, VirusTotal
and Anubis).
Chapter 5 describes another experiment performed on a large spam data set obtained
from Symantec.Cloud (formerly MessageLabs), for which triage was successfully used
to analyze spam campaigns and the spam botnets ecosystem. It is worth mentioning that
we are considering a possible technology transfer of triage to Symantec.Cloud, who is
interested in carrying out regular intelligence analyses of their spam data sets, and may
r
also consider the integration of triage to their Skeptic ○
spam filtering technology.
Finally, we conclude this deliverable in Chapter 6 where we give some interesting
perspectives on how to further improve the triage framework.
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2.1 Introduction
This Chapter introduces triage, a generic and multi-criteria software analysis framework that has been developed in wombat to address, in a rigorous and systematic way,
the attack attribution problem. Such a framework must enable us to systematically
discover, extract and combine patterns from a security dataset, according to a set of
potentially useful characteristics, and with limited knowledge on the phenomena under scrutiny. The underlying analytical methods must be sufficiently generic so that it
can be applied to virtually any type of dataset comprising security events (e.g., attack
events observed by honeypots, network attack events, IDS alerts, malware samples, spam
messages, etc.).
By applying triage to various security datasets, our objective is to identify attack
phenomena occurring at a larger scale, but also understand their root cause, and get
insights into the modus operandi of attackers.
triage stands for attribution of attacks using graph-based event analysis 1 . It relies
on a novel combination of graph-based analysis with a data fusion process inspired by
Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA). As illustrated in Fig. 2.1 , triage is based
on three components:
1. Attack feature selection: we determine which (potentially) relevant attack features we want to include in the overall analysis, and we characterize each element
(i.e., each security event) of the data set according to this set of selected features,
denoted by F = {Fk }, k = 1, . . . , n (e.g., by creating feature vectors for each
element);
2. Graph-based clustering: an undirected edge-weighted graph is created with
respect to every feature Fk , based on an appropriate distance for measuring pairwise similarities. As an additional step, a graph analysis can be performed on a
single feature basis, to identify strongly connected components within each graph.
1

In the medical domain, the term “triage” has a specific meaning, i.e., it refers to the process of
prioritizing patients based on the severity of their condition.
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This step can help reveal the structure of the data set and the various relationships among groups of security events that have strong correlations w.r.t. a given
feature;
3. Multi-criteria aggregation: this data fusion step combines the different weighted
graphs using an aggregation function that models the expected behavior of the phenomena under study.
As output of triage, we obtain Multi-Dimensional Clusters (or MDC’s) which group
security events likely due to the same root cause, because all events within an MDC are
linked by a certain number of common features as defined by the analyst. Note also
that the approach is mostly unsupervised, i.e., it does not rely on a preliminary training
phase.
At this stage, it is already important to stress that, in contrast to all classical clustering
techniques, the MCDA approach enables us to model more complex behaviors regarding
the way security events are linked together. For example, the precise set (or combination)
of features needed to link security events together does not have to be specified in
advance. As a result, an MDC can perfectly be made of different subsets of events
that are characterized by different combinations of features, but all subsets of events are
still somehow interconnected by a minimum amount of features. As described more in
detail in Section, multi-criteria decision-making techniques provide a more flexible way
of combining attack features, allowing one to include more complex decision-making
constraints such as “at least 3 (out of n) features are required to attribute events to the
same phenomenon, but features Fi and Fj are not really independent and are somehow
redundant. On the other hand, feature Fk is twice as important as Fi , and slightly more
important than Fj ”.
In the next Sections, we further describe each triage component.

2.2 Attack Feature Selection
In data mining, one of the very first steps consists in selecting some key characteristics
from the data set, i.e., salient features that may reveal interesting patterns. As described
by [33], typical clustering activities involve following steps:
(i) feature selection and/or extraction;
(ii) definition of an appropriate distance for measuring similarities between pairs of
feature vectors;
(iii) applying a grouping algorithm;

12
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2.2 Attack Feature Selection
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Figure 2.1: Overview of the triage attack attribution method, in which multiple weighted graphs
are aggregated into a combined graph using a multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA)
approach. As output, triage provides Multi-Dimensional Clusters (or MDC’s) that group
security events likely due to the same root cause. By using appropriate visualizations,
MDC’s can then help emphasize the modus operandi of attackers.

(iv) data abstraction (if needed), to provide a compact representation of each cluster;
(iv) assessment of the clusters quality and coherence (also optional), e.g., by means of
validity indices.
Feature selection is the process of identifying, within the raw data set, the most
effective subset of characteristics to use in clustering. The selection of these features may
optionally be completed by a feature extraction process, i.e., one or more transformations
of the input to produce features that are more suited to subsequent processing. Pattern
representation refers to the number of categories, classes, or variables available for each
feature to be used by the clustering algorithm.
More formally, we have thus a data set D composed of m objects, which are usually
defined as security events. We define a feature set F made of n different features Fk ,
k = 1, . . . , n, that can be extracted for each event ei from D (i = 1, . . . , m).
(k)
Let us denote by xi the feature vector extracted for the event ei w.r.t. feature Fk .
(k)
In fact, xi ∈ Rd is a d -dimensional vector of real values, i.e.:
(k)

xi

(k)

(k)

= {xi,1 , . . . , xi,d }

where d is the dimension of the vector and is a function of the feature Fk .

FP7-ICT-216026-WOMBAT
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Finally, we can group all feature vectors defined w.r.t. a given feature into a data
(k)
(k)
set Xk = {x1 , . . . , xm }. In many data mining books, it is customary to use a matrix
notation to represent a set of feature vectors Xk , i.e.:
 (k)

(k)
(k)
x1,1 x1,2 · · · x1,d

.. 
 x(k) . . .
. 
 2,1

Xk =  .

.
.
 .
..
.. 
 .

(k)
(k)
xm,1 · · · · · · xm,d
(k)

where the ith row represents the feature vector xi extracted for the event ei of D,
obtained for the k th feature Fk .
Summarizing, our problem space is made of three dimensions: m is the number of
security events, n is the number of attack features, and d is the dimensionality of the
feature vector (the latter is variable and is a function of each considered feature Fk ).

Illustrative example
(k)

A typical example of feature vector xi can be the geographical distribution of attacking
machines for a given security event composed of several similar probes observed on a
sensor at a given point in time (e.g., honeypot, IDS, etc). In this case, for each event ei
(geo)
we may want to create a feature vector xi
made of d = 229 positions corresponding to
all countries (ordered alphabetically) where attackers apparently reside. In other words,
(geo)

xi

(geo)

(geo)

= {xi,1 , . . . , xi,229 }
(geo)

where every element of the vector xi,j represents the number of attackers observed
for country j. Another standard representation for this type of feature vector would
be under the form of relative frequencies, e.g.: US(35%), CN(7%), DE(5%), CA(5%),
others(47%).
Quite obviously, the geographical origin of attackers is only one possible feature that
may be useful in root cause analysis. Depending on the type of data set and phenomenon
being studied, the analyst may want to include many other features, such as networkrelated features (IP address, the /24, /16, or /8 subnets of the address, the ISP or
the ASN, etc), DNS or Whois-related information, malware features (MD5, PE header,
and behavioral features), timing information (day-hour of the observations), or other
application-specific features (e.g., subject lines, embedded URI’s and From-domains used
in spam messages).
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2.3 Single-Feature Graph Clustering
Cluster analysis aims at finding natural groupings from a data set and is essentially an
approach relying on exploratory data analysis (EDA) [80]. Regarding this exploratory
aspect, clustering refers to a process of unsupervised classification by which unlabeled
patterns are grouped into clusters based on a measure of similarity. As a result, all
patterns found in a “valid” cluster should be more similar to each other than they are to
patterns of another cluster. The goal of clustering consists in discovering interesting and
meaningful patterns from a data set, without any prior knowledge on the phenomena
being studied. For attack attribution purposes, this can be helpful to understand the
underlying phenomena that may have created the security events observed by any type
of sensor. Clusters can also help provide a data abstraction level, since every cluster can
be described by a prototype that is representative of all attack patterns being grouped
in a particular cluster.
There exists a plethora of clustering algorithms, which can be roughly categorized as
either partitional or hierarchical. Partitional techniques aim at finding the most effective
partition of the data set by optimizing a clustering criterion (e.g., minimizing the sum
of squared distances within each cluster). Hierarchical clustering methods produce a
nested series of partitions (i.e., a hierarchical tree-like structure) in which the decision
to merge objects or clusters at each level is performed based on a similarity criterion
and a linkage method (e.g., the smallest or largest distance between objects).
However, since clustering is mostly a data-driven process, it can be hard sometimes
to define what really constitutes a cluster, as underlined by several authors (e.g., [34,
48, 74]). Indeed, most clustering techniques rely on several input parameters which
can largely influence the results. Furthermore, some algorithms assume some sort of
structure for the clusters (e.g., spherical, elliptical, density-based, etc). Thus, if they
are given a certain data set, most clustering algorithms will find clusters, regardless of
whether they are really present in the data or not.
As illustrated in [75], clustering real-world data sets can thus be a difficult task, and
different clustering methods will quite probably yield different results. For this reason,
the triage attribution framework is not limited to a given clustering algorithm. Regarding this component, the only requirement of our method is to use a graph-based
representation (i.e., edge-weighted graphs) in which all pairwise distances are calculated
ahead of time for every attack feature. We are aware of the fact that this pairwise approach can be computationally intensive for very large data sets, especially regarding
memory requirements. However, we argue that the computation of those pairwise similarities can be easily parallelized since all computations are independent of each other.
Many database systems can even provide support for storing and indexing structures
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like distance matrices.
Identifying clusters within each edge-weighted graph can provide interesting viewpoints
on the attack events being analyzed. Even though this clustering step is not really
mandatory in the overall attribution method, it can still help to find interesting patterns
among groups of security events that share common features. Furthermore, this step
can help the analyst to decide on which features to include in the multi-criteria fusion
step.
To perform the clustering, we have opted for a novel graph-theoretical algorithm that
extracts dominant sets from the graph, which is further detailed in Section 2.3.1. Our
choice is motivated by the following reasons [75]:
• the simplicity to formulate the problem, i.e., a graph can be easily represented by
its edge-weighted adjacency matrix (or proximity matrix);
• the dominant sets algorithm does not require a number of clusters as input, and
can naturally extract the most significant groups (i.e., cliques) in the first stages
of the algorithm execution;
• finding dominant sets (or cliques) in a graph can be formulated as a straightforward
continuous optimization technique. This is interesting as it can be coded in a few
lines of any high-level programming language, and could be easily implemented in
a parallel network, should scalability become an issue;
• as it will become clear in the next Section, multiple edge-weighted graphs (as
obtained for different attack features) can be easily combined using MCDA aggregation functions that model the behavior of phenomena under scrutiny.
Quite obviously, other classical clustering algorithms, such as K-Means, Hierarchical
Clustering (single or complete-linkage), Connected Components, etc, can still be used
within the framework, if necessary.

2.3.1 Dominant sets clustering
For each attack feature Fk , we build an edge-weighted graph Gk in which the vertices
(k)
(or nodes) are mapped to the feature vectors xi , and the edges (or links) reflect the
similarity between data objects regarding the considered feature. As customary, we can
represent the undirected edge-weighted graph (with no self-loops) obtained for a given
feature Fk by:
Gk = (Vk , Ek , ωk )
(2.1)
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where





(k)

(k)

(k)

Vk = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xm } is the vertex set
Ek ⊆ Vk × Vk
is the edge set (i.e., relations among vertices)
+
ωk : Ek → <
is a positive weight function

In practice, we can represent each graph Gk with its corresponding weighted adjacency
matrix (or dissimilarity matrix), which is the m × m symmetric matrix Ak (i, j) defined
as:

ωk (i, j), ∀(i, j) ∈ Ek
Ak (i, j) =
(2.2)
0,
otherwise.
Note that the weight function ωk (i, j) must be defined with a similarity metric that is
appropriate to the nature of the feature vector under consideration, as explained here
after in Section 2.3.2.
In graph theory, many clustering algorithms consist of searching for certain combinatorial structures, such as a minimum spanning tree [86] or a minimum cut [66, 83].
Among these methods, a classic approach to clustering reduces to a search for complete
subgraphs, which is also known as the “complete-link” algorithm. Indeed, the maximal
complete subgraph, also called a (maximal) clique, was considered the strictest definition
of a cluster in [2] and [59].
The concept of a maximal clique was originally defined on unweighed graphs; however,
it has been generalized to the edge-weighted case by Pavan et al. who proposed in [58]
a new framework for pairwise clustering based on dominant sets. The formal properties
of dominant sets make them reasonable candidates for a new formal definition of a
cluster in the context of edge-weighted graphs. Furthermore, Pavan et al. established a
correspondence between dominant sets and the extrema of a continuous quadratic form
over the standard simplex. This means that we can find dominant sets (or clusters) using
straightforward continuous optimization techniques such as replicator equations, a class
of dynamical systems arising in evolutionary game theory. Such systems are interesting
since they can be coded in a few lines of any high-level programming language.
The method introduced by Pavan consists of iteratively finding dominant sets in an
edge-weighted graph, and then removing it from the graph until all vertices have been
clustered (complete partitioning), or as soon as a given stopping criterion is met, which
could give eventually an incomplete partition as output. Some examples of constraints
used as stopping criterion are: (i) a minimum threshold for the remaining nodes within
the graph; (ii) a lower thresholdP
(absolute or relative) on the sum of all remaining edgeweights. Thus, let Worigin =
aij be the sum of all weights in the original graph,
then the procedure could stop when the sum of all remaining edge-weights is less than
(0.01 · Worigin ).
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Algorithm 2.1 Dominant sets Clustering
Input: weighted graph G = (V, E, ω)
Output: a partition P (eventually incomplete)
P=∅
while ST OP P IN G CRIT ERION (G) do
S ← DOM IN AN T SET (G)
P ← P ∪ {S}
V ←V \S
end while
return P
The dominant sets clustering algorithm is described in the pseudo-code given in algorithm 2.1. As one can see, the cornerstone of this algorithm is the procedure DOMINANT SET, which boils down to making a particular temporal expression converge.
More precisely, consider the following dynamical system represented with its discrete
time equation, where Ak is the adjacency matrix of an edge-weighted graph Gk :
xi (t + 1) = xi (t) ·

(Ak x(t))i
x(t)T Ak x(t)

(2.3)

with i = 1, . . . , m. Starting from an arbitrary initial state, this dynamical system will
eventually be attracted by the nearest asymptotically stable point. Thus, the procedure
DOMINANT SET simply involves the simulation of the system given in equation 2.3.
The solution to this dynamical system is a stable point, called a characteristic vector
xS , which corresponds to a dominant set (as it has been proved in [57]).
We refer the interested reader to [75] for a more detailed discussion and an objective
comparison of various clustering algorithms against dominant sets.

2.3.2 Similarity metrics
Most clustering algorithms rely on certain distance metrics to group objects into clusters.
A similarity metric is a function that indicates how alike objects are to each other.
However, it is quite common to calculate instead the dissimilarity between two patterns
(which is just the opposite) using a distance metric defined on the feature space.
As mentioned here above (definition 2.2), the weight function ωk (i, j) must be defined
with respect to a distance metric appropriate to the type of feature vector. Clearly, the
choice of this distance metric is fundamental, since it has an impact on the properties
of the final clusters, such as their size, quality, and consistency.
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Probably one of the most commonly used distance measures is the Euclidean distance,
which is in fact a special case of the Minkowski metric (with p = 2):
d
X
1
dp (xi , xj ) = (
|xi,k − xk,j |p ) p

(2.4)

k=1

As observed in [46], Euclidean metrics work well when the data set contains compact
or isolated clusters, but the drawback of these metrics is their sensitivity to the scale
of the features. This problem can be alleviated with the normalization of the vectors.
However, Euclidean distances suffer from other drawbacks, e.g., they can be completely
inappropriate with high-dimensional data. This problem is known as the curse of dimensionality 2 , which is caused by the exponential increase in volume associated with adding
extra dimensions to a mathematical space. In fact, several previous works have showed
that in high-dimensional space, the concept of proximity, distance or nearest neighbor
may not even be qualitatively meaningful when relying on commonly used metrics such
as Lk norms, especially in data mining applications [1].
Another common similarity measure that can be used with real-valued vectors is the
sample correlation between observations treated as sequences of values:
(xi − x)T (xj − x)
p
dcorr (xi , xj ) = p
(xi − x)T (xi − x) (xj − x)T (xj − x)

(2.5)

where x represents (xi + xj )/2.
The sample correlation (also called the Pearson coefficient) reflects the strength of
the linear dependence between two real-valued vectors, which can also be viewed as a
similarity degree between the “shapes” of the vectors. It is thus directly linked to the
covariance of the vectors. A correlation value of 1 implies a perfect linear relationship
between the two vectors (as xi increases, xj increases proportionally). A closely related
similarity measure is the cosine similarity obtained by computing the cosine of the angle
formed by the two vectors, which is commonly used for clustering document data in text
mining [74].
The interpretation of a correlation coefficient depends on the context and purposes;
however, a value between 0.5 and 1 is usually considered as an indication of a strong
dependence between observations.
Finally, to measure distances between probability distributions (e.g., histograms),
there exist specific statistical distances that are more appropriate. One such technique
2

This term was first coined by Richard Bellman in 1957 [11]
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(which is commonly used in information theory) is the Kullback-Leibler divergence ([38]).
Let xi and xj be for instance two feature vectors that represent two probability distributions over a discrete space X, then the K-L divergence of xj from xi is defined as:
DKL (xi ||xj ) =

d
X

xi (k) log

k=1

xi (k)
xj (k)

which is also called the information divergence (or relative entropy). Because DKL is
not considered as a true metric, it is usually better to use instead the Jensen-Shannon
divergence ([44]), defined as:
DJS (xi , xj ) =

DKL (xi ||x̄) + DKL (xj ||x̄)
2

(2.6)

where x̄ = (xi + xj )/2. In other words, the Jensen-Shannon divergence is the average of
the KL-divergences to the average distribution. To be a true metric, the JS divergence
must also satisfy the triangular inequality, which is not true for all cases of (xi , xj ). Nevertheless, it can be demonstrated that the square root of the Jensen-Shannon divergence
is a true metric ([25]).
An alternative metric for measuring the similarity of two discrete probability distributions is the Bhattacharyya distance ([12]), a quite popular metric used in the signal
processing community. It gives an approximate measurement of the amount of overlap
between two frequency vectors.
Transforming distances to similarities.
To transform pairwise distances dij to similarity weights sij , we can use different mapping
functions. Some of the most commonly used functions are:

 1 − dij
c − dij , for some constant c
sij =

(1 + dij )−1
However, previous studies found that the similarity between stimuli decay exponentially with some power of the perceptual measure distance ([65]). So, it is also customary
to use the following function to do this transformation:
sij = exp(
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where σ is a positive real number which affects the decreasing rate of s. In [75], we have
proposed an empirical method to determine appropriate ranges of values for σ according
to the statistical properties of the data set, and the expected similarities.
Several authors have also extensively studied problems related to proximity measures,
and how to choose them in a consistent manner based on the clustering problem and the
features at hand (see for instance [23, 6, 36]).

2.3.3 Cluster validity indices
Various cluster validity indices have been proposed in previous work to assess the quality
and the consistency of clustering results [32]. In graph clustering, most indices are based
on the comparison of intra-cluster connectivity (i.e., the compactness of clusters) and
the inter-cluster variability (i.e., the separability between clusters). In [13], the authors
provide a nice review of different validity indices that are particularly appropriate for
evaluating graph clustered structures.
In [75] , we have defined certain validity indices that are well-suited for evaluating the
quality of dominant sets found by triage, but also the clustering results obtained via
more classical methods. In particular, we have used three different validity indices:
• the Graph compactness, which indicates how compact the clusters are;
• the Davies-Bouldin index, which evaluates the inter versus intra-cluster connectivity;
• the Silhouette index, which is linked to the characteristics of nodes’ neighborhood.
To assess the quality of the experimental results presented in this deliverable, we will
mainly focus on the graph compactness, which is a quite effective, yet easy to compute,
validity index. We refer the interested reader to [13, 75] for more information on the
other cluster validity indices.
Graph compactness
The graph compactness Cp is a validity index that is very easy to calculate, and which can
be helpful to evaluate graph clustering results. Cp is mainly based on the characteristics
of graphs connectivity. That is, for any cluster Ck , we can calculate a normalized
compactness index:
PNk −1 PNk
i=1
j=i+1 ω(i, j)
Cp k =
(2.8)
Nk (Nk − 1)/2
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where ω(i, j) is the positive weight function reflecting node similarities in the graph, and
Nk is the number of members within cluster k. Since Cpk only depends upon similarity
values and the composition of the clusters, it can also be used to evaluate many other
clustering methods.
We can also define an average compactness index Cp for a partition made of K clusters,
which takes into account the individual compactness values of the clusters, but also their
respective sizes:
PK
Cp =

k=1
P
K

Cpk Nk

j=1 Nj

(2.9)

2.4 MCDA-based Attack Attribution
The graph-based clustering component (based on dominant sets) can be a useful and
effective way of extracting informative patterns from a set of security events. By repeating this process for different attack features, we obtain one set of clusters for each attack
feature, which provide interesting viewpoints on the underlying phenomena.
However, similarly to criminal forensics, a security analyst often needs to synthesize
different pieces of evidence in order to investigate the root causes of attack phenomena.
This can be a tedious, lengthy and informal process mostly relying on the analysts
expertise. A somehow naı̈ve approach of doing this aggregation of features consists in
performing cross-feature analysis by computing intersections among all clusters obtained
for each feature separately. Even though it could work in fairly simple cases, we observed
that this approach does not hold for many attack phenomena we have analyzed so far.
The reasons are twofold:
(i) the uncertainty problem, which is due to the fuzzy aspect of real-world phenomena.
Measuring similarities can be intrinsically hard for certain characteristics, and
provides usually a continuous value in the interval [0, 1] that reflects a certain
degree of correlation between two feature vectors. Based on a single value, it is
usually quite difficult to decide whether or not two attack events might be linked
to the same root cause.
(ii) the dynamicity problem, which is due to the evolutive nature of real-world phenomena. As certain characteristics of attack phenomena may evolve (e.g., the origins
of a botnet may change over time, polymorphic malware try to randomize certain
aspects of their code, spammers tend to use disposable URI’s or “From domains”
for their spam campaigns, etc), it can be difficult to define a priori which set of
features must be used to link events to the same phenomenon.
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2.4.1 Multi-criteria Decision Analysis
As suggested here above, the problem of combining attack features looks quite similar
to typical situations handled in multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA), also called
sometimes Multi-Attribute Utility Theory (MAUT). In a classical MCDA problem, a
decision-maker evaluates a set of alternatives w.r.t. different criteria, and a global
score is then calculated for each alternative using a well-defined aggregation method that
models the preferences of the decision-maker or a set of constraints.
Generally speaking, the alternatives are evaluated w.r.t different attributes (or features) that are expressed with numerical values representing a degree of preference, or
a degree of membership3 . The two most common aggregation methods used in MAUT
are the weighted arithmetic and geometric means.
Another related application is the group decision-making, where n experts express
their evaluations on one (or more) alternatives. The goal is then to combine all experts’
preferences into a single score (like in many sports competitions, where the criteria are
scores given by different judges). The most commonly-used technique for combining
experts’ scores is the weighted arithmetic mean, since experts may be assigned different
weights according to their standing.
Yet other typical examples involving an aggregation process can be found in fuzzy logic
and rule-based systems. In this case, the inference engine is made of fuzzy rules in which
the rule antecedents model attributes that are subject to vagueness or uncertainty. The
aim is to evaluate the “firing strength” of each fuzzy rule using logical connectives, and
then to combine all rules’ output into a single, crisp value that can be used to make a
decision.

2.4.2 Formalizing the aggregation problem
Aggregation functions are used in many prototypical situations where we have several
criteria of concern, with respect to which we assess different options. The objective consists in calculating a combined score for each option (or alternative), and this combined
output forms then a basis from which decisions can be made.
Definition 2.1. (Aggregation function [10]) An aggregation function is formally
defined as a function of n arguments (n > 1) that maps the (n-dimensional) unit cube
onto the unit interval: faggr : [0, 1]n −→ [0, 1], with the following properties:
3

Obviously, some attributes can sometimes be expressed using ordinal or qualitative values. Then,
a commonly-used approach consists in converting ordinal values to a numerical scale using utility
functions.
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(i) faggr (0, 0, . . . , 0) = 0
| {z }
n-times

and

faggr (1, 1, . . . , 1) = 1
| {z }
n-times

(ii) xi ≤ yi for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n} implies faggr (x1 , . . . , xn ) ≤ faggr (y1 , . . . , yn )
All unit intervals [0, 1] are considered here to be continuous, i.e., a variable defined on
this unit interval may take any real value between the lower and upper bounds.
In our multi-criteria attribution method, we have n different attack features Fk , whose
indices can be put into a set N = {1, 2, . . . , n}. For each Fk , recall that we have built
an edge-weighted graph Gk = (Vk , Ek , ωk ), represented by its corresponding similarity
matrix Ak (i, j) = ωk (i, j), with ωk defined as an appropriate distance function.
For every pair of events (i, j) of the security data set D, a vector of criteria zij ∈ [0, 1]n
can be constructed from the similarity matrices (i.e., from the set of graphs Gk ):
zij = [A1 (i, j), A2 (i, j), . . . , An (i, j)]

(2.10)

Informally, our approach consists in combining these n values of each criteria vector
zij which reflects the set of all relationships between a pair of security events.
P As
∗
illustrated in Fig.2.2, the multicriteria aggregation creates a combined graph G =
Gk ,
represented by its adjacency matrix A∗ , which is obtained by applying an aggregation
function faggr :
A∗ (i, j) = faggr (zij ), ∀(i, j) ∈ D

(2.11)

Finally, we can extract strongly connected components from G∗ to identify all subgraphs in which any two vertices are connected to each other by a certain path:
P = components(A∗ )
= {P1 , P2 , . . . , Pm }
which gives a set of connected subgraphs P, where Px ⊆ G∗ , and ∀(i, j) ∈ Px :
faggr (zij ) ≥ , with  ∈ ]0, 1]. Since the events of a subgraph can form different clusters with respect to individual features (or clustering dimensions), we have called these
subgraphs multi-dimensional clusters (or MDC’s).
Note that this final step turns out to be also a graph clustering problem very similar to
the per-feature clustering problem described in Section 2.3. As a result, a set of MDC’s
(or subgraphs) P could be obtained by applying the very same dominant sets algorithm
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Figure 2.2: The MCDA aggregation process is performed on n edge-weighted graphs (represented by
their respective proximity matrix), which leads to the construction of a combined graph
G∗ that takes into account the semantics of the aggregation function faggr .

given in Section 2.3.1.
However, searching for dominant sets in the aggregated graph may be too restrictive
in certain cases, since dominant sets provide very coherent groups. The attack events
within an MDC can be linked by different combinations of features, which means that an
attack event observed at instant t0 can have very different characteristics from another
event observed at a later point in time.
As a consequence of this evolving behavior, clusters in the combined graph G∗ can
present elongated shapes in which attack events are linked in a sort of chaining structure.
While this “chaining effect” is usually not desirable in single-feature clustering, it is
usually required in the case of the combined graph G∗ resulting from the aggregation of
multiple features.
As shown in the next Chapters, by analyzing and visualizing MDC’s through their
individual and common features, an analyst can immediately get a global picture of all
important relationships among security events and how these are interconnected, and
hence he also gets a better insight into the behavior of the underlying phenomena.

2.4.3 Choice of an aggregation function faggr
It is quite evident that the choice of the aggregation function faggr used to combine
attack features is fundamental, as this function will model the behavior of the phe-
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nomenon under study. In other words, this choice must be guided by the semantics that
the analyst wants to give to the aggregation procedure, which aims at modelling the
characteristics of the attack phenomena under scrutiny.
Aggregation functions can be divided into following classes:
• averaging aggregation functions, where the aggregated value of a vector of criteria
z is bounded by
min(z) ≤ faggr (z) ≤ max(z)
• conjunctive aggregation functions, where the resulting value is bounded by
faggr (z) ≤ min(z) = min(z1 , z2 , . . . , zn )
• disjunctive aggregation functions, where the resulting value is bounded by
faggr (z) ≥ max(z) = max(z1 , z2 , . . . , zn )
• mixed aggregation functions, where the faggr (z) exhibits different types of behavior
on different parts of the domain.
In [75], we have mainly considered two families of averaging functions, namely Ordered
Weighted Averaging functions and the family of Choquet integrals, and we have showed
in details how to take advantage of them to address attack attribution problems. To
make this deliverable as self-contained as possible, we provide here after a brief overview
of these aggregation functions.

2.4.4 OWA methods
OWA functions are a family of averaging functions that basically rely on two main
characteristics: (i) a weighting vector (like in a classical weighted mean), and (ii) sorting
the inputs (usually in descending order), hence the name of Ordered Weighted Averaging.
This reordering of the components of the input vector z introduces a non-linerarity in
the aggregation function. However, it allows the decision-maker to design slightly more
complex modeling schemes when dealing with data fusion tasks.
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Ordered Weighted Average (OWA)
In [84], a new type of averaging operator called Ordered Weighted Averaging (OWA)
was introduced by Yager. The OWA operator allows one to include certain relationships
among criteria, such as “most of” or “at least” k criteria (out of n) to be satisfied in the
overall aggregation process. OWA differs from a classical weighted means in that the
weights are not associated with particular inputs, but rather with their magnitude. As
a result, OWA can emphasize the largest, smallest or mid-range values. It has become
very popular in the research community working on fuzzy sets.
Definition 2.2. (OWA) [84, 10] For a given weighting vector w, wi ≥ 0,
the OWA aggregation function is defined by:
OW Aw (z) =

n
X

wi z(i) =< w, z& >

P

wi = 1,

(2.12)

i=1

where we use the notation z& to represent the vector obtained from z by arranging its
components in decreasing order: z(1) ≥ z(2) ≥ . . . ≥ z(n) .
It is easy to see that for any weighting vector w, the result of OWA lies between
the classical and and or operators, which are in fact the two extreme cases when w =
(0, 0, . . . , 1) (then OW Aw (z) = min(z)) or when z = (1, 0, . . . , 0) (then OW Aw (z) =
max(z)). Another special case is when all weights wi = n1 , which results in the classical
arithmetic mean.
Obviously, the problem of defining the weights wi to be used in OWA still remains.
Yager suggests two possible approaches: (i) either to use some learning mechanism, with
sample data and a regression model (e.g., fitting weights by using training data and
minimizing the least-square residual error), or (ii) to give some semantics, or meaning to
the wi ’s by asking a decision-maker or an expert to provide directly those values, based
on domain knowledge. In many attack attribution cases, we have to rely on the latter,
since the process is mostly unsupervised, and thus we have no training samples for the
phenomena we aim to identify.
Weighted OWA (WOWA)
Weighted averaging functions, such as OWA or the weighted mean, can be quite convenient aggregation functions when we deal with data fusion tasks, in which criteria of
interest are expressed with numerical values (usually, in [0, 1]n ). However, the weights
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used in weighted mean (WM) and the ones defined for the OWA operator play very
different roles. The WM takes into account the reliability of each information source
(or each expert), whereas the weights used in OWA reflect the importance of the values,
regardless of their source.
Torra proposed in [77] a generalization of both WM and OWA, called Weighted OWA
(WOWA). This aggregation function combines the advantages of both types of averaging
functions by allowing the user to quantify the reliability of the information sources with
a vector p (as the weighted mean does), and at the same time, to weight the values in
relation to their relative position with a second vector w (as the OWA operator).
The rationale underlying the WOWA function becomes clear in certain intelligent
systems in which you have different sensors having a certain reliability (which is known,
thus we have the weights p), and where the measurements of those sensors have to be
somehow prioritized, irrespective of their reliability. Think, for example, of an automated
braking system which assists the driver in a vehicle. In this case, the reliability of the
sensors should probably be taken into account (since less reliable sensors may fail or give
erroneous measurements); however, the distance measurements to the nearest obstacles
may be even more important in certain situations, regardless of which sensors provide
the inputs. A WOWA function provides exactly this kind of combination.
In the rest of this section, we start by formally defining the WOWA aggregation
function, which can replace the OWA operator in equation ??. Then, we illustrate its
usefulness in the context of the attack attribution method, and how it performs compared
to the classical WM or OWA.
Definition
2.3.
P
P (Weighted OWA [77]) Let w, p be two weighting vectors with wi , pi ≥
0,
wi = 1,
pi = 1. The Weighted OWA aggregation function is defined by:
W OW Aw,p (z) =

n
X

ui z(i) ,

(2.13)

i=1

where z(i) is the ith largest component of z and the weights ui are defined as

ui = G 


X
j∈Hi



pj  − G 


X

pj 

j∈Hi−1

where the set Hi = {j|zj ≥ zi } is the set of indices of i largest elements
P of z, and G is
a monotone non-decreasing function that interpolates the points (i/n, j≤i wj ) together
with the point (0, 0). Moreover, G is required to have the two following properties:
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1. G(i/n) =

P

j≤i wj ,

i = 0, . . . , n;
P
2. G is linear if the points (i/n, j≤i wj ) lie on a straight line.
In fact, the W OW A operator can be seen as an OWA function with the weights
ui , which are obtained by combining both vectors w, p using a generating function G.
The mathematical properties of the W OW A operator have been studied and described
in [76, 77]. P
Among others, it has been showed that the weighting vector u satisfies
ui ≥ 0, and
ui = 1. It is also worth noting that if all wi = n1 , then it turns out that
W OW Aw,p (z) = Mp (z), the weighted arithmetic mean. Similarly, when all pi = n1 ,
then W OW Aw,p (z) = OW Aw (z).
Obviously, the weights u also depend on the choice of the interpolation function G,
also called W ∗ in [78]. As suggested by different P
authors, this function can be chosen as
a linear spline that interpolates the points (i/n, j≤i wj ), or it can be also a monotone
quadratic spline as was suggested in [77, 9], as long as the function satisfies the properties
stated here above (i.e., the straight line condition). In the experiments performed in
this document, we have used the interpolation method described in [78]. Clearly, the
advantage of using the WOWA operator (instead of OWA) comes from the additional
vector of weights p, which provides more flexibility in the decision-making process by
quantifying the reliability of each feature.

2.4.5 Fuzzy integrals
In many multi-criteria problems, and by consequent also in attack attribution problems,
it happens quite often that certain criteria are not completely independent. For example,
certain combinations of criteria may show some sort of synergy (or complementarity),
whereas other subsets of criteria could have globally less importance due to the presence
of redundancy (or substitutability) among them.
Fuzzy integrals are a large family of aggregation functions that can provide effective
means for modeling this kind of behavior in MCDA problems. There are mainly two
families of fuzzy integrals:
- the Choquet integral, which is used for the aggregation of criteria defined on cardinal
scales. That is, the scores of the criteria are expressed by real numbers reflecting
a degree of satisfaction, a preference, or a degree of membership.
- the Sugeno integral, which can be viewed as the ordinal version of Choquet, i.e., the
scores of the evaluation criteria are expressed on a finite ordinal (or qualitative)
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scale, and thus the Sugeno integral involves a combination of min-max logical
operations on a fuzzy measure.
In our experiments, we have only considered the Choquet integral for combining attack
features, since most criteria we were dealing with were defined on cardinal scales (usually,
on [0, 1]). When an analyst is confronted with multi-criteria problems where criteria are
defined on both ordinal and cardinal scales, a commonly used approach consists in trying
to turn the ordinal problem into a cardinal one, or to get cardinal information from the
ordinal one, for example by counting the number of times an alternative is better or
worse than the other ones on a given criterion. When all criteria are ordinal ones, then
obviously, the Sugeno integral provides more appropriate means to aggregate them.
The purpose of this Section is to demonstrate how the Choquet integral offers a much
greater flexibility in feature aggregation by modeling interactions among subsets of features. However, to define the Choquet integral, we need first to introduce a few essential
concepts that are associated to it.
Fuzzy measures
Fuzzy integrals are defined with respect to so-called fuzzy measures. Given a set of
criteria N (e.g., attack features), a fuzzy measure is simply a set function used to define,
in some sense, the importance (or strength) of any subset belonging to the power set of N .
It is worth noting that fuzzy measures are not necessarily additive (i.e., the measure of a
given set is not necessarily equal to the sum of its subsets). This property of additivity
has been somehow relaxed on fuzzy measures by requiring only the monotonicity of the
measure.
More formally, a fuzzy measure (alternatively called a capacity in the literature) is
defined as follows.
Definition 2.4. (Fuzzy measure or Capacity) Let N = {1, 2, . . . , n} be the index
set of n criteria. A capacity [15] or fuzzy measure [70] is a set function v : 2N → [0, 1]
which is monotonic (i.e., v(A) ≤ v(B) whenever A ⊂ B) and satisfies v(∅) = 0. The
measure is normalized if in addition v(N ) = 1.
In multi-criteria decision making, a fuzzy measure is thus a set of 2n real values where
each value can be viewed as the degree of importance of a combination of criteria (also
called a coalition, in particular in game theory). In other words, from definition 2.4, any
subset A ⊆ N can be considered as a coalition of criteria, and thus v(A) reflects the
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importance of this coalition with a given weight. Note that when new elements are added
to a given coalition, it can not decrease its weight (due to the monotonicity condition).
A basic example of a fuzzy measure is
|A|
,
n
for any subset A ⊆ N , and where |A| denotes the number of elements in A.
v(A) =

(2.14)

Two mathematical properties of fuzzy measures are particularly of interest. First,
a fuzzy measure is additive if for all disjoint subsets A, B ⊆ N , we have v(A ∪ B) =
v(A) + v(B). That is, when a fuzzy measure is additive, it suffices to define the n
coefficients v({1}), . . . , v({n}) to define the fuzzy measure entirely. Note that in the
general case, one needs to define the 2n − 2 coefficients corresponding to the 2n subsets
of N , except v(∅) and v(N ).
Secondly, a fuzzy measure is symmetric if the value v(A) depends only on the cardinality of the set A, i.e., for any subsets A, B ⊆ N , |A| = |B| implies v(A) = v(B). The
example given by equation 2.14 here above is an example of a fuzzy measure which is
both additive and symmetric. Note that this type of measure is usually too restrictive in
the modeling of a multi-criteria aggregation (in fact, the integral of such fuzzy measures
coincides with the arithmetic mean).
A fuzzy measure can also be transformed into an alternative representation, called the
Möbius representation, which can be helpful in expressing various concepts or quantities
related to aggregation functions. For example, we will see in section 2.4.6 that it is
convenient to express certain interaction indices in a more compact form. The Möbius
representation of a fuzzy measure can be obtained with the Möbius transform.
Definition 2.5. (Möbius transform) [62] The Möbius transform of a fuzzy measure
v, denoted by Mv , is a set function defined for every A ⊆ N as:
X
Mv (A) =
(−1)|A\B| v(B)
B⊆A

Example of fuzzy measure.
A convenient way of representing fuzzy measures consists to use a lattice form (i.e., a
Hasse diagram) of the inclusion relation defined on the set of subsets of N ([10]). For
example, for n = 3, we can represent the 2n elements of a fuzzy measure v as:
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v({1, 2, 3})
v({1, 3})
v({2})
v(∅)

v({1, 2})
v({1})

v({2, 3})
v({3})

Let v be a fuzzy measure given by
0.9
0.5

1
0.5
0
0

0.3
0.3

Then, its Möbius transform Mv is given by
0.4
0.5

0.1
-0.3
0
0

0
0.3

For example,
Mv ({1, 2}) = (−1) · v({1}) + (−1) · v({2}) + (−1)2 · v({1, 2})
= −0.5 − 0 + 0.9 = 0.4
Observe that the sum of all values in the Möbius representation is equal to 1, and the
values of v and Mv coincide on singletons.
We can now introduce the Choquet integral, which is defined with respect to a fuzzy
measure.
Definition 2.6. (Choquet integral) [15] The (discrete) Choquet integral of an input
vector z with respect to a fuzzy measure (or capacity) v is given by
Cv (z) =

n
X



z(i) v({j|zj ≥ z(i) }) − v({j|zj ≥ z(i+1) })

(2.15)

i=1

where z(1) ≤ z(2) ≤ . . . ≤ z(n) , i.e., z(i) is the ith largest component of the input vector z.
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By rearranging the terms of the sum here above, the Choquet integral can alternatively
be written as ([10]):
n
X


Cv (z) =
z(i) − z(i−1) v(Hi )
(2.16)
i=1

where Hi = {(i), . . . , (n)} is the subset of indices of the n − i + 1 largest components of
z, and z(0) = 0 by convention.
For example, let n = 3 and z2 ≤ z1 ≤ z3 . Then, using equation 2.15, we have
Cv (z1 , z2 , z3 ) = z2 [v({2, 1, 3}) − v({1, 3})] + z1 [v({1, 3}) − v({3})] + z3 v({3})
Special cases.
It is worth mentioning that the class of Choquet integrals generalizes averaging functions, such as those discussed previously. In fact, it turns out that weighted means
and OWA functions are just special cases of Choquet integrals with respect to additive
and symmetric fuzzy measures respectively. More precisely, when a fuzzy measure v is
additive, the Choquet integral reduces to a weighted arithmetic mean:
Cv (z) =

n
X

v({i}) zi

i=1

When a fuzzy measure v is symmetric, the Choquet integral reduces to an OWA
function as introduced in Section ??, with weights given by
Cv (z) =

n
X
(vn−i+1 − vn−i ) z%(i)
i=1

with vi := v(A), such that |A| = i.
Similarly, it can be showed that the WOWA operator is also a special case of Choquet
integral [79]. Finally, the Choquet integral with respect to a symmetric additive fuzzy
measure (as the example 2.14) coincides with the arithmetic mean.

2.4.6 Interactions among criteria
The flexibility of the Choquet integral comes also with a certain complexity, which is
mainly due to the fact that a fuzzy measure v must be defined by 2n values. As a
result, the behavior of the decision-making process does not always appear as clearly
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when looking at all values of v. Moreover, in multi-criteria problems, it is often the
case that certain criteria are not independent, i.e., there is some interaction (positive or
negative) among the criteria. For example, two criteria may point essentially to the same
concept, and hence should be considered as redundant in the aggregation. Therefore, it
is interesting to define some indices to measure the importance of a given criterion, or
the interactions among criteria.
To do this, we can use the Shapley value, which measures the importance of a criterion
i in all possible coalitions. It was first proposed by Shapley [64] in the context of
cooperative game theory.
Definition 2.7. (Shapley value [64]) The Shapley index of a criterion i ∈ N w.r.t.
a fuzzy measure v is given by
φ(i) =

X (n − |A| − 1)!|A|!
[v(A ∪ {i}) − v({A})]
n!

A⊆N \i

The Shapley value is the vector φ(v) = (φ(1), . . . , φ(n)).
The Shapley value can be interpreted as the average contribution of each criterion
alone in all possible coalitions. With the help of the Möbius transform, the Shapley
index can be expressed in a more compact form, which can be also more convenient to
calculate:
X 1
Mv (B)
φ(i) =
|B|
B| i∈B

Another important measure is the interaction index, introduced by Murofushi and
Soneda [53], which quantifies the way two criteria i, j interact in all possible coalitions.
As mentioned before, a certain criterion may be irrelevant when considered alone, but
its importance regarding the overall decision value may sharply rise when taken in conjunction with other criteria.
Definition 2.8. (Interaction index [53]) The interaction index between two criteria
i, j ∈ N w.r.t. a fuzzy measure v is given by

Iij =

X
A⊆N \{i,j}
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When Iij < 0, we can say that criteria i, j are linked by a negative synergy (redundancy, or substitutability). Inversely, a positive interaction Iij > 0 depicts a positive
synergy (or complementarity) between criteria i, j ([26, 27]). When Iij = 0, we say that
criteria i, j are independent, because the degree of satisfaction due to their combination
is equivalent to the sum of the individual contributions of both criteria (i.e., it reflects a
null synergy).
This definition of Iij due to Murofushi and Soneda holds for a pair of criteria only,
but it was extended by Grabisch et al. [31] for any coalition A (and not just pairs) of
criteria:
I(A) =

X (n − |B| − |A|)!|B|! X
(−1)|A\C| v(B ∪ C)
(n − |A| + 1)!

(2.17)

C⊆A

B⊆N \A

which again can be expressed in a more compact form using the Möbius transform:
I(A) =

X
B| A⊆B

1
Mv (B)
|B| − |A| + 1

(2.18)

Clearly, I(A) coincides with Iij for A = {i, j}, and coincides with φ(i) for A = {i}.
As we show in the next section, those interaction indices present a special interest when
the analyst must deal with the problem of defining fuzzy measures.

2.4.7 Construction of fuzzy measures
The flexibility of the Choquet integral has also a major drawback, which is related to
its exponential complexity (remember that 2n − 2 real values must be defined in a fuzzy
measure). Just like for OWA weighting vectors, a decision-maker or an analyst may want
to define a fuzzy measure “by hand”, based on his domain knowledge. Quite obviously,
this approach becomes rapidly impractical when the number of criteria increases.
Another approach consists in fitting a fuzzy measure to empirical data, assuming
that we are able to collect a set of training samples. This can be again formulated
as an optimization problem, using either a least squares criterion or a least absolute
deviation to minimize the error [75]. However, the problem of collecting meaningful
training data remains. For attack attribution purposes, it is not so evident to gather
sound experimental measurements that can be used as training data set, since we usually
do not know the “ground truth” about the underlying phenomena.
Another issue with Choquet is the difficulty to interprete those values (certainly when
n %), and thus to analyze the behaviour of the aggregation model. To deal with these
issues, several particular sub-models have been proposed.
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λ-fuzzy measures
Sugeno [70] has proposed a simplified sub-model based on λ-fuzzy measures as a way
of reducing the complexity of a fuzzy measure4 . The idea is to define the values of
the fuzzy measure v only for individual criteria, and then to solve a linear system to
determine all other values for the coalitions, based on some constraints imposing a subor super-additivity on the fuzzy measure.
Definition 2.9. (λ-fuzzy measure [70]) Given a parameter λ ∈ ]−1, ∞[, a λ-fuzzy
measure is a fuzzy measure v that, for all disjoint sets A, B ⊆ N , satisfies
v(A ∪ B) = v(A) + v(B) + λv(A)v(B)

Under these conditions, all values v(A) can be immediately calculated from the n
independent values v({i}), i = 1, . . . , n, by using the following formula
!
m
m
[
1 Y
v( {i}) =
(2.19)
(1 + λv({i})) − 1 , λ 6= 0
λ
i=1

i=1

where the coefficient λ is determined from the boundary condition v(N ) = 1, and
involves solving following equation on (−1, 0) or (0, ∞)
λ+1=

n
Y

(1 + λv({i}))

(2.20)

i=1

A λ-fuzzy measure is either sub- or super-additive, when −1 < λ ≤ 0 or λ ≥ 0
respectively. Note that a λ-fuzzy measure is an example of a distorted probability
measure [54].
k-additive fuzzy measures
To decrease the exponential complexity of fuzzy measures, Grabisch proposed another
sub-model called k-order additive fuzzy measures, or shorter k-additive fuzzy measures [28]. The idea is to construct a fuzzy measure where the interaction among criteria
is limited to groups of size k (or less). For example, in a 2-additive fuzzy measure, we
can only model pairwise interactions among criteria, but no interactions in groups of 3
4

For this reason, λ-fuzzy measures are also called Sugeno measures.
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or more. In fact, all values of the fuzzy measure for groups of size larger than k are
determined by various linear constraints.
k-additive fuzzy measures provide a good trade-off between
and flexibility
Pk complexity
n
n
of the model. Instead of 2 − 2 values, they require only i=1 (i ) values to be defined.
1-additive fuzzy measures are just ordinary additive measures (for which only n values
are needed), but they are usually too restrictive for an accurate representation of complex problems5 . In practice, 2-additivity seems to be the best compromise between low
complexity and richness of the model [28]. In this case, only n(n + 1)/2 values need to
be defined.
Definition 2.10. (k-additive fuzzy measure [28]) A fuzzy measure v is said to be
k-additive (1 ≤ k ≤ n) if its Möbius transform verifies
Mv (A) = 0
for any subset A with more than k elements, |A| > k, and there exists a subset B with
k elements such that Mv (B) 6= 0.
A fundamental property of k-additive fuzzy measures is
(
I(A) = 0, for everyA ⊆ N such that |A| > k
I(A) = Mv (A), for everyA ⊆ N such that |A| = k
Defining a 2-additive measure
From a practical viewpoint, a decision-maker will usually define a 2-additive fuzzy measure, since this is a good trade-off between complexity of the model (in terms of the
number of values to determine) and its effectiveness and flexibility to include interactions (synergies or redundancies) among pairs of features. To do this, two different
approaches can be used. In both cases, we start by defining the interaction indices I2 (A)
of v2 , for all combinations of 2 criteria or less. In other words, for all A ⊆ N such that
|A| > 2, we can set the values of I2 (A) = 0 (by definition of a 2-additive measure).
Then, based on our domain knowledge about the attack features we have considered,
we have to define the interaction indices I2 (A) of the fuzzy measure v2 . For example,
with n = 4, we have to define the four indices of the singletons (on the lower row of
5

1-additivity does not permit interaction, and the Choquet integral w.r.t. 1-additive fuzzy measures is
simply a weighted arithmetic mean.
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the lattice here under), and all pairwise interactions for the 6 couples of features (on
the third row of the lattice). One possible example is given in the diagram here under,
in which we have set a strong redundancy between features 1 and 2 (note the negative
index for I2 ({1, 2})), and a weak synergy between pairs involving features 2, 3 and 4:

-0.20

0
0
0
0
0.05
0.20 0.40
0.50

0
0
0.10

0
0.05
0.30

0

Note that the values I2 (A) for singletons correspond in fact to the Shapley values
introduced previously in Definition 2.7, which represent the importance factors of each
criterion alone.
Next, a first approach consists to convert I2 (A) to its corresponding fuzzy measure v2
(which will be by definition 2-additive). To do this transformation I2 (A) → v2 (S), we
just need to use the conversion formula given by Grabisch in [29]:
v(S) =

X

|A|

β|S∩A| I(A)

A⊂N

where β is a quantity related to the Bernouilli numbers Bk , and is given by
βkl =

k  
X
k
j

Bl−j , k, l = 0, 1, 2, . . .

j=0

The resulting 2-additive fuzzy measure v2 obtained using this method is defined by the
following values, and formula 2.15 or 2.16 can then be used to calculate the 2-additive
Choquet integral Cv2 .
1
0.20

0.65
0.55
0.15

0.55
0.45
0.25

0.85
0.65
0.35

0.95
0.55
0.25

0.60

0
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A second approach consists to calculate the Choquet integral directly from the values
provided by I2 (A) by using the expression of Cv given by Grabisch in [30]:

Cv (z) =

X

(zi ∧ zj )Iij +

i,j∈N |Iij >0

X

(zi ∨ zj )|Iij | +

i,j∈N |Iij <0

X
i∈N

zi φi −


1X
2

|Iij | (2.21)

j6=i

where φi is the Shapley value of v defined in 2.7, Iij is the interaction index between
criteria i and j (defined in 2.8), and z is the vector of criteria scores obtained from the
concatenation of all edge-weigted graphs, as defined previously in Section 2.3.
As pointed out by Grabisch [30], the expression 2.21 is remarkable for two reasons:
- It explains well the meaning of the interaction index and Shapley value: a positive
interaction induces a conjunctive aggregation of scores (necessarily both scores have
to be high to produce a high overall score), while a negative interaction induces a
disjunctive aggregation (it is sufficient that one score is high). Clearly, the Shapley
value is the linear part of the model, while interaction is the non-linear part.
- Coefficients are non-negative, and moreover, if the capacity is normalized, they
sum up to 1. In other words, this means that the Choquet integral is a convex
combination of the scores zi on all criteria, and of all disjunctive and conjunctive
combinations of scores on pairs of criteria. Hence, the coefficient of a given term
can be interpreted as the percentage of contribution of such term to the overall
score. This feature is highly appreciated in practice, because it allows an analyst
to easily understand each decision behavior between two security events. Indeed,
each non-null term of this formula can be seen as the elementary contribution of
the corresponding singleton or pairs of criteria to the overall aggregation score.
When defining interaction indices for pairs of criteria, the only conditions one must
verify are the additivity and monotonicity of the resulting measure. That is, it is sufficient to verify that the following quantity is always positive ∀i ∈ N :


X
φi − 1
|Iij | ≥ 0
(2.22)
2
j6=i

Yet other methods have been developed to build decision-making models with reduced
complexity, such as p-symmetric fuzzy measures [51] or k-tolerant and k-intolerant fuzzy
measures [47]. However, we limit our discussion to the two aforementioned methods
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as these have been implemented in the triage framework, and we will illustrate their
application in the context of attack attribution in the next Chapters.
Note also that various practical examples are given in [75] to illustrate the use of OWA
operators and fuzzy integrals to model aggregation schemes in attack attribution. From
these examples, it turns out that 2-additive fuzzy measures best performed on difficult
decision-making cases, and could better emphasize the separation between desired and
unwanted cases of security events linkage.

2.5 Conclusion
In this Chapter, we have presented triage, a generic software analysis framework that
has been developed in wombat to address in a systematic way the attack attribution
problem.
The framework relies on a novel combination of graph-based representation and clustering, with a data fusion process inspired by Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA).
In particular, we have demonstrated how an intelligent combination of multiple attack
features can effectively help a security analyst in the process of identifying attack phenomena, and perhaps more importantly, how it helps to model their dynamic behaviors
thanks to different aggregation methods, such as OWA functions, or more advanced
methods like the Choquet integral.
In the next Chapters, we describe extensively the experimental results obtained with
triage and we show how this framework has been successfully applied to various wombat datasets to perform intelligence analyses by taking advantage of many structural
and contextual features of security data sets developed by the partners.
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3 Analysis of Rogue AV Campaigns
3.1 Introduction
One of the requirements in the design of the our attack attribution framework was
its applicability to a broader set of problems relating to Internet threats, intelligence
analysis, or more generally to the analysis of any security data set. In this Chapter,
we demonstrate how triage has been used to address an emerging security problem,
namely rogue security software. This type of misleading application pretends to be
legitimate security software, such as an antivirus scanner, but in reality, these programs
provide little or no protection and, in fact, may actually install the very malicious code
it purports to protect against.
In the following Sections, we describe how we leveraged our multi-criteria aggregation
method to analyze the campaigns through which this type of malware is distributed,
i.e., what are the underlying techniques, server infrastructure and coordinated efforts
employed by cyber-criminals to spread their rogue software. In the experimental results,
we give a more in-depth presentation of some typical networks of rogue domains that
are likely linked to the same campaign, which helped reveal the modus operandi of
the criminal organizations behind them. Finally, we have compared our findings with
a different type of client-threats, i.e., the ones related to browser exploits. Thanks
to triage experimental results, we could underline some profound differences in the
structures and dynamics of these two threat ecosystems.
Some experimental results presented here after have been published in the Symantec Internet Security Threat Report in 2009 (with a special edition Symantec Report
on Rogue Security Software [73]), and have been presented at international academic
conferences [20, 19].

3.1.1 Rogue AV Ecosystem
A rogue security software program is a type of misleading application that pretends
to be a legitimate security software, such as an anti-virus scanner, but which actually
provides the user with little or no protection. In some cases, rogue security software (in
the following, more compactly written rogue AV ) actually facilitates the installation of
the very malicious code that it purports to protect against ([73]).
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Rogue AV makes its way on victim machines in two prevalent ways. First, social engineering techniques, such as Web banner advertisements, pop-up windows and attractive
messages on blogs or sent via spams, can be used to convince unexperienced users that
a rogue tool is free and legitimate and that its use is necessary to remediate often inexistent threats found on the victim’s computer (hence, the other name scareware given to
those programs [73])). A second, more stealthy technique consists in attracting victims
to malicious web sites that exploit vulnerabilities in the client software (typically, the
browser or one of its plugins) to download and install the rogue programs, sometimes
without any user intervention (i.e., via drive-by downloads).
Rogue AV programs are distributed by cyber-criminals to generate a financial profit.
In fact, after the initial infection, victims are typically tricked into paying for additional
tools or services (e.g., to upgrade to the full version of the program or to subscribe to
an update mechanism), which are of course fictitious and completely ineffective. For the
victims, the initial monetary loss of these scams ranges from $30 to $100. Some examples
of prevalent rogue security applications (as reported by Symantec for the period July
2008 - June 2009 [73]) are known as SpywareGuard 2008, AntiVirus 2008, AntiVirus
2009, Spyware Secure, and XP AntiVirus.
Despite its reliance on relatively unsophisticated techniques, rogue AV has emerged
as a major security threat, in terms of the size of the affected population (Symantec’s sensors alone reported 43 million installation attempts over a one-year monitoring
period [73]), the number of different variants unleashed in-the-wild (over 250 distinct
families of rogue tools have been detected by Symantec [73]), and the volume of profits
generated by cyber-crooks. Their business model relies on an affiliate-based structure,
with per-installation prices for affiliate distributors ([37, 73] reported earnings of as much
as $332,000 a month in affiliate commissions alone, as observed on a distribution website
called TrafficConverter.biz).
The prevalence and effectiveness of this threat has spurred considerable research by
the security community [73, 55, 56]. These studies have led to a better understanding
of the technical characteristics of this phenomenon (e.g., its advertising and installation
techniques) and of the quantitative aspects of the overall threat (e.g., the number and
geolocation of the web sites involved in the distribution of rogue programs and of their
victims).
However, a number of areas have not been fully explored. Indeed, malware code, the
infrastructure used to distribute it, and the victims that encounter it do not exist in
isolation, but are different aspects of the coordinated effort made by cyber-criminals to
spread or distribute rogue AV. We refer to such a coordinated activity as a rogue AV
campaign. Indeed, one assumption that can reasonably be made is that a campaign is
managed by a group of people, who are likely to reuse, at various stages of the campaign,
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the same techniques, strategies, and tools (for obvious reasons of development cost).
Consequently, we have applied triage to a specific data set made of 5,852 rogue web
sites, as observed by HARMUR during a two-month reporting period (July to August,
2009), with the purpose of identifying any emerging patterns in the way rogue domains
are created, grouped, and interconnected with each other, based upon common elements
(e.g., rogue AV-hosting sites, DNS servers, domain registration) that are likely due to
the same root cause, i.e., the same rogue AV campaign.

3.1.2 HARMUR Dataset
The analysis of the rogue AV threat has been performed by leveraging HARMUR, a
Historical ARchive of Malicious URLs, which was introduced in D13 (D3.3) as an
aggregator of information on web threats. HARMUR [41] builds upon two types of
information feeds: URL feeds that provide lists of fresh URLs likely to be of interest,
and analysis feeds that build a wide range of contextual information around each URL
introduced in the system by the URL feeds. By revisiting the analysis of each URL
on a periodic basis, HARMUR is capable of providing insights on the dynamics of the
structure of these threats. In the context of this work, however, we do not take the
dynamics into account and we consider a “flat” representation of the URL metadata as
a source of contextual information on a given threat, similarly to what has been done in
D18 (D4.6) when describing the HARMUR “feature space”.
To build an initial seed of domains associated to the rogue AV distribution, we aggregated information from a number of different sources:
- Norton Safeweb (http://safeweb.norton.com)
- Malware Domain List (http://malwaredomainlist.com)
- Malware URL (http://www.malwareurl.com)
- Hosts File (http://www.hosts-file.net)
All these sources offer a rough categorization of the type of each malicious domain they
are listing, and allowed us to systematically collect all the domains that were believed
to be correlated to the rogue AV distribution by means of simple heuristics.
To complete our picture on the collected domains, we have integrated our domain
list with the information generated by freely accessible IP-NAME mapping datasets
(http://www.robtex.com). This allowed us to discover all the domain names hosted on
each IP where at least one rogue domain had been found.
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Once the initial list of domains was created, we have have used HARMUR to collect
as much information as possible on each of them, on their relation to the associated web
servers, and on the registration dynamics. In the specific context of this experiment with
triage, we have selected some of the contextual features descrbed in D18 to generate
the necessary contextual information on the identified rogue AV domains, and on all the
other domains that were discovered to be sharing the same server as rogue AV domains
thanks to DNS mapping information:
- Information on the security state of a domain.
• Norton Safeweb information. For each domain, we have queried its security status taking advantage of the Norton Safeweb website reputation service1 . This allowed us to retrieve information on a variety of threats known
to be present on each domain, ranging from browser exploits, to malware
samples, to phishing sites.
• Google Safe Browsing information. We have taken advantage of the
Google Safe Browsing API2 to detect the presence of threats within a given
domain.
- Information on the domain.
• Registration information. We have parsed the registration data obtained
via the WHOIS protocol in order to get information on the identity of the
registrant and of the provided contact email address, as well as the name of
the registrar3 .
• DNS relations. By means of DNS queries, we have retrieved for each domain the associated NS records and all the A records associated to all the
hostnames known to belong to it. Whenever only one domain name was
available and we had no information on the associated hostnames, we considered as hostnames the domain name itself and the hostname generated by
prepending the standard “www” name.
- Information on the servers.
1

http://safeweb.norton.com
http://code.google.com/apis/safebrowsing/
3
The WHOIS specification requires WHOIS records to be human readable, and does not specify their
syntax and their semantics. As a consequence, the data stored by different registrars is often in
different formats. We have built a generic parser that handles a vast number of registrars and 17
specific parser for other common registrars, but despite of this effort registration information is not
available for all the domains taken into consideration.
2
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• Geolocation and AS information. For each web server associated to the
rogue domain through a DNS A record, we have collected information on its
geographical location as well as its associated Autonomous System number.
• Server uptime and version string. By means of HTTP HEAD packets,
we have tested the responsiveness of the discovered servers and, by looking
at the HTTP response headers, we have collected information on the server
configuration by looking at the advertised server version string.
By periodically iterating the collection of this information, we have been able to generate a complete dataset on the structure and the dynamics of the rogue AV threat
landscape.

Experimental dataset
The HARMUR data set we have considered for this analysis was collected over a period
of approximately two months, in July and August 2009. The rogue AV-hosting servers
were identified through a variety of means, including automated and manual feeds.
To build our experimental data set, we considered 5,852 DNS entries4 pointing to
3,581 distinct IP addresses of web servers that were possibly hosting rogue security
software. After analysis, the 3,581 Web servers have been broken down into the following
categories:
• 2,227 Web servers (as identified by their unique IP addresses) were hosting domains
serving only rogue security software,
• 118 servers hosted rogue security software along with domains that served malicious
code,
• the remaining IP addresses served malicious code along with innocuous domains.
It is worth noting that at least 45% of these domains were registered through just 29
out of several hundred existing domain registrars. This may indicate that rogue security
software distributors are choosing specific registrars, possibly because of perceived lax
security or oversight of the registration of names.
Looking at the email addresses provided by all Registrants of rogue AV domains,
we observed that, besides a list of popular email hosting services (like Gmail, Yahoo!
Mail, Lycos, etc.), about 26% of the analyzed domains make use of anonymous domain registration services such as domainsbyproxy.com, whoisprivacyprotect.com,
4

In the paper published at RAID [20], we extended this list of rogue AV domains to 6,500 DNS entries.
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Figure 3.1: Map of rogue AV servers, as monitored by HARMUR over a period of two months, in July
and August 2009.

id-private.com, and space.kz. In some other cases, we also observed that certain
ISPs, even though they do not formally offer anonymous domain registration services,
are rather lax in their verification of registrant identities and email addresses. For instance, Namecheap.com is often associated to weird registrant names such as “Kyle”, or
“AA”.
Regarding the geographical distribution of these servers (Table 3.1), we observed that
53% were in the USA, far more than any other country. The high ranking of the US may
be due to the methods used for identifying rogue AV sites, which more easily identified
English-language sites than sites marketing scams in other languages. Germany ranked
second in this survey, accounting for 11% of the total servers hosting rogue security
software identified. Fig. 3.1 graphically depicts the geographical distribution of rogue
AV servers, where each red dot represents a distinct server, while the different gradients
on the background underline the areas with highest density of deployed servers.

3.2 Selection of Domain Features
We turn now to the application of our attack attribution method to this data set of 5,852
rogue AV websites. As described previously, we want to identify emerging patterns in
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Table 3.1: Geographical distribution of rogue AV servers, as monitored by HARMUR over a period of
two months, in July and August 2009.

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Country
United States
Germany
Ukraine
Canada
United Kingdom
China
Turkey
Netherlands
Italy
Russia

Percentage
53%
11%
5%
5%
3%
3%
3%
2%
2%
1%

the way domains (and servers) are grouped and interconnected with each other, based
upon a series of common elements.
In this Section, we describe which domain features we found relevant for analyzing
rogue AV campaigns. Some illustrative examples of these features are summarized in
Table 3.2.

3.2.1 Server IP addresses
Every web site (or web domain) has to be hosted on a publicly available Web server, to
which an IP address has been assigned. The mapping between a web site and the server
IP address is maintained via the Domain Name System (DNS), a hierarchical naming
system for computers, services, or any resource connected to the Internet or a private
network. Via specific requests to DNS servers, one can know the IP address of the server
hosting a given domain name, as well as the authoritative nameserver (i.e., the DNS
server responsible for keeping the records of the domain name).
As a result, if cyber-crooks want to distribute their rogueware to innocent victims,
they have to i) find some hosting web server with a publicly available IP address; and
ii) register their domain names and let them point to those server IP addresses. Due
to the fraudulent aspect of their business, we could a priori believe that cyber-criminals
would host rogue AV websites on compromised computers (e.g., on zombie machines
that are part of a botnet), as it is often the case with phishing pages, illegal porn and
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warez websites. However, our experimental analysis tends to show that a large majority
of those rogue domains are hosted by some popular commercial domain registrars and
web hosting companies (e.g., GoDaddy, eNom, Tucows, OnlineNIC, etc).
Assuming that cyber-criminals want to make their efforts profitable, they will probably look for a certain type of hosting infrastructure that is not too expensive, somehow
“reliable” for them (i.e., offering some oversight regarding the registration of suspicious
names, and slow in taking down fraudulent domains), and possibly allowing to automate
certain administrative tasks, such as the bulk registration of new web domains. Furthermore, due to the affiliate structure and the social networking aspect of those criminal
organizations, we hypothesize that many affiliates belonging to the same community will
most likely reuse the same tools in order to quickly create new domains, distribute rogue
AV and thus make some profit.
Consequently, our intuition about a rogue AV campaign is that cyber-crooks of a same
organization will, at various stages of the campaign, reuse the very same techniques to
create and register their domains. They may also choose for a specific domain registrar
or web hosting company, for the very same reasons explained here above.
However, to reduce the cost of ownership, most web hosting companies offer some
shared hosting on server farms, which means that two domains registered during the
same campaign can perfectly be hosted on two different servers of the same Web company
(e.g., GoDaddy), having thus nearby IP addresses (i.e., located within the same IP
subnet). For this reason, we observed that it is sometimes useful to group server IP
addresses by Class C or Class B-subnet, such that we can compare the IP subnets on
which two rogue sites are located, instead of the exact IP addresses (see for example
domains 465709 and 465706 in Table 3.2 on page 50).
It is also worth noting that some rogue AV domains were observed as being hosted on
more than one server, which may be an attempt to reduce the effectiveness of mitigation measures such as IP blocking or blacklisting servers, by providing a certain level of
redundancy with spare IP addresses being reserved for a given domain. That is, when
cyber-crooks detect an attempt of blocking certain IP addresses, they just need to activate a spare IP address and let their rogue domain point to this new address (i.e., by
changing the ’A’ record of the rogue domain in the nameserver).
In conclusion, the considerations here above lead us to define the following domain
features, which can be fed to triage and used to link rogue domains to the same
campaign:
• FIP , which represents the IP address(es) of the web server(s) hosting a given rogue
domain. The corresponding feature vector is thus a set of server IP addresses;
• FCl.C , which represents the Class C-subnet(s) of the web server(s) hosting a given
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rogue domain. The corresponding feature vector is thus a set of Class C-subnets;
• FCl.B , which represents the Class B-subnet(s) of the web server(s) hosting a given
rogue domain. The corresponding feature vector is thus a set of Class B-subnets;
• FN S , which represents the IP address(es) of the authoritative nameserver(s) for a
given rogue domain. The corresponding feature vector is thus a set of nameserver
IP addresses.
Finally, it is important to note that none of these network observables, if considered
alone, is sufficient to attribute with high confidence two rogue domains to the same
campaign. Indeed, using a specific web hosting provider, or pointing to the same web
server, does not necessarily mean that the hosted domains are part of the same rogue
campaign. In fact, many legitimate web sites are being hosted on the very same servers
as those of rogue sites. Additional features are thus needed to bring stronger evidence
of two domains likely involved in the same Rogue AV campaign.

3.2.2 Whois information
Whois [22] is a query/response protocol that is widely used for querying databases in
order to determine the registrant or assignee of Internet resources, such as a domain
name, an IP address block, or an autonomous system number. By performing periodically Whois lookups, HARMUR can retrieve and store some valuable information about
each web site being monitored, such as the registrant name (usually, an email address),
the domain registrar, the geolocation of the hosting web server, and the creation date of
the domain.
For the very same reasons as those stated here above, we hypothesize that two domains
created by the same criminal organization, for the purpose of running a rogue campaign,
will have commonalities in one or several Whois features (i.e., same registrant address,
or same registrar and creation date for domains that are create in bulk using automated
tools).
This leads us to define the following site features related to the available Whois information:
• FReg , which refers to the name or email address of the registrant;
• FRar , which refers to the name of the Registrar;
• FGeo , which refers to the geolocation of the web server hosting a given domain
(i.e., a country);
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122287

211552

272656

271621

Site Id
271665

antivirus360remover.com

anti-malware-2010.com

malwaredefender2009.com

Xp-2008-Antivirus.com

FDom
windowsantivirus2008.com

174.132.250.194

FIP
74.54.82.219,
209.62.20.233
208.73.210.27,
208.73.210.121
67.43.237.75,
211.95.73.189
74.205.8.7
174.132.250

67.43.237
211.95.73
74.205.8

FCl.C
74.54.82
209.62.20
208.73.210

174.132

67.43
211.95
74.205

FCl.B
74.54
209.62
208.73

69.64
209.249
208.116
72.52

74.208,
82.165

74.208.42,
74.208.156,
82.165.245
69.64.145
209.249.222
208.116.34
72.52.210
72.52

norton-antivirus-2010.com

72.52.210

72.52

272539

home-antivirus2010.com
72.52.210.130

72.52.210

nortonantivirus2010.com

334096
homeanti-virus-2010.com
72.52.210.133

272540

334091
homeav-2010.com

74.208.42.60,
74.208.156.41,
82.165.245.27
69.64.145.229,
209.249.222.18,
208.116.34.163
72.52.210.132

389838
pc-anti-spyware-2010

465709
pc-anti-spy2010.com

174.139,
209.31
174.139
209.31
174.139
209.31

465706

174.139.5,
209.31.180
174.139.243
209.31.180
174.139.243
209.31.180

p-c-anti-spyware-2010.com

174.139.5.50,
209.31.180.235
174.139.243.45
209.31.180.233
174.139.243.46,
209.31.180.234

465710

FN S
74.54.82.119
204.13.161.55,
204.13.160.55
208.76.62.100,
75.102.60.66
216.69.185.2,
208.109.255.2
207.218.223.162,
207.218.247.135
74.208.3.8,
74.208.2.9
209.249.221.130,
72.34.41.47,
74.81.64.51
76.73.35.154,
72.52.210.132
76.73.35.155,
72.52.210.130
76.73.35.158,
72.52.210.133
174.139.5.50,
209.31.180.235
174.139.243.45,
209.31.180.233
174.139.243.46,
209.31.180.234

jsfsl2341@googlemail.com

FReg
domadmin
@privateregistrations.ws
-

GODADDY.COM

GODADDY.COM

GODADDY.COM

Regtime Ltd.

-

FRar
DIRECTI

US

US

US

US

CN

US

FGeo
US

2006-08-13

2007-07-08

2009-02-22

2009-05-31

2009-03-04

-

FCrea
2008-06-04

ANTI-MALWARE-2010.COM
@domainsbyproxy.com
ANTIVIRUS360REMOVER.COM
@domainsbyproxy.com
proxy1994891
@1and1-private-registration.com

ENOM

pixie@ml3.ru

argue@8081.ru

tours@infotorrent.ru

blair@8081.ru

blair@8081.ru

ONLINENIC

ONLINENIC

ONLINENIC

ONLINENIC

ONLINENIC

ONLINENIC

US

US

US

US

US

US

2009-07-29

2009-07-29

2009-07-29

2009-07-14

2009-07-14

2009-07-14

support@NameCheap.com

kites@e2mail.ru

Table 3.2: Network observables used as domain features for a set of rogue AV domains and associated web servers.
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• FCrea , which refers to the creation date of the domain, as given in the registration
data.
As with the previous ones, these features can be used to link rogue domains to the
same campaign, but none of them is sufficient by itself to identify a rogue campaign in
a reliable fashion.

3.2.3 Domain names
When cyber-crooks want to create dedicated web sites for hosting rogue AV software,
we observed that, in many cases, they tend to choose some appealing names that can
easily lure users into believing that their web sites are genuine and legitimate. Furthermore, the domain names may also be chosen to be consistent with the “brand
name” given to the distributed rogue software, for example windowsantivirus2008.com,
xp-2008-antivirus.com, malwaredefender2009.com, or pcregistrycleaner.com.
Consequently, a good reason to look at domain names patterns is that rogueware
distributors and their affiliates can possibly rely on the same software tools to quickly
create new domain names in an automated fashion, e.g., by combining (randomly or with
a given logic) different text tokens that are commonly used in the names of legitimate
anti-malware products (e.g., XP, anti, virus, spyware, malware, registry, home, cleaner,
defender, etc).
Identifying patterns and commonalities among domain names may thus give a good
indication on the tools or techniques that are being reused by criminals during the same
campaign when creating new rogue domains. We denote this feature as FDom .

3.2.4 Other possible features
Some other network observables could be useful for the identification and analysis of
rogue AV campaigns. While we haven’t used those features in the multi-criteria fusion,
we believe they can bring other interesting viewpoints on groups of domains attributed
to the same campaign.
Software version
A first additional feature we may want to consider is the software version of the HTTP
server hosting the rogue domain. This feature can be obtained either from the HTTP
header sent by the server, or sometimes also from Whois servers. Some possible values
of server version are, for example, “Apache/2.2.3 (Red Hat)”, “Microsoft-IIS/6.0”,
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but also “nginx/0.6.35”, “lighttpd/1.5.0”, “LiteSpeed”, or eventually some other
not-so-commonly-used software like “Oversee Turing” and “gws”.
As such, two domains hosted on different web servers running the same HTTP software
may not indicate anything useful if we consider this feature alone. However, looking at
the distribution of software versions for a group of domains that we suspect of being
part of the same phenomenon may help us to confirm the results. More precisely, we see
two main reasons for this:
• if cyber-criminals are hosting their rogue web site on compromised servers (as they
don’t want to pay a commercial provider for hosting hundreds of domains), chances
are high that they will reuse the very same technique (or exploit) to take advantage
of a given vulnerability they discovered in a specific version of a server software
(e.g., an exploit only targeting Apache/2.2.3 running on Windows platforms).
• cyber-criminals can also decide to hire zombie machines that are part of a botnet
to host their server infrastructure. In this case, the available server software will
depend on the bot software used to control the compromised machines, and in most
cases, the web server is then based on some custom, lightweight server software
that can be easily downloaded and installed, in a stealthy manner, on zombie
machines with high-speed connections and public IP addresses. Since the bot
herder has usually full access to the underlying operating system of the bots, he
can even configure the HTTP server software in such a way that standard banners
are replaced by a stealthier one (of his own choice).
Threat type
Another useful feature that we could include in the analysis of rogue AV campaigns
is the type of threats found on each rogue web site, such as possible browser exploits,
trojan downloads, obfuscated (malicious) javascripts, or fake codecs installation. This
kind of information is available via web site reputation services, such as Norton SafeWeb,
which is used as analysis feed by HARMUR. Those reputation services usually rely on
high-interaction honeypots to effectively detect these client threats.
In our measurements, only a small fraction of the monitored rogue domains also involved the hosting of additional threats, such as browser exploits, malware downloads,
etc. However, we hypothesize that using this feature in combination with others may
be helpful to identify and characterize malicious domains that are controlled by the
same group of criminals, as they will quite likely reuse the same techniques to distribute
malware or to compromise new victims.
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Based on the feature analysis here above, we have selected the following 6 features for
the application of the graph-based clustering component: FDom , FIP , FCl.C , FCl.B , FReg
and FN S .
The other features were not selected mainly for two reasons: (i) for certain aspects,
the data collected by HARMUR was, at the time of this analysis, either too generic or
incomplete to be used as clustering feature (like threat types or Whois information, also
because some web sites were not active any more); and (ii) features like FGeo and FRar
were too redundant with other selected features, such as the information provided by
IP subnets, and the software module for running an aggregation by means of Choquet
integral (which can model redundancies and synergies, see Section 2.4) was not yet
implemented or fully operational.
One could argue that FCl.C and FCl.B are somehow redundant with FIP . However,
as explained previously, those features are less specific than FIP but still more precise
than FRar , and can better grasp the fact that rogue domains created during the same
campaign can point to different server IP’s with nearby addresses (which may belong to
the same web provider). Moreover, we note that domains registered through the same
Registrar on very close dates are usually hosted on nearby servers (as it is the case with
domains 465709, 465706 and 465710 in Table 3.2 on page 50), which further justifies the
choice of FCl.C and FCl.B as clustering features.
Prior to running the clustering analysis, we need to define appropriate distance metrics
for all features.

3.3.1 Distance Metrics
IP addresses
Since feature vectors defined for FIP , FCl.C , FCl.B and FN S are simply sets of IP addresses (or sets of IP subnets), it is relatively easy to calculate a similarity between two
sets by using the Jaccard coefficient which is defined by following expression:
T
|S1 S2 |
S
sim(i, j) =
|S1 S2 |

(3.1)

where S1 , S2 are two sample sets.
For example, looking at domains in Table 3.2 (page 50):
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• for domains 465709 and 465706, comparing IP addresses (FIP ) with the Jaccard
coefficient gives a similarity equal to 0, whereas the same operation for FCl.C and
FCl.B yields 0.5 and 1 respectively.
• idem for domains 334096 and 334091, where the similarity for FIP is zero, but the
IP subnets (Class C and B) are identical.
Registrant names
The most straightforward way of measuring a similarity between two registrant names is
simply to check their equality. However, this does not allow us to grasp commonalities
in the way registrant names (i.e., email addresses) have been created, e.g.:
• people can use automated tools to create new email accounts, usually offered by
specific email providers (such as Gmail, Hotmail, Yahoo, etc), and use them afterwards to automatically register rogue domains;
• we have observed some recurrent patterns in the email addresses of certain registrants, like the use of specific keywords, or string tokens (often borrowed from the
domain name being registered), probably also created in an automated fashion;
• a substantial amount of rogue domains have been created using third-party companies offering domain privacy protection services (e.g., domainsbyproxy.com,
whoisguard.com, privateregistrations.ws, or eNom’s “Whois Privacy Protection Service”). Consequently, comparing which specific email domain is used by
registrants can reflect a certain strategy used by cyber-crooks (in this case, protecting their identity).
These considerations have led us to define a heuristic distance for comparing email
addresses used by registrants. More precisely, for two given rogue domains:
(1) we start obviously by checking the equality between the two registrants addresses;
(2) when the value given in (1) is zero, then we further compare the three following subfeatures: email domain, username, presence of AV-keywords. The final similarity
value is then given by a weighted mean, defined by the following empirical weighting
values: [0.2, 0.2, 0.5].
The latest sub-feature refers to the screening of about 30 commonly-used AV-keywords
within the email addresses, such as {anti, virus, cleaner, remove, malware, spyware, . . .}.
When at least 2 different tokens are found, this sub-feature is equal to 1. This simple
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heuristic distance proved to be effective in grouping registrants addresses that looked
semantically related.
Let us consider a few examples from Table 3.2 (page 50):
• for domains 334096 and 334091, the similarity for FReg is equal to 1:
• for domains 334096 and 465709, the similarity is equal to 0.2 (same domain only);
• for domains 211552 and 122287, the similarity is equal to 0.7 (same domain and
presence of at least two AV-related keywords);
Domain names
Regarding FDom , we need to catch commonalities between rogue domain names having
similar patterns, or common sequences of the very same tokens, which can indicate that
the very same tool has been used to dynamically create new names based on a given
set of keywords. A commonly used technique for measuring the amount of difference
between two sequences (or two strings) is the Levenshtein distance, also called the edit
distance, which is used in various domains such as spell checking, information retrieval,
text and web mining, or DNS sequence analysis.
The Levenshtein distance is given by the minimum number of operations needed to
transform one string into the other, where an operation is an insertion, deletion, or substitution of a single character. It can be considered as a generalization of the Hamming
distance, which is used for strings of the same length and only considers substitution
edits.
The Levenshtein distance is zero if and only if the strings are identical, and the upper
bound is given by the length of the longer string. Let us consider a few examples of
distances between rogue domain names we have observed:
• the distance between scan4lite.com and scan4life.com is only 1, whereas the
distance between scan4lite.com and scan4safe.com is equal to 3;
• the distance between gofilescan.com and gofullscan.com (resp. fast4scan.
com) is 2 (resp. 6);
• in Table 3.2, the distance between home-antivirus2010.com and homeanti-virus-2010.
com (resp. homeav-2010.com) is 3 (resp. 8);
• in Table 3.2, the distance between home-antivirus2010.com and pc-anti-spy2010.
com (resp. anti-malware-2010.com) is 9 (resp. 12).
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Since Levenshtein gives a distance (and not a similarity) metric, we still need to
tranform those values into similarities, for example by using equation ??. Similarly to
the calibration procedure performed in Chapter ?? (on page ??), we need to determine
a constant σ that reflects the decreasing rate of the similarity as an exponential function
of the distance.
By considering a large number of domain names in our data set, we observed that an
edit distance of 5 or 6 was in most cases reflecting an average similarity between two
rogue domains names, with a sufficient number of common tokens justifying a similarity
value around 0.5, whereas a Levenshtein distance above 12 was clearly indicating that
the two domains had almost nothing in common in their name schemes (or at least, no
significant pattern in common). Based on those observations, we have derived an empirical value for σ = 7. The similarity values obtained from transforming some Levenshtein
distances are showed in Table 3.3, which correctly translates our requirements regarding
the measurement of similarities between rogue domain names.
Table 3.3: Transforming Levenshtein distances into similarity values using σ = 7 in equation 2.3.2.

Levenshtein
Similarity

0
1

1
0.98

2
0.92

3
0.83

4
0.72

5
0.60

6
0.48

7
0.37

8
0.27

9
0.19

10
0.13

11
0.08

12
0.05

Note that some other types of string or text distances could be used to better grasp
commonalities among domain names. For example, we could try define a “token-based
distance”, which computes the number of common tokens between two domain names
(based on a predefined list of commonly-used keywords), and normalizes this value by
using the Jaccard coefficient (equation 3.1).
Another possiblity would be to rely on more complex distances, such as semantic
matching, or certain metrics defined in Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA), to analyze the
possible meaning of each domain name and consequently, to determine whether two
domain names are semantically related (i.e., similarly to what a human expert tries to
do). However, we leave the study of these options as future work, as the Levenshtein
distance has performed very well on this data set, and meaningful clusters have been
obtained with this metric.

3.3.2 Cluster Analysis
Based on the previously defined features and distance metrics, we have then applied
the graph-based clustering to each individual feature, using the dominant set framework
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introduced in Section 2.3.1.
An overview of the clustering results is given in Table 3.4, where we can compare
the global performance of site features individually. As usual, the consistency of the
clusters can be assessed through the average compactness value of all clusters, given by
the column Cp . We have also calculated an average compactness for the first 20 clusters,
represented by Cp,20 , as these are usually the most meaningful clusters found by the
dominant sets algorithm. The column size refers to the average size of the clusters.
First, we can observe that the features related to IP addresses (FIP ) or to IP subnets
(FCl.C and FCl.B ) provide apparently very compact clusters, i.e., very high Cp (even
close to 1). This seems to indicate that rogue AV sites are located in a limited number
of IP subnets (between 61 and 73% of all rogue sites could be clustered in only 110 to
192 clusters), and they tend to form very tight clusters. This can be observed in more
details in Fig. 3.2 showing the individual compactness values for the first 20 clusters.
Furthermore, a large majority of the sites is included in the first 20 clusters, as the
evolution of the cluster size seems to show (curve in magenta in Fig. 3.2 (b), (c) and
(d)). As we could expect, features related to IP subnets (Class C and B) give fewer
clusters than FIP , and they are also larger and more compact.
Table 3.4: Overview of the graph-based clustering results for the rogue AV data set.

Feature
FDom
FIP
FCl.C
FCl.B
FReg
FN S

Nr clusters
132
192
110
122
19
40

Nr sites
4,117 (70%)
3,559 (61%)
3,667 (63%)
4,250 (73%)
2,937 (50%)
2,529 (43%)

size
31.2
18.5
33.3
34.8
172.2
63.2

Cp
0.46
0.82
0.97
0.98
0.78
0.95

Cp,20
0.53
0.98
0.99
1
0.78
0.99

Regarding domain names (FDom ), it is quite surprising to see that about 70% of
this data set has been clustered based on commonalities in domain name patterns. The
average compactness of the clusters is, admitteddly, a bit lower than for IP addresses, but
still acceptable (see also Fig. 3.2 (a)). Still, the largest cluster found for FDom contains
about 800 domain names. These results, in addition to some illustrative patterns of
domain name clusters given hereafter, seem to confirm the intuition that miscreants are
likely using very effective, automated tools to create large amounts of domain names
with common patterns, in a bulk fashion.
Even more surprisingly, only 19 clusters of registrant names were found, accounting
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for 50% of the data set. The mean cluster size for this feature is also the largest one,
with (on average) about 170 rogue sites associated with the same registrant(s) ! The
individual Cp values of the clusters, showed in Fig. 3.2 (e), indicate that all registant
clusters are quite consistent, i.e., there are apparently very good reasons to group those
rogue domains based on the registrant names. Here too, we hypothesize that cybercrooks are able to create new email accounts using highly effective, automated tools,
and those new email addresses are then used to create and register new domain names
quite anonymously. An in-depth analysis of the cluster patterns further confirmed this
assumption, as illustrated hereafter with some detailed results.
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Figure 3.2: Compactness values of the clusters (in blue) and their respective sizes (in magenta) for the
first 20 clusters found in the Rogue AV data set (5,852 rogue domains).
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Finally, looking at clustering results obtained w.r.t. nameservers (FN S ), we note
that rogue domains are apparently not as much correlated than by the other IP-related
features. The number of clusters found with this viewpoint is significantly lower (only
40 groups comprising totally 43% of the sites). However, those clusters are still very
compact, but also larger than clusters of IP addresses or IP subnets.

3.3 Graph-based Clustering
Some detailed results
To visualize the clusters, starting from the similarity graphs built for the various features,
we have created 2-dimensional maps using a dimensionality reduction technique called
t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding, or t-SNE [81]. t-SNE is a non-linear
dimensionality reduction technique that aims at preserving as much of the significant
structure of the high-dimensional data as possible in the low-dimensional map. That is,
we can verify that two nearby data points on the 2-dimensional map have highly similar
feature vectors, whereas two distant points should have nothing in common. This can
be helpful to visualize a high-dimensional data set, but also to assess the consistency of
clustering results.
For the sake of illustration, we have considered all rogue sites involved in the largest
clusters only, which are the most representative of the kind of results we have obtained.
Also, we illustrate some detailed results only for the four features FDom , FIP , FCl.B and
FReg . However, very similar visualizations can be obtained for the other two features
(FN S , FCl.C ), with similar interpretations regarding cluster patterns.
Let us consider Fig. 3.3 (a) (on page 61), on which we can visualize the 20 largest
clusters obtained w.r.t. rogue domain names (FDom ), and comprising 3,151 rogue
sites. On this map, each pixel represents the domain name of a given site, and the pixel
color refers to which cluster the site belongs to (notice the numbers around certain points
to indicate the cluster id’s). The relative interpoint proximities have been mapped to the
inter-domain similarities, as calculated with the chosen distance metric (i.e., Levenshtein
in this case). As we can observe, the overall structure of the map seems to indicate that
there are basically two regions: (i) a region with well-separated clusters of domain names
(like clusters 1, 11, 20, 7, 12); and (ii) a quite large and “messy” zone, where data points
are somehow mixed and clusters overlap with each other (like clusters 2, 4, 6, 3, 5, 16,
19, etc).
This aspect can be easily explained by looking at the cluster patterns, like those
explicitely given in Fig. 3.4 (a). In this table, some domain name patterns are represented
using regular expressions for the variable parts of the names, whereas fixed string tokens
(common to all domains of the indicated cluster) are highlighted in bold. This can
help the analyst to understand, very quickly and via a single global picture, the interrelationships among those domain name patterns. For example, cluster 1 (which contains
about 794 sites) is made of domain names that are built with exactly 5 randomly-chosen
alphanumeric characters, whereas cluster 11 (containing 110 sites) represents domain
names made of 7 to 8 alphanumeric characters (most of them also randomly chosen).
This does not mean, per se, that the two clusters are due to the same root cause (or the
same tool); however, it already explains their mutual proximity on the map.
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The same reasoning holds for clusters 7 and 12, where some common string tokens
(e.g., scan and .info) tend to tie those clusters close to each other (idem with clusters 2
and 8). Regarding the fuzzy area in which we find clusters 4, 6 and many others as we
move towards the top of the map, we observed that those overlapping clusters represent
domain names with commonly-used words, made of 4 to 10 alphanumeric characters,
and involving many keywords usually related to anti-malware or anti-spyware software,
which explains why those domains are somehow inter-related with many others. In
other words, the variability of those patterns combined with the numerous commonalities
among some of them explains why the t-SNE algorithm had difficulties to clearly separate
those domain names on a reduced map with only 2 dimensions.
As we could expect from the global clustering results, the two-dimensional maps obtained for the viewpoints related to IP addresses (Fig. 3.3 (b)) and IP subnets (Fig. 3.3
(d)) reflect the strong correlating aspect of those features. In both maps, we have considered the 20 largest clusters, which comprise about 1,269 and 2,589 rogue AV sites for
FIP and FCl.B respectively. Most of the clusters are apparently well-separated. However, we can observe a few overlapping clusters, for example clusters 4 and 16 (in both
maps), or clusters 7, 9, 10 in the FCl.B map, which can again be easily explained by the
corresponding patterns given in Fig. 3.4 (b),(d). We note also that clusters found w.r.t.
FCl.B are quite obviously much larger than those found with FIP .
Even though IP-related clusters tend to form very tight clusters, we argue that this
feature alone is probably not sufficient in many cases to identify a rogue AV campaign.
In our opinion, all web sites hosted on the same IP subnet (or even on the same web
server) are not necessarily created by the very same group of cyber-crooks. There are,
apparently, several popular Web providers among those communities (probably for good
reasons), and thus the same web server can perfectly host (malicious) domains created
by different groups or communities.
Finally, we have represented in Fig. 3.3 (c) the 10 largest clusters obtained with FReg .
Those clusters contain 2,501 rogue sites, and each data point on the map represents
here the domain registrant. The patterns corresponding to those clusters are given in
Fig. 3.4 (c), where variable parts of the registrants are again represented by regular
expressions, and fixed tokens are emphasized in bold style. These registrant patterns
can explain why we find a very large mixed cluster (1,197 points) in the center of the
map, due to two inter-related clusters (1 and 3) that are composed exclusively of email
addresses from the gmail.com domain. Idem with clusters 4, 5 and 9, but this time
within the email domain yahoo.com. As such, observing two domains whose registrants
use an email address of the same domain does not mean anything special. However,
other clusters are well-separated, showing more interesting patterns like clusters 2 and 8
(cn@id-private.com and cn@space.kz), or cluster 6 and 17 for which we can see that
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Figure 3.3: Visualizing clustering results for the rogue AV data set.
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Id.
1
11
7
12
20
2
4,6
10
8

Cluster pattern
[a-z0-9] {5}.cn
[a-z0-9] {7, 8}.cn
scan[4|6] {lite, live, home, user . . .}.info
{lite, live, home, user . . .} [4|6]scan.info
{assist, beers, cds, cigars, sofas, . . .}online.cn
{any, av, best, easy, fast, go, lite, . . .}scan.com
[a-z0-9] {4, 10}.com
adware{2009, clean, alert, bot, pro, . . .}.com
goscan{-pro, data, elite, file, gate, lite, . . .}.com

Id.
1
2
7
11
4
16
3
19

Cluster pattern
84.16.247.12, 89.149.236.145
209.44.126.102
209.44.126.241
69.64.155.119
64.191.92.197
64.191.92.197, 91.206.231.146
195.95.151.174
195.95.151.174, 195.95.151.138, 91.212.41.114

(a) FDom

Id.
1,3
2,8
4,5,9
6
7
10
17

Cluster pattern
[a-z0-9]∗ @gmail.com
cn@id-private.com, cn@space.kz
[a-z0-9]∗ @yahoo.com
contact@privacyprotect.org
admin@mas2009.com
support@NameCheap.com
{ AV-keywords }@domainsbyproxy.com

(c) FReg

(b) FIP

Id.
1
3
5
7
9
10
4
16
20

Cluster pattern
84.16, 89.149
195.95
63.146
209.44
209.44
209.44, 69.64
64.191
64.191, 91.206
210.51, 220.196, 222.73, 91.212

(d) FCl.B

Figure 3.4: Some cluster patterns found for each feature of the rogue AV data set. For clusters containing multiple string patterns (FDom , FReg ), variable parts are represented with a syntax
based on regular expressions, whereas fixed string tokens are highlighted in bold. For
FReg , AV-keywords refers to a set of about 30 AV-related keywords, such as adware, anti-,
malware, spyware, av360, repair, tool, virus, bot, registry, remove, . . .

domain owner(s) also protect their privacy by using different whois domain protection
services.
In conclusion, we note that most of the clusters obtained w.r.t. each site feature
can reveal interesting and meaningful patterns revealing how those rogue sites have
been created and managed. In fact, each feature can be seen as a viewpoint giving a
certain perspective on the underlying phenomenon (or root cause), which in turn can
also highlight interesting aspects of the modus operandi of the miscreants.
However, it becomes difficult (and time-consuming) to combine those viewpoints manually when the number of features increases, even when we rely on graphical visualiza-
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tion techniques such as those presented here. Furthermore, the fact that rogue sites
have been clustered w.r.t. a given aspect, or even two clusters that are lying in the same
neighbourhood on a given 2D map, does not mean that the rogue sites under scrutiny
are necessarily due to the same root cause. As explained previously, only one common feature can be merely due to a coincidence, to a commonly-seen pattern, or to a
commonly-used technique.
To identify the underlying phenomena in a more systematic and reliable manner,
certain clusters are likely to be merged whereas some others may have to be split. To
aid the analyst to make such a decision, the multi-criteria aggregation component will
be used to effectively combine all these viewpoints, such that the final result models the
expectations of an expert regarding the (combination of) features that must be satisfied
in order to attribute two rogue sites to a common root cause.

3.4 Multi-Criteria Aggregation
3.4.1 Defining parameters
We are now in a position to combine all site features using an aggregation function, with
the purpose of identifying rogue AV campaigns whose rogue domains are automatically
grouped together based upon common elements likely due to the same root cause.
As a first exploratory approach, we have used two different Ordered Weighted Averaging functions (OWA and Weighted OWA) as aggregation means, which have been
described in Section 2.4. However, nothing forbids us from performing the very same
analysis using more complex aggregation methods, such as the Choquet integral, if we
need to model important synergies or redundancies among features.
Based on the feature analysis performed in Section 3.2, and considering our intuition
on rogue AV campaigns, we have defined the following weighting vectors to be used in
the (W)OWA aggregation:

w = [ 0.10, 0.10, 0.20, 0.30, 0.20, 0.10 ]
p = [ 0.20, 0.20, 0.15, 0.10, 0.25, 0.10 ]
By defining the weighting vector w, we give more importance to criteria starting from
the third highest position, which means that the two highest scores will have lower
weights (0.10) and thus at least three strong correlations will be needed in order to have
a global score above 0.3 or 0.4.
Regarding the weighting vector p, we give a little more confidence to the features
FDom , FIP and FReg . Intuitively, we can reasonably assume that a combination of those
specific features will yield a high probability that correlated rogue sites are likely due to
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the very same campaign. On the other hand, we give a little less confidence to FCl.C ,
FCl.B and FN S , as these features are obviously less specific, and even somehow redundant
with some of the previous features.
It is worth reminding that a strong advantage of these agregation techniques is that
the analyst does not need to determine beforehand which set of features are the most
relevant ones in the aggregation.
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Figure 3.5: Sensitivity analysis of (a) OWA (b) WOWA aggregation techniques; to determine appropriate ranges of values for the threshold . The regions 1, 2 and 3 indicated on the graphs
correspond to the 3 phases described in Fig. ??. The axis on the right (in magenta) shows
the size of the largest phenomenon (or rogue AV campaign) for each threshold value.

The last important parameter to define is the decision threshold , which is used
to eliminate unwanted links in the combined graph, and thus also to identify connected
components from it. As usual, we can determine an appropriate range of values for  by
performing a sensitivity analysis, i.e., we let  increase from a very low to high value,
and we observe the number of components (or MDCs) that we can find in the resulting
graph, as well as the size of the largest MDC. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.5 where we
can observe the impact of the threshold on (a) the OWA aggregation method, and (b)
on the Weighted OWA. We have indicated on the plots three regions of interest in the
determination of .
In the first region of the plot, edges with a lower weight in the aggregated graph are
being removed, and large connected sub-graphs start to split into a number of more
meaningful sub-graphs.
In the second region, we can observe a sort of plateau starting around the values
 = 0.25 for OWA, and  = 0.35 for WOWA, which seems to indicate some reasonable
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values for our decision threshold (as the number of large phenomena becomes stable).
Even the size of the largest phenomenon becomes fairly stable at those threshold values
(certainly with the WOWA operator).
Increasing further  up to an excessive value can then lead to a significant loss of nodes
and edges in the aggregated graph, which means that we also loose a lot of information
and thus few semantics can be derived on the phenomena under study from the MDCs.
We observe also that an appropriate range of values for  lies usually around k/n, with
k the minimum amount of correlated features desired by the analyst to link two events.

3.4.2 Results overview
In Table 3.5, we briefly compare the performance of each aggregation method. Overall,
we note that the two sets of phenomena found by the two techniques are consistent
with each other, both in terms of size as well as with respect to the composition of each
phenomenon. As it could be expected, the WOWA technique performed a little better
than OWA, which is due to the use of a second weighting vector p that models the
reliability of site features.
Table 3.5: Comparison of OWA and WOWA aggregation methods for the rogue data set.

Characteristic
Threshold 
|P|
|P|, with |Pi | ≥ 10
Nr of sites
Average Cp

OWA
0.30
161
39
4,049 (69%)
0.46

WOWA
0.35
173
44
3,586 (61%)
0.51

To further evaluate the consistency of the results, we have represented in Fig. 3.6 the
global graph compactness Cp for the largest phenomena, as calculated individually for
each feature. This interesting view can be used to determine which features tend to
group rogue sites together within each phenomenon Pi . First, we note that most of the
phenomena have globally high compactness values, except for a few ones (such as P1 and
P3 found with OWA). A deeper inspection of those phenomena reveals that these are
also very large connected components, which explains why they are less compact since
they are usually made of several loosely connected subgraphs.
Quite naturally, we see also on Fig. 3.6 that IP-related features contribute the most to
the correlation of rogue sites. In many cases, FReg seems to complete or reinforce those
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correlations. It is also interesting to see that some phenomena are correlated by FCl.C
and FCl.B , but not by FIP (such as P27 found with OWA), which justifies the selection
of those features.
FDom has in general lower Cp values, but there are still 3 or 4 phenomena in which
domain name correlation plays a significant role (like for P4 , P10 and P34 found by
OWA). Finally, we observe that each Pi can be characterized by varying degrees of
correlation regarding each feature, but overall there are always at least three different
features having a high correlation (except for P1 , the largest phenomenon comprising
more than one thousand sites).
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Figure 3.6: Evaluation of the results consistency using the global compactness (Cp ) of the largest
phenomena found using (a) the OWA aggregation; and (b) the WOWA aggregation. Each
color refers to the Cp index of each site feature individually.

3.5 Analysis of Rogue AV Campaigns
In this final Section, we present a more in-depth analysis of some illustrative case studies,
in order to show the kind of insights we can get into the behavior of so-called Rogue AV
campaigns (shortly written RC’s in the following), which were identified, in a systematic
and automated manner, by our multi-criteria clustering technique.
The different RC’s that are studied in this Section are summarized in Table 3.6. It
is worth mentioning that these experimental results are based on case studies that have
been presented in [73, 19].
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Table 3.6: High-level characteristics of some typical Rogue AV campaigns (RC’s).
RC
3
4
5
27
34

# sites
438
752
310
15
14

# Reg.
115
4
17
3
3

# Registrar
6
1
1
1
1

# IP’s
50
135
13
8
19

# Class B
15
7
5
4
2

Timespan
03 Oct 2008 - 03 Jun 2009
22 Jun 2008 - 27 Feb 2009
17-20 Oct 2008
25 Jun - 14 Jul 2009
29 Jul 2009

Server countries
UA, CN, KY, SG
US, DE, BY
CN, DE
US
US

3.5.1 PC-Security and PC-Anti-Spyware campaigns
As a first illustration, we present two relatively simple yet interesting phenomena identified triage, namely RC 27 (Fig. 3.7) and RC 34 (Fig. 3.8). In those figures, the domain
names are shown in light blue, the web server /24 subnets in yellow, nameservers in purple, and the email address of the Registrant in red. Double-edged purple boxes indicate
servers with co-located DNS and web servers.
Both RC’s are composed of a small number of rogue sites, and these are mostly
correlated by server IP addresses and by common patterns in the domain names (notice
that this is consistent with the assessment of graph compactness in Fig. 3.6). Note
also that all domain names are clearly referring to anti-virus or anti-spyware software
“products”.
Although the two RC clusters initially appear to be distinct, they present a number
of similarities:
• Both clusters use the exact same domain naming scheme (except that one uses
“spyware” while the other uses “virus”);
• All of the domains in each cluster use the same registrar (OnlineNIC) and are
serviced by the same two ISPs;
• The email addresses of all domain registrants are in “.ru” domains;
• The servers were on consecutive IP addresses;
Perhaps even more conclusively, we found that the content of each site was identical,
with the exception of one differing image (recall that the site content was not a feature
of our clustering system).
In fact, cyber-crooks used for both RC’s a single registrar (OnlineNIC5 ) which apparently offers the free use of their registration API/template system. The similarities
described here above strongly suggest that the task of registering, creating, and hosting
5

http://www.onlinenic.com
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these rogue security software domains was automated and that the same entity may be
responsible for both clusters.
Also worth noting is that both clusters are split between two different ISPs, suggesting
an attempt to provide some level of redundancy in case a cluster is taken offline by the
ISP. Finally, we observed that all of the hosting web servers were located in the US.
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Figure 3.7: RC27: a rogue campaign related to Anti-virus2010.

3.5.2 Two different large-scale campaigns within the .cn TLD
The triage attribution process has also identified some other clusters that represent
more sophisticated campaigns. Two such examples are RC 4 and RC 5, which are two
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Figure 3.8: RC34: a rogue campaign related to Anti-spyware2010.

different campaigns observed within the .cn top-level domain (TLD). Regarding cluster
RC 5, about 310 .cn domain names were registered in only three days, as represented
in Fig. 3.9 on page 75. The domain names (in blue) point to 13 IP addresses residing
in five subnets (yellow) and were registered by a number of Web-based email addresses
(red) in three days (purple). The prevalent use of popular Web-based email accounts
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(e.g., yahoo.com, gmail.com and hotmail.com) to register these domains is assumed to
be because these email services are easily anonymized.
Interestingly, all of the domain names in RC 5 are referring to various popular web
categories, such as games, fun, e-cards, casino and even porn sites, but apparently not
a single domain name seems to relate to AV software. However, since they have been
included in our rogue data set, they were still somehow related to rogue AV. One could
think that some of those web sites are possibly “legitimate” ones that have been compromised, so that they could serve rogue AV software. Note also that we found many
of these sites were also hosting malware (e.g., trojans, fake codecs). Considering the
abnormal pattern showing the registration of all those domains “in bulk”, a more likely
explanation is that (i) cyber-crooks try to diversify their activities, by hosting different
types of threats, and (ii) they want to optimize the monetization of their web sites by
attracting as many users as possible with popular web categories. Finally, all of the
domains have been registered at a single Chinese registrar (Era of the Internet Technology), and 97% of the web servers are located in China.
In the next cluster, RC 4, about 750 rogue domains have been registered also in the
.cn TLD (resolving to 135 IP addresses in 14 subnets), on eight specific dates over a span
of eight months (Fig. 3.10 on page 76). However, differently from RC 5, the majority
of the IP addresses of the hosting servers (pointed to by these domains) were hosted in
the United States, Germany, and Belarus. In fact, no server could be identified as being
located in China6 .
Like in RC 5, the same Chinese registrar (Era of the Internet Technology) was used by
cyber-crooks for the registration of all domain names. However, differently from RC 5,
all of the domain names are composed of exactly 5 alphanumeric characters, apparently
chosen in a random fashion, which again indicates the use of automated tools to create
those domains. Finally, a noteworthy characteristic of this RC is that the registrant
responsible for 76% of the domains makes use of a whois domain privacy protection service (cn@id-private.com), which is also a commonly observed characteristic in certain
rogue campaigns.

3.5.3 An affiliate-based rogue network
Our multi-criteria method has identified RC 3, a rogue network showing an even more
complex structure, as represented in Fig. 3.11 on page 77. In this cluster, more than
6

It should be noted that the .cn top-level domain (i.e., the domain designation for China) has no
registration restrictions, and non-Chinese based operators can easily register .cn domain names for a
very cheap price.
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430 rogue sites (in blue) are forming some sort of “bubbles” that are interconnected by
common registrants (in red) and common hosting servers or IP subnets (in yellow). We
hypothesize that this weird and complex network of rogue AV websites is likely to reflect
the affiliate-based structure used by cyber-crooks to propagate rogue security software.
Different reasons support this assumption:
• there is a large number of registrants, and most of them are responsible for a single
domain;
• the domains are registered at 6 different registrars, which are quite popular for
hosting malicious web sites;
• besides rogue AV names, many other domain names are also associated to other
web categories that are often used for hosting dubious or suspicious websites, e.g.:
online pharmacy (like pharmacyeasy.cn), casino (like smilecasino.cn), porn
sites (like hot-girl-sex-tube.com), and there are even a few examples of typosquatting web sites (like disenyworld.com or rapidhsare.com). This indicates a
possible diversification of activities maybe performed by different affiliates;
• many other types of web threats have been found on a significant number of those
sites (almost 50% of them), which can again indicate that affiliates attempt to
monetize their domains by serving other malicious purposes as well;
• in this cluster, the numerous commonalities found among subsets of rogue sites
indicate that several groups of affiliates are probably reusing the very same techniques, e.g.: creating and registering new domains at the same registrar or ISP
(which does not really care about suspicious domain names), reusing the same
browser exploits for hosting drive-by downloads, or serving the same malware or
trojan (only 8 unique MD5 were found among all malicious binairies hosted on
these web sites).
Also worth noting is that this cluster RC 3 has been observed in a span of time of 8
months. However, we observe once again that most of these sites are being registered in
large groups during three phases, each one having a timespan of only a few days, which
obviously requires a high level of coordination.
Finally, the geographical location of the web servers has also an interesting pattern,
with 42% of the servers in Ukraine (UA), and the rest of the servers is spread in China
but also in Cayman Islands (KY), Singapore (SG), and a few of them in Latvia (LV).
We note again the prevalent use of Web-based email domains for registrants (more than
40% of gmail.com and about 26% of yahoo.com).
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3.6 Lessons learned and countermeasures
This study leverages the analysis of real data to shed some light on the characteristics and
dynamics of a specific threat landscape, that of rogue security software. We identify the
specificities of such threat landscape and their foundations in a particularly favourable
market. Such knowledge has direct repercussions on nowadays security practices, and
helps underlining weaknesses in currently employed techniques as well as potentials for
new research avenues.
Users. Despite of a minor number of cases in which rogue AV domains were observed
also in association to other type of threats such as drive-by downloads, the main propagation vector for this type of threat is the psychological impact on the user. The in-depth
study of the reasons for the successfulness of the interaction between victims and rogue
campaigns is out of the scope of this work, but our analysis clearly shows that users have
an important role in the successfulness of rogue AV campaigns. As suggested in [?], the
cost-benefit trade-off associated to the offering of security services is often badly received
by the users, that tend to reject the necessity of performing monetary investments to be
shielded from hypothetical security threats. Rogue security software leverages this social
reality to its own advantage. Increasing user awareness on the cost implicitly associated
to security may have an impact on the relatively high conversion rates observed in this
study, and may impact the return on investment associated to rogue AV campaigns.
Blacklisting is strained. Our study revealed two characteristics of the infrastructure
used to spread rogue AV that have important consequences on the effectiveness of countermeasures against this threat, and, specifically, of blacklisting, a technique commonly
used to prevent end users from accessing malicious resources.
As described in Section 3.1.2, the rogue AV infrastructure comprises both servers
that exclusively host a very large number of rogue AV sites and servers where rogue
AV sites coexist with legitimate ones. This situation is a worst case for blacklisting.
In fact, IP-based blacklisting (where access to a specific web server IP is blocked) is
bound to generate many false positives, thus preventing users from visiting benign sites
that happen to be hosted on server IPs that also serve malicious sites. In fact, a naive
IP-based blacklisting approach, listing all the servers we identified, would have incorrectly blocked access to 129,476 legitimate web sites. Conversely, domain name-based
blacklisting (where access to a specific domain is blocked) is undermined by the easiness
with which malicious actors can register large batches of domains. The registration of
hundreds of automatically generated domain names observed in the different campaigns
is likely to be an active attempt to evade such lists. For example, 77 of the rogue-specific
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servers that we tracked were associated with more than twenty different domains, with
a maximum of 309 domains associated to a single server.
Taking-down rogue AV campaigns. What would be a good strategy then to effectively fight rogue AV campaigns? Through an analysis of the victim access dataset
performed in [20], it appears that taking down payment processing sites could help stop
emerging rogue AV campaigns. Indeed, payment sites appeared to be far less in number
than other rogue AV sites (we showed in [20] that 7 payment sites supported almost
200 front-end “scanning” sites) and seemed to change less frequently. Furthermore, by
disrupting the sites generating revenue, defenders are likely to significantly affect also
other parts of the rogue AV operations (e.g., registering new sites and paying for hosting).
DNS-based threat detection. This study has highlighted once more the important
role of the DNS infrastructure in Internet threats. Rogue AV campaigns often rely on
misleading DNS names to lure victims into trusting their products (e.g., pcsecurity2009.com). Also, we have seen how such campaigns often lead to the automated deployment of large numbers of domains pointing to a few servers and following well-defined
patterns in their naming schema. For all these reasons, as already noted in [?] for other
type of threats, DNS seems to be a promising point of view for the detection of such
anomalies.
Finally, even though we have used triage as a means to attribute known malicious
sites to rogue AV campaigns, we envision an extension of these techniques by which new
web sites that are likely to be part of a rogue AV campaign could be identified proactively. For example, we may attempt to classify a newly registered domain into one of
the rogue AV clusters that we have identified during this study. A positive classification
(i.e., the site’s network observables are similar to those used in a campaign) would
indicate that the site could have been registered by the same individuals responsible for
the campaign, and, thus, would warrant further inspection or close monitoring of the
domain.

3.7 Summary
In this experimental application, we have performed a longitudinal analysis of the infrastructure and the dynamics associated with an increasingly popular threat, that of
rogue security software. By attributing rogue web sites to common root causes based
upon a series of common features, we have showed how triage could provide a unique
perspective on how rogue AV campaigns and their server-side components are effectively
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organized, created and managed. Starting from nearly 6,000 suspicious domains, we
could identify about 40 campaigns that were quite likely coordinated by criminal organizations. An in-depth analysis of some campaigns highlighted the kind of insights
we could obtain on the behavior of those organizations, in a systematic and automated
manner.
These results can be leveraged in several ways. First, they give a more explanatory
description of the rogue AV or client-side threats, in which, for example, individual,
disconnected sites are substituted by sets of related sites in which time relationships
(e.g., creation dates) are more explicit. Second, campaign-level information reveals the
modus operandi of the criminals orchestrating the campaign, i.e., how they register the
domains, what are their hosting partners, the duration of their efforts, the sophistication
of the tools available to them (e.g., to automate the registration of domain names),
and the countermeasures they employ against take-down efforts. Finally, the patterns
discovered by this triage analysis could yield means for identifying additional rogue
AV sites pro-actively or reactively, for example through a closer monitoring of DNS
registration patterns.
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Figure 3.9: RC5: A rogue AV campaign within the .cn TLD.
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Figure 3.10: RC4: A different rogue AV campaign within the .cn TLD.
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Figure 3.11: RC3: An affiliate-based rogue network.
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4 Analysis of Allaple Variants
4.1 Introduction
Polymorphic techniques have introduced a new challenge in malware analysis: it is often
difficult to discern the instance of a known polymorphic malware from that of a newly
encountered malware family, and to evaluate the impact of patching and code sharing
among malware writers to prioritize analysis efforts. According to [14], the amount
of samples submitted to VirusTotal [82], a popular virus scanning platform, is in the
order of millions of samples per month. Such numbers translate into a daily load of
approximately 30,000 samples per day. This load can be partially explained by the
easiness with which malware writers can generate new code by personalizing existing
code bases, or by re-packing the binaries using code obfuscation tools [52, 45, 85]. In
addition, malware sample counts are biased by the increasing usage of polymorphic
techniques [8].
In order to investigate the feasibility of using TRIAGE in combination with SGNET
data, we have decided to focus our attention on a well known phenomenon, already
investigated from different perspectives in previous WOMBAT deliverables: the Allaple
worm outbreak [67, 24]. Discovered in late 2006, Allaple was one of the first widespread
polymorphic malware: the worm mutates its content at every propagation, in an attempt
to evade classical signature-based detectors. In the context of this deliverable, we propose
a streamlined process for the analysis and generation of intelligence on a very specific
process. In the context of WP4 we have explored several solutions to tackle the analysis
and the clustering of Allaple-related polymorphic malware samples:
• In D16 (D4.2) we have shown how the clustering of behavioral profiles obtained
through the execution of malware in sandboxed environments could be of great
help to the problem of malware polymorphism. More specifically, the work in [7]
showed how similar methodologies could successfully group the execution of Allaple
samples into two main behavioral groups associated to two known variants of this
worm. In the very same paper, we have once more underlined the large amount of
inconsistencies associated to standard AV labeling (as originally reported in [14]
and [3]).
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4.1 Introduction
• In D17 (D4.4) we have presented the results obtained by applying a highly scalable
and simple technique to cluster malware samples according to their structural
characteristics, called “feature-based” malware clustering. We have shown how
the current level of sophistication of polymorphic engines is such to allow the
identification of different malware recompilations by simply looking at the content
of specific portions of the PE headers.
• In D18 (D4.6) we have described the contextual information generated by the
SGNET honeypot deployment for each collected malware sample. We have shown
how SGNET can provide highly valuable insights on the population infected by
a specific malware variant, as well as detailed information on the structure of its
propagation strategy.
• In D21 (D4.7) we have underlined the complementarity of all the previously described approaches at generating a more complete picture of the malware landscape. We have presented in [40] an empirical study showing the importance of
factoring together multiple approaches and multiple malware clustering techniques
to 1) detect the limitations of a specific clustering approach; and 2) generating
additional semantics for the malware analyst that would not be apparent when
considering each approach in isolation.

SGNET Dataset
The SGNET deployment was described in detail in D13 (D3.3) [42, 39]. In contrast to
other malware collections, SGNET focuses on the collection of detailed information on
code injection attacks and on the sources responsible for these attacks. This is made
possible through a layered approach, that focuses on the emulation of each stage of a
code injection attack by building upon a model initially introduced in [21] called EGPM.
The EGPM model structures each injection attack into four distinct phases:
• Exploit (). The set of network bytes being mapped onto data which is used for
conditional control flow decisions. This consists in the set of client requests that
the attacker needs to perform in order to lead the vulnerable service to the failure
point.
• Bogus control data (γ). The set of network bytes being mapped into control
data which hijacks the control flow trace and redirects it to somewhere else.
• Payload (π). The set of network bytes to which the attacker redirects the control
flow through the usage of  and γ.
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• Malware (µ). The binary content uploaded to the victim through the execution
of π, and that allows the attacker to run more sophisticated operations that would
be impossible in the limited space normally available to the payload π.
On top of code injection information, the SGNET dataset is structured to contain a
variety of information on the context of a code injection event, on the location of the
attacking source, its configuration (obtained through passive OS fingerprinting) and on
the location of the victim honeypot targeted at a specific point in time. The interested
reader can find in D18 (D4.6) a comprehensive description of the information collected
in the SGNET dataset.
In the context of this experiment, we have focused on a peculiar propagation characteristic that is known to be associated to the spread of the Allaple worm: the shellcode
is designed to force the victim system to open a TCP port on a specific port (9988) over
which the malware sample is uploaded. We have default selected a very specific shellcode
behavior, and looked at all occurrences of such behavior since the very beginning of the
SGNET deployment. This led to the identification of 10,162 SGNET events (i.e., code
injections) related to the Allaple propagation in the period from September 13, 2007
until December 31, 2009.

4.2 Selection of Malware Features
Table 4.1 summarizes the features taken into consideration for the analysis. Mirroring the results obtained in the context of WP4, we take into consideration three main
classes of information: information on the propagation context, information on the malware structure, and information on the malware behavior as generated by running each
collected malware sample in the Anubis sandbox for a period of 4 minutes. The rightmost column in Table 4.1 represents the cardinality of each feature, that is the number
of distinct values associated to all the code injection attacks taken into consideration in
this context.
By looking in depth at each feature, we can infer some insights on their ultimate
usefulness at understanding the phenomenon under analysis. From this set of features,
we have thus selected a subset of malware-related features (both static and dynamic)
to perform an multi-criteria analysis with triage. Recall that the purpose of such an
analysis is to see if triage can help an analyst to distinguish the various code variants
belonging to the same polymorphic malware family, but also to better understand the
structures of those variants and their inter-relationships (e.g., commonalities and differences between variants due to patching, recompilation with different packers, adding of
new functionalities, etc). Hence, a preliminary analysis of the features has guided us
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4.2 Selection of Malware Features
Contextual features
Event timestamp
Source address
Source AS number
Source country code
Destination address
Source/destination address overlap

ScriptGen exploit classification

Time of occurrence of the code injection attack.
IP address of the attacking source.
Autonomous system number of the attacking source (when available).
Mapping of each attacking source to a country of origin by means
of the Maxmind database.
Address of the honeypot that was targeted by the attack.
The set of shared bits between source and destination address. The
feature can be effective to detect bugs in the random number generator of the malware sample, or in detecting localized propagation
strategies.
By leveraging the protocol learning techniques used in SGNET [43]
we can classify the network interaction and discern network interactions likely to be associated to the activity of different exploit
implementations.

10,160
7,200
848
110
50
-

39

Static malware features
MD5 hash

File size
File type
PE section names
PE DLL imports
PE kernel32 symbols
PE linker/OS version,
machine type

The MD5 hash of the malware sample content. It is worth noting
that the full hash content can be used to identify non-polymorphic
malware samples, that do not mutate the binary content upon propagation.
The size in bytes of the malware sample file.
The file type as classified by libmagic.
The name of the different sections defined in the file header according to the Portable Executable (PE) format (when applicable).
Name of the DLL files to be imported as specified in the Import
Address Table (IAT) in the PE format.
List of symbols to be imported from kernel32.dll as specified in the
IAT.
Version number for the linker and OS, as well as machine type, as
specified in the PE header.

7,379

409
3
20
2
6,386
3/1/1

Dynamic malware features
Anubis execution summary

Set of high level operations performed by the malware upon exe- 25
cution in the Anubis sandbox. For instance, the set contains the
flag IRCBOT if the malware sample is seen generating IRC traffic
towards one or more destinations throughout its execution.
Anubis syscall types
Set of types of system calls triggered by the malware sample during 13
execution. For instance, the type registry is associated to any system
call invocation related to Windows registry manipulations.
Anubis syscall targets
Extension of the previous feature meant to include also the full name 1,165
of the target of the system call operation performed by the malware
sample. For instance, a Windows registry operation is associated
here to the type registry, as well as to the name of the registry entry
being affected by the modification.
Table 4.1: SGNET features available for the Allaple analysis (right column represents cardinality)
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to select certain characteristics instead of others, based on their expressiveness or their
“potential” to highlight meaningful similarities and differences between code variants.

4.2.1 Static malware features
As already suggested here above, certain malware features related to the static analysis
of the binaries may obviously reveal some interesting information. For each code injection, we have in particular selected the following features to be included in this triage
analysis:
- Fmw md5 : the MD5 hash of the malware sample, which can help to identify nonpolymorphic malware samples.
- Fmw size : the size of the malware sample (in bytes).
- Fpe sections : the set of section names defined in the Portable Executable (PE) file
header. For example:
.text\x00\x00\x00|rdata\x00\x00\x00|.data\x00\x00\x00

- Fpe linker : the version number of the linker used for the compilation of the malware
sample (e.g., 92).
- Fpe kernel32 : the set of symbols that are imported from kernel32.dll, as specified
in the Import Address Table (IAT). For example:
(GetProcAddress, LoadLibraryA, CreateActCtxA, GetComputerNameA)

4.2.2 Dynamic malware features
There are mainly three behavioral features that are of particular interest for the analysis
of the Allaple variants:
- Fbh optypes : the set of high-level system call types triggered by the malware sample
during execution in the Anubis sandbox. For example:
network|service|process|section|random|sync|thread|registry

- Fbh summary : a sequence of high-level behaviors performed by the malware upon
execution in the Anubis sandbox. For example:
addressscan|file modification destruction|all reg activities
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- Fbh f ullops : an extension of bh optypes that includes the type as well as the full name of
the target of the syscall operation performed by the malware sample. For example (for
conciseness, some of the entries have been omitted):
file|C:\WINDOWS\system32\shell32.dll,
file|C:\WINDOWS\system32\urdvxc.exe, . . . ,
network|AddressScanner TCP, network|IcmpScanner, . . . ,
process|C:\WINDOWS\system32\urdvxc.exe, . . . ,
registry|HKLM\SYSTEM\CURRENTCONTROLSET\SERVICES\TCPIP\PARAMETERS\WINSOCK, . . .

4.2.3 Other features
Exploit
The exploit information, despite being associated to multiple FSM traversals, has limited usefulness in this specific context. An in-depth analysis of the traversals showed
that they were all associated to the same vulnerability, namely the ASN.1 vulnerability
(MS04-007) exploited on TCP port 139. The existence of multiple traversals is biased
by the fact that, in this specific exploit, the IP address of the destination is part of
the application-level payload. This tricks the ScriptGen algorithm (that approaches
application-level payloads in a completely protocol-agnostic way) to generate traversals
that match exploits targeting only specific address ranges. The exploit information is
therefore not considered in this specific analysis.

Anti-virus signatures
Each malware sample collected in SGNET is automatically submitted every day to
VirusTotal [82] for a certain period of time, according to a given scheduling policy. This
means that we have at our disposal the AV signatures of most of the samples considered
for this analysis. These signatures could have been included as additional features in the
MCDa analysis. However, many research groups (including previous work carried out
in the project) have pointed out the unreliability of AV labels at consistently grouping
malware variants [7, 14, 3].
Nevertheless, we have kept these AV signatures as “labeling features”, as a baseline to
analyze our experimental results and to compare the structure of the Multidimensional
Clusters (MDCs) given by triage with the labels given by various well-known AV
products, as obtained from VirusTotal [82].
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Propagation context
Finally, our analysis also revealed that contextual features (such as the origins of infected
machines, the targeted sensors or the timestamps of the events) were apparently not
sufficiently discriminant to be included in the MCDA analysis. That is, code injection
attacks related to the Allaple propagation and shellcode behavior were apparently always
coming from the very same networks, and were observed by the very same sensors, and
this almost continuously in the whole analysis timeframe. For this reason, we decided to
use in a first-stage analysis only the most relevant code features (static and dynamic) to
try to highlight the different malware variants. Then, we used the contextual features
in a second-stage analysis, to find out if we could get another useful perspective on the
propagation context of those Allaple variants.

4.3 Multi-Criteria Analysis
4.3.1 Graph-based Clustering
Based on the feature analysis here above, we have performed a graph-based clustering
of the 8 code-related features described in previous Section. Regarding distance metrics,
we have used only two different distances:
(i) a simple equality for all feature vectors made of a generic value (or an ordered
sequence of values), i.e, for:
Fmw md5 , Fmw size , Fpe sections , Fpe linker , Fbh optypes , Fbh summary , Fbh f ullops
(ii) the Jaccard distance (equation 3.1) for the feature vectors of Fpe kernel32 , which
are sets of values.
An overview of the clustering results is given in Table 4.2, where we can compare the
underlying structure of each malware feature separately. Quite obviously, all features
represented by generic values and involving a very simple distance metric (i.e., the simple
equality) are very straightforward to cluster, since it boils down to executing simple
queries directly on the triage database. For Fper kernel32 , however, we have used again
the dominant sets algorithm, which is more appropriate in this case as similarity values
within the edge-weighted graph involve continuous values in the interval [0, 1].
In Table 4.2, it is interesting to see that apparently not all malware samples are
polymorphic ones. Regarding Fmw md5 , there is indeed one big cluster of 1,284 samples
having the very same MD5 hash. Besides that cluster, there are also a couple of other
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Table 4.2: Overview of the clusters by feature for the Allaple data set.

Feature
Fmw md5
Fmw size
Fpe sections
Fpe linker
Fpe kernel32
Fbh optypes
Fbh f ullops
Fbh summary

Nr clusters
71
141
15
3
1
8
156
21

Nr samples
2,471 (24%)
9,729 (95%)
10,147 (99%)
10,155 (99%)
3,719 (36%)
7,715 (75%)
6,440 (63%)
7,693 (75%)

size
34.8
69
676.5
3,385
3,719
964.3
41.3
366.3

Max. size
1,284
2,395
7,578
8,510
3,719
4,755
1,388
3,442

Cp
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

ones of moderate size (in the order of few hundreds); however, all other MD5 clusters
are rather small in size.
With respect to Fmw size , there seem to be some very popular binary sizes (the largest
cluster contains not less than 2,395 samples of the same size), which is quite surprising
for a data set comprising a large amount of polymorphic malware samples. The two
most popular binary sizes are 57,344 and 57,856 bytes. For the section names defined
in the Portable Executable (Fpe sections ), we can see that there are only a few different
patterns, with one particular section pattern that encompass about 75% of all data set
samples (.text\x00\x00\x00|rdata\x00\x00\x00|.data\x00\x00\x00).
About the linker versions used to compile the malware binaries, we see that only three
different linkers seem to be used for this malware data set. More than 85% of the samples
have been compiled using linker version 92, about 14% with linker version 96, and only
a few ones with a less popular linker (version 140).
The structure of feature Fpe kernel32 is somehow different and quite interesting: triage
has found only one large cluster of samples having the same set of symbols imported
from kernel32.dll (i.e., GetProcAddress, LoadLibraryA). All other malware samples
have apparently randomized sets of symbols, which is probably due to the polymorphic
nature of the code.
Regarding the behavioral features, we can see that Fbh optypes and Fbh summary have
fairly similar structures: between 34 and 47% of the samples have apparently exactly
the same behavior when executed in the Anubis sandbox. The most popular patterns
for these high-level behaviours are given here below, together with their cardinality. A
deeper analysis of all other clusters revealed that most of these summarized behaviours
are fairly similar, with minor modifications in the sequences of high-level operations;
however, they might still be useful to discriminate different malware variants.
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Fbh optypes
network|service|process|section|random|sync|thread|registry|file|time

4, 755

Fbh summary
addressscan|file modification destruction|all reg activities|win dir copy 3, 442
2, 382
addressscan|file modification destruction|all reg activities

Finally, when we consider more detailed behavioral information, with the full name
of the target of the syscall operation performed by the malware (Fbh f ullops ), we can see
that this feature generates much more clusters with diverse patterns. Even though the
high-level behavior is usually quite similar, differences can be detected when looking at
lower level patterns. While some of these differences are normal artefacts generated by
the differing execution contexts, others may be active attempts of the malware samples
to somehow randomize their behavior (e.g., choosing random propagation targets).
We can conclude from this simple cluster analysis of the various features that some
of them (Fmw md5 , Fpe kernel32 ) may reveal some hints on the polymorphic or nonpolymorphic nature of the malware samples, whereas some others (like Fmw size , Fpe linker ,
Fpe sections Fbh optypes , Fbh summary ) do not seem to be of straightforward help in this specific case. For this reason, it might be useful to try to combine all features by relying on
the multi-criteria fusion component of triage, with the purpose of identifying multidimensional clusters reflecting different code variants.

4.3.2 MCDA Aggregation
Even though a cluster analysis of individual features may give some interesting viewpoints and reveal informative patterns, we still lack the global picture, and it might be
even more interesting to try to “connect all dots”.
In this Section, we report on the experiment performed with the aggregation of the
eight malware features (static and dynamic) of all Allaple samples. As described before,
the objective of such a MCDA analysis is to help separate the various code variants
(polymorphic, non-polymorphic, and possible other families like bots or trojans) from
the set of 10,162 malware samples. We have used two different aggregation functions
and have compared their performance.
First, we have defined an OWA aggregation function (defined in Section 2.4.4) that
reflects our expectations regarding the minimum number of features required to attribute
samples to a given malware variant with high confidence:
w = [0, 0, 0.10, 0.20, 0.40, 0.20, 0.10, 0]
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By defining such an OWA weighting vector, we completely remove the influence of the
two highest scores, no matter which features they are related to. We start then to give
some importance to the third highest score, with the highest weights given to the fourth
and fifth highest positions. This means that at least four strong correlations will be
needed in order to have a global score above 0.5. Recall that we do not need to specify
in advance which combination(s) of four malware features are required to link malware
samples.
The second method we have used to model the aggregation of all features is a fuzzy
integral based on Choquet. Defining a complete fuzzy measure that models all possible
coalitions of features requires 2n values, which in this case with n = 8 is already prohibitive. As described in Section 2.4.5, the best compromise between complexity and
richness of the aggregation model consists to define a 2-additive fuzzy measure, where
the analyst only has to define the overall importance factors for every feature separately
(i.e., the Shapley values, as defined in 2.7), and, if needed, define also some interactions
among pairs of features (such as redundancies or synergies) to enrich the model. As
a result, the complexity of the sub-model represented by such a 2-additive measure is
reduced to the definition of at most n(n + 1)/2 weighting factors.
To build our 2-additive fuzzy measure, we have first defined the following importance
factors:
Fmw md5
0.15

Fmw size
0.14

Fpe sections
0.06

Fpe linker
0.12

Fpe kernel32
0.15

Fbh optypes
0.06

Fbh f ullops
0.20

Fbh summary
0.12

To enrich the model, we have then added certain interactions among following pairs
of features:
(Fmw md5 , Fpe kernel32 )
0.06

(Fmw md5 , Fbh f ullops )
0.06

(Fbh f ullops , Fbh summary )
0.048

(Fbh optypes , Fbh summary )
-0.06

These interaction values were automatically computed by triage so as to enforce
the additivity and monotonicity conditions (as given by expression 2.22); the analyst
just needs to set a relative amount of synergy or redundancy between pairs of features.
In this case, we have set 20% of synergy for the first three pairs here above, and 50%
of redundancy for the pair (Fbh optypes , Fbh summary ). Then, to compute the Choquet
integral starting from those importance factors and interaction values, we have used the
formula given by expression 2.21.
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The last important parameter to set is the decision threshold , which is used to remove
unwanted edges in the aggregated graph, and then to identify the multidimensional
clusters (MDCs) via the connected components algorithm. A sensitivity analysis is
required for  to determine the best ranges of values according to the number of MDCs,
total percentage of clustered samples and the distribution of cluster sizes obtained with
various values of the decision threshold.
The result of the sensitivity analysis for the 2-additive Choquet aggregation is illustrated in Fig. 4.1, where we can see that values of  starting from 0.44 up to 0.6 seem to
be appropriate, according to the number of MDCs and total amount of samples that are
clustered. We have chosen a decision threshold of 0.46 in order to keep as many malware
samples as possible, without grouping too many of them within the same MDC.
In Fig. 4.2, we can observe that OWA aggregation gives apparently a stable, but
somehow weird behavior. There are indeed only two large plateaus where all indicators
(nr of MDCs, etc) are very stable. For OWA, threshold values taken for the first plateau
(i.e., between 0.40 and 0.70) seem to be an appropriate range for . We have thus selected
0.50 for our analysis.
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Figure 4.1: Sensitivity analysis of the decision threshold  for the Choquet aggregation process.
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Figure 4.2: Sensitivity analysis of the decision threshold  for the OWA aggregation process.

In Table 4.3, we compare the global performance of OWA and Choquet aggregations.
Overall, both methods give fairly similar results in terms of MDCs, average compactness
(Cp ) and total number of samples clustered in MDCs. Note, however, that we haven’t
included too many redundant features in this analysis; otherwise, Choquet would definitively offer a more effective and flexible aggregation method than OWA. For the rest
of the analysis, we will now focus on the 21 MDCs (which we will also call malware
variants) found with the Choquet aggregation.
We turn now to the evaluation of the consistency of individual MDCs. In Fig. 4.3,
we have represented the global graph compactness of the MDCs (and each color in the
bar chart refers to the average compactness index Cp of a single feature). We observe
that all MDCs have on average at least 4 features with a high Cp , which seems to
be consistent with the constraints we have previously modelled regarding aggregation
parameters. Most MDCs have indeed a global compactness value between 4 and 5 (the
max. value is 8). In the same chart, based on the Cp of mw md5, it is very easy to see
which MDCs are quite likely made of polymorphic malware variants, and which ones are
likely to contain non-polymorphic samples (i.e., all MDCs with a high Cp for mw md5).
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For example, all malware samples of MDCs 1481, 1487, 1488, 1489 and 1493-96 seem
to have the same MD5 (or a very limited number of MD5’s). Not surprisingly, for all
these MDCs a high correlation w.r.t. mw md5 involves also a high correlation for mw size,
pe sections, pe linker and pe kernel32 (i.e., non-polymorphic samples).
Regarding the polymorphic MDCs, it is worth noting that the involved samples have
still apparently very similar global behaviors in a sandbox, since most of these MDCs
have high Cp values for the features bh summary and bh optypes. Finally, we note that
feature bh fullops seems to be the less correlating feature.
Table 4.3: Comparison of OWA and Choquet aggregation methods for the Allaple data set.

Characteristic
Threshold 
Nr of MDCs
Total clustered
Largest MDC
Average Cp

OWA
0.50
23
9,189 (90%)
3,491
0.59

Choquet
0.46
21
9,231 (91%)
3,505
0.58

4.4 Analysis of the variants
By analyzing in-depth the 21 variants (or MDC’s) given by triage, we could easily
identify four different families of malware variants:
1. [Allaple.b / Rahack.W]: this malware family contains only purely polymorphic
samples, grouping 5 MDC’s accounting totally for 4,207 samples (41% of the
dataset). Quite obviously, all mw md5 and pe kernel32 are unique values. The
pe linker used to compile those samples is mostly version 92 (rarely 140), and
there are many different mw size values (with still some popular binary sizes shared
by groups of samples). Regarding the behavioral features, this malware family
is characterized by a unique high-level behavior for more than 98% of the samples, and this variant behavior is apparently the only one involving the operation
win dir copy.
To illustrate this malware variant, Table 4.4 gives an overview of the main characteristics of the samples of MDC 1479, along with the set of signatures given by two
well-known anti-virus products (AV brands have been anonymized). As we can see,
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Figure 4.3: Evaluation of the MDCs found by aggregating all malware features using a Choquet integral.
Each color in the bar chart refers to the average compactness index Cp of each individual
feature.

AV 2 gave the same signature (Rahack.W) for almost 100% of the samples while
the other one failed to detect approximately one third of them. Finally, Fig. 4.5
illustrates the polymorphic patterns of this malware variant by representing on a
graph (with radial layout) all relationships between features mw md5, pe kernel32
and mw size.
2. [Allaple.d/e / Rahack.H]: this malware family contains a mix of polymorphic
and non-polymorphic samples, grouping 11 different MDC’s accounting for a total
of 2,869 samples (28% of the dataset). In this case, there are not as many mw md5
values than the number of code injections, and the pe kernel32 values have the
same pattern for about 50% of the samples. The pe linker is not only version 92,
but sometimes also 96 (in 25% of the cases). All samples have again the very same
high-level behavior (but still a different one from the behavior of the first variant
called Allaple.b here above).
To illustrate this variant, Table 4.5 gives an overview of the main characteristics
of the samples of MDC 1480, along with the set of signatures given by anti-virus
products. As we can see, AV 2 gave the same signature (Rahack.H) to 75% of
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Table 4.4: Characteristics of Allaple variant 1479 [Allaple.b, RaHack.W] (3,505 samples).
(Note: *** means a polymorphic feature)

Feature
ex date
mw md5
mw size
pe sections
pe linker
pe kernel32
bh optypes
bh fullops
bh summary

Cp
0.0
0.079
0.656
0.915
0.0
1.0
0.247
0.958

Distinct
527
3,505
175
12
2
3,505
1
123
2

AV 1
AV 2

-

6
2

Patterns
2007-09-15 → 2009-08-11
***
***
.text\x00\x00\x00|rdata\x00\x00\x00|.data\x00\x00\x00: 80%, others: 20%
92: 96%, 140: 4%
***
network|service|process|section|random|sync|thread|registry|file|time: 100%
[REMOVED]
addressscan|file modification destruction|all reg activities|win dir copy: 98%
addressscan|file modification destruction|all reg activities|win dir copy|auto start: 2%

Net-Worm.Win32.Allaple.e: 11%, Net-Worm.Win32.Allaple.b: 78%, others: 11%
W32.Rahack.W: 100.0%, W95.Drill.18624: 0.0%

the samples, with 25% of the samples attributed to various other signatures. For
AV 1, 66% of the samples had the signature Allaple.e, a few of them had also the
signature Allaple.d, and the rest of the samples received quite diverse signatures,
with many of them referring to Rbot or Virut signatures. An in-depth analysis
of all those samples revealed that it was indeed sometimes difficult to distinguish
samples of this malware family (Allaple.d/e) from samples belonging to a bot or
backdoor family (i.e., the fourth variant described here under).
Finally, Fig. 4.7 gives a graphical representation of all samples attributed to variant 1480 according to features mw md5, pe kernel32 and mw size. On this graph,
we can clearly distinguish the non-polymorphic samples (in the middle of the
graph) from polymorphic ones characterized by many different values of mw md5,
pe kernel32 (large circles on the sides), but still grouped apparently through some
popular mw size.
3. [Allaple.a / Rahack.H]: this malware family is another polymorphic variant
(w.r.t mw md5 and pe kernel32), which is almost identical to Allaple.e from a
behavioral viewpoint. However, there are some subtile differences regarding the
static features pe linker, and pe sections. Table 4.6 gives an overview of the
characteristics of this Allaple variant: observe that the linker version is 96 for all
samples, and note the different bytes \x1a present in the section data. This variant
contains only 76 samples.
4. [Backdoor.Trojan | Backdoor.Win32.Rbot.bni]: this malware family is very
different from previous ones, since all samples seem to refer here either to a back-
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Table 4.5: Characteristics of Allaple variant 1480 [Allaple.d/e, RaHack.H] (1,455 samples).
(Note: *** means a polymorphic feature)

Feature
ex date
mw md5
mw size

Cp
0.012
0.119

Distinct
482
836
55

pe sections
pe linker
pe kernel32
bh optypes
bh fullops
bh summary

0.446
0.632
0.324
1.0
0.101
0.999

4
2
630
1
189
2

AV 1

-

11

AV 2

-

4

Patterns
2007-09-26 → 2009-12-30
***
59904: 12%, 67584: 1%, 90112: 1%, 89600: 2%, 85504: 5%, 61440: 2%, 78336: 21%
60928: 1%, 88064: 3%, 57344: 17%, others: 11%, 57856: 5%, 50176: 15%, 86016: 2%
.text\x00\x00\x00|rdata\x00\x00\x00|.data\x00\x00\x00: 62%, others: 38%
92: 76%, 96: 24%
(GetProcAddress, LoadLibraryA): 57%, others: 43%
network|thread|process|section|random|sync|registry|file|time: 100%
[REMOVED]
addressscan|file modification destruction|all reg activities: 99.9%,
addressscan|file modification destruction|all reg activities|auto start: 0.1%

Net-Worm.Win32.Allaple.e: 66%, Virus.Win32.Virut.n: 10%
Backdoor.Win32.Rbot.bni: 8%, others: 16%
W32.Rahack.H: 75%, others: 25%

Table 4.6: Characteristics of Allaple variant 1490 [Allaple.a, RaHack.H] (76 samples).
(Note: *** means a polymorphic feature)

Feature
ex date
mw md5
mw size
pe sections

Cp
0.0
0.241
0.679

Distinct
59
76
16
2

pe linker
pe kernel32
bh optypes
bh fullops
bh summary
AV 1
AV 2

0.632
0.0
1.0
0.078
1.0
-

2
76
1
38
1
4
1

Patterns
2007-10-04 → 2009-11-29
***
82432: 8%, 57856: 47%, 90112: 8%, 61440: 7%, others: 30%
.text\x00\x00\x00|rdata\x00\x1a|.data\x00\x00\x00: 80%,
.text\x00\x00\x00|rdata\x00\x1a|.data\x00\x00\x00|.rrdata\x00: 20%
96: 100%
***
network|thread|process|section|random|sync|registry|file|time: 100%
[REMOVED]
addressscan|file modification destruction|all reg activities: 100%

Net-Worm.Win32.Allaple.a: 74%, others: 26%
W32.Rahack.H: 100%

door or a bot family according to AV labels. We could identify four similar MDC’s
that apparently contain only these backdoor or bot-related samples, instead of pure
Allaple worms. Most of those samples are clearly non-polymorphic ones and share
the same pe kernel32 pattern (GetProcAddress, LoadLibraryA). They also had
the very same high-level behavior regarding bh summary and bh optypes, which
are also different from the behavioral patterns of all previous variants since they
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usually involve high-level operations such as ircbot or internet settings (which
are not present in the behavioral profiles of Allaple variants).
Table 4.7 shows the main characteristics of MDC 1481, a large MDC containing
1,284 samples having the very same mw md5 and mw size values, and attributed to
this family of backdoor/trojan samples. Interestingly, for this specific malware, we
couldn’t get any behavioral information from the Anubis sandbox. To illustrate
the different kind of patterns of this non-polymorphic malware family, we have
represented in Fig. 4.6 the MDC 1483, also attributed to this Backdoor.Trojan
family and containing 519 malware samples.

Table 4.7: Characteristics of Allaple variant 1481 [Backdoor.Trojan] (1,284 samples).

Feature
ex date
mw md5
mw size
pe sections
pe linker
pe kernel32
bh optypes
bh fullops
bh summary
AV 1
AV 2

Cp
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
-

Distinct
457
1
1
1
1
1

Patterns
2007-09-13 → 2009-12-30
3875b6257d4d21d51ec13247ee4c1cdb: 100%
57344: 100%
.text\x00\x00\x00|rdata\x00\x00\x00|.data\x00\x00\x00: 100%
92: 100%
(GetProcAddress, LoadLibraryA): 100%
Backdoor.Win32.Rbot.bni: 100%
Backdoor.Trojan: 100%

Final note on contextual features
In Section 4.2, we have presented all available features at our disposal in this SGNET
dataset. Besides static and dynamic features, we have also introduced certain contextual
features, such as source or destination IP addresses, ASN, etc. (see Table 4.1). However,
we have also explained that we were not so confident on the discriminant value of these
contextual features for this specific analysis.
To verify this assumption, we have analyzed the 21 variants (MDC’s) obtained from
the aggregation of the eight code-related features according to those contextual features.
After analysis, we were unable to find any meaningful patterns regarding the origins,
the destinations or the timing of all these Allaple-related code injections observed by
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SGNET sensors. To illustrate this point, Fig. 4.4 represents the evolution of source IP
addresses (grouped by /8 subnets) as a function of time (by day), for different malware
variants identified by triage. From this figure, it is clear that code injections related
to the Allaple propagation are apparently always coming from the very same group
of networks, with no significant differences between the different variants. The same
conclusions hold for source ASN and targeted sensors. In other words, for this specific
malware analysis, contextual features were not helpful to discriminate code variants or
malware families. This is justified in most cases by the random propagation pattern
associated to the Allaple worm, that we have seen to constitute the vast majority of
this specific dataset. Still, we have seen in the analysis that a minority of other types of
malware shares the same propagation vector, but exposes very different behavior (e.g.
connecting to C&C channels). Contextual information has been instrumental in [40]
to understand the long-term behavior of coordinated hosts, but due to the very small
number of instances in this specific dataset, this information did not turn out to be
useful here.

Figure 4.4: Evolution of Source IP addresses (grouped by /8 subnets) for different Allaple variants.
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4.5 Summary
In this Chapter, we have demonstrated the use of triage to perform a multi-criteria
analysis of a malware data set comprising 10,162 samples related to the Allaple propagation scheme and collected by SGNET for a period of 2 years. The purpose of such an
analysis was to understand the root causes behind the propagation of all those samples
by identifying the various malware variants found by triage.
By aggregating eight different features related to the structure of the code (i.e., static
features) and the behavior of the malware samples (i.e., dynamic features) when executed
in ANUBIS, we were able to infer that this large malware data set could in fact be
summarized by only three or four different malware families. In particular, triage was
able to separate polymorphic versus non-polymorphic samples, as well as pure Allaple
worm samples from the Backdoor/Trojan samples that share the very same propagation
vector, but exhibit very different behavior from Allaple.
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ReadConsoleA,CreateWaitableT...

DosPathToSessionPathW,GetWin...

f517dddb042de10acd0dff7d3181be27

5cd3b0f4aa3a65628ffe8f80b57ece0d

123930

93980

0defe3553fd41bbb2cda354989dec7cd

LocalCompact,InitializeCriti...
9d023a1e2c2f37f172b9212c4eea004f

c1eec0ef6bc74811b76b24d1090619fb

af8de85a3406020c7ca53a235013dade

SetThreadUILanguage,ConvertT...

PeekNamedPipe,GetProfileIntW...

81b0f117deb9d864a9154c2de956b455

62475

fcb41b687a1e9472b03f4272acb1cfb5

87040

5ccb2d2e08e70350aaaf4ed8027f35f2

VerLanguageNameA,lstrcmpi,Qu...

b4660da9b7ba2623bae0ffc27293bd71

136704

CreateFiber,SuspendThread,Fi...

GetPriorityClass,CloseProfil...
7ad286131db8b00e930de960815e7d1e

GetComputerNameW,GetFirmware...

e1ab6e397145e845e643c732c15ec422
5c241258a662e6f9364d985342be6b27

CreateFiber,FindNextVolumeMo...

DebugActiveProcessStop,HeapS...

DefineDosDeviceW,OpenWaitabl...

SetThreadContext,FatalAppExi...

GetTapeParameters,DeviceIoCo...

GetSystemTime,GetDiskFreeSpa...

67868

e4b2aedf965f90344dc39ba899a21959

VerLanguageNameA,DisconnectN...

RequestWakeupLatency,EnumSys...

RegisterConsoleOS2,SetThread...

cf575e6d61daa7b1b66539dc929847a2

GetFullPathNameA,LocalCompac...

SizeofResource,SearchPathW,R...

GetNumberOfConsoleFonts,Enum...
RestoreLastError,SetFileVali...
SetFileAttributesA,SetDefaul...
SetStdHandle,GlobalAddAtomW,...
QueryDepthSList,AttachConsol...
WriteConsoleInputVDMA,GetSys...
GetProfileIntW,GetFileSizeEx...
GetLastError,FindResourceExA...

ace7cbaabd39d772ecf1716106222b96
GetNativeSystemInfo,SystemTi...

9f34c0e871ce991711fc171019ae68e4

ac3ffa48303a837b495b37c84814c3e1

91db8298e7cec7a17ea5d71d6ac4324c

GetCommModemStatus,GetProces...

eb22ff01b6f76379ea3006ca32c05835

GetTempFileNameW,WaitCommEve...
GetFullPathNameA,GetTempFile...
RestoreLastError,GetCommTime...
WaitCommEvent,FindActCtxSect...
GetVolumePathNameW,EnumSyste...
FindNextVolumeMountPointW,Re...
SetConsoleFont,GetThreadPrio...

IsDBCSLeadByteEx,CreateProce...

SetThreadContext,FormatMessa...

SetFileAttributesA,LocalFree...

9043ca2ee61e877af356405539d3a2dd

SetCommBreak,GetConsoleProce...

175616

0f6c83960654ab49e688b065cd4a397c

fb8f688125882f853a7a737894ad78a7
9a0cfdf643a34d72f6a97d647d1300bb
199a52dcc7be4f5082be0f47fdecb363
5645598d0f58c282be2e1724a5fe033b
4530cf46f70dad614d264510f9040107
e6e0b4740614a4b9941244ffd8797dc2
cd56888b0c083addce68777e13e1c0b1
60189731bfa81134e3fcde42a71efae2

6f89945b3526d2ab1329a9e1a40e1b58

245248
SetComputerNameA,SetFileShor...

5952e3c519f6a03903f4ed710d079e7f

PeekNamedPipe,GetSystemTimeA...

e4f142971f7dc7f0ee7f2887c821fb8d

10738f2ce936c8ac1e88378fb6305dfd

35b2e06f56bdde66c1fe2658853ae51b

AttachConsole,HeapExtend,Get...
CallNamedPipeW,CancelWaitabl...

a2d87b24e8c66093bd5e4ab93ba4a162
e445e1a75dd48086aee510b8882ce885
d3b1b764ba7dc3ecbaa2bcfe58d8ae05
3115bf73434f974db07580304a709334
94474bcf56a292ea65a98df38a807645
aafb9ceba34376d60c783c94e7fad7ff
d92db9869b4734638c1002b84e6a0425

69632

85504

535109c909f1889a2989bf20e79a0c32
20cde739200f0ccbc6ca36613b4f768b

aabe88e8b135711be8c7fab29fad937c

DeviceIoControl,FileTimeToDo...

6eaaa83ae3fe75c559daa35594f6d969

147228

131584
1ae60617bb62a350764150860211c408

22f5bf192951b1c984e9f694a9bc0c69

7977a12d52228e3b8fcbf677603a2f86

caa886d9b3b6e98121efb55fd5d12870

50c0f66d11a44b9f0659009195002199

68608

88064

WaitForMultipleObjectsEx,Val...

EnumLanguageGroupLocalesW,He...

GetStartupInfoA,MoveFileExW,...

15c22356e12f6069f05ffefa72ed8156

DebugActiveProcess,GetTempPa...

136192
306e540eef1472babf7576093f104426

TransmitCommChar,DelayLoadFa...
6fbc8425b3852bfb9b2277024f8196cb

1e6ed7dadf00300f4b5296ca6f2ac7b1

WaitCommEvent,GetFileTime,Fi...

118272

66d75600d177529a20663aea2d67bf2f

155136

AreFileApisANSI,GetFileAttri...
RegisterConsoleOS2,PeekNamed...
19fc4b49701106d471329c427135c3da

GetConsoleNlsMode,SizeofReso...
GetNumberOfConsoleFonts,Proc...

7b7dd37770ea659b0729e205e9dea086

CreateMutexA,CreateFiberEx,P...
EnumSystemCodePagesW,HeapCre...
GetTempPathA,GetSystemWow64D...
CreateToolhelp32Snapshot,Can...
HeapCompact,GetProcessAffini...
LocalFree,GetCurrentProcess,...
GetTempPathA,LocalLock,Conve...
CreateMutexA,SetProcessWorki...

fa6c2d15b7c732092f624b87cff8cc4e

RegisterConsoleOS2,RegisterW...

93958

GetNativeSystemInfo,EraseTap...
BuildCommDCBAndTimeoutsW,Con...

CallNamedPipeW,SetConsoleHar...
BuildCommDCBAndTimeoutsA,Get...
0e524343179d50596db38bcebac87227

69e071e530141092d7042dcc06dbb960
01bc91d37bd2e266086cb76477f38f70

114176

e1d70c9c6178819e22c3578b411cced3

65536
201216
67072

7b54d56de9d49d7cdc0230dcca212176
420830284a4abfb9303aab68f525bf35
285d828ab6b92ce807a15ede81ddb655
6234094b08ef7dadb7a2b98664130121
ec9eb6bc33ea86cb8e2a200af5b72ba9
5063e6014d292a64a97c8b04e925316e
f53b4a8097b9bdb45377bdaaca5c9f4a
aa9d70330ee8ef45060b2d860340154e
52822ad76bac8028df7df8fce81c48a8
d334035f1db5929b65bc928b518aaa38
8fa2b1a11828100a484cefe09b88f6f3
287a3b9d48f34b2c351cc7a52a373357
f7cf7f45efa697fcd22b8df2363bba56
68edbcd4cdf9bbdc5933dd4f5d0c934f
39965e23083d59291604a6d2e70e7dd6
72cb202a6eb498cf772806c0cd69c41f
45bb83f64ea3079135acd1851537c467
3bb10953bc07913a62d7dc7f93a4b824

SetThreadLocale,GetCommTimeo...

88326

fcaa2fa32e521c39b39b21b08f785db1
680bc2adb65badf0a5510d4b8cb1c7be

GetSystemTimeAdjustment,SetV...
PeekNamedPipe,QueryDosDevice...
CreateProcessW,AttachConsole...
PeekNamedPipe,WriteProfileSe...
SetDefaultCommConfigW,GetVol...

16d2270454d22ed95a3be93eafc27e34

GetTempFileNameW,GetEnvironm...
933c33080f871a11cf4980e3dd2ff3b2

43f2068052de0fea755352675e9f46ad

78336

bcedcd87f63ae02bdf6cb5b34b324dc1
b325053f31a531b002b0b33f291915b5
3463b2e74da436206608346c2ebbcb82

113259

cfc7ac69dc4e0c31f0210342c9ed81cf
GetFullPathNameA,WriteConsol...

b42d3a689af12212240d779a5c7185b4
b01fa34d2324c3e37c9702c64bed3354
a73329353a1e3dc72d3e808addca0c80

5bbaddbdf4e71f57b0fb95b23f895801
98fad6e8b0306c72f42dc3baffb12f61
LZRead,Heap32Next,Interlocke...

f0b12da299cba1a2940cbbbd1b94bedf
8a3cfa594039d9bb8919b51c5b4bdff1
d701914f9d734170edfd11111121de3d
d473205085412eef165aa6fc9f8cf84c
a33b3ce7af38cf412b146ee4c9c65a3e
47643eb03aed9714c9ada96421f166d7
3cae8773f6cf7d51e5264542e359c0e3
63ae36a60bca39712d8291e074b9f8e2
d9de301395d4e28a5e1737a45e7b02ef
773a1924572121899e4c00e528473ff2
fd1fb05bdb9385f66ff49eb6c50f7eef
3d991edff87ed9080242860c521a0e5e
3f8aacdd1d45c7fc72c924bfa018f249
f97ed3491b9334f6c860fe85977bdc9b
9c339a347a3ad423ea5c4aef9b57ee00
a4777a0749fefa4eb8b6b59b0311f963

122880

GetComputerNameExA,CreateHar...
SetFileAttributesA,CreateDir...
EnumSystemCodePagesW,GetNext...
EnumDateFormatsW,HeapSetInfo...
DuplicateConsoleHandle,ReadC...
EnumResourceTypesA,SetConsol...
OpenThread,RegisterWaitForSi...
GetPrivateProfileSectionW,Wr...
WaitCommEvent,DefineDosDevic...
GetSystemWindowsDirectoryA,L...
RestoreLastError,FindNextVol...
GetComputerNameExA,NumaVirtu...

GetQueuedCompletionStatus,Fi...

c0012a63aba08e4632c7fbffdbaf8def

067b51bdfd83a983acfee6a90772521f

fcf230bdcdf6d98418322de1ad86d19c
4e5f0b605bb1dd87bfd0273bef4c275e
8db0eb72d58bba6b6ffea14a94a8433d
1a362892d917967f7b8bd63270b3d0bb
10fac3ed6c22fc88afb10a9b4a1eb081
43429c57a139b7dfd8224578042d9664
9ebb33eb12ebd2f28dfc30a9975340de

lstrcpynW,GetFileTime,Global...
SetFileAttributesA,GetConsol...

93468

22f7a95b515b2508b93858e87fc6476e

GetProcessIoCounters,DosPath...

FindResourceExA,OpenMutexW,G...
SetFileAttributesA,GetPrivat...
FreeEnvironmentStringsA,GetV...
Module32FirstW,CompareFileTi...
GetProcessHandleCount,CommCo...
LocalCompact,SetDefaultCommC...
Process32NextW,IsBadHugeWrit...
TlsAlloc,GetThreadSelectorEn...
SetEvent,GetSystemTimeAdjust...
SetPriorityClass,SetVolumeLa...
QueryPerformanceFrequency,Pr...
WriteConsoleInputVDMA,Define...
CreatePipe,BaseDumpAppcompat...
CreatePipe,GetCurrentProcess...
GetNextVDMCommand,LockFileEx...
IsDBCSLeadByteEx,CreateTimer...

eaaae2e2b945527872e8b6e6cb26396e
0f4788d300bc1febdb7f263c3794f463
d24d76889f013541ed8c86607fa2fc2d
9c6aab9a8df7249abe2e1f1a7f292dd9
934da47721104c7a16411729d05656de
75ebaf719250f4cb53cc229190c505b4
69bb9e67a9130cf20734b186df629d16
acf29526c4977b208fc4a9b1899fc871

128000

188416

OpenEventA,CreateThread,Writ...

936421bbc0c7391414bc3eb13b99631a

CompareStringW,GetVolumePath...
GetProfileStringW,GetAtomNam...
Module32FirstW,SetConsoleHar...
GetLastError,AddConsoleAlias...
LocalFree,lstrcpyW,CreateVir...
TerminateProcess,FindNextVol...
SetVolumeLabelW,CancelWaitab...

78848

439d16056a9b7f45df6095b598e907f9

c4687578ab223eab2123a05c92f5ef3c

BackupRead,lstrcpyW,Heap32Li...

GetVolumeNameForVolumeMountP...

111616
GetSystemDefaultLangID,Write...

106496

b788bcc6a8636554cd6a75bda4583b47

a050bddc00d2e6a3ab821d0532bb210f

83964

WriteConsoleOutputA,_lclose,...

CreateWaitableTimerW,GetDisk...
CreateFiber,GlobalWire,SetCo...
EnumResourceTypesA,GetCurren...
DeviceIoControl,SetVDMCurren...
VerifyVersionInfoA,ZombifyAc...
GetTimeFormatW,CloseProfileU...
GetFileTime,InitializeCritic...
SetFileAttributesA,DeviceIoC...
FatalAppExitW,ShowConsoleCur...
GetCommTimeouts,IsValidCodeP...
FileTimeToDosDateTime,SetCom...
FreeEnvironmentStringsA,Tool...
CreateFiber,GetVolumeNameFor...
GetComputerNameExA,ExpungeCo...
MoveFileA,AllocateUserPhysic...
ed23a3f87c85f53b273576a36774f272
FoldStringA,LocalCompact,Get...
58e9c53f9a425d5ac427fefaaaff2dbb
GlobalSize,IsBadHugeWritePtr...
d64003000f9730ff15a0b7f74419ddc0
4c55175deb79584df48c002a7c1ed40a
WaitCommEvent,VerLanguageNam...
a9eaef4a88f7fcd16517ee3b88b35b5d
8c23effac68864acbcd10436ed61270a
5e4a82a1525669f26018d3c4450c4b68
1d07d1ca5570631b7f470f3f2389ed83
0864ec85f7f7c11175af45d7df3a609b
8ae9b0c6fc5235235002e426a1332b75
SetFileAttributesA,SetConsol...
070fef4c7d67828c4607c3e9eca1c29b
298bdb24455b2d0b3a20ae1c02d62ad6
d5a9914deebdaa0bc5f3a91738e1c146
9ca6dc4057e920c97e5b4022fdd06132
9435817f9118ed81be76a7fd6e10299f
604af04ba8206417a44546ca1f164e88
PeekNamedPipe,GetQueuedCompl...
35918ca84f2bf48e348674bbb758faf0
GetFileTime,RtlCaptureStackB...
837b7c0e23ac0861225841a3a4db367b

AttachConsole,CloseProfileUs...

FoldStringA,SetCalendarInfoA...

bc6da0b7131113f0bd0eb99ef10a8461

ee3d4689f6a87c4ffa8b91d37bfd3aef

GetFullPathNameA,EnterCritic...
DuplicateConsoleHandle,GetSh...

GetConsoleSelectionInfo,Open...

ab9d4b76692bbb2c1d95c7a7c3d4fc90

163328

06d04013cfe2e89de6d17bacc28e1bf6

SetThreadLocale,GetQueuedCom...

WriteConsoleInputVDMA,EnumLa...

GetNumberOfConsoleFonts,Find...
GetPrivateProfileSectionW,Ge...

BaseFlushAppcompatCache,Resu...

WaitForMultipleObjectsEx,Set...

af984d2ce30323b36389c14e535abe24

3ecbecad0cf411e869310be9debd779f
38e72ed86e6a754bed625979f021a1b7

f37c92016e4cbb780de3189c6306cbf4
1fc3606c9dd3f781f95b818538f15fef
13020bcfd2013a5cc8a83a84a1c38da6
0cfb40fb18f8898f04fe0fccc90e6e89
9673c76006f1865c9373414d3369c5cb
37ef706e3844e42bdf413ccd798f25f6

CreateRemoteThread,EnumResou...
VDMConsoleOperation,UTRegist...

d46abecda00717fae3e7903691e5618b
SetThreadContext,MoveFileA,M...

c88082ddad2148ddd015f513f87485ed

c6ac050f487247e0f323e8a782310187

103196

ae0e4589cc94dba040a26ce70cafcb5f

GetCommModemStatus,GetConsol...

eda9527529ecfadc57c0c626d629689f

CreateFiber,ConvertThreadToF...

GetConsoleInputExeNameW,lstr...

134144

AttachConsole,ResumeThread,O...
57cd7065a786b8c8a6984d4c9d858386

94890

GetConsoleAliasExesLengthA,G...
8810308a483fc48bc4235b44cc95f8b3

RaiseException,VirtualFreeEx...

571a2cdde3ad0a88477e38063c5d5b15

SuspendThread,BaseFlushAppco...
96038c5038a5973d5663d4a59ba5d09f

449418f352f923931cbf5d05dc83d3a2

SetThreadLocale,SetupComm,Fi...

00e060f64bc7ec8d85f1f13690ae1a0c
GetQueuedCompletionStatus,Ge...

a2e07816c6d61e124463891984e78f38
15b1f74065db704742451110737b82e6

888eef0aaa8c972b85613959c9b336a4

f13c5a03c6d80738a5a6e754fb0e8686

101995

SetConsoleHardwareState,Enum...
MoveFileA,CreateEventW,GetBi...
7e9d1bfa42f9972f55f4d6fc2e92302c

CreateFiber,CreateMutexA,Get...
GetFullPathNameA,WriteProfil...
8936bdee19ce3a78f1d9491c2cf1fc86

GetWriteWatch,SetUserGeoID,W...

c6f806f4b1176e3b7d972e5fe4ebf703

GetConsoleSelectionInfo,Regi...
CreateMutexA,MapViewOfFileEx...

DeleteCriticalSection,Transm...

2756a3c6cd959d3492ebec4cdcfb0dbc
d7700a538b489e1130b5eb42deef5381

FormatMessageW,GetCurrentDir...

EnumLanguageGroupLocalesW,_l...

98005f2493d29d1d92880167f138d7f4

DuplicateConsoleHandle,Creat...

GetConsoleHardwareState,Open...
GlobalMemoryStatus,SetUserGe...
lstrcmpi,InterlockedExchange...
BaseInitAppcompatCacheSuppor...
SetThreadLocale,CreateProces...

63488

f8d44c4b59ed9714fb34022cf248699e

Module32FirstW,OutputDebugSt...
5253ca02a7bbae603d94e093a72c8500
EnumDateFormatsW,SetThreadLo...
801bd82f46f733158f6ac7dfd72f7a61
LoadLibraryW,WriteConsoleA,Z...
9fb1dc3925d2a24d645a2540308326e7
CreateEventW,CommConfigDialo...
2bbd5036a6d04f064b8c52b8816ce930
EnumCalendarInfoA,SetLocaleI...
bde4abe5132c12264bcd88e40541d967
lstrcpynW,WriteConsoleOutput...
8ec0be25c1c9a34553dd9d92c6361eab
867a065b81afea1940889c30b4ccf648
SetVDMCurrentDirectories,Del...
e4ae1687af0272a348fb703c5448c095
GetTimeFormatW,SetUserGeoID,...
927b25b3586c9ce9249a82d041263b2a
GetNextVDMCommand,SetThreadP...
215531de023bf07139e1145b3fd788da
SuspendThread,HeapCreateTags...
ce205b4ec8a4733711672670c647187e
HeapCreateTagsW,ResumeThread...
bf1c7749d81c1ffadfc33b5e9765f666
ReplaceFileA,GetLongPathName...
d718224f3a667964d5dc44968f076ce8
3d5eb0aa16827e71b91c2f47899ea5ff
VerLanguageNameA,InitializeC...
7a0f401e305de36429a8ec96c095a869
GetSystemTimeAdjustment,Enum...
aa5b444003608989f8a61e947328d144
SetStdHandle,GetWriteWatch,G...
bde2f91eca778f18b0f963147f3d694a
FindResourceExA,WaitNamedPip...
7ff838336352ea4e338a50555cfa1a87
WriteProfileSectionA,GetProc...
GlobalDeleteAtom,GetConsoleF...

ef6ab3f76d2fae369e5d37e8a11340be

GetTimeFormatW,GetDateFormat...

098e9d3db086e3ef091c6d60e37e0971

EnumResourceTypesA,AddVector...

0082a5b554a2ecb4c598d94fcabe1bb5

CallNamedPipeW,CreateJobObje...

712c8b7217fea36e8adf9d872597bd5e

FatalAppExitW,FindCloseChang...

6a4f20b20388208b34f639a9846d9f9a

PeekNamedPipe,GetConsoleInpu...

e10d021cc45e50eb99009f71abde73c9

47e2f50c6ace7e1cdee653aaf23b664d

ReadConsoleInputA,SetCommCon...

5f3b7f9689657e2d17cdcfb972308e69
b0e1883ac103e829845b3b797ce0494e

EnumTimeFormatsW,GetProcessS...

6fd76b74e83ee57b46784ead32c67525

CallNamedPipeW,GetExitCodePr...

a6cb0e2e15cd61a0b2f69b8346537ee8

SetPriorityClass,SetUserGeoI...

0baf59e26ae4e0850d56f6cb81b99b88

FreeEnvironmentStringsA,GetP...

cb3ef3cd6fe2fd31d933b025ba43d035

ReadConsoleA,RegisterConsole...

e73825c8aed63e6969d30ff66c5663c3

CreateToolhelp32Snapshot,Ver...

80270e8f46df0babe81c40aa0fa484d2

MoveFileA,CreateFiberEx,AddV...

4df2fe610d2284ea9e154ee2a0cd2918
d0fc951ba6f0571a73fb982d0ecd0127

GlobalSize,SetLastConsoleEve...

3b4c97cbe0de24671ba876f56a30c4b8

lstrcpynW,DeviceIoControl,Ge...

e90243079a93f5197e7434a6b7f92b2b

FreeLibraryAndExitThread,lst...

35b5f2b2bc45c07b7c43df2c13798fc2

86e69275aa19788f64862d05a1986aa2
8eddb3b60664a5177e99acf3c9b1d808
ConvertFiberToThread,GlobalU...

91fde1379e208555cf65c2d5f1e46c26
VirtualBufferExceptionHandle...

FoldStringA,SetSystemTime,Cr...
GlobalSize,HeapCreateTagsW,C...
GetComputerNameExA,Disconnec...
ab08e58642aa90b58da185de557b90cb

GetThreadPriority,GetEnviron...

3ba6cef75ce5c48a13d5c1326910508d

122368

79523de5e7e0bf7c0a433d85da37a8b0

GlobalUnWire,FreeConsole,Bas...
IsWow64Process,SetHandleCont...

84be44297013534675999994af078e2b

6f35d68cc9db0f5523718dfa9b1cf4f9

dc3259bba28222cb0f47a5fcc10691b3

CallNamedPipeW,QueryDepthSLi...

eeff5fbde25d6f6203f60dc12c285650

GetSystemTime,CancelWaitable...

7a13ba8ddb082a50f23f85e7ba5f2e6c

LocalCompact,FlushConsoleInp...

d0dd8f96223c78dbaa8674e70dcd51a7
0673e5edfcc25343943173c134a58817

GetTempPathA,GetConsoleAlias...

6a57d452cea6e24733623a9ca32da667

ConvertFiberToThread,GetVolu...

5d0ad34b18d9eabd0fc1eeaaebb148b7

113110

RegisterWaitForSingleObjectE...

Process32NextW,SetCalendarIn...

1094b5d135cf03ddc6cfa302b60b24b4

SetConsoleTitleW,GetWriteWat...

575d9d72b462572c108b5c6cef4908c9

fddb193bc7ac22f20b589aada9511872

VirtualAllocEx,FileTimeToSys...

abc4df3f0a1d9b235445c978236fb8fa

b9aa9a4c75fdde048248949e33c897cc
a9b40a7ee9f001403e909b657b6cebec
32050a5bb0b600cf979bdd7f9ab7f257

59670

DeleteCriticalSection,GetCur...

10867afcc401b81f5ae9d58c9917f345

132608

c1560d09fcf7827a9272c08d7db866f7

FreeEnvironmentStringsA,GetS...

6ddb9fcfbb122451fff2c3e1ef139569
56300eb117d1b925423104949683a259

9bea8c9783c3bb48b488250853e079c8

3024b8ca55c137b8fa8b93197ebbdfba

GetProfileIntW,UnlockFile,Wa...

e380c90c2a3c620794967052dcf88271
377f951bd4f39a0cf6837cbbc3927c55
ExpungeConsoleCommandHistory...

11077f099ccc93cb32da6813b30f00a5

019fa5b576ae19c1b1616f77ab5b0323

DebugActiveProcess,ResumeThr...

b04de10fd5db29ade97042e0292e5c8c
e111037fea2a6a36f8bd45e1018869aa

d01677a29fcf14bf632c091a2ecfdcde
18a7e66a0de56927cb1576d5c2248f2c
972218fbd1db8eedf55b15b48a7a4662
9cadb7569f28fccb26ed9e30b2926693
6290e55217cc3c3dae61e904cd40170e
a4373148b3e1b1b0facd8d732f66541c

69870

GetStartupInfoA,LockFileEx,E...

lstrcpyW,_lwrite,Heap32First...

7e1982e1c17e96edfb8a7c63e2c58f49

98eb6f48ad10500645f23bf1b4aa905a

SetProcessWorkingSetSize,Ope...

SetThreadContext,SetComputer...

EnumSystemCodePagesW,GetProc...

095561aea26b1edc18aa325b9e27c17f

57856

b3e9dbab3753ecd25f8af6d6fb770832

GetTimeFormatW,UTRegister,Ge...

e124af3c3695f10c8610b121376fe041
e89cdd31383134eecfd17a65bda8ade3
e264f0aa3c24b353d6dcb83eb89b3a43

a277294f6582b3a7cfe8b9de3a4077ff
ac9c810caa190b7a6bf1d8da9f25c348
9e1a15133ae9fda82aa206e31cabd2e9
e34ef60b954866e299e4fbf76374b867
5ccc203a1bdcda8517838a6e5915f295

97792

107627

102400

ba0d965d9b5cbd7a313b91b31d327a57

RtlUnwind,OpenJobObjectW,Del...
DisconnectNamedPipe,GetTimeZ...

e35f119972ff30696fef3339fe2304a5

13220ab7c3db04ec2e9da68497a8533f

ReadConsoleA,SetPriorityClas...
OpenMutexA,MoveFileA,Heap32L...

GlobalUnWire,FindFirstVolume...
SetCommState,FileTimeToDosDa...
AreFileApisANSI,FormatMessag...

c9fa6c0480b856028752327420cf0abc

cfd792bb701c1d8e4d762fa4095fe376

WaitForDebugEvent,WriteConso...
OpenMutexA,SetProcessWorking...

588db50425a95598e592a8326a59d209

269de09f6569aed5719c55c970296213
83a5e8758be012e220035b7ee79349e0
cb92c212eaef2cc248236534a23be61c
a7fcc87888a26c08a36448cf8bc85ad8
6ab22f49ffa07dcfea8a8870e5792e90
3e3f1fd3ce2d3ee34d81856879a3d7a3
d1e42abdede4c03a7f211f34f521e04f
6d85973d90432882cb2016a33d5f0548
8f1b5c9bf654feef708a6bda33f0a1c4
ee0c9069241b59b0a807debe4439ae87
2eb351b3d5e036776f2b36784c9f463f
73e624d365b5e1735dab1a26227dd57b
18fdaa6ac0cd655386665dbd265ba22b
b8a9149648122b132eaa46880e6fe713
5b1562181bda30a554544f01d33043e5
f181aba8a5f862922efddef8a6630345
75051c9c6de096b248e433e41fdbc173
6aaa5b80e00ca204b2d9de222238859c
cbd054a11c7ab3e7e3d365d72220c455
0bf8ad01d1c8cc0d4fcfd6be184d6dd2
bf8540e057c55b959f9a4037a1606096
7aec8af4448cc0c7fe6175cec3b8da95
6709c93b9fc339824b39d643d501b7f0
1137b641bb7f55a89a8030555e3796ca
1c2c5f01246fa638301281b59f8e85c8
6bc76b20e2c1dff431e4f7fd8728801c
8de818b0a4ca5b17403542ea22a38158
07a09acc84102e5882ac08cd7021a00a
08fc1191d8cf0e3fa804634fa2015ad9
fbcaa61b25b9e089502b1a468bc004a9
f61392205c54d727f03c750742efcd8b
3a556aa235b0b17c118a516d99342e5e
5ea311173bc7fed75170bd2df4f51274
a116e5e3dab12456b0bd9d6141a2609d
b585836bc0becc55371d385b7af9f87b
407b3cecc18821dd50a7c99d0922f621
f4724f4fb922643bde9767d386cfd318
7790d46ab283f99e20d92c3aa7356bb8
5928d1540f11efa4cdcda26068ce7638
e41daf9cb207f6957a4cdf9a36a116dc
7345632c0ffdeed6ec5636bf7426da49
b49562a0dd548a209ee152225c9d15bd
be2d75bb35b72cfa11a3e08180f8f3b2
201e8d1f9513e989924d81c772aa9a86
591bef4cea0e738cd6cd907801b09a2a
16bd5e0940bfd89890ad33f9a710ab67
732d40e856da00d6bcdb1867debc680d
aead1e8ed745f5d71b3fb0570167cba8
8efb6cadc67465969d7b172ee60ddaf8
c48d4070a520f8e7c87eb222a3cedb19
ede2cd05a2265c45007e6b516e368699
36211b35e177c5a54e77589a74409ad6
2bfba16e24fb545f6bfcf1977d0a10ae
1f45cf270ef06e1da3b9bda0049e9c12
63baa325dcabe90ac8d5fd2a1560162f
be79f36b0ede8d697b59f5b388bda110
d8129c9dcc24960609bd68b80193a094
830162df0d6cfb7fd63db089e823e552
a14c133cdcc4b6f46b3c57f9d989294b
1af51cd6ac4d6b61273039f0f5ac3542
81fcc76a3a72cd527876fb71d464d9b5
b4389b3a030af47d473ef0613c73c00a
00cdd556e187def11bc9f7b07f5df524
24f31dff8cc0a3f4fc65a55fbf38fe4e
8714e50c21d14f33a7345b99914a7d15
ac3f7d6215d64ba4b1c26feeb5aebce3
c62ced3d9f00b93164b22e0f5e687eb7
025ee132f0b16a63d99a6030537f3749
cc4768bd2beb4bcc6b7b8ab6749a598d
7469dce6f9c78862f1897661a8fa3ed7
19d014116c52e32641fce462bf6df606
b4f5549626e8c61ffac1b4703b17f19f
fbbc415482c784416ab173edfac9ea0f
ab65c420a8ba930ee946c9bd940c313c

59beb57cf7524692b89648bedff7393e
EnumerateLocalComputerNamesA...
3ede14f0ba4daa0692b6f23034c9582d
9dd58a628fad4ae18ca3172c2b65abe7
081b445ca8c6771c70c579e22d858f2c
90e2d1515c3819fbacba311a4bb2f5aa
1e60f6b51ba698e723470e2a132c3e3f
74d471e101c5a3edbcb3354c0e9b3ffa
428eb7f1e1d7a93e201db4f7acb6d833
dc8d5a54b6484a9c2fcd7de5de62c57b
bedff5feef1f9672cdc49011baa294db
f543856b37d7db1be8a321ca3f2d21d9
68da7e9d86a32bab4a37a591ca49dd95
8785b5984ccd2089359bf38ec750a7d4
6bbb6846909d94849416a7d1145f9003
8bd553f399f9bc9267ae0f43a901dbad
cbeedb615292f2fc090731de20dd452e
ceec13f614135ea94c9f0fab1c171d68
d0cc448d9753d5a33db9775356c04514
5ed74493007e27dadb1b76692cb661a0
0790ca7dc3c49edd00e570ab4157679c
BaseDumpAppcompatCache,Creat...
49274b61a3bd5a0c967c6049b22a922c
RequestWakeupLatency,DebugSe...
ba63532aedf191ebf283170cd944c917
CreateToolhelp32Snapshot,Get...
GetProcessId,UnlockFile,Chec...
GetCommModemStatus,VirtualBu...
GetComputerNameExA,SetStdHan...
RaiseException,GetConsoleFon...
GetComputerNameExA,SetConsol...
IsBadStringPtrW,CreateWaitab...
WriteConsoleInputVDMA,GetCon...
fd5266dda9bafd3c4bf9bff1bbf4597a
GetVolumeInformationA,FileTi...
RestoreLastError,QueryDosDev...
GlobalSize,GlobalGetAtomName...
GetSystemWow64DirectoryW,Get...
GetNumberOfConsoleFonts,GetS...
GetNextVDMCommand,NumaVirtua...
GetWriteWatch,OpenWaitableTi...
GetDiskFreeSpaceExA,GetSyste...
FoldStringA,SetPriorityClass...
d7920e5ad7896d85e3163957fed39912
f92c6c1c0beea5ed61af45f544ca8ac9
VerLanguageNameA,FindNextVol...
af2138023f35af04da04a26b04b6627f
CallNamedPipeW,EnumDateForma...
28ca471b6ef949ba2e5d39c2f2468158
RtlZeroMemory,InvalidateCons...
38007f590a85681bc5a0b36ee6b1739c
45a4f42edda248450dad8b13e316deaf
FatalAppExitW,AddVectoredExc...
8759b629e6835328a4dc7e924c71285e
6c7c05658bb834b7bbb457527ba4802e
080dd10d03cccafb8e2398de91290911
c1196a07089246b8fba0497cd56337c7
2177aa4c0186a9e9842ba47a647fdb82
fd1da8dd9d4e20db18e0827ef2b6f105
4a91d32c4393821e6db081cb18d6b099
bc085e54bfbb25153193c6755bcdbaa8
72189525b2d51f3b57575710714bad2a
39483a495f42b8ca2d91f52ee4676358
cf3206e7d80035a8265532220be37272
28f51b370332b2b3a6f5b320127a9e92
f430a57443d854097f7014f39533485d
9ef6ff377e0c584c9a0c440fbeea4524
c5cc4b9faaf3f4584ddd32bfd7fc94e7
2033ad78ac2971adc123452bf674380f
615957b1737f7283e08ee14b1a86c640

8601ecc31543e86c852a111da4326427
d8c8a4470f9998d6f13e82a68c519560
ffad4ad1fb2c220dedf9f846e7402166

GetSystemDefaultLangID,SetCo...

d2b49a4ebc7ad359af7fcc52200468ea

SetLocalPrimaryComputerNameA...

GetPrivateProfileSectionName...
GetComputerNameW,lstrcmpA,Cr...
EnumSystemLocalesA,LoadLibra...
HeapExtend,IsProcessorFeatur...
WriteProfileSectionA,DosDate...
FoldStringA,GetTempFileNameW...
GetNumberFormatA,DosDateTime...
GetTempFileNameW,GetComputer...
WriteProfileSectionA,CreateJ...
OpenFile,GetCPInfoExW,LocalS...
AreFileApisANSI,Heap32ListNe...
SetStdHandle,RegisterWaitFor...
FileTimeToLocalFileTime,DosD...
GetConsoleFontSize,GetString...
GetProcessHandleCount,WaitFo...
GetConsoleSelectionInfo,Writ...
HeapFree,LocalSize,Unregiste...
ResumeThread,ConvertThreadTo...
CreateRemoteThread,GetVolume...
UnregisterWait,InterlockedFl...
GetProcessId,GetPrivateProfi...

FindNextVolumeMountPointA,En...
GetCommModemStatus,GetSystem...
OpenMutexA,GetFileTime,IsDBC...
SetThreadLocale,SetCalendarI...
GetTempFileNameW,GetLongPath...

ReadConsoleA,GetCommModemSta...

DefineDosDeviceW,RtlZeroMemo...

InitializeCriticalSection,Si...
lstrcpyW,PrivMoveFileIdentit...
GetFullPathNameA,QueryDosDev...
GetNumberOfConsoleFonts,IsBa...
SetFileAttributesA,Unregiste...
HeapLock,SetConsoleKeyShortc...
SetDefaultCommConfigW,Duplic...
RestoreLastError,GetConsoleN...
SetupComm,CreateDirectoryA,U...
GetFileAttributesExW,SetCons...
ResumeThread,GetLongPathName...
CallNamedPipeW,InterlockedPu...
BaseProcessInitPostImport,Sh...
DisconnectNamedPipe,GetProce...
IsBadHugeReadPtr,SetTimeZone...
CreateToolhelp32Snapshot,Set...
SetConsoleOS2OemFormat,BaseI...
OpenMutexA,GetStartupInfoA,C...
GetTempFileNameW,CreateHardL...
GetWindowsDirectoryW,WritePr...
FatalAppExitW,GlobalMemorySt...
EnumDateFormatsW,VirtualFree...
SetConsoleHardwareState,SetT...
AssignProcessToJobObject,Get...
LocalCompact,HeapLock,Global...
AttachConsole,LocalReAlloc,G...
GetSystemTime,Module32FirstW...
_lwrite,MoveFileExA,GetModul...
IsBadStringPtrW,EnumUILangua...
VerifyConsoleIoHandle,Create...
CallNamedPipeW,SetPriorityCl...
HeapReAlloc,FileTimeToDosDat...
GetSystemTimeAdjustment,Requ...
GetConsoleSelectionInfo,Debu...
QueryDepthSList,SetThreadUIL...
OpenThread,AssignProcessToJo...
HeapCompact,FlushConsoleInpu...
SetConsoleCursor,FreeLibrary...
GetDateFormatA,GetConsoleAli...
EnumSystemCodePagesW,UnlockF...
CreateToolhelp32Snapshot,Mod...
GetProfileStringW,GetFileSiz...
GetStdHandle,GetWindowsDirec...
EnumResourceTypesA,GlobalGet...
DefineDosDeviceW,CreateJobOb...
CallNamedPipeW,GetCalendarIn...
CreateFileMappingW,GetProfil...
GetThreadSelectorEntry,GetUs...
GetCommModemStatus,ResumeThr...
CreatePipe,EnumUILanguagesA,...
GetTapeParameters,SetupComm,...
CancelWaitableTimer,DnsHostn...
EnumResourceNamesW,Initializ...
SetFileAttributesA,SetupComm...
LocalCompact,BaseInitAppcomp...
SetConsoleHardwareState,GetC...
VerLanguageNameA,FindFirstFi...
HeapCreateTagsW,GetConsoleFo...
AssignProcessToJobObject,Siz...
CallNamedPipeW,OpenFile,Base...
AreFileApisANSI,GetWriteWatc...
GetUserDefaultUILanguage,Set...
IsDBCSLeadByteEx,_lwrite,Enu...
OpenThread,GetProcessAffinit...
GetAtomNameA,SetConsoleInput...
EnumUILanguagesA,CopyFileW,S...
GetProfileIntW,GetTimeZoneIn...
GetProcessId,HeapCompact,Get...
GetNumberOfConsoleFonts,Expu...
ReadConsoleA,CloseConsoleHan...
GlobalMemoryStatus,GetCurren...
GetDiskFreeSpaceExA,DosPathT...
AttachConsole,TerminateProce...
DebugActiveProcess,EnumTimeF...

93696

GetTempFileNameW,GetWindowsD...

GetCurrentProcess,LocalReAll...

f5427214854ed5b6dca765f078b19310

GetQueuedCompletionStatus,As...

b67c30256a947b9224cbd452f6b52990

GetDriveTypeA,EnumResourceNa...

f1c15ca4c495c1b1dc3f7ec248d776a2

SetStdHandle,ConvertFiberToT...

2c585a9c1866177b1debb99eb49a31db
7aa49b16b41aacbea23d2dde660ef07f

WriteConsoleInputVDMA,WriteP...
CallNamedPipeW,AssignProcess...
HeapCreateTagsW,GetVolumePat...
HeapLock,GlobalMemoryStatus,...
RestoreLastError,BaseFlushAp...
InterlockedDecrement,SetDefa...
GlobalUnWire,CreateEventA,Up...
Process32NextW,GetSystemDefa...
GetAtomNameA,GetCPInfoExW,Ge...
QueryDosDeviceA,GetNumberFor...
EnumResourceTypesA,GlobalWir...
ReadConsoleA,OpenFile,GetUse...
GetFullPathNameA,FormatMessa...
GetNativeSystemInfo,GetSyste...
LocalReAlloc,CreateDirectory...
AreFileApisANSI,GetDateForma...
GetQueuedCompletionStatus,Re...
EnumLanguageGroupLocalesW,To...
GetNumberOfConsoleFonts,GetC...
SetFileAttributesA,GetSystem...
GetComputerNameExA,GetFileTi...
SetPriorityClass,GetFileAttr...
GetPrivateProfileStructW,Get...
SetCommBreak,TlsFree,SetTime...
OpenMutexA,CreateFileMapping...
GetFileAttributesExW,OpenThr...
lstrcpyW,IsProcessorFeatureP...
ReadConsoleA,SetConsoleTitle...
FreeConsole,WriteProfileStri...
GetComputerNameW,GlobalGetAt...
GlobalSize,SetHandleContext,...

88576

38e6f6a71012e85e9aebbcb9435f2c3e

6c80820bb17a2db88d6b4cd6bce4471d

fa2dc55ce4201535941ab2d3a513625e

GetNativeSystemInfo,Initiali...

GetUserDefaultUILanguage,Get...

69120

SetFirmwareEnvironmentVariab...
SetFileAttributesA,SetPriori...
GetComputerNameW,GetVolumePa...
GetConsoleSelectionInfo,GetU...
WTSGetActiveConsoleSessionId...
HeapSetInformation,HeapLock,...
RtlZeroMemory,VirtualUnlock,...
OpenFile,GlobalUnWire,GetPro...
UnlockFileEx,_lclose,SetTape...
GetProfileStringW,ExitVDM,Ge...
EnumResourceNamesW,CreateEve...
SetVolumeLabelW,GetPriorityC...

60b1fa48dbc4985a8229c85c42f23c69

93692
60c43d80d1d4d1a66738fe75a83f9766
GetCommTimeouts,GetDateForma...

CreateHardLinkA,GetFullPathN...

184320
GetNumberOfConsoleFonts,SetF...

HeapFree,GetSystemTimeAsFile...
a14b8b92c7e9b0fc3f096adb3d4c90de

LocalCompact,EraseTape,FindF...

aa44bcda4f3bcff29f2b119c41b2a8fe

96256

c157f6f00dee0b8b707d8400b84745d1

EnumResourceTypesA,UnlockFil...

2ba0b329c4b43b409e920b6ca92d6dcb

0f375971bc4961dd5e18305bc4056567
383b4821b4b72be7bc7d3b40ccf62bd1
WritePrivateProfileStringA,G...
724873e5cc4126f73622bd6656ffaf06
DebugActiveProcessStop,Debug...
e9d18992567953442b86e2006df4cab9
449ba20764c8d71e6fa68ef87c8463cf
GetStartupInfoA,GetDateForma...
f9f97cce441f19da17347d81827fa38d
EnumUILanguagesA,HeapFree,Fi...
d71a6e7e5aba2582fb9ea77f44fcb560
ConnectNamedPipe,CommConfigD...
cf2a506e3ec155001bf61d86ce9ac9e5
e7052074eb612175d75d3b3d83a68b08
CreateMutexA,ReadConsoleInpu...
f2273bf55c60f3f5e626085342fb40cd
71f8279e66feefb06424bfdbf33e831d
dce6a5f9c1da5c369a8433c461eab289
GetCommModemStatus,EnumTimeF...
71d0379fdef21b5d139a3c2b063cfd58
DebugActiveProcess,CreateTim...
4b5d998a7163bb4a896594d3d40a0601
SetStdHandle,GetCurrencyForm...
c8a4964f21cd04271f7d68a14720014f
8aa5f4f832cfe91e055569875737d953
35b7652ec30d3d4560b66316a4f045f6
Process32NextW,WriteTapemark...
74caedaed94b8cc8f5eea0f07d66114a
dfc35eae8a8be535e7516e1fffb400fb
GetTempFileNameW,OpenMutexA,...
9bbbc49fc8f5134501a82b03a07250be
GetTimeFormatW,UnregisterWai...
24805f5e68ad3f0b4727fe30a1655b8b
RestoreLastError,SystemTimeT...
b3b74af46d6f6016a65e7c3ec19a5d1f
9793e8bcc612ed85d7c410ed7799ca65
GetFileTime,GetSystemDefault...
5395f4c37d2ecc5269e61131fa5505db
CreateFileMappingW,Disconnec...
4f4058fd69af81a6ca96e051d735dca7
BaseFlushAppcompatCache,GetD...
8e37d9fca50aed45b304fd67275ce84c
CreateWaitableTimerW,SetCons...
0c2f80b1c4ec520fef708cdb52969c16
ReadConsoleA,EnumResourceLan...
d7daf7d7622406a46e2a95fcd4fb34a5
72b0f851ae95c30768beaafce071f66a
GetConsoleSelectionInfo,Wait...
81c1d6914d4703202591ea475625157a
GetAtomNameA,GetCPFileNameFr...
b5e06a13680f3044ee41e11deca06e1e
GetUserDefaultUILanguage,Sus...
4526a9d0beb0dbffe5e402c6aeb9ccf2
WriteConsoleInputVDMA,GetCom...
7eafedae570eb2488b933f3743c60be1
19e65368b8940e2e171d9960e26d665a
GlobalSize,DisconnectNamedPi...
471bdab355c805e1f68458b52711a2a6
90748dade622cece18aa78ec8da4ad77
GlobalSize,RegisterWaitForSi...
fc4ad0cde4cc9b4227a582139d57dbc0
GetVolumePathNameW,OpenJobOb...
e733b5ef7d2384735bb2fd2c5a66f4d2
IsDBCSLeadByteEx,EnumSystemL...
aadcd1a201afaa4bef6d21411ebe7fac
51a252b7f6d23e1a6ddf559aded5cfa0
DeviceIoControl,CheckRemoteD...
1ba7b5827ba11c5712e99c3180745c91
GetUserDefaultUILanguage,Loa...
37ec7a89a908bde217bc503f87fdd80c
1caa84b81e322d96145611aadfd4b2a8
GetQueuedCompletionStatus,Vi...
1480077c081b1f020e092c9c446563cd
24889b819f27fc248f868bda0d2bf524
DeviceIoControl,GetThreadPri...
efb556c60705deaf2b8554a98e61eded
CreateWaitableTimerW,CreateP...
50f895f7cf2748b342f215ba3dba576a
FormatMessageW,GetConsoleFon...
5234effd47034815b6664f8116a09470
SetVolumeLabelW,InterlockedF...
2a4f4be58a8ee26e75bcfb3cb80f791e
EnumSystemCodePagesW,BaseDum...
fa52fa7bc76cb2f682e352d5fa4777d7
f82aa38612247a71529116a1cc83523d
GetProfileIntW,GetEnvironmen...
d94cb5f1c95bda4de27095138ff27f7d
IsDBCSLeadByteEx,FindAtomW,C...
IsBadStringPtrW,GetComPlusPa...
FindFirstFileExW,GetConsoleM...
CreateWaitableTimerW,HeapCom...
GetComputerNameW,GetVolumeNa...
CreateWaitableTimerW,NumaVir...
EnumTimeFormatsW,_lclose,Get...
IsProcessorFeaturePresent,Ge...

5f082f4b4cc82ec352312d9abbc31f90

3ba59927d88ba0f5b5cd45712f57703a

65024

963df16a8c7a881a9700091609e08130
GetSystemWindowsDirectoryA,G...

872e59998ce9a2dd976355fc8d15550a

77824
EnumDateFormatsW,WriteConsol...
d5bf2d915087e415337fbcbb50e76c71
09b1893ab14856fd5698eaaed8612315

GetTempFileNameW,lstrcpynW,G...

IsBadStringPtrW,EnumTimeForm...

eb753e7dc5697f99e3aff923f128d48e

cdc36978bc32471119b1f54d7d8256ee
85495570f7ccb69756be135b87db8d8e
2ea971aedc40549ebb2caf5b22aa3325
29ddc47d172f12d0c9892e85aa8ae3e0
faa236ed8a29b43e9fefce74cf2a1f33
6f42f81ce62ce9bb26163e0edd742e0a
67af4be2afa7b5c5698a00f15d7e490b
cf7b5b5d1dbed221b5cc9341d5b0fb57
57a1eebdef9df7bda91aa784cff83252
6bc13492613547abfa4d090045ff4c35
42bb4e9dbaaf54927499a83e801a1cc3
20d4f942c08361de5869df5a2e696ae8
1826b8a0863a02f0b395b5d296623980
d45b28bd0c47ba095a6844270e819f7b
98b7eb7766309b7c0c215429f424a574
e4eccf6e86c84da8ce9b3473f498c2f8
1735dda82c3bf27d3d43965aeb2b18fc

CompareStringW,SystemTimeToF...

GetComputerNameW,GetCommMode...

2b64de2d0d1ff3300a75e89cc640c028
a708125ab50bf88d5326bfcb84eebc61

FindCloseChangeNotification,...

3fdf932db4625428456f960655eab292

GetFileAttributesExW,BaseFlu...

SetThreadContext,SetCalendar...

RestoreLastError,_lwrite,Set...

376bcbc1dc9e27d2ef4698db5ef4a1e7

132096

cca9ac8399a92ae166e846a27c1eb65e

a615c5282f51a78280340830b64c1487

da653050c5830b8e9dd5133a1531fb5f

a2f76ab54424095c37f4d1e4fc226cbc

BaseProcessInitPostImport,Gl...
InitializeCriticalSectionAnd...
GetUserDefaultUILanguage,Bas...
FoldStringA,VerLanguageNameA...
SetVolumeLabelW,CreateMutexA...

GetProfileStringW,CancelWait...

20c7f229060d1635bc602c46a54d7183

98054
e83a438906adfb9dc3f6c255e978390c

05eca4ca3cf553f9def99fd1c5234ac7
21272c6cb9c51c4276c0b44242849c66
9cb49d3a49a68a5a2be390d813b2a973
a49f0b8b6b832c392820a9e21d6b4664

RestoreLastError,Heap32ListF...

d6f228b3322f8d7c49a3bc17cda334ad
6fda1936cc7c69949613bd3fdc1cfe85
a94ab52abc2c4a21b74b1bda71d9453a
2ee3a0efeeabe83a5182605b9ba17fce
a78a974c6eb1e7ffb5c97443223486e9
ef4710489cf0b5444aa5f75d0db36c3c
d59b110586eefb85b92e938ecda93793
c271770c293f09f948ce3ef8c9e0149e
391d5cf4555bab2e70bfe76b13ce97c4
2fd0aa4e83605441155baa20e4a6f4e4
2c0bb39b0e8531eaedd0d1d5d5c83d68
cc947153a9c3359b642a7471c4784033
4a723adf6153b2f6e8aace5feeb4b9de
e01998d6ba929ae6496e0817ae515d40
a4fe73813e3377b5b24c5799ef5e5fa1
95b6d2590902ad6f2dcc7e33da2839df
5a2a58d9b701027ad481cf9984ca9041
26d9acd3cbff17a49b5bb82c1ca65120
be1080caba598c11097d17428e96971f
580c730f99932ea1b89ea9db4b892cdc
f46bfc224524c3b85b47e7d2be0607ed
056c0d7449d80c384c9905dbc2d0fb02
1c20ccfcebf3a1945df93fd3595912ef
7500f794e23345e1e1829cf1f88f7c51
964b705243b9c87c52feff25ca8ee3e8
5938447c0614f0ecf2285a6116b41d91
30865b7e41ffb9ce370a1508b0a1f2a8
b11c9b1e56538876c5ae1c9c02a94906
b6be4e2244f2ddec3cbec26c70d399f0
70a59da49f8f67250a2ec613d8b9a69d
3a94825537f5b5d8eb29a79f30eb88bd
9b47fe9766eb3333f1065ee2998e3758
6da1bbaa5b430eda8ed1ce0ef89763d0
ef70a10c66aa9aefc970b6f8ddf922a8

b5e0b8b630947da19c8d4352535b6b0d

129024

Heap32ListFirst,WriteProcess...

125952

95fc888079dfba332161e81d290cead3

FreeVirtualBuffer,EnumResour...

b88419a3930d6a1f7d639d5f6536ba23

LZRead,GetVolumeInformationA...
cb4516563aed0158b0d0c9ceeb074767
577bef1958666546a8b452c6b729f0e4
bdb62555f2e85e873f929aa1f76a5e40

WriteConsoleInputVDMA,GetVol...

FatalAppExitW,CreateNamedPip...

d9c3b9c1ee6a04186e0b6f6e6f70d9bc

59415

60675d31a5f79f11b69cf810c8c16af1
84cead0f2046068a2d8ae0d19b790470
8b5eafe65672818aa21bad3fb64663b5
ac3aa06f0af12b005dafa19e7162b191
de560c776766ec141179318903f235cd

e903a4cd0ee7e370b32970b61f0fa3b1

8aaa4928deaee605d8e94744e5dcd032

e8efd10f4aa8b36ed47bff688c3dc41e
GetFileTime,GetTimeFormatW,C...

77312

0556600b99efda0ae6a973f6663e2847
RestoreLastError,GetSystemWi...
RestoreLastError,GetPrivateP...
LockFileEx,GetAtomNameA,GetC...

83968

CreateRemoteThread,OpenFile,...

74752

215456d566b56c5bab7da2d3f5f3b002

GetProfileIntW,IsBadHugeWrit...
CreatePipe,HeapFree,ReadCons...
GlobalSize,GetSystemTime,Get...
QueryDepthSList,LoadLibraryE...
GetTapeParameters,GetTimeFor...

GetTapeParameters,LoadLibrar...

87552

GetConsoleSelectionInfo,Move...
EnumSystemCodePagesW,FoldStr...
GetFullPathNameA,CreateFileM...
DeviceIoControl,GetPrivatePr...
GetAtomNameA,RtlFillMemory,S...
SetFilePointer,FindCloseChan...
AttachConsole,GetDateFormatA...
GetFileAttributesExW,QueryDo...
GetThreadSelectorEntry,GetVo...
FindNextVolumeMountPointA,Nu...
SetMessageWaitingIndicator,C...
SetThreadLocale,HeapCompact,...
GetCPInfoExW,CreateEventW,De...
FindAtomW,GetLogicalDriveStr...
FreeLibrary,CompareFileTime,...
LocalReAlloc,ReadConsoleOutp...
FreeConsole,GetConsoleComman...
GetCommModemStatus,ChangeTim...
WriteConsoleInputVDMA,Regist...
GetSystemTime,GetConsoleInpu...
CreateFiber,GetPrivateProfil...
GetThreadPriority,GetCompres...
CreateWaitableTimerW,GetPriv...
LockFileEx,WriteConsoleOutpu...

6d93fcbf43e7bfb05eab8922b0ba3358
308b29d4532131c9776eef8d7b5ede2c

d2e6c5abddd86841341b8d4edfeb222a

73728

SetPriorityClass,CreateHardL...
UnlockFile,LocalLock,SizeofR...

0ff16cb27e14213402e60641c6ee385e

2ff17deda228c1969c925fc573e1ed58
20525c9a31e8613078d26d55aa147355
7411a8c48cc49a2ecf40d0a2738651ba
8c7e4dcbf633a863de2628e6c31e404e
7aa77b0593ece62f42e1e1e2356e1a6e
266411d84dfbb7e547f17e1de249d962
b5a3f2bd75484a45f54647576a9b27b2
2c2afe16f9cace84e78fa621fe6f98db
0f2c40e2dc62f413a0d9c3b2cf78bfc8
7be30ea3df6d1f52bc1ade3af885c242
d891ac66219cd1c5be59b8461e464a65
5e6c875e9228352f28e6b0ae8a8f40e4
071a472d42377abb24b60dcbead10cf6
cb98aef96fc7d6a497de8f2b85a7bdc7
e7b4488419ac6cbd4117de231a6f4f4d
d3ae34f1dab44cc45aed407be79fd24d
GetComputerNameW,ConvertFibe...
cceab31a4d6ac1151f27ff2880acd148
700076bed0779259a702fbabd3543e9f
491e1bacb26a0f55fa5cddd0c4a8878c
defdc7f66f71b489be129ac53e8564c7
fc7728b4ff9496f5b30f8aea192b091c
0d416b456759afc30f5a0cad58283070
981580989d491d551d0727545e29283b
a8d86f4b84024c9bfebebaa7190e225c
QueryDosDeviceA,EnumLanguage...
d28fd5971fc69337946d17cb7cacacb7
f173a89d624001eeef6121bd3b52b7a9
FileTimeToDosDateTime,Create...
1e7ae3d2153e9cd4dd7fdb7f32fd6bbd
GetVolumePathNameW,FileTimeT...
c426e9110773ba3ce9e6a4619e7de44a
e8caa85ceea3d5530fa51992b48e3865
AttachConsole,HeapFree,Switc...
7f1ccf5d7628afae94811c6703498286
SetPriorityClass,GlobalAddAt...
3a42fb03f718865d433790e9fccc1eab
edb0235b481064e1c01055c6c0c19658
GetComputerNameExA,GetSystem...
05388b0cceaf4787d9abab61c7ed041b
GetTempPathA,VirtualUnlock,G...
9f67635088e32089a5736ce7720f2edf
OpenWaitableTimerA,GetNamedP...

97280

RegisterWaitForSingleObject,...
eeeae454288aa38a293333fb4b09c03e
745d9749123423adfd528bd74955613b
9599a48e6d2d6b4bb8e6ab562edeef1f
54190f5f37b94020bf59ae67ecf74093
1a74761e434f0b887d0ba2f8fffa26b8
492f1ff21dc39760a19b6af7d479ac92
4ad0770bf14b5c821964022018f3906c
ddef1f3b6938db0657df4cc166638e3a
d4320409b52d2317b5cd9eba1e494c36
48ff16c73121816db99652d26174f982
c506576eac37147ec03739d2eb75911d
d1749464b5af289afb8cd420e4bcc0ad
e8f173f39f4db2a3cd9efa0bf789582e
93353d45ad72a8c6a71c7c49f3b17be4
43c4e1773e0ba8db9251ee365c64e985
536450d159fa00dd472d0dc0555a963d
a0580b6f28ea78d3343fa4963d0b96ef
22b97c26877a014dd5748684183efc27
a6e8ccf9a9c6498bbf528340d883b634
328fba59a5520e811df13ce8b725df76
01e1c8dbdd17010e488b337b87867388
7a80a2550c472f7e36100d69eed76aa9
557e2ca5ec61c08a12b6540376a665c2
8e2d1fa32a9cc2e654dd2db628d2ed18
5ead02eb7f9eaffe7918fb4e6c42f936
593084b79c6f359d0fd2862c646a166b
4d1b3d91a675e6395499e1018ee372db
75ea27b7c026a8769987c7538aecbaae
315c5c8ec26cbb1c854503835bd44ef1
81f3078313c4e5e8f48a195ee2ff818d
6a470bf45b23c7a9c53e6729d2d5469a

67584

67dca475da3274e93d0c827292ab572f
ee93a362291db3d6fd3fd7f70312c2a4

GetFirmwareEnvironmentVariab...
SetThreadContext,EnumLanguag...
EnumLanguageGroupLocalesW,Ge...
lstrcpynW,HeapSetInformation...
DefineDosDeviceW,GetVolumePa...
GetSystemTime,HeapCompact,Cl...
EnumTimeFormatsW,Module32Fir...
EnumResourceLanguagesW,GetPr...
FindAtomW,BaseInitAppcompatC...
GetFullPathNameA,SetDefaultC...
AddLocalAlternateComputerNam...
GetVolumePathNamesForVolumeN...
QueryDepthSList,EnumTimeForm...
lstrcat,Heap32Next,lstrcmpA,...
GetNativeSystemInfo,FormatMe...
GetProcessId,LZRead,GetCommT...
SetFileAttributesA,GetFileAt...
CreateRemoteThread,DnsHostna...
GetFileAttributesExW,DeleteC...
DnsHostnameToComputerNameW,E...
DefineDosDeviceW,lstrcmpi,Cr...
EnumDateFormatsW,SetCommConf...
OpenMutexA,OpenMutexW,PrivMo...
WriteConsoleInputVDMA,FindRe...
GetConsoleSelectionInfo,GetC...
EnumSystemCodePagesW,BuildCo...
GetTapeParameters,EnumSystem...
GetFullPathNameA,GetCommMode...
DebugActiveProcess,GetConsol...
EnumResourceLanguagesW,Devic...
SetConsoleInputExeNameW,Priv...
ReadConsoleInputA,Module32Fi...
GlobalSize,PeekNamedPipe,Ope...
CreatePipe,SwitchToThread,Wr...
BaseProcessInitPostImport,Ge...
CreateToolhelp32Snapshot,IsB...
GetProfileIntW,NumaVirtualQu...
GetComputerNameW,SetConsoleC...
GetConsoleSelectionInfo,SetP...
LocalFlags,EnumCalendarInfoE...
QueryDosDeviceA,FindFirstVol...
FoldStringA,BuildCommDCBA,Gl...
GlobalSize,lstrcpynW,_hwrite...
FatalAppExitW,EnumerateLocal...
GlobalWire,QueryPerformanceF...
GetCommTimeouts,SetFileAttri...
BaseDumpAppcompatCache,InitA...
FreeEnvironmentStringsA,Heap...
WaitCommEvent,Module32FirstW...
CancelWaitableTimer,GlobalFi...
lstrcpynW,IsDBCSLeadByteEx,O...
GetFileTime,GlobalMemoryStat...
GetTempFileNameW,ExpungeCons...
GetCurrentActCtx,GlobalDelet...
GetCommandLineA,GetLinguistL...
GetThreadPriority,GetFileSiz...
EnumDateFormatsW,EnumResourc...
ReadConsoleA,FreeEnvironment...
CreateFileMappingW,GetQueued...
BuildCommDCBA,WriteProfileSe...
GetFileAttributesExW,GetDisk...
GetUserDefaultUILanguage,Enu...
GetNativeSystemInfo,GetModul...
GetAtomNameA,Module32FirstW,...
GetPriorityClass,GetMailslot...
CreateProcessW,SetupComm,Get...
OpenThread,HeapLock,UnlockFi...
VerifyVersionInfoA,LoadResou...
SetThreadContext,DefineDosDe...
FoldStringA,FindNextVolumeMo...
FoldStringA,MapViewOfFile,Re...
GetThreadPriority,GetPrivate...
GetPrivateProfileSectionW,Cr...
GetProfileIntW,GetDiskFreeSp...
SetPriorityClass,SetFirmware...
OpenEventA,GetShortPathNameW...
GetCurrentProcess,GetDllDire...
LocalCompact,GetDllDirectory...
GetDiskFreeSpaceExA,GetComPl...
GetVolumePathNameW,GetConsol...
Process32NextW,GetPrivatePro...
GetFullPathNameA,lstrcpyW,Do...
SetDefaultCommConfigW,GetPro...
Beep,GetDiskFreeSpaceExA,Get...
SetProcessWorkingSetSize,Fil...

PeekNamedPipe,GlobalGetAtomN...
AreFileApisANSI,BaseProcessI...

268fc89dd8eff55c8711c9734728afe5
04055a18dd28e44c8c1a299d0b562c69
186ae2795eb0202a1c588542dce4faff
13e170089370efc0dae9f72a8b0c2871
2975d3127dc776f747a4f1b3c07cc500
07b04b6bc3ece52107b75bf20fe9743a
7bb2ab2b92378cccc2e53d92523941d0
b21a2a71d7120200c99a3d4d9752656b
da98b3532dc4437a9cd783772d294c4a
c211cf96f975daaa78350d884cdbe939
1fbe35a50cadb8b21badd326142f9456
6195d83f8542fd8a4085ab0d3bb38f16
b53e6195d6a5dc03d863183cb7c26f0c
2eb68d20f5229150327c43c4ebb0c95a

68096
fa0db5b5477c922d3f4ac04eb89d14c1

GetConsoleInputExeNameW,Glob...
9c2424b40f9afab051d16a172acf4cbf

1d22c66eab866f8bdf60962e0d28e53e

IsBadStringPtrW,UnlockFile,L...
SetDefaultCommConfigW,SetupC...
SetConsoleTitleW,FormatMessa...
SetSystemTime,RtlZeroMemory,...
GetComputerNameW,RaiseExcept...

61200

58395

176ffcaa1f0c1fbd42b0b0e0bab05802

96768
BuildCommDCBA,LockFileEx,Wri...

93161c5837aee34bfca51ca80fbd19ea

64005

GetEnvironmentStrings,GetSys...

03752db928d88608939ac6fc0db05cc3

LZRead,SetFileAttributesA,Se...
FreeEnvironmentStringsA,GetL...
SetupComm,GetVolumePathNameW...
RegisterConsoleOS2,GetMailsl...

5ac5d00c3191f3e2e31cfebbd96b603e

60945

2baad5c7b436500dd75ccc082a127ec9

64000

95232

161280

47d518e643ea28d3aa50c5773e547a67

32d3f5d14d0e433ebe80606348bd7485

CallNamedPipeW,QueryDosDevic...

SetProcessWorkingSetSize,Bas...

Beep,GetCommTimeouts,FindAto...

WriteConsoleInputVDMA,OpenTh...

SetConsoleKeyShortcuts,Inter...

WaitCommEvent,GetConsoleScre...
IsBadStringPtrW,HeapCreateTa...
GetTimeFormatW,SetCommBreak,...
GetAtomNameA,SwitchToThread,...

EndUpdateResourceA,GetPriori...
TransmitCommChar,GlobalDelet...
FormatMessageW,CancelDeviceW...
BuildCommDCBA,SuspendThread,...

33110312f8b0ec2a8f584e2ea1373d8e

e51f28ab31c3b743649f8eb0032b29a6

88842

lstrcpynW,GetSystemWindowsDi...
GetComputerNameW,HeapCreateT...
RegisterConsoleOS2,GetTapePa...
1010a643157f97095643fc6d86974a1c

210432

d03bf051fa0804d7b450b75762c58f29

93d4a94c241c84382831063ba5de4b9f

GetProfileStringW,Heap32List...
SetConsoleTitleW,GlobalMemor...
SetComputerNameA,MoveFileA,S...
ReplaceFileA,ConnectNamedPip...
GetSystemWow64DirectoryW,Enu...
PeekNamedPipe,GetVolumeInfor...
FoldStringA,SetFileAttribute...
GetProcessId,CompareStringW,...
Module32FirstW,GetConsoleAli...

260721ad499f6091bf9b924e3fe9a25b
e1ad28bf5b3d89348a783d4b9d09c052
c4c895b8b544e4531b3a8a87323e1857

87c5e7ca3c6558aad38618e2c3111960

144ec9a77de604bdd30e9114d4227991

4aea613c7f6ab8f0a307a79f5363258b

93184

ead1c5232d7433e0530373a71d8f4181

caa1a1d5f771aa10744cfde37b1da43e
1d3bb31c15088c80fe48d91dcc70ced8
77327912ba38ab51f9057843539a2004
e2c025ebb74d5b6891e50aa9225b8598
1ba2e3c4ae4003ca0700f9e588b4e72f
21ebd45fe82701a41a9288c50650ade8
d58ef41b211bb0ede93dc2b4e14d8332
be6802f5bb530de4b8737edeb44a466e
LoadLibraryExA,GetFirmwareEn...
305d47fb01c084a53098d2446d2eb94d
d1ceb98f7e1050a73490e35da8a79267
WaitNamedPipeW,SetEnvironmen...
3074a93cfb5b40a4769b7811fd615f76
SetCriticalSectionSpinCount,...
8483c0244be8e051aa054ddf3faa7217
GetConsoleSelectionInfo,Virt...
21f72c8eb09d1a395fa4a185f23b29e0
QueryDosDeviceA,GetPriorityC...
62507685b10a83767718e2964f25284d
EnumSystemCodePagesW,FreeLib...
529ba67710d0959d6834fb1e7196b596
CreateFileMappingW,GetWriteW...
dab7ca886c5ec07c6110a47b2c5448cb
1b7bc38d05e04cd74415d5a355f56df8
HeapLock,GetProcessIoCounter...
7e0bbbd135305187c5059e0ad037439e
RegisterConsoleOS2,Beep,Heap...
365c6f7ef495b6d3a13241d93c5d2c68
SetLocalTime,SetConsoleTitle...
0df6462d1690280615ea8560236d08d0
HeapCompact,CreateJobObjectA...
85b9b3a933832e766cabc1615f22b698

73216

WriteConsoleInputVDMA,Create...
ReadConsoleA,CreateFiber,Glo...
HeapLock,FileTimeToDosDateTi...

5046441fb1c0ef6371e515788fd84f4d
69f9fd5f895f779fde9a74ddeacf4c28
e051610a8d803a8dcf64d727737d4fc5
cc5d88ba97e843b24f9c3d2f81837301
26f07db4f10eda2aa5e9b2ee3e7dd8d0
7bfb18483953ad3d65f57585e2cf605f
d9a20cd388dc247705cf15af306adfe1
d604f84883dbd1d2a341c0110b034917
df22be918

CallNamedPipeW,OpenMutexA,Ge...

GetComputerNameExA,GetCommTi...

2ed2c7691ba82c1cf37c0977d5a48f6d

Toolhelp32ReadProcessMemory,...
QueryDepthSList,FindFirstFil...
EnumResourceLanguagesW,Assig...

SetDefaultCommConfigW,OpenWa...
CreateWaitableTimerW,GetBina...
GetUserDefaultUILanguage,Dev...
SetThreadLocale,ExpungeConso...
HeapSetInformation,GetStartu...
CreateToolhelp32Snapshot,Que...
LZDone,BaseInitAppcompatCach...
HeapCreateTagsW,GetFileSize,...
GetPrivateProfileSectionW,Ex...
LockFile,GetPriorityClass,Se...
CreatePipe,FreeEnvironmentSt...
GetConsoleNlsMode,EnterCriti...
OpenMutexA,RaiseException,Ge...
IsBadStringPtrA,GetFileSizeE...
SetFileAttributesA,GetProfil...
SetConsoleCP,CreateHardLinkA...
BuildCommDCBA,GetProcessIoCo...
GlobalMemoryStatus,GlobalReA...
QueryDepthSList,FreeConsole,...
GetConsoleSelectionInfo,Crea...
GetTapeParameters,GetDiskFre...
MapUserPhysicalPages,Registe...

da4275bb75d0ebe4273936523b7f0edf
1531cf06eb58f4262d0defc3eda6da07
5d61fc8e3d21d228a561d92b77551645
5f4fa1bfd94cc6637636c25435880cc9
07c5345962e968477cd150ec1b206254
889e4d146fd5fee0bda16770e3a9e99f
712162870d356886f475421b4d836c18
e77d6848c70448372b009e3d99aadd32
01924252d39b71d34a4a70b42bc573a3
6bdae0724eff8f945444dacfd4ad64b6
09843a8661555b499e1fd510f425c365
090acae119815e8ee41ab08126c51060
c6891dde1a71a54c2d6449b5a406a1fb
12d8e8ff10d37903b645c38f29bfa65f
4bb6119b560266996f0a91a4bfb4d5a5
27c10502539dec6793758036cde58c1f
7284f9c9ec04cc11df2c584ea1f54e1d
4ee223dc528f74079d5beff8eb6d0565
8a97c4f17ae795439bc77365bffcb7a0
94a9b85ec317c131816fc77a2cbfed0f
d2dd0653cfc1f4c0fdab5a2fd4bdfb15
f67909f0874e68a73cfa8e1e30cf1d98
bceed05753dc8bfd57948d53d2f20835
83d754dcfa6b50ac47ab618ef1cc7051
9f4d641355864c5dbf8f27f0ef52b31e
d6b160ec8c57452bd0d2bcf378b014d5
4c6d5d1904d2a0793659a9e91b860768
9c37e623587299a0f5e5b534e5e89586
e2ac17445120733ab335729afd522b54
1c2657191033783408f2a304fd735de1
88a1872e5e150a0db7e83d76b782a9ae
c2a72480fab8cb7e197bac664e9e23a6
ba9d0fc08918631f82e1fcd4c40728f0
d9bbd76ef5ca7cae33171eb1dfcf2a4d
e7a6e750ca2481765604eb7b142235c9
5b181d91d6a8b1a930d7b5a8b2814799
ace9eb87b573277e0f2407e7e2cd0520
c18248e1940d087397ae23ea1001bcbb
baca533831d5d7536d9394a8bd033eb2
0c2dea8bfb5c7f2d433ea17d6eecf813
d0b5e4b2a91e5e4af093401eabff1e82
6447e6bfdbf07825ebac3e0b548fe383
a9e658294c80aa69a6f19023c815e4d0
2c5862ece86284c1c38a298209b8dc21
45a550de3ebaa65b19c2fbd49475c8a0
1105b5e68b97dd8f63613bad717e10c4
6187d377289cd6083c78cddc1691db2b
9d0ca1f33156da09b57ac2aa1bccb180
a040ee19fcf14da37351c65adc40011b
3afc36a54adf4dc79eba94acc4d07865
2a37681d39045e16db5388ee37ae5dd5
8725f1b4608de8572616d15f3e19b8ef
b83d0f2bdb54e4722dab4e8afaf3928c
db2ad0c28bc6ab3c6f9df70a38bd963b
e61092239a5e4169e075d9eb38e61066
e786cec27a6dbe30424bfb828bb58342
a1a7af606f2da6c521c52f7fbaf4b401
15450717e1e56cf5778f182f4b5455a6
4deaa80f9de51ca00fe81ffd2d647a33
c94e7c80eabb76257a48dd59f910e5dd
3fe18259a3db7f88d867c0de52217fcb
38f21a2bd58b3e475e0386927f4705e6
d518c9e96b0414e527aaf3488f34f8aa
85fcc0686b90bfed4ce68456a79beec6
6ff37f61ee3d194cf613526dbbc83d45
dd3e99f95ccc918738c3e3f017af82b5
32679d0fe1039d32a1440d132665398a
1ace6f0dd547ce25dbcde00320be721c
60ed17ab88c564cdd3d9f2687e0f62c0
190d939cc5aed35f2cc9e003e9ced971
e8082190d96f5e2f12ea842f616f176d
1d8112bfb454790d360e7e7f467e8464
3b9f7b02aff8480b0b1341c47b3db751
07f62f81e8577723ff165c786d4cac85
126fd2c6a58b6576e79d17fd6c20d02f
95c1c9545af571e1b48565690d547db1
ade61dbbad0b2ff0ff50f09171b6b64e
9328543c9907483cadc60b28cf768c41
39386b95718f54012791b18a568b9aa6
9dbefe286eb2a46fe7feddd81b9644c3
791c0abafca00f34339e67aae46fa8b0
f5e003ab87c99b1b295e95d1aaa0f3da
95dbdd6a56822427982d08b69cbe3532
7a07bc70d02fefb83115a6a7c961cc79
ad8a988dac0283e961b5140d66faccb3

GetConsoleOutputCP,ReleaseMu...

GetThreadSelectorEntry,GetCu...

151040

179712

GetProcessId,SetUserGeoID,Gl...

111723

065019e962eb01d83b24c1e08a0ebaca

4130d8892895218b3be40fe158079d69

197632

130560
86528

57b692c8cd06df71a6ad31fe10bced37

97564

1351ae64b566e052004cffad7399b790

67575

SetConsoleCP,GetCurrentProce...
b0a336858e739adc1ea44d63fd66a42c
d6ff9ec42efc65d511721a5f91a12cc3

94860

126464
MoveFileA,LocalReAlloc,Inter...

2b4d283eb2309c8d0a4b12d7c8d17ae2

cada35881a3cd497c4d2eb14cc31c0b2

GetLocaleInfoA,IsSystemResum...

84969168d85e3195c5ae2e63bcf5dd06

c7383db722e3e09dbcb41e90632d6cf5
08fd11c0f711d1365b4334d4f9800192

105315

81600
WriteConsoleInputVDMA,Device...

GetSystemWow64DirectoryW,lst...
d2578c0bdae7342e293c9679e9b70cc0

233984

205824

89600

GetSystemTime,GetConsoleAlia...

OpenThread,CreateNamedPipeW,...

FatalAppExitW,HeapExtend,Hea...

GetTapeParameters,SetCritica...

0fbb5c76f7944c8d429255bde3876747

89088

53d26c3d3439b876771a6b41dc640443

GetFileTime,GlobalFindAtomW,...

GetNativeSystemInfo,GetConso...

SizeofResource,InterlockedFl...

b31d931d5763cb77201f9d1fc0cf40df

EnumSystemCodePagesW,IsBadSt...

RaiseException,CreateProcess...

f2708b408ee346ff6fbd396ada1960a4

c08823ab40046f16e4a17f565ccc11b8

SetDefaultCommConfigW,EnumCa...
e4edbe7a1a1c4e12b7cb087b942acf66

fa2fe406acd002f3481f419d7e3d9fe7

320ed6becc34ca0d63399c6f0759efbf

GetFileSizeEx,InterlockedCom...

c43d776fadb4bf30f3473171709b1c4f

FatalAppExitW,GetBinaryTypeW...

EnumSystemCodePagesW,EnumRes...

SetStdHandle,ShowConsoleCurs...

GetVolumeInformationA,GetWin...

EnumTimeFormatsW,CreateProce...

GetSystemTime,BaseInitAppcom...

IsBadStringPtrW,CancelDevice...

CreateFileMappingW,ExpungeCo...
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4 Analysis of Allaple Variants

122880
95744
139264

85504

90112

81b6c77ec106231acb4238d758ac4325
6a0babe78750bedcfd2bb6d4846ed2f7
8f7f89f944fdaffe4373e809160e30f0
437b1b4849942d55f520ae614f75ea72
581df2da8ee2745a0ee1d95ebbfd9f85
b7fcddd1bf71f4b97fcc29bc65bb9e6f
2df41af159fcee0e449ee2e5c36115a3
33bb9fcd7930d30922117c6fc6d692c9
33340e1a46e4f646eaff036f659d6e3a
4aaa64dcd541cfe4793b19b77e259eab
aea1e3fc6b079d2d7b81edbe481ab46e
0906a04816843e719ea281807aae881c
2d1e29408ca3b51e2e5eb31c64db12df
f1888e5de63e61272438644f6c09ee95
6a24adce0c6e5f74cd427d328c36b8ed
40d1358ccc387048896f1e5e28e288ed
56b8047f0f50238b62fa386ef109174e
cb7ced901da19feac8a1722e525dcc77
08fca32239df0f437f16e865b4d9d091
48556d2f45498c36837f492230b52f69
491b0e50b9405973e0d3071d31bb22fe
eec0c344721876a70fd5fdfa10ba4974
3b8aeecf6c6d55c0feb095a27b0628d3
82a2c181bfe39d3cdb5935ea60ef37ca
ca5d154de96b443a95313185dea2c6c2
5ac387208b71ce5e05489c78b946ce5f
2648da7fafa18e480df5836c37475ab5
6cabd22f68fd9f3b986959ce352b638b
bb2230c1a0b5b5b60cd3987a16a9304b
23363f188780f6c3259ad555d48c1e0c
e9eff0ad808eac7374f703a6f97d0342
8c30591c9abacd805711dc2c8f1639ee
9ceb411c226c77423dd445b7c18dc74b
2714186297de06df03636720fd039dda
3fd2304082167071c600fdf3ba57d8a9
245f0cbb559145980680617b0e573539
731d5a1dc1961149de28c03c5fd2965f
6b2cd053ff1b747e3a8c426ae6cb3a18
a7e34f9dfa7f826e48cb9f158ebc5c7b
8c6be06cf22f4413d2d4dcb244b0a598
dee556f7aaf156c55619a2d4ba3b4480
7d3ece76301493ce4fcc086474225e15
667932a748517fd33b0a9208aa2cf715
bc2b821012bb05f27a2116042044c4af
a2d5df813b25a80a8d18cfd60d84bf57
46b2704b5ed57cf4dbdaf1a74b1e063f
eb1f9d0e73a3467857d07360f0567061
20abccf28b7bcb996e92c0bd3db48c94
ffe27893c86dde4bca2be777c0b64b68
859491d323c6e0fed7da049e1b7e7b59
b89e71060b794e53c6a1f84f83d756ef
cb777968c8bde6caadce63d27b0e175f
a53a13a1af67b2b633d2dffd6f1023a9
38ba033308cb7458185e955b9e4aec7c
faf90916dc90d1b05152e36f45d7c326
23c10cbc4b35616ab2badc7bf01f8c02
6038c57bc4c74ef61ac570b8f33c22b0
937d20a04c379fd81c6280cf91b7988a
439df84785134f0fcb14746a4552c3db
d1bd00672dbc8605dc0367a5227161b1
b4bb6fec577ef1726ca92fcdec5f7970
d85cc8c4e3a4f5a04024c97f47b2b3ad
947cfc8e80d2dc9ea9beb8af7f0dd4df
9ccb309575bbc2818e50ce929debff6d
85c11b400c7ce5233be08deef8d346ef
d3c7e629340f7a02611832f373962b77
91c8c69d2102673004ccfcba33524f1f
53ee97844860902ca2a848763f96fd42
1927b6d3fc1917dc2322bb921c5d92b2
85afb6615eeb8065f5ef6e4e58397013
7c5b72404e400ef91c3e00feaecbaa32
122f9a66a847198b4eed29280ddb52d3
40e2bfc22aec6e4cda52b7139e3e12ba
4d9c85275227988e29bf243918cf8d8e
73906d06cf963b90a51e88abb247e7bf
a48682b312ed2a8d2a871036ca355e41
fe0362c047e72917e5511af63453bc0f
acf21b5f56464c8c295f4b04687d0107
619f7b7da344bea5d41e114970719adb
bd75837fc7fd9ce85842a10984a5f6cf
b3455c4c09b24dc57ca2ff601996152c
1e1afad244d5fd9f17c4571fb209849c
5eeb8302b29cbb07755b75668ac4295a
894d7415b6c9e02ea656c07b60ca67b9
4017d134452936a6b3df54fcfcff45a2
ba4f9383e6b13b67c981ccd589668121
2693ccf4684115b11283e5b17afb1fb5
25ab4f455231624fd2241920ac1d5a6e
d8b33cb42aa45e751c51b72ce944c64e
0826d94367ec4e8f82c66ef35a5d2c74
GetProcAddress,LoadLibraryA
01dab4e2642377458a1c27758a48283d
ddbcc0556cf025814f601339d557b2a7
bc8c4fa0dd0aa35424bb22c9ae1414ad
aba71755e4549a7104f5868e58dd591c
0fc9f4f1e426c6a7b0e627d684002d3a
50bacce1c941e8e1183cb2b8bb57a572
b53602e8ed73c0d06d1898f452d88b4b
240182c64ad187a928da099e7ca0f924
54ccc11a3f1c103de33b14576df6ab1e
12b87c9df181c99bd2ecd065cd47e434
020ec16706dae96d69bb535b75dc0fa3
8fa0df77ab23c53bdf0cc8b96b54887f
7b88f5c41e49078b6db626da0fbe6017
a33054b79952eb73a72ccc0d26764dfd
59335a51bd46fdf1d55fe5f668e3e7fd
e534d8ecf81f220b80ea527e376028a0
3045c986d33285325a805687b0573757
f99039e2cc43942b147de43cf8c9c6fe
aa4560eabf6110da61d25114e323c509
92a818fcf58bf74921ecb52bc113a249
85cf5e3875b8afc5d0b4dd0123eccf00
045cab557dfcebd81b34532b9b25ee5a
58756005fa35570be0266ce191ad1d62
a59a2ec10374347101af5cccd2343d0a
c528709a79a21f32292d427620b031c0
1d4eeb7f2403784cfeb48ac4fca09286
9c5be3f44d5b7b3570bdbd2eb00c00ef
7f4f2f497a11697505da7a9951163cdb
48c9b2291deb9b9677710abbee393456
7f1a6199f75e7ffa300bbcf8f96daa9a
8681897ac574a74a7264321df16d7bd5
928e8c8cb7594424b047f02b89821c21
17bad3e33318694b89cbf6a7cd11f928
9fadce971d62e81ae1ace409fce24937
dff667640b6406e0df0fb10527d78389
ab86ee3712bacb882567ca782962cb01
74cd768cbbfe9d0031da8289cad41a33
c89ff74dfe8aff4bc176106a51f05110
b0195d3023c7abe647464ce0a56ad0eb
25942a895064c6a10aa4ce60ce488312
2ee533638c5b5fd7d36ea84038c266ea
018e5a9336b327e99571c78e9672ab52
74e69850301d074164360e03ec834b39
06a4a1f5fa8a901c1bfccb0cee7f8b53
060d4a97054aa9d73e5a7290e55c098d
f2e245e8bd0e5c105c76634652831b7b
5064b581eeb16e63c0f47791ce4c913f
b6953ed7a4b4141c5a08417eb781e37b
f3c525a481652f727d8e3b78de897e8a
1645ebcfd8458ecd67321452404b9a49
66965dc4335e63d2b673dedaac7ca18a
8697d98d5ec1a5dc84ecef630b642ee1
553361bf7d5c1e0cf3171d5f94865dba
21ea206b8b0a9de41b21d9efe21d1206
4c2636c9f9194b41866e1005b0d06fd6
bdd3ecde06d2c889d731fcaa849cc3c5
25efe55da68950d51aa280a578c41c2a
df3ba150382f82b051ef7a7a188a55e0
2a4234004224505849c26a77400a8399
587518774b6285967dc10a19f7522aa2
f581ac8cca5d05984cbe38387d6cebe7
7516783e50a20f622dcecdf0a535815b
17ec63760ffcdea75383e35f02242537
8d33fde4317ae7e99508c8a619e531db
3895c7304aac1a63cd35ecad07bb1514
95e2f89757518f5615e85addf9a03b2f
639bbda193eb7a3dabfae24bea33aa76
e97eb7c2a0b2ff0b6298661dca3eb648
bad90754fc6c712bb2137469bacec1be
ce0d204607ffb533c31b5c098dc9d5ab
9cce55b89c1aa30be278f3516a9e0705
d652629ced62306516f6158783c7fa3b
b2df778374fad417139d2d00feddb315
b98c316a8cce386e6a9a67e82bd61d35
1be13e87743e65aa0e6e79ee0d9ae263
16805e8032bd3c9d9f2ba673f6d887fa
776223a8e532bcb430750d4582a40b06
3a3d18650c011b4e57c7f145dba12449
a1355d252c04312ae7a47e5ef3f785a4
cb05564ffc1bc6241458e8cc5d4a8d35
b58d2962c2109fe66b4375ffed97519d
f404d0543f5df91052012ff657a6be0f
cb436f885c85d76dc925c921447e1811
5270e042d88c28af16fb75769831ced8
b5cfc4882edbc0e87162ee2955aced68
37f1ecef807efd3b7a796afab9bfd3e9
6afda643337cf19b4d72330b0a6da68f
d4edc1ba2b0188b5a7411e3b3f7c65d2
42b8fdc2a17adf8e49032a099093e460
badf24b18f7caa6a9fdb1bb971366669
a06f4835079625a913fe0942246edb7b
4b9365efaef0bb439008b1fbacd08bbe
4746ea7e2cbd3ab9fef29c3797dd6880
678e4d7b9e0fe411ae4620305420b28e
eb4c1b7655c9df157517e509639807df
40fbb33376efc15f9ba77cdce7538113
6703e08549f20fd0f0b55a0a5c95ec29
b2785c13791252a10a061d20f886c6d1
3c0db9e5bd9547ae3c4e9c12d18033c1
e8e3e6844f3922e37f3ae0a52e9c4e71
df1253c2f39445cfb68c0b925ac0efed
65e20c948e6bb3471f81ed9e460d00de
da669cbdaa75e76da8c2d9717d535a9b
48b64893a6833076f066d7d1c675765a
7e2913fb6acc76b740b3662383bf5dbd
50e938789e72d06c52a4036e8d1b2bcf
b5554686afbade961b3e351574ea77ea
dd5467f9d5eda308fbef037cae777316
1c08235645f1a37170620c0d3d19554c
a66e5dae64ff88263162b7be7c1f3e0f
2c1a5570d5df0bba836489e6211154af
164fd8ee1a14c3fef82512be7c171449
d2c99b950b47f3ed5514b8fd083bd6ed
5b7ccc9e7af8c5afbe5e72fa03075a36
2ac1e14de1cc96bfcafb6c7a976f08f7
8085f14113f25bea5a9e28d47cc963f6
9e1c0958ad9ba9c05283730f1ae9a392
65a98cdf7a1c2099f10d02885c9b8dea
862d8d80daaf1007d3842d50415e8433
d55a43597ca94ef5ce07eca79bcf2a14
94e807b1adfff7466b20806d06a8b870
e2568e11ea41aac01ac5b7dfdf3f3a4b
c22ec79c72c3df363eb8f0a7ec784273
17bf3aab41d968c267c2b8abc102ae1e
331e286c7ddac8a39f96b582054325ca
38c0a5a5f016f03c8bb5709754041bdb
37f3b3b1a031a81a86543101a60c00ea
9d2083c1cebe879c1b51c91df67f25a1
81f304c84b81a26c4898ed1cbd543f0b
1fa11b96f35ad5c428b3919d65f8dc20
25f9643041d183a1759fe87a43ffbaf5
2a6a78e38d124d0efb36aa9bdc6b13b6
bf2640d337a15a949d2e2e3aa920dc84
5bd0952137342f23d5c7c7727472cc10
8bb4c0c2d097ecc1d4090de55178d96b
b596c0ee78162f5834097f0057c6d2a1
ee9ee2f073d367c693db7fb3e1689b4f
64d67c623b7c63dda5cb238dd469bc54
692fcb493649d79b9c3678cd14d640a7
023efa55a6f3083b592f436a2425f4a3
6d94b87e8fca50ee865bfb17bfac64ca
036ad787222833efdb7ca7b79c5dcd81
65347e30974782fe7ad6745d840df2ce
76bec014e83a0ac47c1b3d7033177ce9
1c94aeb0b8337dc8c322296b82137f6f
254197f48a5550ccde249b0b5c81761f
d2a42b5b3a8e86b05d9b25f76014cb73
67548377c3632837411b711edfcfed39
4ab7a238df851a7a2de09c4b25d81006
caba6eb412eef3503645858a679e718a
d711cab1643d87d5603cbd619f9e296f
ca63b36a4bda8ea126414677ac74c43b
8b96c8b4e1f7ecce21f70d2122de57ae
38691e804cefe95b4ec5a0e1d413af58
083b4ef054456918a3e7b8138c34c85b
a32c9dbfed8dcc32351231e4537b081d
e50cf254561c690ff37559bbcf0f4982
1de58da8712d02d8a7b2ec5554247b6f
1ddd3f9aec7856c49d2b6421da15a8a5
0d4893d4c86b388a058fee69fd10e966
8ccd22ad32e1a30c73e2e8c14f7f1d8c
6322311ba2a0f42cbd99e2b0ba2533d1
dcc20cc5e318a682780b6a7d57948aa1
c2e5ddfd7a8a2d26bdca849ea3aff8f1
ca501aebd72bced3c13c59e3a0a79b80
76718fea640005eb81abac67ed5cfb89
4da2c861e49de50d72e3c9d2d95bae8a
45048b8cdadeb37799828e69f5326314
be623e355dcc1b1a5a7e83917dc3b046
a5bbbf73e8960f0058d4a4251bd22df6
c4bd8389f80b33e669acac56a6706c41
560d76e01fed78fad8b242a7324891e4
a69e520b53c18dae17aac4695a123179
ffa688df5d8f53a2e8d15fa2b197bead
5b3200637f9b706e305956827ab85f3f
f6128375d6dc3bf898862740ae83582f
168790564f2124b986db26b714666e59
30ac420f7702515703c7b15bb004e764
2128ce9b6991691fb6924d0f8223bb14
489e06421e3a210955e273176a750299
07639a6e6519b55c4d40c3954175f85c
85d97ab7d79bcbc81cc7625adbefd376
fe825acf544adf15784bc8ff1d512c96
22791e0e19d1b3674598779c092c3337
72bccd7ecf223b896636298e3f9f2a24
716da22f2702d03d3bde64a4dc006f85
a67451705532f01c718819f3af0ab192
805078c36162643004aa9a4e034794b8
5d842448fa59b9a750489636fbedb5b7
4dcccfe54d747fc46e0cf68ff2c871ec
489eeb6ac264a2e93dfb1f20cbf0159a
4dc4fb4e3b2397947d0bfed3da17c742
ccbf44216f50aad1459adcc2852e122c
2674507dbc0eccc13d4730f87452ccac
65a306efdd886dcf957ebf441ddee5e7
093abfffe9040c83fd08280e5a4a02f4
64f9d91fbea6063f8384a7c2a8571fb0
d0b88fa5d4f07c8fa0da5e2e3ead43f3
acf124ac6f22ab4022ecd9c3925d0981
a60ef23c881e137649f2d977a5ac621c
3376c8ebbab4568ef395896e2af891c6
117b4b2f537e6b87a9516c2f72564a6a
2ed1f97b9b4a7ff17f2382abc5b528f2
3387e65ba3520eae27aa24c0dc6a91d7
562631dd983c023a624427d224ceae45
4410abe1a82bf134f85aa06caae64983
b2c2134a282c88e4f6e84f407a47732b
7f291287c59261252784a8e32e4c2de0
c51ecaf9b6cfd872f2b4c36c8124e101
a7bc90ff99bc532ea8af1b3316c75ee2
b1fbcf1810c36409e8c72bbc15e21a4a
32c3d2a94856f239a54eb5211cda07fc
50a8271ae329c6c491d2839a5d1ef5b0
10af89a66e3489e4ae5a4c652c1d814d
10ba445f20f47c43df018051976f1b4d
be2a9d9b69f6c64ccc7cf49c88411a5a
41847d723350b7cc45945745f4593af3
d173e19d78bed8d22ba9fd1c0c9d97cc
58bf7d3e164a4c9a7eb6d58c0b0438df
4262cc1bec6b117c513aea1b347dbb49
d0b178aaaf77ad9a8f5cbe60b2b86e52
1ffd5dc0f03b56acec21a48d321247ab
d033fd4424c1ed73eef9afa33f0dbef1
1e74acf54454e6fc17db2cab3c7dac80
9d6a201c1c4829703a2931292661225b
f599ecca4bc5fbe46d7c9132931fc3de
0216f48f1472bdbcc71fad6c0090ead2
4edcb1e861969c28896eec835996baf8
0eb5416817a4de0ade016fbb15d7f2d9
547c91610369d2fccf8d21758d7a4453
98651e8f534b5ab52a3cd3bb7eca47ab
706b0c15ac6206298fabb68c432e93f5
3fbedf4ab5466ecd6e738b812609abd1
b99102cffc9abc15385b8c2e965d7ec3
9ecd955219b17e779808011113c87849
30ebe151f8b8a71c6c7393d4d217e4e4
bb579ad4503013482134eb868ffd2d9a
70d54696994927e40b72fef8bbe217da

57856

57344

79872

95232

114688

67072

86016

Figure 4.6: Allaple variant 1483 [Backdoor.Trojan|Virus.Win32.Virut.av|Backdoor.Win32.Rbot.adqd].
A non-polymorphic Backdoor variant, characterized by a constant pe kernel32 value
(GetProcAddress,LoadLibraryA – green node), and a few different binary sizes (nodes in
yellow) with a popular size of 57,344 bytes. Interestingly, this Allaple variant comprises
519 code injections, but only 328 distinct MD5 hashes (nodes in blue). Note the very
different patterns of this graph compared to pure polymorphic variants (Fig. 4.5 and 4.7).
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4.5 Summary

SetConsoleTitleW,RegisterWai...

SetVolumeLabelW,GlobalAddAto...

21156bdba67a0ec2f6ec1066a19c084e

106496

187904

94720

fb133d3043cf3a16d82fbf6f0de88741

GetTempPathA,CloseProfileUse...

ReplaceFileA,InitAtomTable,C...
GetConsoleSelectionInfo,Susp...
DeviceIoControl,InitializeCr...
GetCurrentConsoleFont,SetCom...
CallNamedPipeW,SetConsoleTit...
SetVolumeLabelW,FreeEnvironm...
GetSystemDefaultLangID,Query...
SetConsoleNumberOfCommandsA,...
OpenThread,GetCommTimeouts,D...
RestoreLastError,ConnectName...
EnumLanguageGroupLocalesW,Co...
EndUpdateResourceA,GetFullPa...
GetConsoleSelectionInfo,Crea...
GetUserDefaultUILanguage,Siz...
CreateProcessW,GetThreadSele...
PeekNamedPipe,GlobalGetAtomN...
GlobalSize,EnumUILanguagesA,...
SetCriticalSectionSpinCount,...
RegisterConsoleOS2,EnumUILan...
EnumUILanguagesA,DosPathToSe...
GetVolumeNameForVolumeMountP...
SetProcessWorkingSetSize,Loa...
GetSystemTime,GetDateFormatA...
GetThreadSelectorEntry,GetVo...
GetTempFileNameW,QueryDepthS...
LCMapStringA,VerifyVersionIn...
IsBadStringPtrW,MoveFileA,Sy...
CreateMailslotW,EnumResource...
GetFileTime,AssignProcessToJ...
CreateFiber,FormatMessageW,G...
GetCurrentProcess,GetLongPat...
CreateDirectoryA,SetConsoleW...
SetLocalPrimaryComputerNameA...
LZRead,SetConsoleCommandHist...
GlobalSize,OpenThread,FatalA...
CreateRemoteThread,GetConsol...
BuildCommDCBA,WaitForMultipl...
GetConsoleSelectionInfo,GetF...
GetAtomNameA,PrivMoveFileIde...
RegisterConsoleVDM,GetLongPa...
EnterCriticalSection,FlushCo...
SetThreadContext,OpenThread,...
GetWriteWatch,GetVolumeInfor...
GetConsoleInputExeNameW,Base...
a9af7bb43dbb0353bd0cc10d84e3df08
5702dfd0a93eca291979f14d4c1c76ed
8e29485c87f28c61e4053dcd1980e04e
972bd65de4d03c3c9a20af51928118c9
e7c7da2a90d3aac51e3a89ad63f22d7a
0baeb35dc4fed8cf474f13ef6e058ee4
VerLanguageNameA,FindNextVol...
1be86732c322f53e62727e1502afae10
416244c164277a5c593e9651e924b0d3
2e075e053939f46f599c3c8db84be7c3
84bc2be9d55c85787b29c9826ba6a17f
ae59a619f3af601f79c0516fb5e8702b
54f989d6e5716393a2209d3cf3f6cce6
a4ae035374350247c47351a28cc7bd74
c4bd2e56b867e861140689b095a40573
FindCloseChangeNotification,...
005212b858350e685835e0dc01a20b92
8fd642f5f906a7a27c4d63bc5f5c8bec
7244b43375e27695b55e969df4bc829e
cb27aba62a574681fea7b697b167ab5c
GetCommModemStatus,WriteCons...
e3919845b7406de69afacd0b91fe83b3
6063adb2616e15531a1c5e7bb410cc1a
48f23df3f344c2fc767898c5a9814a04
lstrcpynW,DisconnectNamedPip...
8adf1d48eaff0d7ef9603b69f6666cf4
e554f73c4703f429a36a512842043610
LoadLibraryExA,GetModuleFile...
e55be722fa1ef8cb4f888cbdebd5bd34
4a2a2c78b8dbce330d16bb14fdec5e99
51635c9aa11a6279cc8c9e107b65d4ee
GetFullPathNameA,GetCurrentP...
b4edbafbe9c68056de071b542ef0c351
305a3eec7cde718f3f29573c273ac702
OpenMutexW,SetConsoleKeyShor...
a0158cd46970c1afdad4319b8badac5d
5c977cb506f51d77f6a70cfd352d8a78
GetCommTimeouts,GetNextVDMCo...
b7904f7852dfb1da71f487734e337b7f
55beba372700ba3b1c9152391ebb971b
AssignProcessToJobObject,Glo...
7b9c5a71168498cd77afc56297bdcd3c
1352945daa8c7c72028e9f6f1d13889c
SetEndOfFile,WriteProcessMem...
19a48d45304f8f7d63f7514fc3faa733
FormatMessageW,SetLocalPrima...
3d824442ac287577446fbe914d62c8ee
8ed9b335bff64e71170a348a4e609cc9
GetNamedPipeHandleStateW,_lw...
5cfc99ed280495c68d92de74791cd748
59bb96864d994f5297e3455eb585bd21
RegisterConsoleOS2,FatalAppE...
750145cc316e3a9b41c498995781e721
GetTempPathA,ShowConsoleCurs...
0d56e8164047a99aa47667f6cf5072a3
e972f39b20a42d70e0e553b307db1f51
IsDBCSLeadByteEx,BuildCommDC...
7c906ca17f7d2b0e7ee34b9c901befbc
CopyFileW,CreateProcessA,Glo...
b1f6e7215a66a8e223ee700902eafcfe
01f6d55cc5195ec9c5fc4552fc01be8b
LocalLock,ValidateLocale,Con...
fb46bc7579191dbc7e772c56abc6d3bc
ReadConsoleA,FreeEnvironment...
1c7de8b236d6842b87e28ab42eee2edc
f395215fdaae32a06f2bfea515d4ce6b
SetProcessWorkingSetSize,Sea...
9d812d001bb2a68a9d9b2cae666d21ac
LocalLock,WideCharToMultiByt...
1441c671e747e30429a9cd2fedc89b78

d27ae49ec396bf11266687b294ff832a

acd2f9febed7933ef3e42eea1dc3c44a

183808

817e445448cb8906ecfa67422b9d68cc

GetThreadSelectorEntry,IsBad...

75a7b59227dbb9c9840480f8c4b3d371
ed9cd81aff4abcf071022e883510d908
6712d24100908090084f90d716891ffc
1c18517ace06da41eedbc6d572299d2b
890d1e8184e68d994a2e9f974b963fbc
d57a2a1b9942ba0749452e63c529fea2
d12874ec6eb0f3b3f30a8d0b5dcd1ce4
4c4ec1c878843e4a9fdbc5ca44161241
96696530941d66be9ba6b108eb323b30
437f7c50d2ec52f7a59f0db260a30ad7
77292df5d7614b2dbf5b86d40203bf7e
2a7ba39ca13c99ce1a47e60822274aa9
eb34c448c6387ac5150041bb72ef9034

85504

930bec1ccedd76343aa48367917d7182

GetTempFileNameW,IsWow64Proc...
CreateFileMappingW,GetWriteW...
GlobalWire,IsProcessorFeatur...
DisconnectNamedPipe,GetUserG...
GetSystemWow64DirectoryW,Glo...
GetPrivateProfileSectionW,He...
CompareStringW,CreateSemapho...
TerminateProcess,OpenFileMap...
ExpandEnvironmentStringsA,ls...
FatalAppExitW,GetProcessIoCo...

d8e065636555d1fe3244dd90a7383e92
db106ff34530dd9c3b6aa92dab496227

FreeVirtualBuffer,SetConsole...

GetFileInformationByHandle,l...

2903a2aafc0c1859b2e1b5f13c4734f1

163dabdd84d91aae3d62298a11ecfbe7
ae3f27d25c86d1f72d7e76a96dd3b631
6a5776dbc1080faf55c6c9465f5e2645

GetComputerNameExA,GetSystem...

QueryDepthSList,VerifyVersio...

094aabfc17d314248b947daf50a44e6e

GetComputerNameW,LoadModule,...

852d735a56019da75668dc28fef1b45b

EnumCalendarInfoA,FlushConso...

cd8bd0f24dcb6d9a4bf9b1cd96321bbe

WaitCommEvent,EnumUILanguage...

eeabcd3fd7f9dbc4b98d4e40fa7a060d
7c9ffbfba0b6d57f774dd7f900851a2a

SetConsoleCP,GetConsoleComma...

24b06687060ff11cea9f36496687911c
668fbbe096b466516d466e50e7963d72

DeviceIoControl,GetVolumePat...

f330b1221f2c22df91271bf279aaab27

6e7a871940a58a1e39dd612139487503

GetPrivateProfileSectionW,En...

9761e3b5ccc84d46e50bf33a4a144b50

e3e4f9b1788fa7a8f7b2b9e994f2f0d5
aa998de6ec52e5cb15b42068b1fa66dc

LocalFree,CancelDeviceWakeup...

1334bef639416b5dc2d3acbd8abb84d9

GlobalUnWire,CheckRemoteDebu...

3ee5575c684dad1a9e470461b226520e
3a71446728007d3aa45596dec4b17d8c

GetConsoleNlsMode,GetFirmwar...

5cd2cd52264f3442b0e9ba93044ad182

GetTempFileNameW,GetTempPath...

2ec065373ae13629ed0adc60770dc5f5
GlobalUnWire,GetConsoleNlsMo...

FoldStringA,ReplaceFileA,Get...
ShowConsoleCursor,OpenFileMa...
854f40c81a076566c2690f8789fec77b
GetTimeFormatW,GetCPInfo,Get...
e2aff46640dfb095fe37833141791a58
LocalCompact,GetCurrentProce...

7ef52aefbfbaffe08bb7908b8b3a4f31

QueryDepthSList,SetUserGeoID...

GetCurrentProcess,GetCurrent...

e47453052aaed7c575b36cf3f5683fa2

98720d8b2d0ade0497f7c5fe2486929d
a755f7874056232965fd919251055b7d
59145f1377539827d7723288092b56b3

GetProfileIntW,GetPriorityCl...

b9e108b55c15f7e84c6ca6cca4b912fd
ef73bbfe5ba0d3ddeb6f0844c0c33762
e30f6c80aeae506dfa6be8705877bdb1
cfe237d87c37ba6342952d184cb714db
11298dcd05bd9a3972f608f5ae780a78

GetFullPathNameA,VerLanguage...

404a1026a635ac8ca10a2a88e7d4da59

GetThreadSelectorEntry,Inter...

c50031ee7b7b0eb1318807fec7c9c44f
ea4b898bdd195883a2cae3bf7bd64aab

FindFirstChangeNotificationA...

3571e1cf34846403d029e559c2723764

GlobalSize,IsBadStringPtrW,G...

2bdafab205d8b0ed6e41e66885099f75

CreatePipe,SwitchToThread,Fi...

97756b56a41a7920ca37b603cd550127

CreateFiber,CreateDirectoryE...

8c746769ea0cc2d2f0cbb27b2b9344c5
CancelWaitableTimer,AddConso...

3a0ffe57b98c6e2940c1a896ce8073fb

ExpungeConsoleCommandHistory...

e4bfabf0111aa1ef29eb60f3bfeb9928

FillConsoleOutputCharacterA,...

1307eea4e677e358b6b478198126a4fe

DefineDosDeviceW,DosDateTime...

9e50f97c9efd3b60e3664524239436e6
097b86f3d0172014e0963477ae6cb218

WaitCommEvent,FreeEnvironmen...

b1b194ae83ca368e1773b7e6a26c2b77
GetVolumePathNamesForVolumeN...

HeapSetInformation,RemoveLoc...

edc4d25f1d4c6306bd633917a702b2f9

ConvertFiberToThread,Compare...

8771d4298d55b38a0d457fd7fbdcaa07

LocalCompact,SetConsoleFont,...

fb58922d21660e68a6dfe8da63a0bc56
RegisterWaitForSingleObject,...
0ff4fef2f42dd8888d77df968f7a56dd
GetProcessAffinityMask,Write...

66caa1bb6c9278b6b15154e62d981a8b

GetNativeSystemInfo,QueryDos...

eb2abd4651721e07886e4d727209b434

HeapSetInformation,MoveFileA...
GetDefaultCommConfigA,SetCon...

0efde3966d40dafd62dd95c70ec5e05f
4ba53257f0b88aa240440ca3a08dba93

EnumDateFormatsW,QueryDepthS...

GetQueuedCompletionStatus,He...

e16516f62c8a7ceb9db864a4ecba34c1
595f0db67ead2dd051152e19609e60d3

SetThreadLocale,GetCurrentPr...

88211b39238676f4ddd73115fa96ec3d

SuspendThread,CreatePipe,Get...
bb184cada592462f87a0de48b9940209

lstrcmpi,WriteConsoleOutputC...

BaseInitAppcompatCache,Defin...

5b05bba35e4552960ae19e22fb69986b

BuildCommDCBA,LocalReAlloc,G...

4b21e18ed24e29a7b1233ddec1555bb8

48c2deff3f9ebd6efd3d1df5c790c0ab

WriteConsoleInputVDMA,FlushV...

SetVolumeLabelW,GetWriteWatc...

57856

77cc134660ebbdb5d05bd79cc7734dc3

522c7157ad75d819417dfa1e8470a106
GetCommModemStatus,GetEnviro...
54cb52343b4b63f96c18f9aac6e42fe9

8b34d51d86d837cfdaaf3dfb3408c9c4

CreatePipe,TerminateProcess,...

CreateRemoteThread,WriteCons...

83dfc45e3303e951352ba6bd713b7ffb

23492bec8282a378288aab7e7948accb

RestoreLastError,GetComputer...

f82bca402b5714735adac6721d167327

GetTapeParameters,GetDateFor...

4a3b55004f6e77d25e4e47790a76e717

6d765b980718f44cc2d31a5ed185d86c

EnumSystemCodePagesW,DeleteC...

cdce257304e1a07a55925c9978fc86d7

BuildCommDCBA,WriteProfileSe...

f035b427e80a03802e25f25ae08a41c1

372da971958254935bf1d84444645785

8ae1453b32b9d928b2a74fee227cdb10

GlobalSize,lstrcpyW,FileTime...

c6652c068c6ea13d46c46d3f97b0eb48

592ab0516cf0cf2c3ab6e3a6986e7a61

5d17879d4a62696b96831f7ed3ef2a43

VerLanguageNameA,_lclose,Get...

1636007d197be7e0eb5c5e23560a56e0

3f16f2a477c4c4bd3b9dedf53c5f6a1e

EnumDateFormatsW,UnregisterW...

EnumCalendarInfoA,Module32Fi...

GetSystemDefaultLangID,Local...

RegisterConsoleOS2,SetThread...

114176

HeapSetInformation,GetAtomNa...

6857d928d13dbc92e17f01ca2ef356d5

89cf45d5e6218694af9938fe1c4d6ffd
d4bc719a1b5514228f1b059f944b1909

GetMailslotInfo,SetCriticalS...
f9b0f0ed94c98bcad065bd7e8f8d0ae5

GetComputerNameExA,HeapSetIn...

GetQueuedCompletionStatus,Se...

e6a9f3f67539fbd2ee2da4e2f9c2c78e

ae55758792998e4e433419717cb22c26

WaitCommEvent,BuildCommDCBA,...
94da01e5cde65c91cdc9939e199598e5
cb6cf8bae53ebe285e23bb52d099309d
47cc6053099a0109f45b17550bedebed

EnumDateFormatsW,SetConsoleC...

GetNextVDMCommand,OpenFileMa...

2a0908b210f98eda167b9f1b01f577af

d85ee2dd576a79fc9dc49dd74213cd57

AreFileApisANSI,GetEnvironme...

3dfe782af9852144c4baf0fe1a5862ea

LocalCompact,VirtualBufferEx...

QueryDepthSList,GlobalGetAto...

baca10b384f950246eea64bf2a0aaee5

c99835483f0288d07edc3ab44934d9b2
442e0e1da9d60c4d6c9ef4d3f49e561f
e119e40f8ae0b801d9101ac008b75dac
dd19f9926c918ef69c2908b531092d1d
8bd82b438f18bf793da2bbd86badb5d6
64483917671d3ae25952e754b164e018
DeviceIoControl,SetHandleCon...
5b8502441f8b7a79834aa406d5775662
58bc747d5042cd13785f47572e6135d2
GetConsoleSelectionInfo,GetS...
949b4cdb470f643c37c941d1c0e607a2
GetComputerNameExA,GetConsol...
a76502caad917768cb5e720b85d17b80
HeapSetInformation,GetShortP...
62e5e54118f6a5569dddaed14ff56bdb
EnumTimeFormatsW,GetEnvironm...
72b6e207fc12cd9935f272b9a7ac82ba
54b9482e0ebe71b5b1f8a96e7af7ab4b
GetAtomNameA,TransmitCommCha...
8661defe9406961e738c53c3f92378b9
RegisterConsoleOS2,Module32F...
51115ad2ad314952e2a4c2e1439b1940
GetConsoleScreenBufferInfo,F...
1b208eb62f263daa9dabbc70ab897ecb
FindResourceExA,GetFirmwareE...
5f7441ffb28f68669a070022d6013eef
16591fe69117c05cf3349a24cd1756d3
EnumDateFormatsW,EnumerateLo...
fa725966eff9d4781c6b685a0245af5d
CompareStringW,CreateJobObje...
42a68effd72734ca58c138e8c74f47e6
LocalCompact,EnumCalendarInf...
32a04e61c9eae34de09c443109be1c86
HeapCompact,SetUserGeoID,Int...
4ab737509c85b9851e7e548e3e54d1ce
BuildCommDCBAndTimeoutsA,Set...
71c6aa63a74787322288a50ecd274ef6

FoldStringA,FindAtomW,SetFil...

GetConsoleCommandHistoryA,Is...

LocalCompact,EnumResourceTyp...

9385834f3ec63c03973d341b34a1764a

VirtualBufferExceptionHandle...

GetTempPathW,LCMapStringA,Se...

GetVolumePathNameW,CreateDir...

CreateWaitableTimerW,lstrcpy...

a478ad66510813b766793dc397b3984e

InitAtomTable,SetConsoleMenu...

bfb53e53b55355bf19a9718988d8146b

DeviceIoControl,RaiseExcepti...
GetSystemTimeAdjustment,SetV...

GetTempFileNameW,GetFullPath...

a51186df651357e1ebd7b5e13d1a2f24

GetVolumePathNameW,SetFileAp...

690b02b455075ffc7a9707a66eee5421

GetConsoleAliasExesLengthA,G...

GetTempFileNameW,SetThreadCo...

BuildCommDCBAndTimeoutsW,Add...

569b996dfd29965cf5d3501c6f4b394a

RegisterConsoleOS2,EnumResou...

cdfeb8e61437ecc4a80dbfda39d9d4ac

LZSeek,GetSystemTimeAdjustme...

QueryPerformanceFrequency,Nu...

GetThreadSelectorEntry,AddCo...

9caa78859ecf896b37239f2d48cfd0f5

efb948375a842604942cd851f9625469
2610c23cf18bd1a08fe12e005bd0101a
CreateFileMappingW,FileTimeT...
97e3cd44f9c7835133bc083b7f2a442a
caa9cb3e638530e0516f73c208e0ef6e
99d9c95aa5db975ea386a21a445132a8
GetNativeSystemInfo,HeapComp...
fe80d2bc62910a9f73f32945d7ca6a8e
fb8c38c5b8350bb8ee26e2eba77b33e1
52293fb05a84226f884a8af36735290c
FreeEnvironmentStringsA,GetC...
a0d436f60e8fd16bc4fbc9b4f7f0389b
c09bcb45c3a9ec1bf81fe59a231097f3
MoveFileA,SwitchToThread,Int...
54a78e63b66a5032f349e0522b1e7ac0
a14b4137c509ffd46440ef8fa06fb354
GetFileTime,FindResourceExA,...
43ff02de6171b63c6fbead0ad94341da
b0e938da76213e7cffcbb3c1e28341f0
GlobalUnWire,AddAtomA,ResetW...
60cc23b47312607d5e0639a853d6a256
0e1a168383d9460e32bfbdaf998af32d
EnumCalendarInfoA,IsValidCod...
573e3caf2c411580aaf01e53d352d777
0b9334f206b370a82c5f2c5184e10dd0
SetVolumeLabelW,GetOEMCP,Get...
ad1fa356bca2104b3e5add177015cec8
8dcbf7168d24d1da22d8ae6d878b86e3
ReadConsoleInputA,SetConsole...
1f5fec7af70221d0d38292b048b2c54b
WaitForMultipleObjectsEx,Get...
548b4337a8ffa37b8ebbb4953f3efa84
SetFileAttributesA,BuildComm...
f1296ee80f7f7944b06af0bec6269f8f
e754ab9e6c8c86673dade36fd13b338a
GetTapeParameters,HeapSetInf...
fe60d65cf7a74fc3d7988e830a7446b6
6e075add7c76bbc1316f745ed3caa5de
LocalCompact,GetShortPathNam...
fc1e97b77648b3966bd8fa52e21f26d9
EnumResourceTypesA,GetThread...
cce7b754c17b0c4418ef799eaa281d37
a36e125181c0435cd73869a8375ecb4f
GetTimeFormatW,HeapExtend,Wa...
cbfc545158f2d6675f1c91df54f15d29
GetUserDefaultUILanguage,Del...
700708e32c88ff1c13381c0a1e6aa297
61d602b94198096f4a82229878448def
ReadConsoleInputA,UnlockFile...
0f42e2dee95db95dc331ecf1add3a83c
QueryPerformanceFrequency,Re...
57462a8df772cedb5242d2e721b9a915
48147360be65697a4cc4955a23eaf1b1
DosPathToSessionPathW,EnterC...
aec35ff7ac9fe35e831077b20bd9f32d
DosPathToSessionPathW,GetEnv...
56cd69df28787eb5decc6eccba464f42
537fb72990c40fce2901655b9d4f8b9f
SetConsoleHardwareState,File...
32973b530ed389c9a304712eab63281d
IsDBCSLeadByteEx,GetBinaryTy...
4480551d14b56692971ed1cc7d23680b
BaseInitAppcompatCacheSuppor...
3c1dfe8939b692c6ee6f88985e51ba5e
da773d870f2574423a1a706332ff75c0

DuplicateConsoleHandle,GetSh...
SetThreadContext,AddConsoleA...

IsBadStringPtrW,DeleteCritic...

SizeofResource,GetConsoleAli...

1eaa8b30e3fd919aecf3f6ba1aa2188b

CreateProcessInternalA,_lclo...
Heap32ListFirst,MapViewOfFil...
GetConsoleInputExeNameW,Rais...
CallNamedPipeW,EnumResourceT...
GetNativeSystemInfo,LocalReA...
RegisterConsoleOS2,Heap32Lis...
AreFileApisANSI,ReplaceFileA...
GetFullPathNameA,GetFileAttr...
CreateFileMappingW,WaitForMu...
ReadConsoleA,TerminateProces...
EnumResourceLanguagesW,Creat...
HeapCreateTagsW,UnlockFile,C...
DeviceIoControl,ReplaceFileA...
GetComputerNameW,EnumTimeFor...
InitializeCriticalSectionAnd...
CreateFileMappingW,FatalAppE...
GetProfileStringW,GetTimeFor...
EnumerateLocalComputerNamesA...
EnumSystemCodePagesW,GetPriv...
GetFullPathNameA,CopyFileW,D...
GetTimeFormatW,GetLogicalDri...
FatalAppExitW,Module32FirstW...
GetComputerNameW,WaitNamedPi...
OpenMutexA,Process32NextW,Lo...
GetConsoleSelectionInfo,SetT...
GetNumberOfConsoleFonts,File...
RequestWakeupLatency,SizeofR...
GetComputerNameW,WriteConsol...
EnumDateFormatsW,SetPriority...
SuspendThread,GetSystemWow64...
92221cee6d0c1b14315e1618835cbacb
abfda15738cfbcb8282d58468e7c5ee9
dd7be1afb7a154a78bf0c0f7ac0ef5aa
fa1560f97c38a3b8a836942b99aa9100
2daf230720255c1aa30332a023752678
CreateToolhelp32Snapshot,Wri...
811b35b16400ebb8afd8c47e499aade7
d80b1816dcdfab4e5bf67e57d8cb1fb5

EnumDateFormatsW,SwitchToThr...

GetConsoleKeyboardLayoutName...

30377b93d393f68acc001ede94d68e34

SetFileShortNameW,GetStringT...
DisconnectNamedPipe,EnumTime...
ReplaceFileA,UnlockFile,Loca...
CreateHardLinkA,CreateJobObj...
FreeEnvironmentStringsA,GetP...
GetDateFormatA,GetConsoleAli...
RegisterConsoleOS2,RegisterW...
SetConsoleCtrlHandler,Backup...
GetVolumePathNameW,GetFileSi...

FormatMessageW,LocalReAlloc,...

bcfd178c4c14442c2451f24c28accd16

c685e4a12d650c3f678c76aa180de463

CreateToolhelp32Snapshot,Get...

5d8ed06401dcfa9bc0fe2776e6e765d8
b6d5893cd190bf26b29e8e9dd4ace688

GetNumberOfConsoleFonts,GetC...

7750d2dcd270382a1ba1246ad38f7eee

25e0ec5f3cf7f3aeadb9d26448aaebcb

86016

11b303c84002ee2c0fd18542f426cbc5

6d42fba5e7af9573048b0b3453562bfe

FoldStringA,RegisterConsoleO...

e606695301c38c5227290176e2800fc0

626e47da0eb3f5cde91e9b3a72aad894

67f72cca1034c081e97a7a27ba5fd35c

95232

555ba2e9ee414f3af0cbf541050539ee

a1e3d0eceec8ec06f5ec8b27fa5e34c5
fdf2c95d3ee91472e6b61ac7e6034ded

3ff80e4b471162c34d1ae9a2a833cfc3

47f519a39d8c7c7b46b5e2147c8514ea

GetFileAttributesExW,OpenFil...

e35ce152090cd67cdf89dacd6261f740

1af5e7e7dc0e232126bfe4cee799f78b

SetConsoleTitleW,GetVolumePa...
SetPriorityClass,GlobalDelet...
PeekNamedPipe,DeviceIoContro...

a183452c4ae55dca0df906c6f08eca5e

SuspendThread,GlobalGetAtomN...

44c01f9a3c51372a2a06c7bbc7b52cd3

db488704f74398f2511a4dd124bcfba1

c4fb0f8e7b3a7b03c619bc7a674ec0b2

cfad241d11b8a5d7e1fa0d24f220c63d
7e5948fba67adf32417e8cc86c755b12

GetNativeSystemInfo,Initiali...

f9fbc027bff842fd8c81e3a2620a6180

01683776132af2a8cbf93c3cc44ce44a
585b00f3e09d877e71946d72997f65e9

a8630e0052aa4d92d6195d262584db15

GetSystemWindowsDirectoryA,M...

3a54461a83304b81c6d77da63c9975af

3a0d288a7af87edc5fffb70ebb1a0bc4

4a4ffe7b3997a4f73d8cca8a317b8fe4

f386ff614fa23cacbeb861d115ec0f2d
0ba429e60833a8ea0b15e8812804106a
c5708ade3cf7b7a9e6324855712f9aca

a99bd694b4a1438ae8a828ada926447e
EnumSystemCodePagesW,GetTape...

EnumResourceTypesA,SetConsol...

GlobalAddAtomA,FindCloseChan...
EnumSystemCodePagesW,Registe...
dba94ee4e154ad4a3237b180cd1b3a12
LZDone,AttachConsole,GetNext...
2721ad3494ef991d45e487d7045bf368
062769818864982e4fb1c2a32918817e
e353caf182c7c691b1fdb14b09ee7627
1e039d71faf0fa3d0d9d2292e89373fa

SetDefaultCommConfigW,Valida...
RestoreLastError,WaitCommEve...
lstrcpynW,VirtualBufferExcep...
GetPrivateProfileSectionW,Op...

78336
df5e4699466ec7a683a39d9e4683d8c5
06405e726b5a5ef5d2711a8565b8887b

GetCompressedFileSizeA,PrivM...

6fc8181e5ef3c8ee201fc7d13ef6b214

WriteProfileSectionA,QueryMe...

79ec528d98a87f3819b2831aa3c0880a

SetThreadContext,VirtualBuff...

fc7986aaa5991bead4a5430da631efd9

GetConsoleSelectionInfo,Quer...

719e7333cc3422dc4b058ac68b26636c

SetStdHandle,QueryDosDeviceA...

179ab3b38c0b46413ed4728c2cf230ee
CallNamedPipeW,ExpungeConsol...

QueryPerformanceFrequency,Co...
b35243096763d562bd520651934bbaed

GetPrivateProfileSectionW,Ge...

4a3d22e842a1dfcce49094503f344629

CreateWaitableTimerW,GetComm...

679535a311210430f94fe170657f8d24

SetLocalTime,GetVolumeNameFo...

GetNextVDMCommand,AddLocalAl...

be4d98463f74262c1ab51b84d6e5be5f

GetTapeParameters,SizeofReso...

42d68aa8ca7a589abd4cfed5172d6c79

447e129ef8d485a81e6cc46e983a1b60
WriteConsoleInputVDMA,Expung...
RegisterWaitForSingleObjectE...

3ed39f37d395a97351509717f46fd1b1

GetFirmwareEnvironmentVariab...

10b2baf5880c85d6e3befc6ee5362c31

f30271962fa144b2f3cc67142c3f8e15

d9ccf1008145e341f66ee7b25a452a22

GetExitCodeProcess,IsBadHuge...

SetStdHandle,GetSystemDefaul...

482f52d9615768c23ea2c3ea7c27ecd3

c889047047dc3ee89d73217854085822

GetPrivateProfileSectionName...

SetVolumeLabelW,SetFirmwareE...

72f95e4e31980e597150e3be7e7adc2b

080126aaec88fcef0c19cfa8933af700

ce9b98a5aca33f91b956a3ba3794491b

01ca1de99f5c3d070b76b350e4a17893

38473b2465a1061adfaed5bb2eabced6
11e0da6e11fc9736673c929ee280d482

79c536bed46eb2ebcd6722de715803e8

RestoreLastError,GetThreadSe...

IsDBCSLeadByteEx,DosDateTime...

d9735127cc5a9ad8e9c9ecdf6b766f31

b9bfc386be8e39535e6d77fbc6542551

e666c1fd18c82b12fb39cc8f8597ad6e
e9ed6d2d4fcb60b9ab9fb096c92a54de

GetCurrentProcess,SetLocalPr...
56e6f903c5023be0e8e5b070d8314824
GetProfileStringW,BaseCleanu...
EnumDateFormatsW,DebugActive...

268f2f9c5c1c63d8e9e1df474c623c06

CreateWaitableTimerW,QueryDo...

db4c494fbcd7a0763312120e3a4e575a

GlobalUnWire,GetExpandedName...

67584

02992b005227c5935e08460c85bd1396

SetThreadPriority,BackupRead...

303e3daaadaab5da0fecf89e3a51e6cb
496d8e3d093fee658067080f7237b41d
4fe5e20e91ff3ba903b0f95c9c22f1b0

CreatePipe,HeapCreateTagsW,V...

2e8453ea28a570a3324854c0829ee874

CreatePipe,GlobalDeleteAtom,...

b09e1ae6d14e61f0266c098c2adf37da

GetUserDefaultUILanguage,Get...

6758740a1be96847e85599772b3f2403

GlobalSize,LZRead,GetDateFor...

a57365bfcdf780c29e9326821f931a72

CreateWaitableTimerW,FindNex...

DeleteCriticalSection,HeapLo...

b1532174bd97cc71e7f69116ed092699

GetCurrentProcess,IsWow64Pro...

SetConsoleTitleW,GlobalFindA...

CreateRemoteThread,IsBadHuge...

47f3514d7bbcb54afec5631222949b2f
Process32NextW,SetThreadUILa...

GlobalUnWire,SizeofResource,...
4d10e427204a3a7d31a126cc18e525b6

CallNamedPipeW,GetFileAttrib...

2a6df9d459e5a88e50040e7613bb28be

f6741e4b5400a9d3c35fdd4aa3fac1fd

SetHandleCount,ExpandEnviron...

71c24440a7c48e45f3baa05e91466dd1
ceb416272b0a49b43a0ce3c8d387b375

GetNumberOfConsoleFonts,GetS...

91dd3aab9bb780fce3b2b0161779195e

QueryDepthSList,GetWriteWatc...

752d2952fb7d3b4369c99e03bea4d503

34de1938bcc8ec6dff284c4abd3b7c28

NumaVirtualQueryNode,SetCons...

EnumResourceTypesA,CancelWai...
GetFileAttributesExW,GetPriv...
HeapCreateTagsW,FileTimeToLo...
WriteConsoleInputVDMA,GetLog...

ec3c55a021505e3c7856b82ec6e2ecf5
89a45f2f51b70db8598bf5fff4d6b6f4

70294c323d2c82eeac1b1bc996a13142

GetACP,SetThreadContext,GetS...

5af3cfe0ce502cb3e2b4bdb036914bb4

fddb4c94984173ad32fbbd91ec8d4d2e

0b04e95a38ae76f6a0312764a9b896b4
523d3abb831f22ca3f8dbc40ac1be9c3

613e7ecfc35df2c2df15a1335e624225

CancelTimerQueueTimer,GetSta...

3c2bb438517ca0819536eb148b7a3ece

GetLargestConsoleWindowSize,...

fb99e48373f167fdac6ab3c802314f58

VerLanguageNameA,GetStdHandl...

78aa8780fc3a4e0e27fb0d142a4653b4

ReadConsoleInputA,VerifyVers...

8883c4475a06624b5d3e999c7ab77daf

SetLocaleInfoW,RegisterWaitF...

cab955db43b744d000623a25ed258e95

GetComputerNameW,EnumResourc...

5901adba1651092389b051d4e65134d6
IsDBCSLeadByteEx,PrivMoveFil...
b0d343e7d7fb989234b96a52398f861c

89600

GetComputerNameExA,SetThread...
4c4b122806223116bb9b62182e649167
DefineDosDeviceW,GetPrivateP...
5d9449271827bb28a043aeb6cb6c09cc
SuspendThread,ReadConsoleInp...

13621b333c06639a86c90a82d287f42f

WriteConsoleInputVDMA,FindAt...

GetComputerNameExA,CreateWai...
GetProfileSectionA,GetConsol...
GetFullPathNameA,SetDefaultC...
CallNamedPipeW,SetupComm,Mov...
TransmitCommChar,SetSystemTi...
CreateRemoteThread,CancelWai...
GetProcessId,GetVolumePathNa...

8602de890c194a8d9307e6ce3fe79a3d

VerLanguageNameA,ReplaceFile...

3fe01b08b8b75a19b877e033152d60d1

GetSystemTimeAsFileTime,GetC...

c80a69d079f11eb5cea72daea9c17862

EnumUILanguagesA,GetConsoleM...

426c69e9c0e3bb51db6e555b9a43c98f
5ac7f403352c0fe75589f1041ff8387c
3e7eae563159519f333c9e7675300e3b
3c0031c77fd974a0ef05b2f64fddcf23
325e98b0bc61fb6ab264e2443e9c45fb
d8b9580727c657728c52a874c70e3494
eb4cc92a8f21ba2b491efef89a729c56
e413d2ed09fbf6f081075b5218215b17

21c69bf4fb567e60144ba65c1f76f68b
4b5b20ae22b1a5ba0657dc1b3cf4dff1

GetSystemTimeAdjustment,Modu...

9bb9937d686546ffd81909f2dea29ad9

GetCurrentDirectoryA,WriteCo...

813288010df466bb11d0d37c1def47de

20fab3faf1953302605ef41aa26fe372

BuildCommDCBA,CreateHardLink...

44bbf52e2e9c85e685a0a5d1afd79c19

IsBadWritePtr,FileTimeToDosD...

55808
60928
66810
78848
88576
82432

728aacf82c751309a44bc3fc0707906b

Process32NextW,SetConsoleCP,...

4b9f2fe214adb495a6232821b4199b33
EnumTimeFormatsW,ResumeThrea...
d34ffcf03b2fa19f986bf6f64b4bc4cd

84c97327754b70e91d388c55a4278448
5015fa7319e5ce937bcfc4db81af8fba
c18daa0eb89a56a13d72e9ceff4ba011
8567b0e32c787b95bebd7af00c16ca1b
253ce39eaab56379909c6d2d02a31d64
60730c13894c3b5b81748f3e555be362
83738e9ddddafbf4dffdc05f30d47de9
41cb19fd86b3407176bad7b464cf1f4b
aacf264d2d2b581c2383361fb4a27b64
b41a774c2fbd7ceebbe3b56fc63bc83d
416d8dd32c9a47d5866a8992f5d33533
f7b54254da30b5a67ec959850a877751

EnumResourceTypesA,EnumLangu...
0821a3e266c1d08f4d1ceb87fe4283d4
EnumResourceTypesA,Module32F...
2506128c071ea7a437477422f90d0131
GetComputerNameExA,MoveFileA...

9b8b02e239760fbb0b6723425534e751

CreateHardLinkA,AddLocalAlte...

2748d2dce668d9cf58c4d161aeaf919c
5e36a7d47f6cc28c3fd9bcee45353800

e3bb292eff0a5bfbf768f42dcbea845d

a01bea1a9232254f44c8bb6ec0e320c4

CreateWaitableTimerW,SetCons...

5053b53870857401150f78aba315e0f1

GetSystemWindowsDirectoryA,I...

56b9d26c19589b7fa8ad635e585bf2f0

GetTempFileNameW,GetLastErro...

1066e2568f1bc045ac1ae99c02b4a9b7

50176

6321613611d5e6afbcc40090fb2f6305
ac142e0446d827cf3368c05636031445
37ac55a983fdf4b2de58ed69aa29bdec
0adbc644c2d069bb1716c7a8f05e8030
5398ee3f9fa372caec1408f43beac29f
cfef5ba6063d182957e84c830f76f72d
739704a122af888312bef657bf7de0ce
5edc5fb68ca9840356bf7010a6996c9b
d3c33c103cf0d2fd19f4f5610f7b9919
d0fe93eceb4a8a0235c7f9721dd1773a
dd37be8dced9d0910eb8b297fdaae4df
5035de8cbae85f4017a0c43b858ab175
74473505ef968e2f8cd764d9af12adb2
db0703341e81cfba812e8a53b5c10812
a35e584f01e6127030dd8486504a50fb
bb8c4e3ca0db18af53313337423e3b2e
40b7e6d2c2927c31e001a6b99a53742c
7e1e2ccc6a40851169dd57a065b8dc2b
a01cdbba1ce714410dfefea26524bfe3
97eb503bc488a001df9a1915393d40dd
b4d9dd3a19e7fdd2211d81983f8e4d75

8781c9374d12c235a029ab13017dfa7c
aeb8076e8dae87e1fa313e390a058d31
93c6d26bf821424f76a84af4e8e9155c
bda724db36b1783276726092c71dca2c
52a8ea06373bef5d32214d0fb79114fc
b6b77a132a587364a3ca9729ce55e106

BaseInitAppcompatCache,GetDl...

PeekNamedPipe,GlobalWire,Glo...
GetWindowsDirectoryA,MapView...
GetFileAttributesExW,Registe...
GetDiskFreeSpaceExA,FlushCon...
OpenFile,Heap32ListNext,Chec...
GetDateFormatA,ReleaseMutex,...

101888

ceb250f0aef25ace0325f9a8636376ee

59392
61440
50745
57885

39b8ab14eaf444c6a873685e4fc644d3
1548100e530f37ed921d05fddc5b50cc
577da2fd37264fbf1b4271c86479972e
53dd4eafeb42959cf400e9f4f89a7196
c7329be387c5ec846c6a6d2899509e01
b007c5faf8c9a6be867b4f60ef553a84
70cef8240529b5ab041964ac3e6f5db5
2ec4e464951c0d17b0867258df2653c6
38caa34c01d3dc99d80f6f5854abbe9a
2a9ccaa6775d9763c0bad4cfb2ea12ca
fa31b681a4fa99f5e8a8f0a52ae7767d
d91bf220cc688afc246d619269f090b0
5bbb163bfeb49626f976ae1241a9375f
4178c63e200228fc34891e261ac37b81
57d8a1d90b8e40c6325c55655f900cef

GetProcAddress,LoadLibraryA

EndUpdateResourceA,CommConfi...

65536

649582c3bcf2b9c50868229ce0bb771e

5a532c1b84ecaee3c78555e952200687

GetFileAttributesExW,ReadDir...
WriteConsoleInputVDMA,Update...

6bc06640f991dc801c25a12dd1e7e3d6

CreateRemoteThread,QueryPerf...

57344
52785
59904
192512

95a59462e676550f88e0dda3572b0ba3

GetNativeSystemInfo,Heap32Li...

51476e8be0aa6a966b4828207f52d0a3

BaseFlushAppcompatCache,Rele...

404ff8f6d90dd3b1f7a205323421816b
7409362bac30b30b689dcaf7f1f5e6b4
521f782e4e3ffa78de119eac502a111f
aadf8784b9caa6f9e2945e5184aa32b1
865019e7de5aed5c5808729e575df997
34a84b8a9258e507b98e56f52dd3ca0f
211e5e7f3ce73d59c31476d11e28ae91
501f594b1975f23ba68d10a01a333685
08192f5f64d59beb5215733e6a79f8aa
d28c1d2506561af041213d8416406149
df06c908c96c0929d8e2864c10998dea
77081888c5ee69cfbae303ea64ee1c60
fe0728a4949b08f50a56a022d40d725b
94c44abc6386c0c94898416a57ad1018
7ccdc21d90186fc4434473c131e14d29
82e9550230068918600997f705352580
98c20d941ae2ad0b14e0850992f5f482
c0276991baff7a50b6f774d7055c440b
5577fb8e4252ddce43bd679c48d285b8
0f0f16ea3fcca6b6e1ef603e220cc1c5
2bc924f3d99e219a7a76630da65565f3
9999637061cb774d6630f2cc49aeb8a6
6f93e9aa58633b23e067cd668b18755b
9e68138118c7f4b54d693c62279430e5
a04441ff352a200320e26f58d3ff51f3
5bcc2785d3b391dc76509b802c8b9ccd
f21498c4aaf0738a7c1f084c52fd5ce4
188ac73b310f82a8aeb8ad9fd16acdc1
9aa2fb3ca66f0403f07e67de56ca5750
56bb3ca866579e8a41c6804e0e824cbb
d8ab51305bf9c44855f31e898f772182
710c8f29c90f3df5a85041e7e4633601
a33ddb5b86c61946cf3597cc4325155f
0495b340646b77fcf3fe49ff485e185b
231309d2481b0aabc4db9daf21f3d1b2
196c712dcc5e6d80952d1efb220acbd7
309a8687ea4ff19f924e83761e671b3a
3cf09e026fcff38ed03dfdaf6f71b595
2930a81a0dc4f3756056c7e85f3af4f6
eb39b242a074a2419f90b61595a522f0
0ec42b2d429935de6617cc33cd898954
5b78925fb5057f5803a5fcf3501f6f41
2de1bbf8d8c64b40524f947750c40862
578a077a6c5681b9e98d6086244869f1
2c7235f22ba58362cd4c9a2a03de252b
04852998a9696f7ed070b5ec9d892d87
482e68e43fd4453d1981a83d983f3637
53d1e495cc690080275ea387875111a6
bf22245f43beddb7319bac1c6b9669c2
3a0e8faed09bc50c54bf5800753157d2
4637a590e8c0b9287fae68ab4683ad24
e231b0f3f7dfd47bfa7d58610a408b1d
333b350d0d6d70a9fd70bff7ab0487d1
4467f62f95163f3f1ef5edfae8979019
46f295fb7e98f2a230a5d2cfd0e2ade2
9396de4143ede43efc702a1a7ee0172c
4872306eb13d30939d765f5d32d7428b
c9642c0e5160c039aeadef94f6077c07
241566cb6cba5d170eb99078d370197e
6d2a6637f0c167463fd1fed91dd06d84
f9b02bcdf80bb45f5e366ff6b9e7f33b
8f4e8e31fcdbf9635791ab009defe1b5
c910333a5c10302540a30e16275fdd3f
42f2cd9aa6b2491a1f9b44e046237702
246b186b1e3c7b917329e8a0cafe05fe
7021c2547f82120e069db074552042b7
2fcaddd20a75ee9c960f0b30263d6c0d
6ba2527c0b9004e5134f621f5e43dd39
1caaff7bf430480a00110758d614add3
0e49a15c1fc2061c0241a05db6098453
d4e8a5feff80acda9b305efa1d1c0094
20c53f9edbce1ddf64f47a0ceabe7fdd
9a54749b795ae9d6b9408fc6bbeef774
177444bb256cbd0e652b16c8f7bb0259
6b4a1e08bce8b57eebe49331f47e7e0a
b4c5f67bffaba98ccd1301d9ec24f1e5
21e79056b4a7f0f0419501e48dbab831
8cf90c4376aab59a4baba3296c6fb332
b4a169e99b7dc507f8378640c2210fd2
2d4d15e066236fb52b7bd38557cbdf75
84710e5641dbba81fb2154604a28b332
ba94a9b239f283d69db897aa68e3c197
593d4803e14188d5d659bf5562efdc11
d17b524cf59009a3d58a628540661668
95513745d7802b5f56f837bcd20e3a83
a273cd8915402a11ad3ec1d3398ee39f
09461eb9bb930abf66f9c3358aeabd6a
61428fa5c28ec00763f7ac27715b0c17
0870ee3eede0637c0375d384ba8b1714
8741103e4cbe4f0c7ef6faeaf478ec2f
eb0d19c5f970add40eb91f3b7c4b4b3e
bbbee012f8d3c11f239610ad2cb53b43
998bb7615920ec994bda6318756f9d10
810472f650d6c53576b1192cc542438a
00c6123e2563a0aaf62c3f8bd6a73426
50cf258317274bf80db6a4e0e3960f7c
56418b10c9e388ffd9584899bebfe7ca
1624d63a2a0c4a4d32a5c0f62ac72772
dca8713db4f5b7b84a66b51d925e7f9c
fed75d8acf584880f9fa5f2a4a62504e
a0cc75d6ae69ad5f87a68ecb43ac9dcd
65a5eb97527493f75fe80dc3ef36e39c
26a6ea55f181980edc6d85f58164fc3a
a43248ecbf04a7bcff1618a32577519c
1b8c28e9f235b38136ed4d339ca83d4e
f84f71078a2d098bf27482ab748d71f3
4e9e2ea6b1ab01ef51cfb8f1099a7917
b64887fc0e4cf0489946840cb9e1de89
8d572308d12661c08445a3eabe63253a
eaac80b27ae457b509e00d72a0c89c78
ca33410f6915b2287afc6b833da2a452
bbe429bcbc803f1ea99068313d1e8d85
8e617b6074ab1a7349f10096e641943b
97848587c7af175b033688d1e21d389e
587bb28e92dcb2f6ed1305bf730ce93f
5198113439b18f30f827fc89ba24e480
a4d943b672ea7058037d7c362b9a0dab
279c4539930b722441d5ceb62a472cc3
cc9e2e8e66230db40c56ddcb2e1db906
d485b3232857df7766383951943bf521
5d0d1e3126054767be14c6ecf6e5c012
3a046420fa54e1e027893ecacbc6a115
7c8183c5564ab7faff1b7b77b5b47769
91131b8f068171dce002093086e12bf2
0025877d3421f62fcc5e89626c1e2cb6
33959bb2c48363ddd3637ea78c048b6c
2e77a421b498a203aaf3e37169054fd8
f01b7bd8da80f45ec514f255b88519c5
6e43941230aedce205510a048f958661
65608cd29199a5750a13a7e0d28bbc15
e6c246ff1417ec3044ce2745a15a1248
c76528ecaaf9df9cfe8b8e90696c4432
746efb75393e096f5fdd60699ff3aaf5
ab0a946230b4784aed1078a45f7f4c85
3c006fb6f1c60f4b80c659eb9412f814
437d934871d0beebe5e538daf553c137
82908d2a0247df331e77410d2335f9c6
d63fc94f25aa90225820e1bd0e00215e
3d4d1c98cc8a811568b4e4f2074fa7fd
c97f4c7d3ed204c21225432e4c4be6af
87af5a25dfc0f6783c0a88a023c2a4b4
c4af6e846c046ae87f4be59685405f49
6527ce860cd40ceda4e2a81782d46c2c
73009f89161daf24f8e1bb9fb9193c36
56046dd2bf531d58b0a8ef4712d4bfb6
32683449b63735d826a3b3c5711574b8
c682e30a90a7b1190df98db5bb6cb494
d32c6cd88bccb62a8239453e6b43f8c6
4b29fe1850667b7e136d32859c0cb244
f012fd27e87465f00ca5fe4dc7067713
6c2f770a30043992a0f5f32ceb7cc56e
b167580746124cb1da9f720c322b4c9f
1efe6f9a4cfc133208001d3e965f91ee
f9088ccb9b16c9057a587b743de484d6
f808e97edfb4e1054cb0593184c629c9
af1894848b6525c7882c33b59d1bbebd

a2a6ce20230799f5b096b7122412d6d2
RegisterConsoleOS2,SetVolume...
3f23e5b931015f7bb9f1fe6ba1019f21
LocalFree,SetConsoleHardware...
7afe8ec3bbe5012ca977a0a5d5cc1026
WriteProfileSectionA,AddVect...
18e2b5e3285ca6981c5829e3b4039d91
RegisterConsoleOS2,Terminate...

eaade4d8b02ae9f97a3ba0e6e1608169

IsBadCodePtr,GetDevicePowerS...

553122e458a58565b4409010af825af7

SetThreadLocale,SetCPGlobal,...

2c0039eb7d4ddbadcc5f15874a0607a2

EnumResourceTypesA,MoveFileA...

2f5064ea59939e6af69da75cf216b51d

CancelWaitableTimer,HeapFree...

64f415ca3478231a19a3693d552089b9

GetComputerNameExA,GetNative...

7107e07a2e91f0b0752ad19ef2b7137d
f3095123e6d9027b479297d11012b9a3

DebugActiveProcess,WriteProf...

60305abc406d4219db0f82d8b0d786d2

CompareStringW,AddVectoredEx...

d9997ac71187bb1e9a29c77ef883e27d

FoldStringA,ExitVDM,FindFirs...

bd8d455db4403a7e547e3ff62e03cad9

ShowConsoleCursor,GlobalAddA...

40e2a01d9674d03532392f2dc19fad73
ConvertFiberToThread,GetComm...
5c60ce86381bc74bfc18e84b8b846834
CreateFileMappingW,GetNextVD...
66f423d90d14b19c35e22aab625acc02
LocalFree,ReadConsoleInputA,...
6c0e4a9494ed2b43b10af8102ae5212b

GlobalMemoryStatus,GetFirmwa...

f3049105545209747459c2821fdaca23

EnumDateFormatsW,InitializeC...
GetLastError,FormatMessageW,...
7b16a0dd165796ebfc8a9357fa376160

57630

12707c32b9dcfa218a42f1857232c7f3

53179
159232
57120
GetWriteWatch,GetProcessAffi...

94208

ebc3422ae71e1d03f91826616b8ddb4f

126464

55335
82819ade632c6e25fa265d0001d13f59

5ff2baa9cb9ecef2c5d9c59c53a83534

52530
50235

1929adbaea0dddf53aff28502cbeff81

GetConsoleInputExeNameW,GetC...

SetFirmwareEnvironmentVariab...

110080

d4cbd385400807158075456327a03096
5f8617996b785acd4b0fb6cf589dfe23

56610

9135748db350dd81f3223703cfbe73ec

GlobalMemoryStatus,QueryActC...
965069cc62c073537d642e46e2e2cd4c
GetNativeSystemInfo,GetPriva...
fbdb0fe689f7e206a8a7ff7061a12706

1c448dc4b0d88476d3e5a53d7dd45d29

65024
lstrcatA,GetCPFileNameFromRe...

c05720b3e6d63f5689a509729c7e1a10

GetCPInfo,MapViewOfFile,Debu...

HeapCompact,Heap32ListFirst,...

VerLanguageNameA,GetProfileI...

5ab59409d60b1dd8407ebb1344426713

fd9a63ec7e9dbb513c578b63953c53bd

EnumSystemCodePagesW,LocalCo...

BuildCommDCBA,GetPrivateProf...

50688
90112
50226

d8619551051a2765a75880764fe7efa9

IsBadStringPtrW,EnumResource...

SetupComm,WaitForMultipleObj...

GetTapeParameters,GetFileTim...

59954

6cd3d62cbec86156dd19fbf64ca104be

CompareStringW,EnumSystemLoc...

CreateFiber,RegisterWaitForS...

51255

1fb34b791ac3900ae00458597dca24af

AreFileApisANSI,GetProfileSe...

850f7556588e0edcdfcd61d0dbf97df2
652088a9a92d215baaf8f4b111fb366a

7f1b1c99250c8933dc8cc3a1ed8559d4

OpenThread,GlobalWire,Create...

4282d155985e788ea870e62381fb7d7c

cece059ec910952c3c554e0b26ec0e6d
e33f1c9458ba4cd61aef9a25da7c221e

LocalCompact,CreateFiber,Set...

GetSystemWow64DirectoryW,Dos...

2a09f933505851c06f81e40522b021c5

SetVolumeLabelW,CancelWaitab...

cfcc447bd463adea1972b7fd4b258dc4

963215723e54a8771b79448420608461

DisconnectNamedPipe,Transmit...
98f954638d73795735d546884a980da0

e651182fee0e45bccbcaaf412652bc54

AreFileApisANSI,WriteConsole...
GetCurrentProcess,SetCalenda...

579e54714f11073c4236225a134bb886

fc8774cf67ffb44bed3c3227b234e115

OpenMutexA,SetFileAttributes...

ca5870ac75e74cf84d1d6a1a90e290b1

7c1c2a1867940cd9da7f5c43d5521a1b
SetThreadUILanguage,DosPathT...

DisconnectNamedPipe,IsBadHug...
e528acb205aec41257fa35a485da067d
ReplaceFileA,GlobalFindAtomW...

fef36e7d8a975b290e01b2ef796920a8
e824c315bc207af8322bcd459e11f2ec
6049a8378d40fd8285da9c547121b067
d25b8ee6d77785f37fe94e92c241390c
097906b27ce4ffbe8aa0f1114828ceb1
22068b100240922980b983830a2a2a00
5e1042905f704384abd72892ca3432a4

0b058c70d4c8d69cda2a3df62b73ec79

GlobalMemoryStatus,RtlZeroMe...

SetConsoleTitleW,GlobalUnWir...

EnumTimeFormatsW,ConvertThre...

d86df30e95f68b6b4ad01709fcd637d3

a8d0c4aac2c0f21ac51035f8cdb884ba
GetComputerNameExA,FileTimeT...

EnumUILanguagesA,ShowConsole...

7d82299d770d683fce411699b80751a8

GetSystemWindowsDirectoryA,C...

863d03e1b6aa58dcd2a329e5a50b84d7

CreateToolhelp32Snapshot,Set...

0a32c368b0be18206bc295674729f965

4921ee2dae97c9a67f99b76896e50872
73aa80628261f17ff9cb2523466b280e

CreateToolhelp32Snapshot,Bas...

9cd7940731bd241e61192811efa00578

ValidateLocale,ReleaseSemaph...

EnumResourceTypesA,IsDBCSLea...
SetConsoleCP,CreateHardLinkA...

47c1ce1937d4452349232d62fb5a8638

BuildCommDCBA,GetProfileStri...

63488

33e76857cee132825a1a49259c47f57d

e44175b2380cbf3576c278eecb626869

LZRead,BaseProcessInitPostIm...

2f288a409cf5a3b137ae45046c20cd08

SetStdHandle,CancelWaitableT...

b034707388af24aa8bf7e52e6482979e

SuspendThread,ReplaceFileA,_...
LocalCompact,SetProcessWorki...
CreateJobObjectA,SetConsoleC...
HeapCreateTagsW,GetConsoleAl...
FoldStringA,GetConsoleNlsMod...
GetDateFormatA,SizeofResourc...
LZRead,RaiseException,GetLog...

BaseFlushAppcompatCache,IsBa...

51ed3785af50abe53a82dd200af814db

e378db6d823d8fa71365876be2566e59

ae105bda066e581bafeac68b4238dce1
CreateFiberEx,TrimVirtualBuf...

03d5718ff598c6b10bd9fc73a6cd0912

VirtualProtectEx,PrivMoveFil...

d81a0747256c6842e9673cc81415bc48
696d17814bffc97edaf8955c0562963b

de21abcc3b6dd49fa25c3fa4391bc5e6
GetFullPathNameA,GetWriteWat...

GetPrivateProfileSectionW,Se...

44988804aec52522d62c06cfc46c7911
688559c52aeff1d864bd4fa32d9b29bd

CompareStringW,ValidateLocal...

e0aabd4df192bbbb6e79ae9efd2e38df
d3a426b12b327df5afbca35920f5b882

96704d5aeb9143d7ba82a14c9a90ca4f

GetTempPathA,SetThreadPriori...

b4c0ae29f865dbb636666bc5df7d33b0
6b43767752ef6dd87d8cd71727381979

PrivMoveFileIdentityW,Unregi...

e329a5ba27d252bff882e74656266213

SetVolumeLabelW,GetVolumeInf...

9965d273a7a56198a6a553c6f8d39e8a

SetProcessWorkingSetSize,Hea...

WaitCommEvent,IsDBCSLeadByte...

71bd5881e13d5fe568960a36f4f3c116

86528
QueryDosDeviceA,ReadConsoleI...

525a96d992a3b3d084a32d9278c2c138
EnumResourceTypesA,EnumResou...
LocalCompact,FindNextVolumeM...
QueryDosDeviceA,GetPrivatePr...
ReplaceFileA,DebugSetProcess...

GetPrivateProfileSectionW,Fi...

GetConsoleSelectionInfo,Comp...
GetConsoleSelectionInfo,Find...

93696

GetTempPathA,ConnectNamedPip...

5f0c4a7f2a0253868d39bc7b471000ea

84480

WriteProfileSectionA,Heap32L...

257371436ed3c1371fce7f865af4e199

a4e990068c9cd74ef7a72ced95dd81e6

118272

169320

Heap32ListNext,AddConsoleAli...

aa55af69c24275359b0fb2f09ff27992

1ab9776d2e13d88502d7c2676b3ad1d8

89088

GetConsoleSelectionInfo,Unlo...

GlobalGetAtomNameW,UnlockFil...

272bdb9d00c6e437a44647bb61d4a5c0

dcc904902da17c2b64aa37c79b1b2df9
ed78fe742fed141580812b2fe11e1580
4f3f85aaf5d6ffff6b13bb866a16802c
e52b43fff115dac7422c5d3a2202b552
51eb89406204b9ff045d9c8799f75f47
bbfbe86367c6564ffb81f0e4bab6a775
9cbb99b92c25889195e5674cf6d49bf3
8c14ec900d59ddfe0a479c9b3b7d8744
f5db2d758b6066cb8973edefe11dcf70
b88b97626fb6e8fed3a2915301bc09ec

49520c4e0503058ca087cc8cbdbde903
GetNumberOfConsoleFonts,Writ...

0a7ab13cc1e143fccf38e575d624ed70
608353f6c42e9992a5833bdb674f5b59
dbdaf5f707a1783729d5e10d967f153f

5cade45ded6734f449dd4ea764aa2cf1

128000

SetCommConfig,GetConsoleMode...

86fce46a3f0e447ceb619433d9630fd3

8f05b24fa09e4730ead44c8737ef7f63
CreateMutexA,GetDateFormatA,...

2a448caea1657214d82b2e7217da1344

GetProcessIoCounters,GetCons...

d51a8c4f4403ca828b7b5ca048329b8b

EnumUILanguagesA,GetStdHandl...

fac8e5bfbd1bd1e440187bdef9820191

4717b7e86e452ef5b9dd62e504257633

DeviceIoControl,GetEnvironme...

FatalAppExitW,UnregisterCons...
GetTapeParameters,GetVolumeI...
SetVolumeLabelW,GetSystemWow...
EnumResourceNamesW,GetTimeZo...
GetFullPathNameA,GetNativeSy...
Beep,IsBadHugeWritePtr,GetCu...
GlobalGetAtomNameW,RegisterW...
CreateFiber,Toolhelp32ReadPr...
EnumSystemCodePagesW,WriteCo...
EndUpdateResourceA,EnumSyste...
45c95952705af6c92d84ce4f11490d1f

dde8eff3fd57a0eb32f2b77f3e934d74

92675adbef1cfb376eab9689c64ac7b4
3f517ee1b8074650336f8fdeb13f1680

InterlockedExchange,ReadCons...

37a91b2e2d15efd6e4abe555d0a8b42b
184f7a77ff50c49787e90b090645db7b

bb21482a722e02ceb65dfee24bac14d3

3a661208b48045740a466c06df7f8e1a
9f88be842ce60f918f0f0400ba7689b9

08add55c6371d928333519a45c608444
e9402f0de73895377b0f7d4624e21616

ReadConsoleA,GetBinaryTypeW,...

88064

398326fd639726724a553b3e49022697
GetComputerNameExA,LocalComp...
dc0f37dea693e88e1ba1b1cb74eac3b0
FoldStringA,CreateFileMappin...
CreateRemoteThread,TransmitC...

d4842a559b62696191063a88f2c5417e

GetConsoleScreenBufferInfo,G...

203ddede7340970e07670fc4298c11a4

SetStdHandle,SetupComm,EnumT...

27185b59b0405917d6e537e6401d014a
5a25431b08ff66c23fdee55e0a122946
0215e7791757f6709dfa19a5d739cc99

FatalAppExitW,RtlFillMemory,...

dba444043412f263ffa83dea6883b359

CreateRemoteThread,ReadConso...

fe9065211bf0c851b1d0da435da380d5

LZRead,SetupComm,GetTimeForm...

dff10d38445f04d9775c1352a4278c05
89eb145d106c8cfbe234e4cd60eef67c
7a8421d88236d838a2cc5e4a0dd78788
61452b0d59ae252dc46277a905faf27f
7a8bacce7ad4ade9e4896524e73996c8
4c7ef2672249fe074d8b34c0f7838c53
10a83bbd183c7a594d7832360b59847d
eb7cab1e1235aaaa6dabed1cbad10a9f
SetSystemTimeAdjustment,Tran...
d71e68af8ac10e3c9908690022595744
GlobalSize,WriteTapemark,Pri...
b71d5169216d408945c70307c97ad526
02fecbae3c2adc07953af5b6351ab4c2
GetDriveTypeA,GetProfileStri...
bff508755051a2581f2a084aa64eff9f
InitAtomTable,LCMapStringA,_...
231fd8b3d807aa5e22d89004a72104c2
SetFileAttributesA,Initializ...
fe6e75de4c0d2141e67ffd4461e7b51d
HeapQueryInformation,QueryPe...
de44e8fe0bb441f13820997f73cfd5f2
716e67c5897bf86ddbe46fdbac23de3c
GetComputerNameExA,SetConsol...
4b2c078282fa1bf9b3a317e3969631e4
GetFileTime,SetThreadUILangu...
b852c6a5e73f7c327d4b29d489978e38
WaitCommEvent,HeapSetInforma...
919ac86fd1af0a77b796dd5d4507d44a
7f9a556e84cf3ad2cd06b717e78e916d
LZRead,InitializeCriticalSec...
bfc152452521db933ea6af8edd540d04
LocalCompact,BaseInitAppcomp...
31d98598a3a5c56e03ecec2725b9c11e
LocalFree,AssignProcessToJob...
515481ed8a3186b1e0aa3fbca5452a56
8a7a4664c9cdaa2f051925f7fed9bf66
FindActCtxSectionStringA,Add...
0a95d10e85e6540e4e18ea852eaf3767
WaitCommEvent,WriteConsoleIn...
602fd639fe49126fb9e36f143e5dc4b1
SetConsoleTitleW,GetCommConf...
aca00bb63fdce10bd77221b44b03693f
15f424a873879219d1d324c7eefd3d30
CreateRemoteThread,EnumResou...
6eca8b9413f8c744bf8d5895f200e295
IsBadStringPtrW,RestoreLastE...
2a47647ce93b1d668878f5b90a14de60
28bcb059b4df572bc58943dee68ea750
GetFileTime,GetLogicalDrives...
ce38fa06d0cd18678027e930b24ff389
WriteTapemark,DisableThreadL...
4aca0d5d1528420c028c57e7bd0f4208
559a6fef4fc45277722df834553f9f26
GetConsoleAliasesLengthA,Com...
a49e17fc1c7f062bc234017c72e8ed91
GetTempFileNameW,GetConsoleK...
272081699904f3b6e353177771659c70
7c3190e4a1070a43f83897ed40e30979
ReadConsoleInputA,GetProcess...
08962a68cc65b06f8b30860a5c24c3ef
GetVolumePathNameW,GetVolume...
466564b099668460c34d662868d234c5
1be56c3d69f9441a4cafc617906ca239
GetTimeFormatW,AddAtomA,Find...
873b9506dad8d21a146d6dfa89da0bd5
23eba126c10cfe7d5fca81a51bef89a9
FoldStringA,IsSystemResumeAu...
f6be2b7629b63c354e232ed44d98039a
78835dd6a880240721387f95489d27d8
19c2309d7919a7fcdb81178fbc04a2e1
HeapCreateTagsW,Heap32ListNe...
e1b41eb2ebda2670f5305574fd9fc26d
a314dc8c1fee791696db5052588df32c
AttachConsole,FindAtomW,Crea...
450ea5ffa3d3a29dde11e6eef957ec83
026721e454ed9da3b86a8ed201c34677
WaitCommEvent,BaseProcessIni...
9bf2397b3c347c4c9514a7b90cf8212d
08b2857c795d2beeaad74083d361d538
LZRead,VerLanguageNameA,GetC...
a1dce919ff5054daae625f41422605b8
c2b72979c20137028abb4868210e1cf9
DeleteCriticalSection,Heap32...
d2e50259de4c4e08bc2ffe67efb372bb
1e94d11cc079e16fbe648fb0191d2ebc
SetPriorityClass,CreateFileM...
779bde71a1dd5c138737bb0df6acfa4d
89bf692af2abcacf90005abfddda2619
FoldStringA,LocalCompact,Set...
b69dca5d051776ad6fd66d2f1a3cff18
426e264dc573117b7bf9bd4022249571
7972a1c5f95fdfdab6556f1f91b1f1aa
6b263c95de8c1f697b9987bfe59d543c
d359518c3d73d56519cf709be3956916
956d9381ad2eaf753d271fbcb93fd0c8
SetThreadContext,ValidateLoc...
9e0b2da5987038baee278b495b0dd9fb
b452954a325ff7cbaa7966f9bfc94f2b
e113771b5a3d65e1704c023262da1924
fd0f2bd0d6a39a3dd6ccff5c74df1764
WaitForDebugEvent,RequestDev...
2f4b5a2897b94e64bca500cf3fecddaa
9a56d26abdcbee8e20014eb74b943ed9
9c8bb6fb0bf1a4dc825fed40e15fa1d3
f0fe21ed4bfc868b9621a387695c6735
b35ca96c571f279e12f30efad4149299
SetConsoleOS2OemFormat,Creat...
4088af3d42bd4acc8c27ba5128683902
42b097458404484b12a517e5b6b5798c
1ca9a707a9184922fa2049b3accf5557
5ad81adc8627bc7de1076ea25f943cdb
9adff9f43b4b1d73297bacf8dddaea33
66335a1b53fb2b0b89eb207d7c928192
06ba4039ba0abec9e87abdad88c1f77f
OpenFile,WriteConsoleOutputC...
GetProfileStringW,GetDriveTy...
EnumSystemCodePagesW,GlobalG...
WriteConsoleOutputCharacterW...
GetComputerNameW,GetProcessS...
CallNamedPipeW,DeviceIoContr...
LocalFree,FindCloseChangeNot...
lstrcpynW,AllocateUserPhysic...
GetTapeParameters,GetProfile...
EnumResourceNamesW,Module32F...
DeleteCriticalSection,SetUse...
RaiseException,SetConsoleKey...
SetDefaultCommConfigW,GetCom...
EnumUILanguagesA,VirtualFree...
SuspendThread,DeviceIoContro...
GetNativeSystemInfo,GlobalGe...
EnumResourceTypesA,BaseFlush...
FoldStringA,SuspendThread,Ba...
OpenMutexA,GetDateFormatA,LC...
QueryDepthSList,BaseProcessI...
IsDBCSLeadByteEx,CreateNamed...
IsDBCSLeadByteEx,IsBadHugeWr...
GetTapeParameters,SetFileApi...
CreateRemoteThread,GetSystem...
PeekNamedPipe,SetThreadConte...
OpenWaitableTimerA,GetEnviro...
FormatMessageW,AddConsoleAli...
CreateMutexA,MoveFileExW,Int...
lstrcpynW,GetProfileIntW,Get...
GetFullPathNameA,GetProcessI...
DisconnectNamedPipe,GetTempP...
EnumResourceTypesA,GetDateFo...
CreateFileMappingW,SetConsol...
EnumUILanguagesA,GetProcessI...
OpenThread,AllocateUserPhysi...
FindResourceExA,ExitVDM,Read...
AreFileApisANSI,GetProfileIn...
GetComputerNameExA,ReadConso...
GetComputerNameExW,SetCalend...
EnumUILanguagesA,GetVolumeIn...
LocalFree,FindFirstVolumeMou...
DosPathToSessionPathW,CommCo...
ReadConsoleInputA,GlobalWire...
SetConsoleFont,MapViewOfFile...
GetSystemPowerStatus,lstrcmp...

CreateMutexA,WaitForMultiple...

ca51297682813d916cb179180b31a926

ebe1af981fa54009a8449bed876c3a67

GetSystemTimeAdjustment,GetV...

48d7d4a9508e2495d7f1cc29d0fd8f50
GetUserGeoID,Heap32ListFirst...
15605916c7795ca0a7fe7f3f80dcd8b5
PeekNamedPipe,GetSystemTimeA...

a3acd8275a0cb540fee6281bc7b6bb1e

GetTapeParameters,GlobalGetA...

c4ce00cc19276a3699cc70444eefaa2d

GetComputerNameW,GetCommMode...

a2b223aab531a5d72cfade481951f631

EnumDateFormatsW,CreateSemap...

ef85ebd1035c461cba3c4ca5293e0afa
ddfd83ef64cfdb599271f740547012e5

GetConsoleOutputCP,AddAtomA,...

f41dd7793b515606c1d0e6aa33ef221e

FoldStringA,GetCommTimeouts,...

b479cca852e75dc1cc262ca28a2851ac

GetUserDefaultUILanguage,Cre...

52510db2a12ee58e45f65a46bf369d04

EnumTimeFormatsW,GetStdHandl...

526e9a880e0cb366880d4725a040a89a
MoveFileA,GetConsoleAliasesL...

5a3316813fa488f838852ccf8125ba26

FindNextVolumeMountPointW,Ca...

2b4c76e6279c386d2e585993d72ff3e8

WaitForMultipleObjectsEx,Cre...

91134365014156894c45d68b63f50fb2

SetThreadLocale,GetSystemWin...

f75b7375ae9b4eecb2494171172c013c

LockFileEx,IsValidCodePage,R...
GetLogicalDrives,SetConsoleK...
GetExitCodeProcess,Disconnec...
ReadConsoleInputA,ConvertThr...
GlobalSize,OpenMutexA,BasePr...
SetDefaultCommConfigW,SetHan...
GetConsoleAliasExesLengthW,G...
BuildCommDCBA,DisconnectName...

TransmitCommChar,LockFileEx,...

CreateToolhelp32Snapshot,Reg...

3d58e0c513624b29fbd657a7d3db03a7

Figure 4.7: Allaple variant 1480 [Allaple.d/e|Rahack.H]. A mix of two other variants, which contains
both non-polymorphic samples (in the center of the graph) and polymorphic ones (large
circles on the sides). Legend: blue nodes: mw md5, green nodes: pe kernel32, yellow
nodes: mw size. Interestingly, there are still some very popular binary sizes (nodes in
yellow) shared by large groups of polymorphic samples. Between 25 and 35% of these
samples have AV signatures linked to Backdoor.Trojan, Virut.n or Win32.Rbot, which
shows the difficulty to distinguish backdoors/bots variants from Allaple.d/e samples (the
non-polymorphic samples of this group are most probably linked to backdoors). Note also
that the behavioral profiles of all these samples were quite different from variant 1479
(Allaple.b).
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5.1 Introduction
Many illegal and profitable malicious activities in the Internet are enabled by gaining
control over botnets [5, 18, 60, 4] comprising thousands or sometimes even millions of
infected machines, of which many belong to innocent home users that are even not
aware of it. Today it is well-known that the worldwide spam problem is largely due
to a few large groups of compromised computers, called spam botnets, which are under
the control of cyber criminal organizations. According to the 2010 Annual Security
Report of MessageLabs [50], the annual average spam rate was 89.1% of all intercepted
messages (an increase of 1.4% compared with 2009), with approximately 88.2% of this
spam volume originating only from spam botnets. As analyzed by SecureWorks [68], in
2008 the top botnets were collectively able of sending over 100 billion spams per day.
In 2010, this spam sending capability was estimated to 71 billion spams per day [50], a
slight decrease compared to 2009 [49]. However, the spam volume sent by those botnets
is still significant today and continues to pose a major threat to our digital economy.
In this Chapter, we show how triage was used to analyze the spam campaigns that
are performed through spam botnets. In particular, we are interested in knowing more
about the behaviors of those spamming bots, e.g.: what are the modus operandi of
spammers who control those botnets and how do they run their campaigns? Can we
highlight some inter-relationships among different spam botnets, like shared origins or
spam campaigns run in parallel by several botnets? Are there “specialized” botnets that
tend to be used to launch specific kinds of spam campaign? And finally, can we observe
other hidden specificities or patterns that might not appear directly from the raw spam
messages sent by those botnets?
Quite obviously, answers to such questions are very important, as they may not only
improve our understanding of spam botnets and their “ecosystem”, but they may also
emphasize the strategic or economic decisions made by organizations controlling them.
Such intelligence can help us improve our defence mechanisms, and could also ultimately
help us to design countermeasures for defeating the operations and activities of spam
botnets.
In the following Sections, we start by giving a brief overview of the spam botnets
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Figure 5.1: Global spam rate observed by Message Labs [50] over the latest years (until end of 2010).

ecosystem as it is known today. Then, we describe the Message Labs data set that was
at our disposal for this triage analysis. In Sections 5.2 and 5.3, we provide details
on how we have applied our multi-criteria analysis tool to extract intelligence from this
spam dataset and identify various spam campaigns run by different botnets. Finally, to
illustrate the results, we further analyze some of the spam campaigns in Section 5.4. We
conclude and summarize our findings in Section 5.5.

5.1.1 Spam Botnets Ecosystem
Spam is a very important business, and thus in the latest years, cyber criminals have
found new and innovative ways to attack computers and businesses via sophisticated
forms of malware that have continued to infect millions of machines, forming today the
well-known (spam) botnets. A botnet is a collection of zombie machines controlled by
cyber criminals using a particular strain of malware for each botnet. Many botnets are
used to send spam, some others (like the Zeus Trojan) are developed and maintained to
conduct financial fraud – these are also referred to as banking trojans, see the BANOMAD
early warning system developed within wombat and described in deliverable D23 (D5.3)
for more information about this kind of trojans.
Since a few years, we observe that botnets generally account for between 80-90% of all
spam sent globally, as pointed out in the annual intelligence report published by MessageLabs [50]. Fig. 5.1 shows that the global spam rate observed by this company at the
end of 2010 was still 89.1%, despite an important drop in 2008 due to the disconnection
of McColo, a rogue ISP based in California who was hosting many botnets C&C servers.
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Figure 5.2: Volume of spam sent by the largest spam botnets, as observed by Message Labs [50].

Since the McColo takedown, spam botnets have unfortunately recovered very quickly:
in Fig. 5.2, we can see that in 2010 the proportion of spam sent from botnets was still
accounting for approximately 88% of the global spam volume. On the same figure, we
can also observe which botnets are mainly responsible for this huge volume of spam.
Rustock seems to be one of the most active botnets since a couple of years, with a spam
volume of 47% attributed only to this botnet at the end of 2010. Fig. 5.3 provides some
global characteristics of the most important botnets, together with a breakdown of spam
by categories for 2009 compared to 2010. As one can see, the top spam categories in 2010
continued to be related to pharmaceutical products, casino/gambling and selling counterfeit products (such as replica watches, etc). Interestingly, two new categories have
also appeared in 2010 in the top 5, namely unsolicited newsletters and scam related to
fake job offers or mules.
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MESSAGELABS INTELLIGENCE

Figure 23 Spam categories at the end of 2009 vs. end of 2010

While pharmaceutical spam dominates categories, even 0.5% of spam volume
represents a huge number of spam messages if you consider that there are an
estimated 130.5 billion spam messages sent per day.

Figure 5.3: (Left) Some global characteristics of the largest spam botnets (October 2010).
For most of 2010, Rustock, the largest spam-sending botnet, has been responsible
(Right) Breakdown of spam by categoriesfor(source:
Message
Intelligence
most of the pharmaceutical
spamLabs
in circulation.
Throughout 2010,[50]).
the proportion
of spam that was pharmaceutical in nature didn’t drop below 64%, comparable with
2009. However, the closure of the spam affiliate, Spamit, is likely to have provided
a setback for some spam gangs.

5.1.2 MessageLabs Dataset

!

Pharmaceutical: The aim of most pharmaceutical spam is to encourage
recipients to click on a link in the email that leads them to a web site selling a
variety of pharmaceutical products such as pills/drugs for anything from male
enhancement, to weight loss, to stress relief. Over the last year up to 85% of
spam has been related to pharmaceutical products. Currently it accounts for
about two thirds of all spam. Considering that an estimated 130.5 billion spam
emails are in circulation globally every day, the contribution from pharmaceutical
spam equates to 80 billion messages being sent to unfortunate recipients all
over the world each day.

As interesting as the figures and statistics here above may be, we are still lacking more
strategic information on the activities of those spam botnets, in order to try answering
the aforementioned questions on spam campaigns operations and botnet activities.
! Watches and Fake Designer Goods: Ads for fake designer goods including
have alwaysof
beenacommon
especially
in the build-up
to set
For this reason, we have considered a triagewatches
analysis
veryin spam,
large
spam
data
Christmas and the New Year. There is always some watch spam around, but
seldom challenging
the volumes the
of spamMLI
related toteam
pharmaceutical
products.
provided by Message Labs. As part of their continued
business,
(Message
Watch spam was more common in 2009 at 14.3%, and mostly sent from the
Donbot and Cutwail
botnets.
Labs Intelligence) sets up and maintains spamtraps
all around
the world. All email
! Unsolicited Newsletters: The second most common type of spam in 2010 was
traffic sent to these spamtrap domains is analyzed
bynewsletters.
honeypots
that
extract
unsolicited
These have been
around
for many yearsdifferent
and recipient
email addresses are collected by a number of methods. Most unsolicited
features from the emails (including the messagenewsletters
content,
IP
address,
were sentsender’s
from the Xarvester
and Mega-D
botnets. name of
! Casino/Gambling Spam: Casino spam, like watch spam, is always around, but
the sending bot if available from CBL [16] rules,
embedded URIs, “From” domain being
only occasionally does it account for a significant proportion of spam. At the
end of 2009, it accounted for 4.9% of spam, but in 2010 it has averaged around
used, etc). The spamtrap traffic is used by Message
Labs for two different purposes: (i)
27
it serves as training data for a learning module that attempts to tune and update spam
www.messagelabs.com
detection rules, so as to reach very high detection rates for the filtering modules
used to
info@messagelabs.com
protect MessageLabs client’s email traffic, and (ii) the spamtrap traffic is sampled on a
daily basis, with about 10,000 random samples stored every day in a separate database,
which serves as a baseline for the statistical analysis of spam and botnet traffic.
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Bot-related features
Bot signature
From domain
OS details

Name of the spam bot, as obtained from CBL signatures [16].
The email domain used as “From” field in the spam email header.
Name and type of OS of the sending machine, obtained from P0f (passive
OS fingerprinting).

76
84,246
92

Origin-related features
Country (code)
Host name
Source IP
Source Class A
Class B
Class C

Geographical origins of the spam sender (city, lat./long., region, continent are also available).
Name of the machine having sent the spam message (obtained by reverse
DNS query).
The IP address of the spamming machine.
The source IP aggregated by its /8, 16, /24 subnet

220
11,768
648,638
169
16,314
331,208

Campaign-related features
Subject line
Day
URI domains

The “subject” field of the spam message.
596,932
The day on which the spam message has been received.
92
The set of domains of the URIs embedded in the body of the message 107,469
(if any).
Charset
The character set used by the sender to encode the message (e.g., us- 48
ascii).
Language
The language used for the spam content, as detected by various language 17
detection modules.
Message size
The size of the message (in bytes).
27,777
Attachment
The set of names of any files attached to the spam message.
18,886
Table 5.1: SPAM features available in the MessageLabs spam dataset (right column is the cardinality)

The spam data provided by MLI was collected by worldwide distributed spamtraps
in a 3-months period spanning from October, 1st 2010 until January 1st, 2011. From
this traffic, about 1 million spam messages were randomly and uniformly chosen on the
whole period. All spam features available in the dataset are described in Table 5.1.

5.1.3 Preprocessing messages into spam events
The 3-months dataset provided by MLI contains 923,293 spam messages and about 20
different features. As pointed out in Chapter 2, the current triage approach relies on
a graph-based representation, which requires the computation of pairwise distances (or
similarities) between all objects. Although this operation could be easily parallelized in
the future, the current implementation does not allow to process graphs or matrices of
size 1 million-by-1 million. However, most security data sets are made of events that
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can easily be grouped according to certain common features, such as the “type” of event
(e.g., type of exploit or a given TCP/UDP port for network attacks, a given type or
family of malware for malicious binaries, etc).
Consequently, to circumvent the scalability issue due to this O(N 2 ) complexity, we
have preprocessed the spam data set to reduce the number of messages, taking care also
of not loosing too much semantics or mixing messages that are quite likely caused by
different phenomena. Instead of processing each spam message individually in triage,
we have created spam events by grouping all messages sent by the different bots on a
given day, and with a given set of keywords in their subjects (which should somehow
reflect the various campaigns run at different points in time). More precisely, regarding
the subject lines of all messages, we have applied the following steps:
- we have first extracted the most common words or tokens used in all spam subjects,
by simply counting word occurrences;
- for each message, we have then identified those keywords and sorted them by
length, assuming that the longest words have usually a more important meaning;
- finally, we have created groups of subjects and assigned messages to those groups
by simply looking at messages having at least x words/tokens in common (with
x ∈ {1, . . . , 4}).
As a result, we could summarize the ML spam data set into 3,801 spam events comprising at least 30 messages on a given day. These 3,801 spam events account totally for
629,460 messages (70%) of the initial data set. An example of such spam event is given
here under:
Event Id
13-3990-84

Bot Id
13

Bot name
Rustock

Subject group
3990

Subject keywords
pfizer, now, %

Date
2010-12-24

Nr of msg
1,559

5.2 Selection of Spam Features
From Table 5.1, we have selected the most relevant features for performing a multicriteria analysis, and we have created feature vectors for all 3,801 spam events. These
feature vectors are described here after.

5.2.1 Bot-related features
Bot-related features give interesting information on the type of bot that have sent spam
messages. The bot signature is obtained by applying CBL [16] rules to the raw network
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traffic, since many bots have specific particularities (mostly at the SMTP layer) that
can be used to recognize a given bot implementation. However, we haven’t used this
feature in our analysis for two reasons: i) we have already used them to group spam
messages into spam events according to the bot signature; and ii) we wanted to verify
how accurate those signatures are (or at least if triage could confirm them), and if
it can eventually help to classify messages with an unknown signature, by aggregating
several other features. Note that about 216,456 messages (23%) didn’t match any CBL
rule and had thus an unclassified bot name.
The next two features characterizing a bot were instead included in the MCDA analysis:
- FF rom : is a set containing the most frequent “From domains”, i.e., domains used
as From field in the email header. For example, for the spam event given here
under (13-3990-84), the set of from domains is:
{telesp.net.br, iam.net.ma, gaoland.net, embarqhsd.net, ...}
- FP 0f : represents the distribution of OS names obtained from the passive OS fingerprinting. For example:
OS name
2000 SP2+, XP SP1+ (seldom 98)
2000 SP4, XP SP1+
XP/2000 (RFC1323+, w+, tstamp-)
XP SP1+, 2000 SP3 (2)
others

Count
639
669
106
31
114

Percent.
41.0
43.0
7.0
2.0
7.0

5.2.2 Origin-related features
Assuming that each botnet could be characterized by its own army of infected machines,
some features related to the origins of spam sending machines may definitively bring
some relevant information on the campaigns and activities of each botnet. As a result,
we have selected the following features for our analysis:
- Fgeo : represents the distribution of countries of origin of the spam sending machines, obtained by mapping IP addresses to corresponding countries. For example:
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Country code
US
GB
IN
VN
RU
KR
BR
CA
others

Count
390
117
105
109
75
66
65
42
590

Percent.
25.0
8.0
7.0
7.0
5.0
4.0
4.0
3.0
38.0

- FHost : represents the set of most frequent host names of sending machines, obtained by reverse DNS lookups. Only the TLD and first sub-domain are being
considered here, for example:
{fpt.vn, airtelbroadband.in, telesp.net.br, hinet.net, shawcable.net ...}
Note, however, that this type of feature alone would certainly not be sufficient to distinguish the various botnets, e.g., due to popular countries or networks that are more
infested than others, or simply the fact that certain machines could be infected by multiple bots. Other features related to the origins (IP addresses, Class A-subnets, etc) were
not used in this MCDA analysis.

5.2.3 Campaign-related features
To analyze the activities of botnets and the dynamics of spam campaigns run through
them, we have also included the following features:
- FSubject : represents the set of keywords extracted from the subject lines of messages
contained in a spam event. For example:
{reorders, discount, viagra50/100mg, qua1itymedications}
- FDay : is the observation day for all messages of a spam event (e.g., 2010-11-27).
- FU RIs : represents the set of most frequent URIs embedded in the messages of a
spam event. For example:
{dmediczh.ru, diemedic.ru, hadmedic.ru, didmedic.ru, ...}
- FCharset : represents the distribution of character sets used to encode message
content. For example:
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Character set
us-ascii

Count
982

Percent.
100.0

- FHour : represents the distribution of spam messages by hour of the day for a given
spam event, which might be useful to find temporal patterns in spam campaigns
operations (e.g., the same preferred time frames in the day or in the night for
sending messages). For example:
Hour
0
2
3
5
7
8
others

Count
297
220
255
142
206
128
311

Percent.
19.0
14.0
16.0
9.0
13.0
8.0
20.0

The distribution of message sizes and languages were not used in the MCDA analysis.
As showed by the cluster analysis in the next Section, those features were not considered
as sufficiently discriminant to be helpful in this case for the analysis of spam campaigns.

5.3 Multi-Criteria Analysis
5.3.1 Graph-based clustering
Based on the feature analysis here above, we have performed a graph-based clustering of
the 9 spam features described in previous Section. Regarding distance metrics, we have
used three different distances, according to the type of feature vector:
1. the Jaccard coefficient (equation 3.1) for all feature vectors representing sets of
values, i.e., FF rom , FHost , FSubject , FU RIs ;
2. the Jensen-Shannon divergence (equation 2.6), mapped to a similarity in [0, 1] using the transformation of Shepard given in 2.3.2, for all feature vectors representing
distributions, i.e., FP 0f , Fgeo , FCharset , FHour ;
3. a linear function that maps date differences (expressed in days) to the interval
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[0, 1], according to various segments defined by parameters a, b, c:

1
if dij ≤ a



 1 − dij −a , if a ≤ d ≤ b
ij
2(b−a)
F (dij , a, b, c) =
dij −b
1

−
,
if
b
≤
d
ij ≤ c


 2 2(c−b)
0
if dij ≥ c

(5.1)

where dij is the date difference in days between two spam events i, j. For this
analysis, the parameters of the function a, b, c have been set to 0, 2, 3, respectively.
Before aggregating all features, we have performed a preliminary cluster analysis to
have a better idea of the underlying structure of spam events with respect to each feature
individually, which might help also to determine their ultimate ability to discriminate
different phenomena related to spam campaigns.
An overview of clustering results for bot features is given in Fig. 5.4. The figure
shows for each feature the number of clusters (found by the dominant sets algorithm),
the total number of events being clustered, the maximum and average cluster size, and
the average graph compactness Cp , which gives a hint on how compact the clusters are.
The rightmost column of the Table indicates which features have been selected for the
MCDA aggregation (in the next step). Not surprisingly, clusters for Fbot are perfectly
compact, but recall that we did not use that feature for the MCDA analysis (only for
labelling purposes). The largest cluster contains 1,537 spam events which are attributed
to the Lethic botnet.
Regarding FF rom , only 26% of the spam events could be clustered, and clusters are
on average rather small, whereas clusters for FP 0f are much larger and not so numerous (only 5 different patterns of OS distributions were found). Not surprisingly, the
largest cluster of operating systems has following pattern: 2000 SP4, XP SP1+: 62%,
2000 SP2+, XP SP1+ (seldom 98): 22%, and the remaining 16% refer to variants of
XP/2000. Most other clusters have very similar OS patterns, except the shapes of the
distributions that are different.
The clustering results for the origin-related features are given in Fig. 5.5 (note that
the distributions of Class A-subnets - FclassA - have not been considered in the MCDA
aggregation). In that figure, observe that the average compactness values are not very
high for features Fgeo , FHost , and the total amount of clustered spam events is rather low,
which seems to indicate that spam events have in general very diverse origins, leading
to distributions of countries/hosts that are difficult to group, at least from a statistical
viewpoint (i.e., according to Jensen-Shannon divergence). However, the cluster patterns
for Fgeo are still quite different from each other, with distributions of countries mapped
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Feature	
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Figure 5.4: Cluster analysis of spam bot-related features.

to quite different regions of the globe. For example, the global distributions of the two
largest geographical clusters are respectively:
(i) US: 15%, BR: 7%, IN: 6%, VN: 6%, GB: 5%;
(ii) RU: 14%, VN: 15%, IN: 11%, BR: 5%, UA: 8%, ID: 8%, PK: 5%, KZ: 3%.
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Figure 5.5: Cluster analysis of features related to spam origins.

Next, Fig. 5.6 gives an overview of clustering results for the campaign-related features.
Fsubject is quite likely a very interesting characteristic, since spam campaigns are usually
targeting specific businesses or categories. From Fig. 5.6, it appears that clusters of
subject keywords are on average not so large but still very compact (with an average Cp
close to 1), and about 59% of the data set could be grouped into subject clusters. Not
surprisingly, most of these subject clusters have keyword patterns referring to the pharmaceutical business (with keywords like qua1itymedications, pills, pfizer, viagra,
hydrocodone, vicodin, noprescription, . . . and all possible spelling variations of those
terms) and more generally, to advertisements for product discounts (with keywords like
rolex, shipping, discount, better prices, ...% off, etc). Some of those clusters also
reflect the different other categories mentioned previously in Fig. 5.3.
Clustering with respect to Fday was apparently quite straightforward. This feature
can be useful to link spam events that might be part of the same large-scale campaign
when they occurred roughly in the same time period. Similarly, the distribution of spam
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sent by hour – i.e., FHour – can help to link spam events that are possibly related to a
same campaign when they exhibit similar-looking hour patterns, either on a same date
or maybe on consecutive days. This makes the assumption that the bot owner could
decide to run his campaign during preferred hours of the day (or in the night), which
can also be influenced by also the region of the world that is being targeted.
Even though there are only 5 different patterns with respect to Fcharset (i.e., the
distributions of character sets used for encoding spam content), these clusters are still
very compact and might indicate some bias either in certain bot implementations, or in
spam campaigns operations. For example, campaigns targeting russian-speaking people
will most likely have their content encoded using the koi-8r character set. Whereas
campaigns or bots that are mostly used to target European people will probably use
character sets like utf-8 or iso-8859-1. Finally, to target people living in NorthAmerica, the character set us-ascii is the most likely to be used. So it looks appropriate
to include this feature in the MCDA aggregation, even though this characteristic is
probably not very useful if considered separately from all other spam features.
In conclusion, as interesting as these clustering results may be, we have at this point
no real information on which botnet(s) are used for which kind of campaigns, and how,
i.e., what are the different economic models used by the various botnets. In the next
Section, we will thus aggregate all features using the MCDA approach.
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Figure 5.6: Cluster analysis of campaign-related spam features.
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5.3.2 MCDA aggregation
Similarly to the two previous applications of triage in Chapters 3 and 4, we may want
now to “connect all dots” by aggregating all viewpoints given by the 9 spam features
selected here above. Remind that the objective is to get better insights into the spam
botnets ecosystem and spam campaigns dynamics.
As a first exploratory approach, we have applied the OWA operator, which is the most
straightforward and easy-to-use method to compute the agregation. We have defined
following weighting vector to reflect our expectations on the minimum amount of features
required to link groups of spam events to a same spam campaign run by a given type of
bots:
w = [0, 0, 0.10, 0.20, 0.40, 0.20, 0.10, 0, 0]
By aggregating all similarity scores with this OWA vector, we completely ignore the
influence of the two highest scores, no matter which features they are related to. We
start then to give some importance to the third highest score, with the highest weights
given to the fourth and fifth highest positions. In other words, at least four strong
correlations will be needed in order to have a global score above a decision threshold of
0.5. Recall that we do not need to specify in advance which combination(s) of four spam
features (out of nine) are required to link two spam events together.
Quite similarly to what we did in previous analysis (chapter 4), we also tried to model
our domain knowledge on spam botnets and their campaigns using a fuzzy integral based
on Choquet (as defined in Section 2.4.5) to aggregate all spam features. Here again,
it would be too tedious and error-prone to define a fuzzy measure involving 9 criteria
manually, as 29 combinations must be defined in that case. Fortunately, it is much easier
to define a 2-additive fuzzy measure, without compromising the richness and flexibility of
our aggregation model. Recall that the analyst only has to define the overall importance
factors for each feature separately (i.e., the Shapley values defined in 2.7), and then to
add some interactions among pairs of features (such as redundancies or synergies) if he
wants to enrich the model. As a result, the complexity of the sub-model represented by
such a 2-additive measure is reduced to the definition of at most n(n + 1)/2 weighting
factors. In most cases, an analyst does not need to define all interactions among pairs
of features; the ones that are not defined will simply be considered as independent (i.e,
no interaction).
To define our 2-additive fuzzy measure, we have first defined the following importance
factors:
FP 0f
0.05
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FGeo
0.05

FSubject
0.20

FDay
0.15

FCharset
0.10

FHour
0.10

FF rom
0.15

FHost
0.10

FU RIs
0.10
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To enrich the model, we have then added certain interactions among following pairs
of features:
(FGeo , FHost )
- 0.05

(FSubject , FDay )
0.06

(FSubject , FHour )
0.04

(FSubject , FF rom )
0.15

(FDay , FU RIs )
0.10

Once again, these interaction values were automatically computed by triage to enforce the additivity and monotonicity conditions given in expression 2.22. The analyst
simply needs to set a relative amount of synergy or redundancy between pairs of features. In this case, we have set between 20 and 50% of synergy for the last four pairs here
above (with positive indices), and 50% of redundancy for the pair (FGeo , FHost ). Then,
to compute the Choquet integral starting from those importance factors and interaction
values, we have used the formula given by expression 2.21.
As usual, we need to set a value for the decision threshold , which is used to remove
unwanted edges in the aggregated graph, and finally to identify the multidimensional
clusters (MDCs) via the connected components algorithm. A sensitivity analysis is
required for  to determine the best ranges of values according to the number of MDCs,
total percentage of clustered samples and the distribution of cluster sizes obtained with
various values of the decision threshold.
The result of the sensitivity analysis for the OWA aggregation is illustrated in Fig. 5.7,
where we can see that values of  starting from 0.30 up to 0.40 seem to be appropriate,
according to the number of MDCs and total amount of samples that are clustered. We
have chosen here a decision threshold of 0.32 in order to have as many spam events as
possible, without grouping too many of them within the same MDC.
In Fig. 5.8, we can observe that the 2-additive Choquet aggregation gives fairly similar
results, although the number of MDCs is higher than with OWA. In this analysis, we
have also selected 0.32 as decision threshold for the Choquet aggregation, so that we
don’t loose too many spam events by removing edges.
In Table 5.2, we compare the global performance of OWA and Choquet aggregations.
Overall, both methods give fairly similar results in terms of MDCs, average compactness
(Cp ) and total number of samples clustered in MDCs. Since we have chosen for a lower
decision threshold , we can observe that the average compactness (computed over of all
MDCs) also reflects this choice. Considering the aggregation parameters that we have
set, such a value for  also means that we have lowered the number of strongly correlated
features required to link spam events together in the same MDC (which, in this case,
will be closer to 3 instead of 4). In the rest of the analysis, we will now focus on the
MDCs given by the OWA aggregation only.
To evaluate the consistency of individual MDCs, Fig. 4.3 represents the global graph
compactness of MDCs (where each color in the bar chart refers to the average compactness index Cp of a single feature). Besides the two first MDCs, we observe that they all
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Figure 5.7: Sensitivity analysis of the decision threshold  for the OWA aggregation.
Table 5.2: Comparison of OWA and Choquet aggregation methods for the ML spam data set.

Characteristic
Threshold 
Nr of MDCs
Total clustered
Largest MDC
Average Cp

OWA
0.32
23
2,699 (71%)
1,207
0.36

Choquet
0.32
39
2,798 (74%)
1,207
0.35

have on average at least 3 features with a high Cp , and have globally a total compactness value above 3. This seems to be consistent with the constraints we have previously
modelled regarding aggregation parameters.
In the same chart, it is easy to see that FP 0f , FCharset (and to a lesser extent, FDay )
have always very high Cp values, and are thus strongly correlating features for all MDCs.
Note, however, that the precise patterns of MDCs w.r.t those features are still likely to
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Figure 5.8: Sensitivity analysis of the decision threshold  for the Choquet aggregation.

be different from one MDC to another. On the other hand, the origin-related features
(FGeo , FHost ) and FF rom have usually much lower compactness values. We can also
observe the light interdependence we were somehow expecting between FHost and FGeo ,
i.e., the presence of FHost as correlating feature involves usually FGeo to have also high
Cp scores.
It is quite striking to see that many MDCs have highly similar patterns regarding the
combination of Cp values, like MDCs identified by ID’s 4 to 9 and 11 to 23, whereas
MDCs 1, 2, 3 and 10 have a very different composition of features. Regarding FU RIs ,
it seems that embedded URIs are a strong characteristic starting from MDC 4 (i.e., for
smaller campaigns), except for MDC 10.
Finally, the two first MDCs may not appear a priori as meaningful as the other ones,
because of their rather low value of compactness for most features. However, since
these are also the two largest MDCs, this low global Cp value may be skewed by the
connected component algorithms that might have identified, for each feature, loosely
coupled subgraphs within the aggregated graph (due to a “chaining effect”), which form
sorts of weakly interconnected “bubbles” of spam events within each single-feature graph.
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Figure 5.9: Evaluation of the MDCs found by aggregating all spam and bot features using the OWA
operator. Each color in the bar chart refers to the average compactness index Cp of each
individual feature.

5.4 Analysis of Spam Bot Campaigns

To illustrate the kind of insights we can automatically obtain from such an MCDA analysis, we provide in this Section a more in-depth analysis of multi-dimensional clusters
(MDCs) representing various spam campaigns performed by different botnets. Fig. 5.10
gives an overview of the characteristics of the 10 largest MDCs found by triage. Interestingly, besides the two first MDCs, each campaign is attributed to a single botnet,
which already shows that the classification performed by triage seems to be consistent
with the classification obtained from CBL rules. However, recall that those rules were
not used in the MCDA analysis, and thus we already show that it is perfectly possible
to classify spam using our multi-criteria approach, by combining different spam features
such as those used for this analysis.
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Figure 5.10: Overview of the 10 largest Multi-Dimensional Clusters (MDCs) representing various spam
campaigns run by different botnets.

Finding 1: Botnets inter-relationships
The first MDC contains a mix of spam events that are largely attributed to Rustock
(42%), but also to Grum (12%), Cutwail (6 %) and Mega-D (4 %), whereas MDC 2
seems to indicate some interconnection between Lethic and Maazben. As explained in
previous Section, the two largest MDCs result from a chaining effect among different
compact subgroups of spam events that are weakly interconnected by a number of common features (which also explains their low overall compactness value). However, it also
indicates that certain spam botnets are tightly interconnected, and they may run very
similar spam campaigns in the same period of time. For example, by looking at the
bot distribution of MDC 1, although Rustock has the largest share of spam events, it
seems difficult to distinguish campaigns run by this botnet from the ones run by other
botnets like Cutwail, Grum or Mega-D, simply because these other botnets may sometimes launch campaigns with the very same subject keywords, using the same character
sets, etc. These different botnets are also sharing a large number of hosts that may be
infected by several bots and are thus running campaigns launched by different botnets
in parallel. Another likely explanation is that people controlling those botnets are ei-
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ther collaborating (e.g., “load balancing” the various spam campaigns on the different
botnets they are controlling) or they are working for the same client groups.
To illustrate this point, Fig. 5.13 represents all relationships among spam events of
MDC 1 (light blue nodes in the graph) with respect to FBot (red nodes) and FSubject
(purple nodes). This figure clearly illustrates the “bubble effect” underlined here above,
where spam events attributed to different botnets are still interconnected by common
sets of subject keywords (like rolex.com, % off, for you in the middle of the graph that
connect Rustock to Cutwail and unknown bots). Similarly, in Fig. 5.14 representing
MDC 2, we can observe the interconnections between Lethic and Maazben (the two red
nodes inside the large circle), and some interconnections with unclassified bots as well
(the small sector outside the circle), with respect to the subject keywords used in the
campaigns run by those botnets.
However, it is important to note that, because of the multi-criteria aggregation, subjects keywords are not the only feature that “glues” those spam events together. When
looking at other dimensions (like bot origins, URIs, From domains and charsets), we can
observe very similar patterns. In other words, most of the “gluing events” that tend to
interconnect botnets have at least a number of other features in common. For example,
Fig 5.15 illustrates all relationships between spam events of MDC 1 with respect to FHost
(i.e., the host names of the machines from which the bots are sending spam). In this
graph with a radial layout, we can also observe that a significant number of host names
(represented by green nodes) are shared by unclassified bots and Rustock, whereas a few
number of spam events (in light blue) attributed to Cutwail, Grum and Mega-D are also
pointing to host names used by Rustock. We have also observed the same phenomenon
for feature FGeo (countries of origin).

Finding 2: Attribution of Unclassified Spambots
Another interesting finding of this analysis is that triage can help to attribute spam
events having an unclassified bot signature to a known botnet. This can be visualized
from previous graphs, in which many unclassified bots are sharing a number of features
with spam events of Rustock (like subject keywords in Fig. 5.13) or Maazben (Fig. 5.14).
Note that, in those graphs, we have represented only one or two different features;
however, we could easily identify, within an MDC comprising unclassified bots , which
spam events with an “unclassified” bot signature share at least three or four features
with Rustock, Maazben, or any other bot having a specific CBL signature.
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Finding 3: Dynamics of Spam Campaigns
By looking at other MDCs of the Table in Fig. 5.10, we could easily infer some interesting
information regarding the dynamics of spam campaigns run by different botnets.
Campaigns performed by Rustock are apparently long-lived and somehow stable,
whereas campaigns run by Lethic and Maazben are instead rather short-lived (they
last on average 7 days), and have a sort of polymorphic behavior with respect to various features (e.g., a different set of disposable URIs is used every day, and the set of
From domains is also constantly changing). This polymorphic behavior of Lethic can
be inferred from the large number of small and short-lived campaigns found by triage
and represented in Fig. 5.10. This is further illustrated in Fig. 5.11 and Fig. 5.12 for
the MDC 6, where we can clearly see in the first figure the use of different sets of URIs
(nodes in cyan), and in the second figure, the use of different sets of From domains
(nodes in orange) on each day of this 7 days-campaign (represented by pink nodes). All
other MDCs attributed to Lethic and Maazben in Fig. 5.10 have very similar patterns.
It is also interesting to note that most URIs used by these botnets have a .ru top-level
domain.

Finding 4: “Specialized” Botnets and Other Specificities
Specialized botnets
By looking at the specific subject patterns found in the MDCs representing various bot
campaigns, we have also observed that most botnets seem to be specialized in a specific
type of activity, i.e., each botnet is mostly distributing a certain spam category. For
example:
- Lethic and Maazben are mostly concerned with spam campaigns relating to pharmaceutical products. Some examples of frequently observed keywords are related to
topics like viagra50/100mg, qua1itymedications, hydrocodone, lorazepam,
codeine, herbal, p**enlargement, pills, pharmacy, . . . . However, Maazben
is sometimes involved also in other campaigns for selling replica watches (see
Fig. 5.14 for more details on interconnections between those two botnets).
- the Rustock/Cutwail botnet family seems to be more frequently involved in campaigns for the advertisement of any kind of sales or discounts on various products
(with keywords like r0lex, % off, discount, chaper today, sales, suberb,
. . . . Note also the intentional typos in the words, probably as an attempt to fool
anti-spam filters). Rustock can also advertise some very targeted pharmaceutical
products, such as viagra and pfizer.
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Figure 5.11: Graph with radial layout representing MDC 6 (Lethic campaign) with respect to embedded
URIs (nodes in cyan) and the observation dates (nodes in pink). In this 7-days spam
campaign, we see that different sets of disposable URIs are being used every day during
the campaign, which illustrates the typical “polymorphic” behavior of this botnet.

- MegaD and DonBot are often involved in campaigns relating to job offers (the
Jobs/Mules spam category mentioned in Fig. 5.3). Examples of keywords are
administrator, manager, international, company, vacancy, . . .
Xarvester
The MCDA results have also highlighted interesting specificities for a botnet called
Xarvester. All spam events attributed to this botnet (based on CBL rules) have also
been grouped by triage in a single cluster (MDC3). The reasons for this may be found
in the specificities of the MDC, which are also visible from the compactness values of
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Figure 5.12: Graph with radial layout representing MDC 6 (Lethic campaign) with respect to the
“From domains” used to send spam (nodes in orange) and the observation dates (nodes
in pink). Different sets of domains are being used every day to send spam, which illustrates
once again the “polymorphic” behavior of Lethic.

individual features in Fig. 5.9. First, we observe that the spam sent by this botnet is
encoded with a very particular character set, namely windows-1251, which was not seen
as being used by any other botnet. Regarding the origins of the bots, Xarvester has also
some specific patterns of countries and host names, with a significant number of bots
located in Bulgaria (11%), Great Britain (13%), Italy (13%), Greece (5%) and Poland
(5%). Regarding the subject keywords, 92% of spam sent by Xarvester had junk content
or non printable characters in the subject lines (probably because of a weird character
encoding). Perhaps even more conclusively, most Xarvester bots (92%) have the same
unique P0f OS signature, referring to a 2.5-7 (2) Solaris or Linux OS kernel (opposed
to the various Windows OS signatures usually seen for most other botnets). Finally,
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76% of spam sent by Xarvester bots had apparently no URI embedded in the message
content, and the other 24% had URI’s pointing to a limited number of domains located
in the .ru TLD.
Use of shortened URLs
Some other insights that we could easily obtain from the MCDA results are related to
the Bagle botnet, which is represented by MDC 5 in Fig. 5.10. The specific patterns of
this MDC that explain its creation by the MCDA algorithm are the following ones:
- a specific distribution of OS names for the bots, i.e.: 2000 SP4, XP SP1+ (71%)
and 2000 SP2+, XP SP1+ (seldom 98) (14%);
- a specific distribution of countries of origins of the bots, i.e.: Russia (30%), Ukraine
(8%), India (6%), Colombia (6%), Romania (5%) and Venezuela (5%);
- a specific character set used to encode spam messages, i.e.: iso-8859-1 (100%);
- some specific keywords in the subjects, with the two most frequent ones being
prescript and medications.
Another extremely interesting characteristic of this botnet campaign appears when
looking at the distribution of URIs embedded in the messages. Most of those URIs
make use of shortened URL’s services, the most frequently used ones being bit.ly,
tinyurl.com, miniurl.com, vl.am and j.mp. This phenomenon was also reported by
MessageLabs in their intelligence report [50] starting from late August. However, the
botnets responsible for this rise in the proportion of spam that uses short URLs were
in that time Cutwail and Grum, whereas we have only observed this characteristic for
Bagle starting from December 10, 2010 until December 31, 2010. Among the shortened
URL’s embedded in this Bagle spam campaign, we also found a significant portion or
URIs pointing to retwt.me, which refers to TweetMeme, a service that aggregates all the
popular links on Twitter to determine and publish the most popular ones. This specific
behavior was not observed for any other botnet within our analysis period.

5.5 Summary
In this Chapter, we have showed how triage was used to analyze the spam campaigns
performed through various spam botnets.
Thanks to the MCDA approach implemented in triage, we have demonstrated how
we could gain insights into the spam botnet ecosystem, and how we could have a better
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understanding of the dynamics of spam campaigns performed through them. In particular, we have highlighted some interesting relationships among families of bots (such as
the Rustock/Grum/Cutwail family, or the Lethic/Maazben family), as well as several
other specificities of certain botnets compared to others. We have also pointed out that
there were some significant differences in the strategic behavior and the economic models
adopted by people controlling those different botnets.
Finally, we have also showed that triage could be used to help classify spam messages
sent by bots with unknown signature thanks to the unique combination of multiple spam
features as modelled by the multi-criteria aggregation process, and without relying on
third-party signatures or external rules.
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Figure 5.13: Graph with force-directed layout representing all relationships between spam events
(nodes in light blue) belonging to MDC 1 (Rustock/Grum/Cutwail/MegaD) regarding the
subject keywords (purple nodes).
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17-191-3
88-1095-19
17-191-2
88-248-18
17-191-1
88-248-19
17-211-3
88-265-18
17-211-2
88-265-19
17-619-13
88-619-18
gucci,crolex,quality,rep|ica...
17-619-12
88-1275-18
17-138-2
88-141-15
17-96-2
88-141-18
17-96-1
88-232-18
17-655-1
discount,crolex,omega,rep|ic...
88-44-18
17-1702-3
88-593-18
17-1702-2
88-990-18
17-1702-1
discount,promotion,valentine...
88-829-18
17-1702-0
88-1010-18
17-141-14
17-141-13
hugediscountwatches,datejust...
17-141-12
17-232-14
17-232-13
irolex,gucci,products,omega
17-232-12
17-1275-12
discounts,accepted,xanaxvali...
17-1275-11
17-2024-91
17-2024-90
17-5364-91
17-5364-90
17-776-1
codeine/phentermin/hydrocodo...
17-776-0
17-187-3
noprescriptionneeded,masterc...
17-187-2
17-187-1
17-1363-91
noprescription,hydrocodone,c...
17-1363-90
professional,thousand,extend...
17-245-91
17-245-90
download,professional,2007/2...
17-438-5
17-438-3
download,windows,microsoft,u...
17-438-2
138.00,ambiem,major,accept
17-438-1
17-1278-3
17-1278-2
17-1278-1
ambiem,guaranteeed,price,onl...
17-1278-0
17-524-2
17-524-1
needed,product,noprescriptio...
17-251-3
17-251-2
ambiem,save,pills,here
17-251-1
oemsoftwares,professiona1,mi...
17-261-3
17-261-2
17-261-1
zolpidem,ambiem,pills,5mg/10mg
17-1579-6
money,software,saving,oemsof...
17-1579-3
17-1579-2
worldwide,penisenlargement,s...
17-1579-1
17-1579-0
yourpenis,3-inches,longer,th...
17-1085-2
percocet,oxycodone,pills,$
17-1085-1
smallpenis,guaranteed,natura...
17-1085-0
17-1430-3
17-1430-2
7.5/750mg,accepted,vicodin,a...
17-1430-1
short,never,inches,more
17-1710-6
analgesic,moderately,percoce...
17-1710-3
cializ+viagre,retail,hardtim...
17-1710-2
17-1710-1
price,chepeast,buyviagra,onl...
17-576-3
17-576-2
herbal,shorterpenis,longer,y...
17-576-1
17-1607-3
affordable,genericcialix,[20...
17-1607-2
windows7,professiona1,ultima...
17-1607-1
0nlinepharmacy,pharmacy,mast...
17-1607-0
17-121-6
17-121-3
17-121-2
17-121-1
17-121-0
17-1723-4
17-1723-3
17-1723-2
17-1723-1
17-970-2
17-970-1
17-1598-0
17-1227-4
17-1598-1
17-1227-3
17-1598-2
17-1227-2
17-1598-3
17-1227-1
17-1598-4
17-428-4
17-1598-5
17-428-3
17-1598-6
17-428-2
17-1598-7
17-428-1
17-1369-0
17-428-0
17-1369-1
17-656-6
17-1369-2
inches,today,gain
17-656-3
17-1369-3
17-656-2
17-1369-4
17-656-0
17-1369-5
17-598-4
17-1369-6
17-598-3
17-1369-13
17-598-2
biggerpenis,get
17-1369-14
17-598-1
17-1533-0
17-598-0
17-1533-1
17-636-4
17-1533-2
17-636-3
17-1533-3
17-636-2
17-1533-5
17-636-1
limited,price,discounted,val...
17-1533-6
17-636-0
17-698-0
17-1165-6
17-698-1
17-1165-3
17-698-2
17-1165-2
17-698-3
17-1165-1
17-698-4
17-1165-0
17-698-6
17-1471-3
17-698-14
17-1471-2
17-1215-1
17-1471-1
17-1215-2
17-1559-4
17-1215-3
today...limited,pills,order,...
17-1559-3
17-1215-12
17-1559-2
17-1215-13
17-1559-1
17-1215-14
17-1559-0
17-713-0
17-139-3
17-713-1
17-139-2
17-713-2
17-139-1
17-713-3
17-695-3
17-713-12
17-695-2
17-713-13
17-695-1
better,learn,biggerpenis,get
17-713-14
17-1226-3
17-1193-1
17-1226-2
17-1193-2
17-1226-1
17-1193-3
17-711-6
17-1193-12
17-711-3
17-1193-13
17-711-2
17-1193-14
17-711-1
17-663-0
17-711-0
17-663-1
17-1076-6
17-663-2
17-1076-5
17-663-3
17-1076-3
17-663-5
17-1076-2
17-663-6
17-1076-1
17-1649-1
better,inches,today,biggerpe...
17-1311-6
17-1649-2
17-1311-3
17-1649-3
17-1311-2
17-1649-12
17-1311-1
17-1649-13
17-1311-0
17-1649-14
17-1734-6
17-910-1
17-1734-3
17-910-2
17-1734-2
17-910-3
17-1734-1
17-910-12
17-1779-6
17-910-13
17-1779-3
17-910-14
17-1779-2
17-1449-1
17-1779-1
17-1449-2
17-1449-14
17-1449-12
17-1449-13

hydrocodone,prescription,shi...

will,qualify,hydrocodone,pain

canada,shipping,vicodin,free

guaranteeed,hydrocodone,appr...

herbal,natural,naturalpenise...

professionals,enlargementpil...

herbal,long-man,enlargementp...
ofejacu1ate,explosive,penisp...
penisen1argement,let's,small...
permanantly,incredib1e,lengt...
increase,yourpenis,miracle,t...
everything,guaranteeed,money...
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telesp.net.br,bezeqint.net,w...

BOT type 0382 Unknown0377 sa...

149-0-76

149-0-75
149-0-77
149-0-80

5-7421-20
5-7421-21

8-0-88

tie.cl,crnagora.net,bezeqint...

209-706-45
209-706-46
209-2187-48

8-0-63

8-0-29

BOT type 0610 Unknown0610 sa...

8-0-38
8-0-52
209-706-47
9-1043-5
9-644-38
9-309-80
9-309-74

8-0-28
9-1689-66
5-3838-6

9-3977-90

9-2428-74
9-3676-51
9-680-71
9-2075-56

mts-nn.ru,newcom.ro,connect....
mts-nn.ru,bezeqint.net,ctbcn...
mts-nn.ru,bezeqint.net,vsnl....

3-3432-33
3-3432-32
3-7270-33
3-0-33

3-0-32 9-1395-80

DonBot

8-0-60
9-1825-26
9-1825-27

Unclassified

Rustock

9-1689-67

8-0-87

193-0-77

telkom.net.id,ukrtel.net,air...
telkom.net.id,localhost
telkom.net.id,veloxzone.com.br
telekom.rs,upcbroadband.cz,v...
telekom.rs,asianet.co.th,mtn...
telekom.rs,iam.net.ma,freene...
telekom.rs,asianet.co.th,see...
iam.net.ma,vsnl.net.in,digik...
telekom.rs,nethouse.net,iam....
iam.net.ma,vsnl.net.in,proxa...
telekom.rs,intelnet.net.gt,t...
vsnl.net.in,BTI.NET.PH,ono.c...
telekom.rs,bashtel.ru,krasne...
twtelecom.net,prod-infinitum...
bashtel.ru,vsnl.net.in,farle...
iam.net.ma,t-dialin.net,crna...
telekom.rs,bashtel.ru,iam.ne...
romtelecom.net,epm.net.co,ia...
telekom.rs,bezeqint.net,mage...
telekom.rs,mts-nn.ru,telenor...
telekom.rs,asianet.co.th,bra...
ctbcnetsuper.com.br,vsi.ru,b...
telekom.rs,supernet.com.bo,t...
pern.pk,ctbcnetsuper.com.br,...
telekom.rs,upcbroadband.cz,t...
telekom.rs,kbrnet.ru,vsnl.ne...
telekom.rs,asianet.co.th,fas...
telekom.rs,freenet.com.ua,as...
mts-nn.ru,hinet.net,vdc.vn,a...
asianet.co.th,mts-nn.ru,tele...
iam.net.ma,telkom.co.ke,tfn....
telekom.rs,nextra.sk,metroin...
telekom.rs,vdc.vn,bankya.net...
iam.net.ma,clear.net.nz,crna...
telekom.rs,skyware.pl,azeron...
bezeqint.net,odessa.ua,khust...
asianet.co.th,sbb.rs,chello....
mts-nn.ru,tula.net,iam.net.m...
mts-nn.ru,mpe.lv,bashtel.ru,...
alltel.net,vsi.ru,freenet.co...
cable.net.co,tie.cl,vsnl.net...
telekom.rs,ufanet.ru,iam.net...
cable.net.co,bol.net.in,bash...
telekom.rs,pern.pk,vodacom.c...
telekom.rs,mtnl.net.in,brasi...
telesp.net.br,is74.ru,hinet....
hinet.net,TBT.RU,pldt.net,ai...
cable.net.co,bol.net.in,airt...
telekom.rs,mts-nn.ru,emserv....
bezeqint.net,dsidata.sk,kbrn...
cable.net.co,telecomitalia.i...
vdc.vn,fpt.vn,telkom.net.id,...
ufanet.ru,clearwire-wmx.net,...
cable.net.co,seed.net.tw,hin...

8-0-62

Cutwail

5-2716-33
5-2716-32
9-1175-6
5-4284-35
5-4284-34
9-680-69
5-0-34
5-0-31
5-0-30
5-0-21

9-2075-55

8-7306-49
8-7275-49
8-7260-58
8-7260-56
8-0-91
8-0-90
8-0-89
8-0-86
8-0-85
8-0-84
8-0-83
8-0-82
8-0-81
8-0-80
8-0-79
8-0-77
8-0-76
8-0-75
8-0-74
8-0-73
8-0-72
8-0-71
8-0-70
8-0-69
8-0-68
8-0-67
8-0-66
8-0-64
8-0-61
8-0-59
8-0-57
8-0-56
8-0-54
8-0-53
8-0-49
8-0-48
8-0-47
8-0-46
8-0-45
8-0-44
8-0-43
8-0-42
8-0-41
8-0-40
8-0-37
8-0-36
8-0-34
8-0-33
8-0-26
8-0-25
8-0-24
8-0-23
8-0-22
8-0-19
8-0-14
8-0-13
8-0-2
8-0-1
8-0-0

9-1237-83
9-1237-82
9-1825-22

8-0-65
8-0-58

5-0-1

5-4284-4

Mega_D

9-1825-23
ctbcnetsuper.com.br,lonepine...
mts-nn.ru,bellsouth.net,tele...
telekom.rs,bezeqint.net,ipnx...
privatedns.com,vdc.vn,iam.ne...
mts-nn.ru,upcbroadband.cz,ia...
mts-nn.ru,earthlink.net,kuba...
bezeqint.net,ctbcnetsuper.co...
asianet.co.th,airtelbroadban...
mts-nn.ru,sv-en.ru,bezeqint....
telekom.rs,mts-nn.ru,lstn.ne...
ovh.net,virtualtarget.com.br...
telekom.rs,lstn.net,bashtel....
ufanet.ru,bezeqint.net,basht...
supernet.com.bo,pembrokepine...
telekom.rs,iam.net.ma,farlep...
mts-nn.ru,cardapiosaude.in,b...
sasknet.sk.ca,mts-nn.ru,iam....
telekom.rs,mpnine.com,bezeqi...
mts-nn.ru,virtualtarget.com....
pacotes.in,vsnl.net.in,icedu...
telekom.rs,mts-nn.ru,rr.com,...
mts-nn.ru,osaka-u.ac.jp,eart...
telekom.rs,epm.net.co,maxonl...
routit.net,UkrWest.Net,pugma...
mts-nn.ru,iam.net.ma,bks-tv....
charter.com,iam.net.ma,virtu...
8-0-55
telekom.rs,inetia.pl,comcast...
charter.com,gaoland.net,prox...
bezeqint.net,virtualtarget.c...
charter.com,rr.com,embarqhsd...
telekom.rs,tie.cl,vsnl.net.i...
nethouse.net,airtel.net,cnc....
telekom.rs,mts-nn.ru,intelne...
comcast.net,arcor-ip.net,asi...
telekom.rs,vdc.vn,vsnl.net.i...
bezeqint.net,proxad.net,sky....
telekom.rs,mts-nn.ru,upcbroa...
telekom.rs,virtua.com.br,ono...
telekom.rs,isadsl.co.za,as18...
9-2428-73
bellsouth.net,crnagora.net,o...
gaoland.net,embarqhsd.net,sb...
netcabo.pt,tele2.at,shawcabl...
romtelecom.net,rr.com,windst...
bezeqint.net,crnagora.net,on...
satfilm.net.pl,spectrumnet.b...
telekom.rs,bezeqint.net,emba...
telekom.rs,or.jp,embarqhsd.n...
charter.com,telepac.pt,proxa...
sky.com,embarqhsd.net,mchsi....
embarqhsd.net,mchsi.com,wind...
airtelbroadband.in,charter.c...
airtelbroadband.in,mediaWays...
sasknet.sk.ca,nt.net,maxonli...
bezeqint.net,ono.com,inetia....
bezeqint.net,gaoland.net,emb...
bezeqint.net,vsnl.net.in,ono...
ctbcnetsuper.com.br,iam.net....
viettel.vn,vdc.vn,airtelbroa...
superkabel.de,fastwebnet.it,...
telecomitalia.it,rr.com,bigp...
airtelbroadband.in,numericab...
rr.com,shawcable.net,charter...
bellsouth.net,vsnl.net.in,ma...
telekom.rs,iam.net.ma,vsnl.n...
cable.net.co,ufanet.ru,bezeq...
cable.net.co,asianet.co.th,b...
cdma.cat.net.th,asianet.co.t...
asianet.co.th,bol.net.in,bez...
bezeqint.net,gaoland.net,ono...
bezeqint.net,sky.com,gaoland...
bezeqint.net,sky.com,vsnl.ne...
telekom.rs,mts-nn.ru,vsnl.ne...
bashtel.ru,vsnl.net.in,asian...
asianet.co.th,vdc.vn,vsnl.ne...
telekom.rs,bezeqint.net,cabl...
5-0-20
telekom.rs,bezeqint.net,virt...
vdc.vn,odessa.ua,mweb.co.za,...
telecomitalia.it,mediaWays.n...
telecomitalia.it,qwest.net,f...
bezeqint.net,gaoland.net,max...
ono.com,inetia.pl,comcast.ne...
bezeqint.net,iam.net.ma,gaol...
romtelecom.net,asianet.co.th...
mts-nn.ru,azeronline.com,vsi...
asianet.co.th,mtnl.net.in,hi...
airtelbroadband.in,fastwebne...
qwest.net,fastwebnet.it,bell...
qwest.net,fastwebnet.it,zigg...
telekom.rs,ipnxtelecoms.com,...
bashtel.ru,vsnl.net.in,fast....
asianet.co.th,163data.com.cn...
mts-nn.ru,bezeqint.net,ono.c...
iam.net.ma,vsnl.net.in,embar...
telekom.rs,iam.net.ma,t-dial...
ctbcnetsuper.com.br,gaoland....
bezeqint.net,vsnl.net.in,t-d...
vsnl.net.in,embarqhsd.net,t-...
ufanet.ru,bezeqint.net,sky.c...
speedy.net.pe,nwgsm.ru,telko...
mediaWays.net,intelnet.net.g...
9-644-39
5-0-6
5-0-35
asianet.co.th,bol.net.in,mtn...
5-7270-20
telekom.rs,mts-nn.ru,bezeqin...
5-7270-35
claro.net.br,soborka.net,lug...
3-7270-32
telkom.net.id,telesp.net.br,...
asianet.co.th,viettel.vn,vdc...
bezeqint.net,gaoland.net,t-d...
telecomitalia.it,qwest.net,r...
t-dialin.net,ono.com,shawcab...
spark-ryazan.ru,speedy.com.a...
gaoland.net,embarqhsd.net,mc...
enterio.com.ua,iam.net.ma,t-...
iam.net.ma,comunitel.net,emb...
asianet.co.th,ufanet.ru,mtnl...
telekom.rs,vsnl.net.in,t-dia...
asianet.co.th,mtnl.net.in,ba...
bezeqint.net,iam.net.ma,vsnl...
ip.net.ua,ivnet.ru,krasnet.r...
telekom.rs,bashtel.ru,pacbel...
ipnxtelecoms.com,telemar.net...
telekom.rs,bezeqint.net,iam....
kerch.net,balticum.lt,play-i...
iam.net.ma,embarqhsd.net,vir...
mts-nn.ru,bezeqint.net,virtu...
rr.com,verizon.net,charter.c...
ufanet.ru,embarqhsd.net,ono....
comcast.net,virginmedia.com,...
iam.net.ma,iol.cz,gaoland.ne...
hinet.net,vdc.vn,airtelbroad...
iam.net.ma,embarqhsd.net,ono...
otenet.gr,comcast.net,virgin...
vsnl.net.in,embarqhsd.net,mc...
numericable.fr,charter.com,c...
telekom.rs,lstn.net,virtua.c...
rr.com,charter.com,embarqhsd...
eaglerocknet.com,virginmedia...
ovh.net,embarqhsd.net,mchsi....
telecomitalia.it,rr.com,veri...
superkabel.de,airtelbroadban...
qwest.net,charter.com,rr.com...
ufanet.ru,bezeqint.net,iam.n...
telekom.rs,ufanet.ru,vsi.ru,...
virtua.com.br,mchsi.com,wind...
bezeqint.net,vsnl.net.in,emb...
asianet.co.th,telesp.net.br,...
directclick.com.br,bezeqint....
bezeqint.net,iam.net.ma,sbcg...
bezeqint.net,ipv4ilink.net,e...
telekom.rs,ufanet.ru,bezeqin...
telekom.rs,satfilm.net.pl,mr...
telekom.rs,mts-nn.ru,ufanet....
telekom.rs,nts-online.net,on...
ufanet.ru,rr.com,inetia.pl,w...
bezeqint.net,sbcglobal.net,t...
telesp.net.br,qwest.net,fast...
dslavangard.ru,bezeqint.net,...
netcabo.pt,embarqhsd.net,t-d...
routit.net,mts-nn.ru,dslavan...
gaoland.net,kyivstar.net,ono...
telekom.rs,ufanet.ru,ctbcnet...
bezeqint.net,mchsi.com,comca...
ava.net.ua,ctbcnetsuper.com....
asianet.co.th,hospedagemdesi...
bezeqint.net,bashtel.ru,abis...
iam.net.ma,t-dialin.net,ono....
asianet.co.th,onelinkpr.net,...
1-0-76
1-0-77
1-0-75
1-0-78
1-0-74
1-0-79
1-0-73
1-0-80
1-0-81
1-0-72
1-0-82
1-0-71
1-0-83
1-0-70
1-0-84
1-0-69
mts-nn.ru,dslavangard.ru,bez...
1-0-85
1-0-68
1-0-86
1-0-67
1-0-87
1-0-66
1-0-88
1-0-65
1-0-89
1-0-64
1-0-90
1-0-63
1-0-91
1-0-62
1-3990-64
1-0-61
1-3990-65
1-0-60
1-3990-66
1-0-59
dobroe.ru,ufanet.ru,dslavang...
1-3990-67
1-0-58
1-3990-68
1-0-57
1-3990-69
1-0-56
1-3990-70
1-3990-71
1-3990-72
1-3990-73
rmt.ru,pern.pk,vsi.ru,mts-nn...
1-3990-74
1-3990-75
1-3990-76
1-3990-77
1-3990-78
1-3990-79
routit.net,bezeqint.net,vsi....
1-3990-80
1-3990-81
1-3990-82
1-3990-83
startrac.cz,mts-nn.ru,dslava...
1-3990-84
1-3990-85
1-1333-78
1-1333-79
1-1333-80
otenet.gr,fastwebnet.it,tele...
1-1333-81
1-2075-54
1-2075-55
autoexec.net,bezeqint.net,fa...
1-2075-56
1-2075-57
telekom.rs,vsnl.net.in,balti...
1-2075-58
1-2075-59
1-2075-60
net2u.pl,bezeqint.net,bether...
1-2075-61
1-0-55
1-1547-55
1-1547-56
1-1547-57
autoexec.net,mpe.lv,cypressc...
1-1547-58
1-1547-59
1-1648-64
mts-nn.ru,freenet.com.ua,kra...
1-1648-65
1-1648-66
1-706-43
1-706-44
1-706-45
1-7047-81
1-7047-82
1-7047-83
mts-nn.ru,bezeqint.net,basht...
1-7047-84
1-2132-61
1-2132-62
1-2132-63
1-4375-37
1-4375-38
1-4375-39
1-4375-40
mifril.ru,freenet.com.ua,zst...
1-855-2
1-855-3
soborka.net,cable.012.net.il...
1-7279-25
1-7279-42
1-7279-43
ufanet.ru,bezeqint.net,bethe...
1-7279-44
1-3676-48
kyivstar.net,infonet.by,ab.r...
1-3676-49
1-3676-50
1-0-54
rmt.ru,mts-nn.ru,bezeqint.ne...
1-2558-37
1-0-53
1-2558-38
1-0-52
netcabo.pt,chello.pl,hinet.n...
1-2558-39
1-0-51
1-2558-40
1-0-50
rmt.ru,mts-nn.ru,dslavangard...
1-1237-80
1-0-49
5-0-4
mts-nn.ru,kvartal-net.ru,kub...
1-1237-81
rr.com,bluewin.ch,charter.co...
1-0-48
rr.com,charter.com,btcentral...
1-1237-82
1-1237-83
sovam.net.ua,ctbcnetsuper.co...
1-1237-84
telekom.rs,mts-nn.ru,isadsl....
1-1405-14
1-0-47
1-1405-15
1-0-46
telekom.rs,mts-nn.ru,vsi.ru,...
1-644-25
1-0-45
1-644-30
1-0-44
dslavangard.ru,sovam.net.ua,...
1-644-31
1-0-43
1-644-33
1-0-42
startrac.cz,mts-nn.ru,azeron...
1-644-34
1-0-41
1-644-46
1-0-40
1-644-47
1-0-39
mediaWays.net,fastwebnet.it,...
1-5945-41
1-0-38
1-5945-42
1-0-37
fastwebnet.it,brasiltelecom....
1-5945-43
1-0-36
1-1283-0
1-0-35
1-7374-30
1-0-34
1-7374-35
1-0-33
qwest.net,rr.com,mtnl.net.in...
1-7374-36
1-0-32
1-7374-54
1-0-30
1-1345-14
1-0-29
1-1345-15
1-0-28
rr.com,net24.it,centurytel.n...
1-1825-28
1-0-27
fastwebnet.it,rr.com,embarqh...
1-0-26
1-78-83
1-0-25
charter.com,otenet.gr,shawca...
1-7426-22
1-0-24
1-7426-23
1-0-23
telecomitalia.it,fastwebnet....
1-7426-28
1-0-22
1-7426-48
1-0-21
superkabel.de,ziggo.nl,club-...
1-7426-49
1-0-20
sky.com,virtua.com.br,mchsi....
1-7347-70
1-0-19
1-7347-71
1-0-18
dodo.com.au,vsnl.net.in,iusa...
1-7347-72
1-0-17
1-7347-73
1-0-15
charter.com,rr.com,tiscali.i...
1-7347-74
mediaWays.net,charter.com,br...
1-1000-10
1-1000-30
metrocast.net,mediaWays.net,...
1-7400-70
1-7400-71
charter.com,brasiltelecom.ne...
1-7400-72
charter.com,rr.com,comcast.n...
1-7400-73
1-7400-74
mts-nn.ru,mtnl.net.in,tula.n...
1-4746-25
1-4746-60
wanamaroc.com,vivax.com.br,c...
1-4746-61
mts-nn.ru,cable.012.net.il,m...
1-4746-62
1-4746-63
ufanet.ru,bashtel.ru,yoladom...
1-3838-82
bezeqint.net,freenet.com.ua,...
turktelekom.com.tr,airtel.in...
1-3838-84
bezeqint.net,bashtel.ru,apol...
mts-nn.ru,bashtel.ru,orange....
1-3838-87
1-3838-88
flex.ru,anteldata.net.uy,bez...
1-3838-89
tps.uz,mts-nn.ru,bashtel.ru,...
1-7312-70
1-7312-71
rmt.ru,charter.com,bashtel.r...
1-7312-72
1-7312-73
epm.net.co,embarqhsd.net,ono...
1-7312-74
qwerty.ru,ktnet.kg,vsi.ru,hi...
1-6706-22
1-6706-23
singnet.com.sg,bashtel.ru,ho...
1-7072-70
ufanet.ru,strace.net,spark-r...
1-7072-71
1-7072-72
ufanet.ru,vladlink.net,odess...
1-7072-73
ufanet.ru,bashtel.ru,freenet...
1-7072-74
1-684-14
so-com.ru,sovam.net.ua,vsi.r...
1-7381-37
bialnet.com.pl,darlingtin.ru...
1-7440-49
1-7440-50
1-7440-51
1-3404-42
1-3404-43
singnet.com.sg,rr.com,anteld...
1-3404-44
telekom.rs,iam.net.ma,petrot...
1-7240-43
1-7240-44
bezeqint.net,cable.012.net.i...
1-6450-27
ufanet.ru,vsi.ru,mts-nn.ru,f...
1-6450-28
1-6450-29
numericable.fr,charter.com,a...
1-6450-30
atlanticbb.net,qwest.net,rr....
1-7359-17
1-7359-18
rr.com,bellsouth.net,charter...
1-7388-37
mediaWays.net,charter.com,ri...
1-7388-45
rr.com,virginmedia.com,vdc.v...
1-2002-63
1-2002-65
telekom.rs,sumtel.ua,sovam.n...
1-2002-82
viettel.vn,vdc.vn,ukrtel.net...
1-2002-84
1-2002-87
rr.com,as9105.com,comcastbus...
1-2002-88
bezeqint.net,netcabo.pt,emba...
1-2187-47
1-1336-65
telesp.net.br,charter.com,as...
1-1336-82
mindspring.com,comcast.net,v...
1-1336-84
1-1336-87
mts-nn.ru,bezeqint.net,freen...
1-4198-45
zoominternet.net,qwest.net,r...
1-7088-63
1-7088-65
1-7088-82
1-7088-84
mts-nn.ru,sovam.net.ua,tnp.p...
1-7088-87
1-1503-82
roventa.lt,ctbcnetsuper.com....
1-1503-84
telekom.rs,mts-nn.ru,tie.cl,...
1-1503-87
1-3128-53
otenet.gr,mts-nn.ru,vdc.vn,i...
1-3128-54
fastwebnet.it,otenet.gr,rr.c...
1-3847-71
sv-en.ru,avangarddsl.ru,chel...
1-3847-72
1-0-14
1-3608-81
comcen.net.au,spcsdns.net,ur...
1-7448-39
charter.com,verna.com,solank...
1-7448-40
1-153-18
asianet.co.th,qwest.net,rr.c...
1-153-19
rr.com,airtelbroadband.in,sa...
1-153-20
mts-nn.ru,vsi.ru,krasnet.ru,...
1-2765-0
1-2765-1
qwest.net,fastwebnet.it,rr.c...
1-7429-21
telecomitalia.it,charter.com...
1-7429-22
telekom.rs,dslavangard.ru,ai...
1-3070-17
1-3070-18
1-6273-81
charter.com,club-internet.fr...
1-6067-42
1-6067-43
embarqhsd.net,rcil.gov.in,li...
1-6067-44
swbell.net,charter.com,brasi...
1-85-82
uninet.net.mx,kerch.net,kyiv...
1-85-84
1-85-87
cable.012.net.il,insightbb.c...
1-85-88
embarqhsd.net,windstream.net...
1-4532-24
ono.com,comcast.net,shawcabl...
1-449-81
1-0-11
1-6297-4
rr.com,comcastbusiness.net,c...
1-4734-49
qwest.net,rr.com,charter.com...
1-4734-50
1-4734-51
1-506-81
1-2034-34
ufanet.ru,bashtel.ru,vsi.ru,...
1-2034-35
1-308-17
routit.net,ufanet.ru,mts-nn....
1-1901-28
mts-nn.ru,rr.com,bashtel.ru,...
1-355-27
ufanet.ru,mts-nn.ru,balticom...
1-355-28
1-355-29
mts-nn.ru,dslavangard.ru,bas...
1-2986-81
1-2124-35
telkom.net.id,airtelbroadban...
1-2124-36
1-3641-27
1-3641-28
1-3641-29
charter.com,proxad.net,comca...
1-4127-39
1-4127-40
1-7270-69
fastwebnet.it,as9105.com,bez...
1-7270-88
1-4245-82
ownit.se,bellsouth.net,strea...
1-4245-84
charter.com,myvzw.com,ono.co...
1-4245-87
telekom.rs,vsi.ru,rus-com.ne...
1-7260-75
mts-nn.ru,sovam.net.ua,basht...
vsi.ru,volia.net,otenet.gr,u...
1-7260-80
1-1176-43
1-4405-17
emserv.ru,bezeqint.net,vsi.r...
1-5593-44
asianet.co.th,ufanet.ru,vsi....
1-6123-19
cgocable.net,mweb.co.za,arco...
1-6123-20
1-971-88
1-971-89
iam.net.ma,myvzw.com,ono.com...
1-1697-88
embarqhsd.net,sbcglobal.net,...
1-1697-89
1-1863-88
superkabel.de,telecomitalia....
1-1863-89
asianet.co.th,rr.com,telesp....
1-5274-34
telekom.rs,bezeqint.net,spec...
1-5274-35
1-7264-45
telekom.rs,prod-infinitum.co...
1-7264-46
dslavangard.ru,bashtel.ru,fr...
1-21-32
rmt.ru,mts-nn.ru,sovam.net.u...
1-21-34
1-3240-84
balticum.lt,bezeqint.net,che...
1-3240-85
bashtel.ru,edunet.ru,starnet...
1-4071-88
gaoland.net,embarqhsd.net,on...
1-4071-89
1-7421-69
mediaWays.net,charter.com,cl...
bezeqint.net,bashtel.ru,inte...
1-7421-88
mediaWays.net,comcastbusines...
tpc.edu.tw,eaglerocknet.com,...
1-7250-34
charter.com,ziggo.nl,rr.com,...
rmt.ru,ufanet.ru,ono.com,com...
1-7250-35
1-0-13
1-7186-1
1-0-12
airtelbroadband.in,bashtel.r...
vsnl.net.in,t-dialin.net,com...
1-7186-2
1-0-6
cable.012.net.il,vsi.ru,spee...
logjamming.com,comcast.net,s...
1-1235-40
1-0-5
routit.net,mts-nn.ru,azeronl...
bezeqint.net,airtelbroadband...
1-1460-88
1-0-4
1-1460-89
1-0-3
telkom.net.id,eaglerocknet.c...
1-2500-24
1-0-2
vdc.vn,iam.net.ma,vsnl.net.i...
1-3120-37
1-0-1
telekom.rs,telesp.net.br,iam...
1-1320-40
1-0-0
rr.com,iam.net.ma,vsnl.net.i...
1-1320-41
13-594-12
rr.com,bethere.co.uk,verizon...
1-2430-88
13-562-11
routit.net,dslavangard.ru,be...
iam.net.ma,embarqhsd.net,net...
13-2461-11
1-2430-89
myvzw.com,crnagora.net,comca...
13-448-11
mts-nn.ru,bashtel.ru,vsi.ru,...
1-7380-24
13-6886-11
telekom.rs,netcabo.pt,farlep...
1-1536-37
13-860-26
gaoland.net,t-dialin.net,com...
ownit.se,gci.net,o2.ie,crnag...
1-4056-40
13-1119-7
vsi.ru,airtelbroadband.in,av...
1-4056-41
13-150-3
1-5113-90
13-734-26
supernet.com.bo,bellsouth.ne...
qwest.net,fastwebnet.it,spb....
1-5113-91
13-5278-24
telekom.rs,vodafone.pt,ctbcn...
1-532-22
13-3836-43
kyivstar.net,dn.ua,lg.ua,lug...
odessa.ua,freenet.com.ua,emb...
1-532-25
13-2738-14
1-4178-26
13-1486-4
ukrtel.net,volia.net
asianet.co.th,davincilocador...
1-936-42
13-2863-11
bol.net.in,n37.ru,izhnt.ru,s...
bezeqint.net,pi49-253-30.cn....
1-936-43
13-252-4
romtelecom.net,mts-nn.ru,fas...
odessa.ua,spectrumnet.bg,myv...
1-936-44
13-6303-3
1-1043-4
13-2968-13
romtelecom.net,une.net.co,fl...
1-6702-36
13-2132-63
bellsouth.net,cgocable.net,t...
socket.net,telefonica-wholes...
1-758-48
13-2096-1
iam.net.ma,cgocable.net,maxo...
1-758-49
13-2656-23
1-7314-88
13-1142-3
alltel.net,cable.012.net.il,...
abpl.pl,vdc.vn,cable.012.net...
1-3756-30
13-696-43
sura.ru,rima-tde.net,airtelb...
bezeqint.net,networktel.net,...
1-4281-53
13-777-24
prod-infinitum.com.mx,rr.com...
shadwell.com.pa,vsnl.net.in,...
1-4281-54
13-572-3
1-7439-42
13-597-3
mts-nn.ru,azeronline.com,bot...
1-6824-37
13-111-43
ukrtel.net,yota.ru,volia.net
satfilm.net.pl,brutele.be,em...
1-276-19
13-1041-37
ufanet.ru,azeronline.com,vsi...
brasiltelecom.net.br,rr.com,...
1-1765-67
13-4777-41
1-368-67
13-31-11
proxad.net,club-internet.fr,...
telekom.rs,alltel.net,tvksmp...
1-611-27
13-1094-19
rr.com,proxad.net,comcastbus...
1-611-28
13-5327-13
schedom-europe.net,vsnl.net....
nava21.ne.jp,satfilm.net.pl,...
1-1232-53
13-5327-12
1-2111-88
13-1373-13
etczone.com,netcabo.pt,embar...
1-2111-89
13-1373-12
rr.com,charter.com,virtua.co...
tie.cl,or.jp,bezeqint.net,in...
1-2697-29
13-1342-13
bangaore.mp.59.90.234.46,gao...
orcon.net.nz,bezeqint.net,co...
1-1593-21
13-1342-12
1-3011-19
13-7448-24
asianet.co.th,ntc.net.pk,upc...
speedy.net.pe,wired.ro,rr.co...
1-2230-42
13-1387-36
as9105.com,brasiltelecom.net...
bellsouth.net,etb.net.co,gao...
1-3098-54
13-4485-11
t-dialin.net,shawcable.net,a...
asianet.co.th,mclink.it,rr.c...
1-1299-14
13-1674-23
1-4802-62
13-3304-3
superkabel.de,asianet.co.th,...
1-1557-41
13-2446-20
isadsl.co.za,carolinabroadba...
cable.net.co,mediaWays.net,f...
1-2809-23
13-6067-44
1-1455-36
13-3581-42
telepac.pt,ukrtel.net,mgts.by
grid.com.tr,bol.net.in,chart...
1-5431-37
13-3581-41
permonline.ru,didan.com.ua,c...
or.jp,chello.sk,arcor-ip.net...
1-7083-41
13-2165-25
metrocast.net,charter.com,rr...
dslavangard.ru,krasnet.ru,ai...
1-946-17
13-6677-19
1-3127-44
13-4866-14
charter.com,comcastbusiness....
telecomitalia.it,intelnet.ne...
1-1179-35
13-4866-13
telekom.rs,diodecom.net,iam....
telekom.rs,vsnl.net.in,telec...
1-1572-43
13-1640-28
superkabel.de,rr.com,charter...
telekom.rs,cndata.com,virtua...
1-2331-22
13-5583-25
1-6740-70
13-4734-50
it4u.net,inetia.pl,libero.it...
ufanet.ru,fast.net.id,ono.co...
1-536-37
13-6989-42
bol.net.in,hinet.net,tfn.net...
netserv.ro,inetia.pl,or.jp,E...
1-1104-24
13-6989-41
4net.name,kuzbass.net,ukrtel...
telekom.rs,tvkdiana.pl,bethe...
1-635-37
13-7242-14
1-986-34
13-481-22
charter.com,verizon.net,rr.c...
sky.com,vsnl.net.in,telecom....
1-3132-14
13-481-21
rr.com,ziggo.nl,charter.com,...
1-441-39
13-626-1
rr.com,windstream.net,sky.co...
windstream.net,inetia.pl,com...
1-1355-69
13-626-0
1-1061-69
13-1346-34
cable.012.net.il,inext.cz,wi...
bezeqint.net,as9105.com,bras...
1-3389-25
13-1539-42
dodo.com.au,ztv.ne.jp,pivot....
telekom.rs,teletektelekom.co...
1-6866-69
13-1539-41
13-3990-67
1-4394-21
13-24-11
dodo.com.au,cgocable.net,t-d...
desktop.com.br,t-dialin.net,...
1-5184-69
13-4540-13
schedom-europe.net,bezeqint....
telekom.rs,rr.com,dvois.com,...
1-4303-29
13-4540-12
lightpath.net,gaoland.net,wi...
1-3042-43
13-4075-26
1-1520-14
13-2221-23
bellsouth.net,cgocable.net,o...
bezeqint.net,vtx.ch,vsnl.net...
13-0-0
13-2221-22
schedom-europe.net,epm.net.c...
13-0-1
13-3404-44
tbcnet.net.tw,artcoms.ru,vol...
13-0-2
13-7423-26
13-0-3
13-5791-43
asianet.co.th,qwest.net,char...
asianet.co.th,cable.net.co,v...
13-0-4
13-1065-56
netcabo.pt,vodafone.it,mchsi...
bezeqint.net,cableworld.es,f...
13-0-5
13-1065-55
13-0-6
13-6774-11
cnc.net,nts-online.net,liber...
prod-infinitum.com.mx,bezeqi...
13-0-7
13-611-29
comcastbusiness.net,rr.com,c...
13-0-11
13-611-28
asianet.co.th,telkom.net.id,...
cable.012.net.il,wayinternet...
13-0-12
13-843-14
13-0-13
13-843-13
unh.edu,optimus.pt,cablesurf...
vicatv.net,eaccess.ne.jp,com...
13-0-14
13-476-7
superkabel.de,ktnet.kg,istra...
telekom.rs,tulipconnect.com,...
13-0-15
13-1177-7
mageal.net,sibirtelecom.ru,a...
bostream.se,comunitel.net,at...
13-0-18
13-1177-5
13-0-19
13-5569-43
bezeqint.net,107-BJ-CNC,emba...
telenor.rs,gaoland.net,newwa...
13-0-20
13-1534-7
startrac.cz,san.ru,mtnl.net....
13-0-21
13-1534-5
13-0-22
13-652-42
telecorp.hn,netcabo.pt,embar...
barak.net.il,netspace.net.au...
13-0-23
13-652-41
kyivstar.net,vdsbg.com,mtu-n...
vdc.vn,gaoland.net,crnagora....
13-0-24
13-6620-11
telepac.pt,proxad.net,windst...
13-0-25
13-5097-28
13-0-26
13-5097-27
twtelecom.net,sbcglobal.net,...
inter.net.il,netia.com.pl,vs...
13-0-27
13-7440-50
bol.net.in,kyivstar.net,tark...
ufanet.ru,tie.cl,bashtel.ru,...
13-0-28
13-7264-47
13-0-29
13-5723-47
telekom.rs,bezeqint.net,vsnl...
t-dialin.net,shawcable.net,b...
13-0-31
13-5723-45
telekom.rs,embarqhsd.net,ono...
ptt.rs,localhost,in-addr.arpa
13-0-34
13-6996-36
13-0-35
13-1656-34
telekom.rs,bezeqint.net,tele...
bezeqint.net,tnp.pl,kgts.ru,...
13-0-36
13-1656-4
telekom.rs,gaoland.net,embar...
telekom.rs,iam.net.ma,windst...
13-0-37
13-557-3
rr.com,vsnl.net.in,comcast.n...
13-0-40
13-1994-46
13-0-41
13-1994-45
multimo.pl,vsnl.net.in,kbron...
13-0-42
13-7417-47
mts-nn.ru,bezeqint.net,embar...
virginmedia.com,surfer.at,bt...
13-0-43
13-7417-45
13-0-45
13-1686-20
romtelecom.net,cable.net.co,...
13-0-46
13-1686-19
telekom.rs,bellsouth.net,net...
asianet.co.th,bashtel.ru,tpn...
13-0-47
13-1686-18
13-0-48
13-7327-37
telekom.rs,ctbcnetsuper.com....
gaoland.net,nova.net.cn,ono....
13-0-49
13-7327-36
telekom.rs,vdc.vn,windstream...
alltel.net,iol.it,kblassocia...
13-0-50
13-1853-49
13-0-51
13-1853-48
telekom.rs,vsnl.net.in,ono.c...
telenor.rs,epm.net.co,bashte...
13-0-52
13-1736-47
vdc.vn,vsnl.net.in,comcast.n...
bezeqint.net,spectrumnet.bg,...
13-0-53
13-1736-45
vodafone.pt,vsnl.net.in,maxo...
telekom.rs,embarqhsd.net,vir...
13-0-54
13-4145-2
13-0-55
13-4145-1
telekom.rs,ono.com,inetia.pl...
mts-nn.ru,bashtel.ru,vsnl.ne...
13-0-56
13-1322-15
telekom.rs,comcast.net,arcor...
intelnet.net.gt,cablerocket....
13-0-57
13-1322-14
13-0-58
13-1322-13
bezeqint.net,hathway.com,rci...
13-0-59
13-6709-4
telekom.rs,mts-nn.ru,dslavan...
romtelecom.net,intelcom.su,k...
13-0-60
13-3925-43
13-0-61
13-3389-48
bezeqint.net,netcabo.pt,eacc...
telekom.rs,barak.net.il,insi...
13-0-62
13-3389-46
telekom.rs,rr.com,comcast.ne...
bezeqint.net,zicom.pl,azadne...
13-0-63
13-4104-4
13-0-64
13-5553-54
bashtel.ru,comcast.net,asian...
alltel.net,vdc.vn,or.jp,monr...
13-0-65
13-5553-53
ufanet.ru,bezeqint.net,ono.c...
13-0-66
13-5553-52
13-0-68
13-1455-37
telekom.rs,bezeqint.net,airt...
13-0-69
13-1455-36
charter.com,comunitel.net,vs...
13-0-70
13-1455-35
13-0-71
13-3242-11
rr.com,bellsouth.net,or.jp,s...
asianet.co.th,mtnl.net.in,ia...
13-0-72
13-5831-3
prk-net.ru,telesp.net.br,iam...
13-0-73
13-377-43
13-0-77
13-920-54
telekom.rs,bezeqint.net,shaw...
13-0-78
13-920-53
telekom.rs,bezeqint.net,mchs...
asianet.co.th,static.tm.net....
13-0-79
13-920-52
13-3990-64
13-1641-11
bezeqint.net,ono.com,orange....
13-3990-65
13-6552-52
telekom.rs,sovam.net.ua,oten...
13-3990-66
13-6552-51
13-3990-68
13-6552-50
alltel.net,ctbcnetsuper.com....
13-3990-69
13-6552-49
13-3990-70
13-6133-34
13-3990-71
13-6133-31
telekom.rs,bezeqint.net,inte...
routit.net,mts-nn.ru,fullrat...
13-3990-72
13-2174-26
13-3990-73
13-3641-29
telekom.rs,inter.net.il,maxo...
bezeqint.net,plus.com,netbyn...
13-3990-74
13-3641-28
telekom.rs,bezeqint.net,wind...
13-3990-75
13-3641-27
13-3990-76
13-5617-37
telekom.rs,bezeqint.net,comu...
13-3990-77
13-5617-36
bezeqint.net,comunitel.net,o...
bilgoraj.mm.pl,stsisp.ro,abp...
13-3990-78
13-3108-3
13-3990-79
13-1055-36
windstream.net,shawcable.net...
telekom.rs,alltel.net,orcon....
13-3990-83
13-1055-35
13-3990-84
13-165-23
vdc.vn,vsnl.net.in,embarqhsd...
13-4746-46
13-7362-22
vdc.vn,northrock.bm,vsnl.net...
13-4746-47
13-7362-21
13-4746-48
13-3015-3
charter.com,ziggo.nl,shawcab...
13-4746-49
13-2359-13
13-4746-59
13-2359-12
embarqhsd.net,ono.com,windst...
bashtel.ru,rosprint.net,opti...
13-4746-60
13-895-22
bezeqint.net,embarqhsd.net,v...
ctinets.com,ufanet.ru,rr.com...
13-4746-61
13-895-21
13-4746-62
13-6702-37
telekom.rs,embarqhsd.net,com...
charter.com,as43234.net,comc...
13-4746-63
13-6702-36
13-1000-10
13-6702-35
bellsouth.net,embarqhsd.net,...
13-1000-29
13-3054-3
rr.com,vsnl.net.in,windstrea...
bellsouth.net,vsnl.net.in,mc...
13-1000-30
13-7271-3
13-1000-31
13-7271-2
iam.net.ma,gaoland.net,embar...
13-1333-78
13-7397-20
13-1333-79
13-7410-4
upcbroadband.cz,gaoland.net,...
cable.net.co,telkom.net.id,b...
13-1333-80
13-3052-12
bezeqint.net,bellsouth.net,v...
13-1333-81
13-3052-11
13-7279-1
13-7337-14
vdc.vn,bellsouth.net,comunit...
asianet.co.th,proxad.net,vie...
13-7279-2
13-7337-13
13-7279-5
13-3266-29
mtnl.net.in,charter.com,rr.c...
vodacom.co.za,bellsouth.net,...
13-7279-6
13-3266-28
13-7279-7
13-3266-27
vdc.vn,dodo.com.au,vsnl.net....
13-7279-11
13-912-58
mchsi.com,windstream.net,com...
inetia.pl,maxonline.com.sg,o...
13-7279-13
13-912-57
13-7279-18
13-912-56
asianet.co.th,advance.com.ar...
13-7279-19
13-912-55
13-7279-42
13-7307-26
tie.cl,vsnl.net.in,virtua.co...
13-7279-43
13-355-29
13-7279-44
13-355-28
charter.com,hinet.net,rr.com...
ctinets.com,ticino.com,gaola...
13-7279-46
13-355-27
13-7279-47
13-902-13
qwest.net,fastwebnet.it,bras...
13-7279-48
13-902-12
13-7279-49
13-1467-34
qwest.net,fastwebnet.it,tele...
13-4994-34
13-1467-31
rr.com,shawcable.net,vdc.vn,...
vsnl.net.in,teletektelekom.c...
13-4994-35
13-3768-22
13-4994-52
13-3768-21
13-4994-53
13-3030-24
13-4994-54
13-6685-26
telekom.rs,airtelbroadband.i...
13-4994-55
13-3104-7
13-4994-56
13-3104-6
vdc.vn,ziggo.nl,brasilteleco...
13-4994-57
13-3104-5
13-4994-58
13-3890-1
ufanet.ru,vsi.ru,inetia.pl,m...
13-4994-59
13-3890-0
13-4994-60
13-7247-13
bezeqint.net,bashtel.ru,euro...
13-4994-61
13-7247-12
13-4994-63
13-956-15
cable.net.co,fastwebnet.it,b...
ctbcnetsuper.com.br,comunite...
13-4994-64
13-956-14
13-4994-65
13-5392-13
iam.net.ma,embarqhsd.net,com...
13-4994-68
13-5747-23
13-4994-69
13-5747-22
twtelecom.net,netcabo.pt,t-d...
13-4994-70
13-3908-42
13-4994-71
13-3908-41
13-4994-72
13-3906-34
telekom.rs,sky.com,embarqhsd...
metrocast.net,numericable.fr...
13-4994-73
13-3906-32
13-4994-77
13-3906-31
telekom.rs,charter.com,sky.c...
smallworlduk.com,numericable...
13-4994-78
13-3906-4
13-4994-79
telekom.rs,bezeqint.net,sky....
charter.com,ono.com,shawcabl...
13-7388-43
13-4994-80
13-3240-84
13-7388-4
prod-infinitum.com.mx,cable....
13-3240-85
13-1045-42
13-4198-4
13-1045-41
telekom.rs,vdc.vn,sky.com,ga...
asianet.co.th,charter.com,te...
13-4198-60
13-3699-37
13-4198-61
13-3699-36
13-4198-62
13-4426-58
telekom.rs,sovam.net.ua,gaol...
13-4198-63
13-4426-57
13-4198-64
13-4426-56
kgts.ru,orange.es,comcast.ne...
13-7426-12
13-4426-55
13-7426-27
13-4261-20
13-7426-28
13-2048-14
ufanet.ru,tula.net,cable.012...
13-7426-29
13-2048-13
13-7426-47
13-3569-47
vsi.ru,embarqhsd.net,antelda...
13-7426-48
13-3569-45
13-7426-49
13-6879-54
13-7426-50
13-6879-53
telekom.rs,telenor.rs,rr.com...
13-7425-54
13-6879-52
13-7425-55
13-6450-29
13-7425-56
13-6450-28
sky.com,embarqhsd.net,virtua...
13-7425-57
13-6450-27
13-7425-58
13-6450-7
ziggo.nl,proxad.net,charter....
13-7186-1
13-7391-12
13-7186-2
13-7391-11
13-7186-5
13-6752-22
13-7186-6
13-6752-21
13-7186-7
13-5981-3
13-846-81
13-5981-2
telekom.rs,gaoland.net,shawc...
13-846-82
13-1587-19
13-846-83
13-1587-18
13-308-17
13-2124-37
13-2075-59
13-2124-36
13-2075-60
13-2124-35
13-2075-61
13-2124-34
13-1648-64
13-6684-46
rr.com,embarqhsd.net,cgocabl...
bezeqint.net,net-uno.net,way...
13-1648-65
13-6684-45
13-1648-66
13-6073-1
13-7261-51
13-6073-0
alltel.net,charter.com,bells...
twtelecom.net,intelnet.net.g...
13-7261-52
13-7281-23
13-7261-53
13-7281-22
13-7261-54
13-1547-15
13-7374-0
13-1547-14
asianet.co.th,fastwebnet.it,...
netcabo.pt,embarqhsd.net,mch...
13-7374-1
13-7374-4
13-1547-13
13-7374-31
13-7374-32
13-7240-42
13-7374-34
13-7240-41
skylogicnet.com,bezeqint.net...
13-7374-35
13-7240-34
13-7374-36
13-7240-31
13-7374-37
13-3110-50
13-2558-37
13-3110-47
telekom.hu,mundivox.com,tran...
13-2558-38
13-7175-7
13-2558-39
13-7175-6
13-7047-83
13-7175-5
13-7047-84
13-7336-52
13-7299-12
13-7336-51
13-7299-13
13-7336-49
telekom.rs,bezeqint.net,quic...
ufanet.ru,vdc.vn,bashtel.ru,...
13-1926-53
13-7336-48
13-1926-55
13-2509-54
13-1926-58
13-2509-53
13-1926-60
13-2509-52
13-1926-64
13-5033-15
13-1926-68
13-5033-14
13-1926-71
13-7445-3
chello.pl,rima-tde.net,movis...
13-1926-72
13-434-20
13-1926-78
13-434-19
13-2707-54
13-434-18
13-2707-55
13-5153-34
13-2707-56
13-5153-32
13-2707-57
13-5153-31
13-2707-58
13-5153-4
13-7318-52
13-7110-50
13-7318-53
13-7110-49
13-7318-54
13-7110-48
telecomitalia.it,nette.pl,gi...
13-4375-37
13-7110-47
13-4375-38
13-1666-59
13-4375-39
13-1666-58
13-7341-21
13-1666-56
13-7341-22
13-1666-55
13-2023-5
13-7393-50
13-2023-6
13-7393-47
13-2023-7
13-7393-46
13-7317-55
13-7393-45
13-7317-56
13-7317-59
13-7317-58
ufanet.ru,bezeqint.net,spark...
t-dialin.net,ono.com,comcast...
telekom.rs,bezeqint.net,gaol...
charter.com,as9105.com,veriz...
bezeqint.net,embarqhsd.net,o...
iam.net.ma,netcabo.pt,t-dial...
sbb.rs,localhost
telekom.rs,vsnl.net.in,comca...
telekom.rs,localhost
fastwebnet.it,bellsouth.net,...
localhost
asianet.co.th,vdc.vn,netcabo...
mts-nn.ru,embarqhsd.net,t-di...
dodo.com.au,swtc.edu,ono.com...
telekom.rs,cable.012.net.il,...
metrocast.net,rr.com,comcast...
telekom.rs,romtelecom.net,te...
telekom.rs,tie.cl,iam.net.ma...
gaoland.net,ono.com,ocn.ne.j...
telekom.rs,bellsouth.net,com...
tees.ne.jp,romtelecom.net,ch...
9-3977-87
telekom.rs,bezeqint.net,voda...
stream.pl,gaoland.net,fl.us,...
superkabel.de,telepac.pt,med...
dodo.com.au,or.jp,inetia.pl,...
telekom.rs,tvs12.jp,netia.co...
romtelecom.net,airtelbroadba...
mundivox.com,or.jp,inode.at,...
telekom.rs,freenet.com.ua,vs...
supernet.com.bo,bezeqint.net...
cable.net.co,sknt.ru,otenet....
asianet.co.th,qwest.net,fast...
ufanet.ru,vodafone.pt,ctbcne...
embarqhsd.net,t-dialin.net,m...
mediaWays.net,ctbcnetsuper.c...
telekom.rs,twtelecom.net,cab...
telekom.rs,sovam.net.ua,fast...
telekom.rs,vodacom.co.za,vtx...
telekom.rs,charter.com,odess...
rr.com,charter.com,comunitel...
freenet.com.ua,cytanet.com.c...
telesp.net.br,airtelbroadban...
telekom.rs,bezeqint.net,ctbc...
qwest.net,rr.com,vsnl.net.in...
sasknet.sk.ca,bezeqint.net,o...
routit.net,bezeqint.net,vsnl...
telekom.rs,asianet.co.th,tel...
asianet.co.th,charter.com,rr...
romtelecom.net,bezeqint.net,...
bezeqint.net,fetnet.net,insi...
intelnet.net.gt,windstream.n...
alltel.net,fastwebnet.it,cha...
osnanet.de,bloombroadband.co...
vsnl.net.in,embarqhsd.net,ve...
telekom.rs,vsnl.net.in,embar...
insightbb.com,embarqhsd.net,...
netcabo.pt,embarqhsd.net,com...
lightpath.net,vsnl.net.in,co...
bezeqint.net,ntrnet.it,gaola...
mts-nn.ru,azeronline.com,rr....
asianet.co.th,telekom.rs,fas...
telekom.rs,romtelecom.net,mt...
fullrate.dk,qwest.net,fastwe...
bezeqint.net,bashtel.ru,ttne...
qwest.net,embarqhsd.net,cox....
epm.net.co,t-dialin.net,snt....
qwest.net,rr.com,tiscali.it,...
mts-nn.ru,achinsk.net,ptcomm...
fastwebnet.it,rr.com,charter...
sovam.net.ua,odessa.ua,netia...
asianet.co.th,hinet.net,viet...
embarqhsd.net,ono.com,shawca...
romtelecom.net,mtnl.net.in,h...
bezeqint.net,vsnl.net.in,tel...
mts-nn.ru,isadsl.co.za,iam.n...
claro.net.br,arcor-ip.net,co...
telekom.rs,vsnl.net.in,turkt...
telekom.rs,shawcable.net,arc...
inter.net.il,vsnl.net.in,ono...
telekom.rs,tie.cl,onelinkpr....
superkabel.de,tpnet.pl,vodaf...
telekom.rs,alltel.net,sbb.rs...
rr.com,sion.net,t-dialin.net...
bezeqint.net,bashtel.ru,airt...
rr.com,t-dialin.net,charter....
telekom.rs,vodafone.pt,iplan...
telekom.rs,rr.com,gaoland.ne...
bezeqint.net,vsi.ru,embarqhs...
telekom.rs,comcast.net,speed...
bezeqint.net,embarqhsd.net,s...
telekom.rs,gaoland.net,kpn.n...
asianet.co.th,bezeqint.net,b...
telekom.rs,bezeqint.net,ono....
asianet.co.th,mtnl.net.in,be...
dslavangard.ru,or.jp,d2visp....
berceni.net,cable.012.net.il...
ufanet.ru,inter.net.il,kuban...
telekom.rs,romtelecom.net,be...
grid.com.tr,ufanet.ru,vdc.vn...
telekom.rs,bezeqint.net,kpn....
bezeqint.net,avtlg.ru,comcas...
bezeqint.net,mercovan.com.ar...
telekom.rs,gaoland.net,comca...
prod-infinitum.com.mx,inteln...
telekom.rs,bezeqint.net,comc...
mls.com.br,vdc.vn,ctbcnetsup...
asianet.co.th,comcastbusines...
mediaWays.net,charter.com,te...
bezeqint.net,myvzw.com,comca...
bellsouth.net,gaoland.net,mc...
vsnl.net.in,telemar.net.br,o...
rr.com,charter.com,sbcglobal...
telekom.rs,vsnl.net.in,ineti...
charter.com,as9105.com,rr.co...
telekom.rs,netcabo.pt,embarq...
qwest.net,rr.com,bellsouth.n...
romtelecom.net,mts-nn.ru,mtn...
grid.com.tr,mts-nn.ru,bezeqi...
telecomitalia.it,rr.com,zigg...
ufanet.ru,soborka.net,bellso...
telesp.net.br,fastwebnet.it,...
telesp.net.br,codetel.net.do...
gpcom.net,cablene.com,windst...
pilicka.pl,arcor-ip.net,unit...
telekom.rs,romtelecom.net,ch...
telekom.rs,bezeqint.net,inet...
vodafone.pt,ono.com,arcor-ip...
inetia.pl,comcast.net,arcor-...
bezeqint.net,comcast.net,arc...
rr.com,radionet.com.ua,comca...
ufanet.ru,ctbcnetsuper.com.b...
telekom.rs,bezeqint.net,bash...
asianet.co.th,telepac.pt,vsi...
telekom.rs,ufanet.ru,soborka...
telekom.rs,mtnl.net.in,otene...
asianet.co.th,bezeqint.net,c...
telekom.rs,iol.cz,myt.mu,max...
asianet.co.th,mts-nn.ru,mtnl...
romtelecom.net,telesp.net.br...
turktelekom.com.tr,asianet.c...
soborka.net,iam.net.ma,or.jp...
telekom.rs,romtelecom.net,si...
telesp.net.br,donpac.ru,bash...
ipv4ilink.net,newwavecomm.ne...
telekom.rs,ufanet.ru,abpl.pl...
romtelecom.net,vodafone.in,c...
rr.com,kbrnet.ru,vsnl.net.in...
telekom.rs,comstar-uts.ru,ct...
telekom.rs,cable.net.co,oten...
telekom.rs,bezeqint.net,inod...
bezeqint.net,ono.com,ziggo.n...
telekom.rs,abpl.pl,bezeqint....
telesp.net.br,telecomitalia....
iam.net.ma,embratel.net.br,t...
mediaWays.net,numericable.fr...
bezeqint.net,vsnl.net.in,com...
bellsouth.net,iam.net.ma,emb...
clearwire-wmx.net,tiscali.it...
bezeqint.net,bellsouth.net,B...
telekom.rs,nextra.sk,bezeqin...
asianet.co.th,cable.net.co,f...
netspace.net.au,comcast.net,...
vsnl.net.in,ono.com,arcor-ip...
usa-companies.net,sky.com,em...
twtelecom.net,romtelecom.net...
telefonica-ca.net,msu.edu,ch...
tees.ne.jp,sky.com,libero.it...
twtelecom.net,dodo.com.au,ka...
telekom.rs,asianet.co.th,bez...
asianet.co.th,charter.com,ve...
telekom.rs,sezampro.rs,vsnl....
smartlink.com.ua,epm.net.co,...
romtelecom.net,turktelekom.c...
telekom.rs,sezampro.rs,gaola...
an-net.ru,bilgoraj.mm.pl,bez...
smartlink.com.ua,as43234.net...
telekom.rs,mts-nn.ru,bashtel...
telekom.rs,bezeqint.net,char...
romtelecom.net,proxad.net,co...
bezeqint.net,iam.net.ma,inet...
nava21.ne.jp,bezeqint.net,ma...
telekom.rs,bezeqint.net,maxo...
telekom.rs,bezeqint.net,wave...
sbb.rs,telekom.rs,localhost,...
vsi.ru,vsnl.net.in,sevenstar...
telekom.rs,tula.net,bashtel....
telekom.rs,crnagora.net,ono....
ufanet.ru,vsi.ru,cablextremo...
telekom.rs,ono.com,comcast.n...
telekom.rs,intelnet.net.gt,r...
ono.com,windstream.net,shawc...
telekom.rs,asianet.co.th,vec...
dslextreme.com,vodafone.pt,a...
netbynet.ru,odessa.ua,inetia...
qwest.net,charter.com,clearw...
telekom.rs,netserv.ro,bezeqi...
asianet.co.th,bol.net.in,med...
telekom.rs,nokia.com,bezeqin...
telekom.rs,speedy.net.pe,bra...
romtelecom.net,ramnet.su,mtn...
asianet.co.th,telecomitalia....

5-7270-6

turktelekom.com.tr,mts-nn.ru...
cid.ge,telekom.rs,tula.net,c...
iam.net.ma,starnet.md,telefo...

rmt.ru,mts-nn.ru,stcomputer....
vsi.ru,iam.net.ma,krasnet.ru...
bezeqint.net,bashtel.ru,zstt...
telekom.rs,mts-nn.ru,mpe.lv,...
kyivstar.net,fastwebnet.it,m...
inetia.pl,circle-hk.com,peop...
mts-nn.ru,vodafone.pt,cable....
mts-nn.ru,tie.cl,bashtel.ru,...

superkabel.de,mts-nn.ru,tele...
cable.012.net.il,comunitel.n...
san.ru,fastwebnet.it,chello....
mts-nn.ru,netsonic.fi,bellso...
telekom.rs,mts-nn.ru,azeronl...
supernet.com.bo,soborka.net,...
mts-nn.ru,tula.net,is74.ru,k...

telekom.rs,cable.net.co,bras...
asianet.co.th,bol.net.in,vdc...
ufanet.ru,bashtel.ru,iam.net...
mts-nn.ru,bashtel.ru,iam.net...

Grum

asianet.co.th,bol.net.in,vie...
cable.net.co,asianet.co.th,t...
asianet.co.th,brasiltelecom....
mts-nn.ru,iam.net.ma,vsnl.ne...
bashtel.ru,iam.net.ma,vsnl.n...
ufanet.ru,vsnl.net.in,speedy...
soborka.net,vsnl.net.in,maxo...

asianet.co.th,mtnl.net.in,br...
asianet.co.th,cable.net.co,b...
asianet.co.th,saudi.net.sa,b...
asianet.co.th,vdc.vn,airtelb...
telesp.net.br,brasiltelecom....
vsi.ru,freenet.com.ua,vsnl.n...
vsi.ru,iam.net.ma,etb.net.co...
ufanet.ru,bashtel.ru,mts-nn....
interkam.pl,telkom.net.id,vd...
asianet.co.th,bol.net.in,hin...

bashtel.ru,odessa.ua,vsnl.ne...
odessa.ua,vsnl.net.in,telema...
telekom.rs,evpanet.com,bezeq...
bashtel.ru,crnagora.net,peop...
asianet.co.th,bol.net.in,bas...
telekom.rs,intelnet.net.gt,b...
odessa.ua,vsnl.net.in,speedy...
mts-nn.ru,ctbcnetsuper.com.b...
bashtel.ru,freenet.com.ua,bk...
asianet.co.th,bol.net.in,bra...

mts-nn.ru,bezeqint.net,krasn...
telekom.rs,mts-nn.ru,cable.0...
tees.ne.jp,ufanet.ru,dslavan...
telekom.rs,gomel.by,bashtel....
mts-nn.ru,bezeqint.net,cable...
5-3535-33
5-3842-10
bezeqint.net,crnagora.net,mw...
5-1459-10
telekom.rs,nethouse.net,sobo...
5-1407-0
mts-nn.ru,bezeqint.net,chugu...
5-3838-7
5-6299-21
romtelecom.net,telekom.rs,be...
5-6299-20
asianet.co.th,vdc.vn,sknt.ru...
5-5993-21
freenet.com.ua,iskratelecom....
5-5993-20
triolan.net,ukrtel.net,ertel...
5-7347-21
5-7347-20
telkom.net.id,ukrtel.net,loc...
5-7347-7
vdc.vn,sbb.rs,saudi.net.sa,u...
5-7347-6
saudi.net.sa,ukrtel.net,fast...
5-2716-34
5-7421-35
ktnet.kg,bezeqint.net,online...
5-7421-34
bol.net.in,mts-nn.ru,4net.na...
5-7421-31
movistar.cl,speedy.net.pe,te...
5-7421-7
mts-nn.ru,intelnet.net.gt,be...
5-7421-6
5-7421-4
telkom.net.id,wanamaroc.com,...
5-7270-34
romtelecom.net,sepanta.net,s...
5-7270-31
vodafone.pt,speedy-net.bg,ch...
5-7270-21
brasiltelecom.net.br,iam.net...
5-7270-7
5-7270-4
telkom.net.id,mtnl.net.in,be...
5-4284-31
mts-nn.ru,skylogicnet.com,vo...
5-4284-30
hnpt.com.vn,asianet.co.th,mt...
5-0-33
sky.ru,volia.net,telkom.net....
5-0-10
5-0-7
mts-nn.ru,izoom.net,odessa.u...
9-1231-26
hinet.net,jazztel.es,vsnl.ne...
9-5944-79
nexlinx.net.pk,supernet.com....
9-1677-46
asianet.co.th,ufanet.ru,bol....
9-74-23
9-1060-25
bks-tv.ru,vsnl.net.in,anteld...
9-1669-22
9-570-68
gvt.net.br,telesp.net.br,tel...
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Figure 5.15: Graph with radial layout representing all relationships between spam events (nodes in light blue) belonging to
MDC 1 (Rustock/Grum/Cutwail/MegaD) regarding the the host names of spamming machines (green nodes).
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6 Conclusion
In this final deliverable for Workpackage 5 (Threats Intelligence), we have offered an
extensive description of all experiments carried out with respect to root cause analysis
techniques.
The R&D efforts carried out in WP5 have produced triage, a generic, multi-criteria
software analysis framework for intelligence and root cause analysis in cyber security.
As extensively described in Chapter 2, triage relies on a novel combination of graphbased analysis with a data fusion process inspired by Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis
(MCDA).
We have then described how this framework was successfully applied to various wombat datasets to perform intelligence analyses, by taking advantage of several structural
and contextual features of various data sets developed by the different partners. These
experiments have enabled us to get insights into the underlying root phenomena that
have likely caused many security events observed by sensors deployed by wombat partners. In particular, we have described in Chapter 3 how triage was used to analyze
Rogue AV campaigns and the modus operandi of people organizing them. In Chapter 4,
we have then described how we have applied the framework to a completely different data
set, made of SGNET code injections, with the purpose of analyzing different malware
variants attributed to the Allaple worm propagation scheme.
Finally, in Chapter 5, we have described another experiment performed on a large spam
data set obtained from Message Labs (now Symantec.Cloud ), for which we have used
triage to analyze spam botnets and their ecosystem to get a better under understanding
of how those botnets are used by spammers, and how they organize and coordinate spam
campaigns. It is worth mentioning that we are considering a possible technology transfer
of triage to Symantec.Cloud, who is interested in carrying out regular intelligence
analyses of their spam data sets, and may also consider the integration of triage to
r
their Skeptic ○
spam filtering technology, as a way to improve the various heuristics used
in their spam analysis system.

Perspectives
As demonstrated throughout this deliverable, triage has enabled us to get new insights into the underlying root phenomena that have likely caused many security events
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6 Conclusion
observed by various sensors (e.g., honeypots, crawlers, spamtraps, sandboxes, etc). However, the development of the triage framework has also opened a number of interesting
new challenges that could be investigated in future research.
As a first new research axis, we could envision and develop new clustering techniques
to improve the scalability of the framework. To further address this scalability issue due
to the O(N 2 ) complexity of graph-based representations, we could also rely on parallel
algorithms, such as the MapReduce paradigm.
To further improve the data fusion process done by triage, we could also consider
other fusion methods, such as methods based on probabilistic theories (e.g., DempsterShafer theory of evidence or belief networks), or new classes of aggregation functions
and fuzzy logic approaches.
Next, we could also add an anomaly detection capability to the triage framework to
be warned as soon as possible when triage observes new kinds of attack phenomena
that are significantly different from previous ones. This would also enable us to be
quickly alerted of significant changes in the behaviors of attackers.
Finally, we have showed throughout this document how different visualization techniques, such as graph-based visualizations or dimensionality reduction, could help us to
achieve a better situational awareness in network and information security. However,
because of the large number of dimensions, it is not always obvious to the analyst to see
directly why security events have been attributed to the same phenomenon. In a system
where interactive visual analytics is combined with data fusion and attack attribution
algorithms, the analyst would be better equipped to gain insight into attack phenomena.
This means that we need to tightly couple network security algorithms with directly integrated visual analysis methods in the future. Further improvements of the scalability
of both the data analysis algorithms and visualizations are also necessary to eventually
reach this goal.
We hope that all those different aspects of improvement will be largely addressed in
the new EU-FP7 project called VIS-SENSE (http://www.vis-sense.eu).
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